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CHAPTER 
A NOTE ON METHODS AND STRUCTURE 
The Strategy of Research 
This study of the evolution of the Council for National Academic 
Awards (CNAA) is an exploration of the growth of a major validating 
agency in British higher educationg with particular emphasis upon the 
development of criteria for validation, the role of the Council as a 
forum for curriculum debateg its significance as an arbiter of standards 
for resource provisiont and its development as an interest group within 
the spectrum of higher education. My original hypothesis rested upon 
exploration of the Council as a major source of innovation in higher 
education outside the universities-p both in relation to curriculum and 
in creating the means of assessing course proposals put forward by 
colleges. The research experience has substantially modified this 
original premisep particularly in relation to curriculump and my empfiasis 
now rests far more upon the CNAA as an institution endowing legitimacy 
and status upon colleges offering its awards and seeking to obtain 
recognition as an institution equivalent in standing to the universities* 
Innovation remains a significant themaq but more in relation to means 
than endsp especially the development of a system of validation allowing 
the sustained examinationand assessment of course proposals submitted 
by colleges, and drawing upon substantial expertise derived from the 
universitiesq the colleges validated by the Council and representatives-of 
industry and commerce. 
This change of emphasis reflected the lack of substantial previous 
research upon the CNAA* Apart from frequent but generally not searching 
reports in the educational pressy the only significant works making 
reference to the Council and its predecessor body, the National Council 
-2- 
for Technological Awards (NCTA) are both by Burgess and 'Pratt. 
1ý The 
major thrust of these studies is concerned with the evolution of new 
institutions within- higher educationp the Colleges of Advanced Technology 
and the polytechnics respectivelyp rather than with their validating 
agencies. 
2A former officer of the Council also published a survey 
to mark the CNAA's first decade in 1974.3 Most written sources have 
9 
generally tended to convey the impression of the CNAA as an innovating 
. body, often in association with the development of the polytechnics 
4 in 
contrast with an allegedly conservative university sectort unresponsive 
Po social and economic change* To some extent this has precluded a 
detached exploration of the policies and achievements of the CNAA* The 
erosion of my initial hypothesis of the Council as a prime source of 
innovation therefore derived from consideration of the Council's archivest 
together with interviews with past and present leading full time officers 
and part time members. Thus my investigation had first to test and then 
to emancipate itself from an unchallenged climate of assumptions about 
the CNAAts-past role* 
I 
The thesis rests primarily upon the archives of the NCTA and CNAAq 
together with some college archives. In, essence all the papers of the 
governing bodies and their major academic committees have been examinedp 
although access to correspondence was limited. 
5 Howeverv given the foc'us 
upon the CNAA's central development it was not felt appropriate# nor 
wholly feasible in resource termsq to visit colleges 
Tyrrell Burgess and John Prattq Policy g raTlennn nd Practice: The 
of Adunornri Technol I i ogy (London 1970). John Pratt and Tyrrell Gurgesst 
Qblytachnics& A, Rep ort(London 1974)o 
2, For example only a small proportion of R oly. technics: A ReDort is 
concerned with the CNAAp principally ppe 196-201, 
3. Michael Lanev Desio p for Degrees. pew De or. up rournes Under the rNAA- 
(London 1975). 
4. For the development of the polytechnicsq see below pp. 63-71, 
5. - See Appendix A for conditions of accessp and 
Bigliography 
for guide to source s used* 
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extensively to examine CNAA college relationships at the validating 
interface. 
A significant element of the research comprised interviews with 
most former full time officers of the Council and many leading part time 
members, This method was used to supplement the available written sources 
which did not always reveal the scope and influence of interest groupsl 
the precise nature of debatesp the extensive informal networks of 
decision making and the general climate in which the CNAA worked in the 
1960s. I After some experiment 
primarily because most of thosi 
with the Council's development 
compare and contrast differing 
The interview is perhaps 
tightly structured interviews were usedq 
a interviewed had been centrally concerned 
but also because this made it possible to 
individual views on particular topics. 
a less precise kind of evidence than that 
available in written form& Subjective influences tend to be particularly 
strong: specific difficulties include the risk of a preparedt defensive 
respansep that the person being interviewed may reflect9 consciously or 
otherwisev the questioner's own sense of priorities, biases and 
assumptions. It is also possible that the formal interview could 
inhibit frank discussiong though given the general familiarity of those 
interviewed with this methodg this is probably less likely in this case. 
2 
A more subtle form of subjectivity is that the interviewer may internalise 
the values of those he is interviewingt with some blunting of the critical 
sense. However such disadvantages can be very substantially diminished by the 
frequent checking of transcripts against one another and against written 
sourcesp together with a general awareness of these aspects of the use 
of oral sources. 
1. The interviews were tapedv transcribed and punctuated by the author. 
2.. See Bibliographyfor names of those interviewed. 
. I- 
The Structure of the Thesis 
The thesis begins with an analysis of the reasons for the foundation 
of the CNAAq together with some consideration of the NCTA and aspects of 
the University of London External System. Attention also focuses upon the 
recommendations of the Robbins Committee, and the debate which the Committee's 
establishment initiated. In particular the implications of the acceptance 
of parity of esteemp the principle of equal awards for equivalent work9 for 
institutions outside the university sector are explored. The recommendation 
to establish the CNAA may be seen as a direct outcome of the search for 
means to realise this principlet and as tribute to the achievements of the 
NCTA in obtaining substantial recognition for its own award, the Diploma 
in Technology. However the Council's growth to a scale unforeseen by 
Robbins was the outcome of other forces, the general expansion of the 
numbers of applicants qualified and willing to enter higher educationg and 
-5- 
also of the' emergence of the binary policyq a specific attempt by 
government to create a coherent system of higher education outside the 
university sector. Thus the size --and significance of the CNAA was largely 
determined by general trends in education and society outside its own 
control. The Council responded to events and policies far more than it 
initiated them. 
The evolution of the Council's academic policies in its first decade 
is then explored# particularly in relation to the nature of its degreesp 
the growth of research and the expansion of its validating competencep for 
example tentative exploration of the area of educationg where the Council's 
role later grew rapidlye Again the Council responded to exogeneous devel- 
opments as it also did when the University of London ceased to make avail- 
able its external degree to colleges in the public sector. 
1 Analysis of 
the Council's early growth suggests strongly that it was concerned to 
establish its status and legitimacy in higher education. It is argued that 
evidence of the Council's innovatory role in curriculum is not strong and 
that policy was restricted by the need to obtain standing and recognitiong 
and totraintain broad comparability with the universities, Indeed the 
hypothesis that a new and underpowered institution is well suited to take 
substantial initiatives in academic development is questioned, It would 
appearl howeverg that late in the Council's first decadev when its general 
standing was more assuredg the CNAA was prepared to embark upon bolder 
initiatives especially pprhaps the' decision-td iialidate the Diploma 'in Higher 
Education. 
Attention then turns to the means of validationg in particular the 
emergence of the committee structure. It is argued that validation itselft 
the specific consideration of course proposalsq devolved downwards to the 
subject boards whilst the governing Council and second tier committees were 
increasingly concerned both with policy issues relevant to all the Council's 
11 See below, pp, 62-3. 
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work, and also with issues germane to higher education generally. The CNAA's 
growth brought shifts in the internal balance of its con. stituent parts. In 
particular its early policy climate was one of small informal groups# 
consisting of the full time officers and leading part time membersq assent- 
ially the exercise of informal power. Late in the first decade the growth 
I 
in the number of full time officers and in the general scope of the Council's 
work suggested that a more formal bureaucratic structure was emergingo with 
implications for the Council's own functioning and for its relationships 
with the colleges. However in 1974 this change was not sufficiently 
advanced for it to be possible wholly to. assess its significance. 
Validation requires not only an assessment. of a college's academic 
capacity, but also of the supporting resources, provision of the academic 
structure and the nature of its management. Whilst the Council's Charter 
obliged it to consider co-urses, q in practice it was crucial to develop a 
view of the college as a whole. Thus CNAAq like NCTA before itt became a 
persistent advocate of the need to improve resource provisionj and acted 
as a pressure group to persuade the Education Departments and the local 
authorities to revise their views about appropriate resources for. degree 
courses. Indeed the Council and its committees may be viewed as an 
alternative channel of Information to the Departments of Educations' 
inspectorate. It is suggested that it would be unwise to stress too 
greatly a theme of conflict over resource provisiong with the notable 
exception of research in the Oolytechnicsp rather there were differences 
of emphasis naturally arising from the divorce of validation by the CNAA 
from resource provision by others. However most of the decade to 1974 
was a period of expansion in higher education, which reduced the like- 
lihood of serious disagreement over resource issues. 
The heart of the study concludes with an investigation both of the 
-7- 
relationships between the Council and other groups in higher educationt 
the universitiesq the Education Departments# the local authorities and 
professional bodiesp and the colleges offering CNAA degreeso An attempt 
is made to define the parameters of the Council's influence and to explore 
the extent of its autonomyq noting both the similarities to and differences 
from the universities. Exploration of the nature of relationships with 
the colleges highlights an issue central to the CNAAt the subject of 
much contemporary comment in 1978,1 how far validation may be delegated 
to the collegesp andq by implicationt whether the Council can continue 
on its present form. Means of associating colleges more closely with 
validation are explored but it is suggested that no final decision had 
been reached by 1974 and that the future development of Council, policy 
in this area was uncertain. Emphasis seemed however to have shifted 
towards a more permanent and enduring role for the Council than had been 
foreseen in its earlier years. 
The final chapter both summarises the main conclusions of this study 
and also highlights many aspects of the Council's work and contingent areas 
worthy of further investigation. This thesis does not claim to be the 
definitive or final statement upon the CNAA. Its effective terminal datep 
September 19749 saw the merger with the National Council for Diplomas in 
Art and Design (NCDAD)q thus extending the Council's validating authority to 
new discipline areas andq in some casest to new institutions. Moreover 
the colleges of education were then undergoing major changesq including 
the extension of CNAA validation both to courses concerned with the 
training of teachers and to other new degree and Diploma in Higher Education 
courses* Thus this work should be viewed as a substantial initial studyt 
a foundation upon which later and more detailed studies may bed3le to 
See the T. i-me2 Higher Ed"C"drin 51,12Plawanf-t 20th October 1978t 3rd 
November 1978,10th November 1978t 17th November 1978 and 24th 
November 1978. 
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draw. It analyses certain major hypotheses about the CNAAt derived 
from the general climate of opinion in informed circles about the Council's 
developmentq and seeks to test these against specific evidencet both 
written and oral. Whilst such an approach may confirm some hypothesesq 
and refute others, it should also yield further hypotheses worthy of 
sustained investigation. 
-9- 
CHAPTER 11 
THE ORIGINS, FOUNDATION AND GR-OWTH'OF THE COUNCIL FOR NATIONAL ACADEMIC 
AWARDS. 
Introduction 
When the Council for National Academic Awards (CNAA) was established 
in 1964 its principal aim was to approve degree courses for students at 
colleges outside the university sector. In this chapter attention focuses 
upon the reasons for the Councilts development into the major validating 
body for the nonautonomous sector of higher education and It is suggested 
that this owed rather more to changes in the climate of gover'nment policies 
than to the Councilts specific achievements. In surveying the CNAA's growth# 
it is important to remember the precedents established by a predecessor 
bodyt the National Council for Technological Awards (NCTA) both in relation 
to-academic policies and in the development of the validating processe Thus 
there will be consideration of the significance of the NCTA's achievementsq 
particularly the successful establishment of the sandwich course# the 
Diploma in Technologyq and also the evolution of a committee structure to 
enable the consideration of courses submitted. There will follow assessment 
of the reasons which led to the Robbins Committee recommending the CNAAIS 
astablishmentp including the growing problems of the University of London's 
External Degree systemp followed by examination of significant relevant 
developments in the area of higher education# notably the emergence of the 
so called binary system. 
The Origins of the National Council for Technological Awards, 
The NCTA was established in December 1955 following a parliamentary 
-10- 
announcement in 3uly91 and after a decade of controversy concerning 
the natures location and title of advanced courses in science, and 
particularly technology9 outside the university sector. There was 
persistent concern about the number of technologists trained in Britaing 
both in relation to her assumed industrial needs and in comparison with 
other advanced industrial countries; the growing desire an the pari of 
industrialists for a new kind of advanced scientific and engineering 
educations believed likely to be more responsive to industrial requirements; 
and the need to increase both resources available to technical colleges 
and also to raise the status of their qualifications. This debate took 
place in a context of marked institutional diversity in advanced further 
educations 
2a landscape comprising the London polytechnicsg 
3 
several of 
which concentrated primarily upon degree level workp colleges where HLgher 
National Diplomas and Higher National Certificatest generally accounted 
equivalent to university pass degrees, were widely toughtt but also including 
colleges teaching Ordinary National Diplomas and Certificates and a wide 
array of craft courses and elementary work* Whilst there was perhaps a 
long run tendency for the concentration of higher level work in certain 
institutionsp as exemplified in the establishment of the Colleges of 
4 Advanced Technology beginning in 1956 9 it is important to remdmber the rich 
diversity of courses taught within individual collegeaq a diversity which 
was only slowly diminished. Thus any recommendations concerning development 
of certain aspects of the work of technical colleges had implications not 
only for the whole sector but for the balance of work within individual 
colleges. 
is Hansard 9 14th July 1955. 
2, See Appendix B. A Note an Terminology. 
3. Not to be confused with the polytechnics designated after the 1966 
-White Paper. They were founded in the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries; for example Battersea (1891). 
4. See belout pp. 16-7, 
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The decade between the publication of the Perey Committee Report 
1 
in 1945 and the creation of the National Council for Technological Awards 
in 1955 witnessed a long running debate about the means of increasing the 
output of technologistsp and of the nature of courses and awards available. 
Thus Percy advocated an output of about three thousand technologists-per 
annum 
2 
and that those attending courses in technical colleges would receive 
a new kind of education in which theoretical studies and industrial training 
would be interwoven, the germ of the sandwich course. Moreover it was 
stressed that such a course should be carefully structuredt 'the works 
practice should be as carefully planned as the academic studyq and the 
whole work should be planned by co-operation between the educational 
institution and the industry concerned', 
3 It was believed that kind of 
education might be especially attractive to those who had left school at 
fifteeng a point reinforced by the Barlow Committee 
4 
which suggested that 
only about one in five of those capable entered university. 
The new award should be administered by a National Council of Technology 
which would oversee academic standards in the collegesg operating not as 
an external examining bodyl admitting students to courses and examinations 
prescribed by the examining institutiong but rather allowing colleges 
freedom to plan their own syllabuses, to set and mark their own examinations 
andt subject to moderation by external examinersp to confer the award. 
Additionally the National Council should suggest standards of staffing 
and equipment, It was believed that this would both enhance the status 
of the colleges offering the award and raise standards by devolving 
responsibility upon them, and it would seem that Percy saw a relationship 
between the enlargement of college autonomy and the enhancement of the 
college's academic standing. 
5 
The proposed National Councilp in 
particular the recommendations concerning its functions and its 
1. Ministry of Educ 
2* Percy Committee 
3. percy Commi 
4. rripnfifir manpn 
prpSiHpnt of the 
5. perýy Committee 
ationp Ijinjapr jPr-h_nCjInQimql F_Hur-p_j-. inn (London 1945)o 
paragraph 18* 
paragraph 23. 
wRr, Repprt gr a Committ2e ApDninted hy ths lCrd 
rouncilq Cmd 6824p (London 1946), 
paragraph '19. * 
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means of operationt can reasonably be seen as the germ of the future 
NCTA and by extension of the form of validation it pioneeredt and which 
was later developed by the CNAAo 
The Committee further recommended that the new award should be 
available only at a limited number of collegesp characterized by the 
concentration of high level workq including part time courses, such as the 
Higher National Certificates (HNC)q the possession of governing bodies and 
boards of studyq with teaching staff enjoying salaries and conditions of 
13 ervice similar to the universities. 
1 
Again it seems reasonable to infer that 
herein lay the germ of the later Colleges of Advanced Technologyq and also 
of the emergence of a more distinct hierarchy within further education* 
However it seems doubtful whether the Committee was aware of this implication 
of its recommendations, 
2 
The precise title of the award found the Committee deeply divided 
between those who favoured a degree 88 essential for its standing and 
recognition and those who felt that a distinctive but not inferior education 
could be recognised by the award of a diploma* The Chairmant Lord Eustace 
Percyg 3 Rector of the Newcastle Division of the University of Durham (later 
the University of Newcastle) argued that the title of the award depended 
upon the nature of the institution which granted them and that, degrees 
could not be given by municipal collegesq'which do not claim maturity and 
do not ev'en aspire to independence. ' 
4A 
proposal to award degrees would 
certainly have met with strong opposition from the universities but. in the 
absence of a clear lead from the Committee the award of a diploma became 
inevitable, 5 Given that many technical colleges offered external degrees 
10 Percy C mmitteep paragraphs 29 and 30* 
2. A view g-u-pported by NR. Heywood in his M*Litt thesis University of 
Lancaster 1969v page 117* 
3, Lord Eustace Percy& Born 21at March 18879 educated University of Oxford. 
M. P. 1921-37. Parliamentary Secretary@ Board of Education 19239 
Ministry of Health 1923-49 President of Board of Education 1924-90 
Minister without Portf-oTio 1935-6. Died 3rd-ApTil 1958. 
4. Percy Committeep note by the Chairmang page 25t item 4. 
5. Sir Lionel Russellp in an interview with the author# 6th November 1975, 
commenied that the West Midlands Regional Advisory Council was also 
divided on this issue in its evidence to the Percy 
Committee, 
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of the University of London and a few offered internal degrees the 
Committee's attitude was perhaps not wholly consistent, Lord Percy did 
however suggest the compromise of Royal Colleges of Technology which might 
ultimately evolve into universities. 
I 
The Barlow Report in 1946 largely echoed the Percy'Committes 
recommendationst particularly emphasizing the proposal to develop a number 
of colleges as institutions loosely equivalent to universities. Despite 
the apparent urgency of the recommendationsp implementation proved extremely 
hesitant and piecemeal# perhaps because of the emphasis on the secondary 
sector of education in the immediate post war years. 1n 1950 the National 
Advisory Council an Education for Industry and Commerce 
2 
reported on possible 
developments within further educatiod It believed urgent the need to 
increase technological education, and argued once more for sandwich courses 
involving integrated academic education and industrial training, 
4 NACEIC 
also emphasized the need for a new national award administered by a 
proposed Royal College of Technologists which would be empowered to grant 
first and highbr awardep although given university opposition these could 
not be degrees. 
5 The Royal College would be responsible for admission 
standards. curriculum and syllabust the qualifications of academic stafft 
examinationsp accommodation and equipment and research facilitiese 
6 
NACEIC 
particularly emphasised the need for the provision of 'a permanent focus 
for the broad examination of needs and assistance in the promotion of 
technological education to a position in the national economy commensurate 
16 There were at this time a number of university colleges offering 
London degrees which were to evolve into independent universities. 
2. NACEIC comprised of representatives of the local education authoritiesp 
universitiesq staff in technical colleges# employers and employees, 
with representatives appointed by the Ministert including the Chairmano 
See L, Mo Cantor and I. F. Roberts# Further Education In England And 
Wales (London 1972) p. 15. 
3. Ministry of Educationg NACEIC The Future Development of Hinhnr TpchnnInnina 
Education (London 1950). 
4o The Report uses the term Isandwichl paragraph 21t page 11., 
5. NACEIC9 Parag. E22hs 37 to 42o - 
6o NACEIC9 Part ; TJ The Functionst Natureg Constitutiong-Awards and Finance 
of a Royal College of Technologist 
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I 
with its Importance to the national well being. ' Whilst the National 
Advisory Council's proposals were accepted by the Labour government in 
September 19519 2 this decision was reversed by the Conservative 
government# elected in October 19519 which decided instead to spend LIS 
millions In expanding the Imperial College of Science and Technologye 
Sir Lionel Russell suggested# howeverg that there was strong opposiiian 
to the Royal College of Technologists by the engineering professional 
institutions which fearedt mistakenly, that the Royal College would give 
both an academic award and a professional qualification enabling the 
award holder to practise as a fully qualified enginsert thus threatening 
the institutions' prerogatives, 
3 
Despite the apparent switch in emphasis in resource support the 
Ministry issued Circular 255 4 in July 1952 which announced the introduction 
of a special Advanced Technology grant at the rate of 75 per cent (in place 
of 60 per cent) for advanced courses designed to meet industrial needst 
and thus colleges were given specific encouragement to expand industrially 
orientated advanced courses* 
5 There was a substantial response by local 
authori ties and in 1955 six hundred and sixteen full time and part time 
courses at twenty five colleges were recommended for these grants at a 
cost of Llj millions. 
6 
Nor was the sandwich course concept left fallow for 
during the early 1950 a experiments were carried out in which college and 
university academic staff worked in industry on industrial research problems* 
There were also discussions between Ministry of Education officials and 
representatives of the training departments of a number of large engineering 
firmsp including English Electric and Metropolitan Vickersp which led to 
1. NACEIC9 paragraph 52. 
2, HiAher Technoloqical Education Cmd B357 HMSO 1951. 
3* Exoinfo Sir Lionel Russell. 
4. Ministry of Education. Circular 255 (London 14th July'1952). 
56 Michael Argles. South Kensinotoo To Robbins (London 1964), pp. 89-929 
contains a use ful discussion of these issues. 
6, R. C. Mavorp Senior Assistant Education Officer for Further Educationt 
London County Council in British Association for Commercial and 
Industrial Educationt sixth Annual Conferencep Midlands Areat 1-3rd March, 
1957. 
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the formulation of sandwich course proposals involving the close 
association of industry and college and a free movement of staff between 
the colleges and the firm# an interchange of lecturers and professional 
engineers* Such experimentshere an attempt to give coherent form to a 
widely expressed but not perhaps fully articulated industrial discontent 
with universitj aducationg seen as providing well suited research and 
development engineers but as less successful In providing for commercialt 
dosign and manufacturing activity, 
' 
Whilst the postwar decade saw a considerable expansion in the output 
of science and technology students yet, as Burgess and Pratt indicatat 
there was a more rapid increase In science than in engineering. 
2 There 
was also a considerable expansion of degree level students in technical 
colleges but the proportion studying applied science was not strikingly 
In excess of those studying pure science ; 5g756 (5497 per cent) to 4g753 
(42.3 per cent). There had been considerable expansion since 1945 but 
perhaps rather lose in applied science and engineering than might have 
been expected given the tenor of official policy. 
The National Council for Technological Awards 
The formal establishment or NCTA in July 1955 followed a renewed 
recommendation or the NACEIC* 
3 Sir David Ecclas 4 stated that Lord Hivest 
5 
Chairman or Rolle Roycp had agroad to become the first chairman and that 
Exoinf. Dr. G*Se Bosworth# Superintendent of technical training 
English Electricp later Director of Personnel 1946-68# later Director 
of Newcastle Polytechnic. 
2* Tyrrell Burgess and John Pratt 0 Policy and Prectic. at The Collenes of 
Advanced Technology (London 197O)q peUe 
3* Michael Arglest po9l, 
4, Sir David Ecclesp born 18th September 1904* Educated Winchester# Now 
College# Oxford, M*P* 1943-62# Minister of Works 1951-4t Minister of 
Education 1954-7t President of the Board of Trade 1957-9# Minister of 
Education 1959-62t Paymaster General 1970-3* Created Viscount 1964. 
5. Lord Hives. Born 21st April 1806o Educated Redlands School Reading, 
Joined Rolle Royce 1908- retired 1957 as Chairman* Died 24th April 1965, 
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hop the Ministert was clear that there was strong industrial support 
for the now award. 
I The NCTAq established under Trust Deadq was to 
award Diplomas in Technology possessing a 'high standing 
. 
having a 
national currency and available to students in technical colleggse, 
2 
The Diploma would be equivalent to an honours degreeg would be awarded 
at first or second class or pass levelv upon the completion of courses 
which would contain Industrial traininge 
3 The status of the National 
Council was underlined by the appointment to its Governing Body of man 
distinguished in both industry and educationt designed to ensure that 
NCTA carried weight both with industry and the colleges, This was perhaps 
particularly important since doubts about NCTA's inability to award degrees 
were early expressed by Dre Kingg Member of Parliament for Southampton 
Itchen 4 
Will the Minister convey to his learned adviserat 
who would object if their professional qualifications 
were called Dip. Artst Dip, Sc, q M. Dip. and Dip 
Do that the granting of degrees In technology 
would be good not only for euphony but also for 
parity of estoom in the battle that hot like all 
of us, hopes to wage for advanced technical education 
in the Immediate future? 5 
The establishmant of NCTA was one strand of government policyt another 
was the decision to concontrate resources and higher level work substantiallY 
but not exclusively in a limited numbor of collegeaq contained in the 
White Paper of February 1956 
6 
and in circular 305 issued in Ouns 1956 
7 
1. Hansard 14th July 1955* 
2* NCTA, 
Knort 
for the Period December 1955 to July 1957 (London 1957)# p. 3. 
3e NCTAv Vemoranduin on the-Rorognition of Courses in Technical-College 
Leading tn nInInmnn In TnnhnnInnXq (London# May 1956)e 
4. Or* Kinge Born 25th May 1901. Educated Kings College London. M. P. 1947- 
65* Speaker of House of Commons 1965-70* Created Baron Maybray-King 1971o 
5,, Hansard, 26th Junet 1956. 
6. Ministry of Education White Paperv Technical Education (London February 
1956). 
7. Ministry of Education# circular 305 (London$ 21st June 1956), 
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The former stressed the need for the concentration of advanced courses 
in technical education within a few colleges# whilst the latter articulated 
: new hierarchy of colleges within further education. The White Paper 
as especially concerned with the contribution of scientific and technical 
education to Britain's economic growthq a theme reaching back at least as 
far as the Great Exhibition of 1851. Its core could be found in its 
proposal to increase the output of students from advanced courses by one 
half and thatp within this general climate of expansiong there should be 
: growing emphasis upon sandwich courses which would 'become' more and 
ore appropriate: to this and students would be eligible for Technical 
State Studentshipse In arguing for concentration of the bulk of full time 
courses within a few colleges the White Paper cited the scarcity of highly 
qualified staffp and the need for cross fertilization between different 
technologies studied to a similar level in the same college* A number of 
institutions would be expected to increase their volume of advanced work# 
especially full time and sandwich courses and would develop into Colleges 
of Advanced Technology (CATS): such development would require resources 
and provision was made for substantial Capital expenditure. 
' 
The emphasis upon advanced courses was balanced by recognition of the 
need for concurrent growth in lower level courses, 
2 
Circular 305 perhaps 
reinforced this with its relatively clear cut arrangements for a hierarchical 
structure of CATs# regionalp area and local colleges with advanced workv 
particularly High National Cartificatest concentrated in the regional 
collages, The Circular's specific statement that colleges would be able to 
advance thoir status was an Invitation to ambitious principals to develop 
advanced courses and thereby pursue a policy of shedding of non advanced 
1, White Paper# Technic al Educationp pasaLms 
2* White Paperp Ischnic al Education# paragraphs 76 to 91. 
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work. The attractiveness of this possibility may well have been enhanced 
by proposals for CAT governmentp including a measure of financial 
independence. Moreover the decision to create initially only eight Colleges 
of Advanced Technology perhaps intensified the competition for upward 
mob I ty* 
Whilst these arrangements may have had the virtue of flexibilityg 
especially in relation to the location of advanced part time work, they 
also limited the possibilities of planning the growth of higher technological 
education.. Given that the Diploma in Technology was not restricted to the 
CATs this also meant that the NCTA would have quite significant influence 
upon the growth of many further education colleges. Thus the pressures of 
statusg an the part both of institutions and of local education authorities 
would significantly influence the pattern of advanced technological 
education. Such pressures might or might not coincide with national and 
local needs* 
NCTA insistence upon improved resource provision for Diploma courses 
probably did have influence upon the development of non advanced work. 
Insistence upon improvements in terms of staffg accommodation and equipment 
at least reinforced the tendency to shed non advanced work to other colleges* 
Whilet developments of this kind depended upon the support or acquiescence 
of the Ministry and the local education authorities the influence of NCTA 
may well have been strengthened by the clarity and persistence of its policy 
aims. 
The Devalopment-ONCTA 
Attention now turns to a brief survey of NCTA's development focusing 
in particular upon achievements which were to be significant for the CNAA* 
These will include obtaining recognition for thi Diploma as equivalent to 
10 Circular 305t paragraph 4o 
2o See To Burgess and Oo Prattt Colicy and Practicet pp. 38-9. 
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a degreeg the development of a means of validating Diploma courses and 
the difficulties attending the National Council's higherajardp the 
Membership of the College of Technologists. Finally it will be asked 
how far the NCTA's achievements made easier the granting to the CNAA of 
the power to award degrees* 
Academic policy was principally created by the Secretary and the two 
Boards of Studyt together with their dependent subject panels. Since 
Board members made up the visiting parties to collegeaq received and 
discussed reports from subject panels it was inevitable that their influence 
over policy should be very great. Moreover Board membership included 
substantial representation from the professional associationst such as the 
Institute of Mechanical Enginearap and this was important in obtaining 
recognition of the Diploma for exemption from the examinations of the 
professional associationst an an equal footing with university degrees. 
It was the Boards which set general standards for Diploma courses# which 
decided examination policyt which took the initiative in trying to give 
practical form to integration between the academic and industrial parts of 
the sandwich course* 
Each Board of Studies had dependent upon it a number of subject panels 
responsible for detailed examination of Diploma courses submitted* Thus 
subject panels In Mechanical Enginearingt Production Engineering and others 
reported to the Board of Studies in Engineering. Membership of panels 
included technical college stafft National Council memberep professional 
association represontativest of industry and one of Her Majesty's Inspectors 
(HMI) as an assessor, 
2 The general duties of the panels were described by 
the NCTAta Secretary. 
Subject Panels have a duty to the Boards of 
Studies to ensure that courses sUbmitted 
. comply with 
the requirements of the Council 
For example the Board of Studies in Engineering had twelve members 
nominated by professional associationsp ton by associations of teaching 
staffs and five by the Minister of Education* (NCTAp Report for the 
Period December 1955 to auly 19579 Appendix 1). 
I. -I Anrv k- - 
I. 
- . ý-" -. 
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as prescribed in their Memorandum an the 
recognition of courses in technical colleges 
but at the same time due allowance abould 
be made for the varying ways in which a 
subject can be taughtq and for the 
possibilities of colleges experimenting 
with now ideas so vital to any lively and 
progressive educational system. 
In practice subject panel powers were substantial since they first considered 
the proposal, then visited and made recommendations to the Boards of Studies 
and in 1958 the NCTA's Governing Body delegated to subject panels the power 
to approve a revised course in normal circumstances* 
2 
Consideration of course proposals centred upon the visit which had a 
twofold purpose of examining the college as a whole and of assessing specific 
courses put forward* 
3 The visiting party would examine the college as a 
suitable contra for advanced work whilst individual memýors would assess 
accommodation and equipment for particular courses and discuss subject panel 
views of the course with the academic stafft particularly heads of 
department* The visiting party would then meet together and discuss the 
general terms of its report before leaving the college, The general flavour 
of the experience is encapsulated by Sir Walter Puckey9 
4 Chairman of the 
Board of Studies in Enginearing. 
We would ......... turn up on the doorstep at 
nine a. m. and face themo either the Board of 
Governorev which was quite frequent, or the 
Principal and his panoply of senior lecturers 
around hims and then we would have a broad 
discussion an the reasons they were interested 
10 NCTA, Board of Studies in Engineering (BSE)5# 30th 3anuary 1957* 
2, NCTA, Governing Body (GB)179 10th October 1950o 
3, NCTA* GO 15t November 1956* Minute 44. 
4* Sir Walter Puckeyo Barn 20th Decembor 1899o Chairman Board of Studies 
in Engineering# NCTA 1955-64. 
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in the Diploma of Technology at all It 
usually accompanied by four or five other 
more general members of the teamg would go 
for a tour of the colleget with the Principalp 
perhaps one or two of his peoples We would 
discuss liberal studies at some length; we 
would visit the library, discuss the library 
facilities; we would look at the students 
union; and discuss during the evening the_ 
students attitude to the Dip. Tech; 
The panels would then most separately as panels 
and we would then meet finally as a visiting 
party and spend probably three hours going 
through all the reportsp the general comment 
and particular comment and we would then call 
the Principal in and I would usually go through 
the high points and the low points of the 
situation and indicate to him how we felt; oooos 
Then with forced *miles; all round we leftq after 
having a pretty intensive three or four dayaq 
leaving behind either despair or hopefulness in 
various dogresse 
I 
The Diplomats success was dependent upon recognition as a degree 
equivalent by government, industryg the professional associationsp other 
institutions of higher education and the schools. Thus the National 
Council devoted considerable effort to securing such recognition and 
stressed tha maintenance of very high standards for the Diplomli. The 
most crucial area of recognition was that of the professional associationat 
both because membership was a prerequisite to practise and given that the 
origins and nature of the Diploma, with its emphasis upon the iniegration 
of academic study and industrial trainingr ought reasonably to have yielded 
a high proportion of practising diplomates. In general the National 
la Ex, Inr, Sir Walter Puckey. 
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Council was successful in winning recognition of the Diploma courses 
by the professional associationev although there were significant 
difficulties with the Institution of Mechanical Engineersp which appeared 
at first reluctant to accept that the Council was capable of creating 
and maintaining adequate standardsel This seems all the more surprising 
given that the Institute had representatives on the NCTA's Governing Body 
and Boards of Studies* 
2 
Since however the advanced work of colleges had 
often included teaching for the associations' examinations. in general 
acceptance of a Diploma in Technology might well follow a long period of 
fruitful relations. 
Recognition come also from other bodies, Thus the Burnham Committee 
allowed the payment of the good hanours allowanes for Diploma in Technology 
holders entering teaching and accepted the Diploma as a graduate equivalent 
for entry into the Scientific Civil Servicee 
3 Later the Department of 
Scientific and Industrial Research accepted diplomates for postgraduate 
training 4 andv perhaps most prized of allp and largely obtained through the 
good offices of the late Sir James Cook* rRSq Vice Chancellor of the 
University of Exeter# the Committee of Vice Chancellors and Principals (CVCP) 
recommended universities to allow holders of the Diploma to undertake post- 
graduate work* 
5 
Concern for recognition probably tended to ensure a cautious 
admissions policy but the NCTA did pioneer the addition of the ordinary 
National Certificate (ONC) route for admission in addition to the minimum 
university requirement of five general Certificate of Education passeal including 
at least two at the advanced level. 
6 
Undoubtedly this was a significant innovation 
is NCTA Executive Committee 170 17th April 19580 Minute 158 and attached 
letter. NCTA GO 200 18th May 1959p Note of a Meeting hold at the Institute 
of Mechanical Engineem 
2e NegotLations for recognition of Diploma courses also took place between 
colleges and professional ass ociations. 
3* NCTA Annual Report April 1960 - March 19 61 (NCTA 1961)9 pe7e 
4, NCTA GO 389 19th March 19629 Minute 516. 
5e NCTA GO 15t 19th May 1958o 
60 Sao T. Burgess and Je Prattp Policy nnd Prmctlcet p. 78 for exploration of 
this point. 
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since it enabled those who had left school at fifteen to proceed to 
advanced work. This NCTA initiative was in time to be followed by the 
universities. 
A less fortunate consequence of the desire to maintain standards 
was perhaps seen in the failure ratet which was uncomfortably highg caused 
persistent concern to the National Council and attracted external criticismt 
culminating in 1963 in a Parliamentary question about Diploma wastage rates* 
Both the Ministry of Education and the NCTA carried out surveys of wastage 
and even the lower estimate of the National Council showed an overall failure 
rate of thirty four per cent, 
2 Whilet the statistical basis of both surveys 
is open to challengG3 the NCTA was unable to deny that its failure rates 
were higher than those of the universities* A curious factor was that rates 
were higher at the CATs# probably receiving an balance better material 
resourcest mors highly qualified staff and more highly qualified studentst 
than at the regional colleges. 
Whilst from the outset the distinctiveness of the Diploma was to derive 
from the integration or industrial experience and academic education$ giving 
this practical expression proved difficult. Thu success or the industrial 
part or the course required a vary close relationship between the firm and 
the college# yet the goals or both wore inescapably distinctv the primary 
aim or the firm was production for the market, its points or reference 
commercial. The colleges were influenced by different rectorst In particular 
pressures or status tended to attract them towards university assumptions* 
As Marie Oahoda notodp the Diploma in Technology bridged two systems# the 
open system of the collegep the closed of the firm. 
4 It could be argued that 
le NCTA GO 43p 11th January 1963g Minute 579o 
2o NCTA GB 45p 17th June 1963o 
3, To Burgess and Je Prattv Pmllrv nnd Prmetic. 9t pp, 100-2o 
4, Marie 3ahoda, The Fducfttlnn nf A Ter! hnnInnintg (London 1963)o 
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the closer the college was linked to the firm the weaker its status in 
relation to other colleges* Additionally educational sanctions were more 
severe than industrialt 'withdrawal of approval would be a most serious 
matter for a college; exclusion of a firm would hardly affect its overall 
function'. 1 Thus the success of the Industrial period would owe much to 
its advocacy by NCTA* 
In pursuit of the goal of integration the National Council examined all 
Diploma in Technology schemes for evidence of close collaboration between 
the college and industrial firms and in 1958 established the Industrial 
Relations Panel to explore the nature of the industrial experience on the 
Diploma courses. 
2 Given the emphasis placed on integration it seems 
surprising that the NCTA had not acted earlier: furthermore the Panel's first 
advice was not issued until May 1960 
3 
and specific recommendations for 
students in engineering and other technologies not until Oanuary and August 
1964# within the last year of the National Council's existence. 
The concept of an integrated academic and industrial course was original 
to the NCTA* Those described as sandwich by Burgess and Pratt were no more 
than a fortuitous interweaving or academic and industrial experience* 
4 Dr* 
Topping 5 noted on a visit to Glasgow where sandwich courses dated from the 
1800 8. "when we said to them# 'well# what do the students do when they go 
into an industrial firm$ It was to them a meaningless question because they 
had never asked itelf6 The NCTA specifically rejected# 'an assumption 
stemming from the appFentice tradition that exposure of the student to 
industrial conditions will inevitably result in the acquisition of some 
1, Marie Oahodaq The Education Of A Technolools p POP. 
2* NCTA Go 14t 20th March 19500 Minute 162* 
3o NCTA-Memorandum On IndustrInI Training of Students-Following Courses 
Becoonfred As Legdlnc To Qfplomns Tn TochnnIggy (May 1960)* 
4, To Burgess and 3. Prattp Policy and-Prnctico. po85o 
5, Professor 3, Topping* Born 9th December 1904o Educated University of 
Manchester and Imperial Colloget London, Head of Department of Mathematics 
and Physicat Regent Street Polytechnic 1937-53, Principal Technical 
College Guildford 1953-4o Principal Brunel College 1955-66. Vice 
Chancellor Brunel University 1966-71. 
6. Soo also Robbins-Evidence Volume Fs Memorandum submitted by the Scottish 
Education Department# 5th April 1962g p. 1840. 
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knowledgel wisdom and experience. ' Rather Diploma students should be, 
'men who have a full understanding of the basic scientific principles 
involved In an engineering process and an appreciation of the practical 
problems involved in its successful operationst and have minds trained to 
a scientific appraisal of these problems and of the sociological factors 
involved. ' I Colleges were frequently criticized for not having exýlored 
problems of integration in sufficient depth yet this was not perhaps 
altogether just given the lack of early guidance from NCTA* 
The success of integration seems to have worked best where firm and 
college were intimately associated, Thus Dr* Bosworth suggested that the 
English Electric Divisions at Rugby and Stafford worked very 
closely with neighbouring colleges and that, 'ideally the members of staff 
who were teaching students in the college should come with that party of 
students for a period in an establishment, so that the teaching location 
changes and the subject matter changes from theory to practicet but the 
continuity of the thing was being picked up all the time by the tutor in 
charge*' This was however exceptional and it may wall be significant. that 
Maywood found the decision to support the Diploma marginalt except for the 
large electrical engineering firms. 2 There was also inconclusive exploration 
of the assessment of industrial training other than on a pass fail basis. 
Whilet NCTA was not wholly successful in developing the concept of 
integration it had in co-operation with the colleges and industry made a 
significant attempt at giving specific form to the sandwich course which# 
whilst recommended by Percy and later committees# had prior to 1955 been 
largely an ideal rather than a reality, Together with the development of 
the different forms of sandwich coursep thickp thin and and ant the National 
Council bequeathed a heritage both of experience and of precedent to the 
CNAAt which the latter Council was to develop and apply in fields of study 
Im 
10 NCTAp fReport-Of The Tndustrlol Training. Pane 
fnninoora, (NCTA January 1964)g p. 3, para 1.4* 
2o J. R, Heywoodt po508* (my emphasis), 
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b8yond engineering and technologys 
I 
If the problems of integration on sandwich courses were to be inherited 
by CNAA so also were those of Liberal Studies. Difficulty sprang initially 
from uncertainty about aims* Some saw Liberal Studies as providing a broad 
general education for students who had left school at fifteen or sixteen; 
2 
others argued the need to liberalize technology itselfg to make scientists 
and engineers more aware of the social and economic implications of technology. 
In 1957 the National Councilstated that formal Liberal Studies should take up 
about ton per cent of the course and should comprise a range of subjects - 
Human Relationsp Economicst Musict Artt Foreign Languagest Elements of Lawe 
It was further stated that the primary aims must bep 'to develop the student's 
power to express himself clearly both in speech and writing to take his place 
in the community in which he will live and work*' Rererence was also made to 
good library and residential facilitiesq which were seen as having a liberalizing 
influence. 
The nature of provision seems to have varied widely* At the Brunel CAT 
emphasis was upon making the scientist and engineer more articulate and upon 
knowing more about society and its functioning. 
4 Bristol added to formal 
Cenoral Studies visits to places of cultural and historical interest and week- 
end residential courses, 
5 Birmingham appears to have stressed industrial 
administration and economics with economic and social history& however details 
of the 1954 scheme were the same as those of 1959.6 Thar@ were always 
difficulties within NCTA in defining Liberal Studies and the National Council's 
I= 
1. In a thick sandwich course the student spent one year In industry# 
usually preceded by two years and followed by one year in college* in a 
thin sandwich the student normally spent alternating periods of six months 
in college and industry* An end on course was similar to thin but in the 
students' absence in industry and vice versa other students would undergo 
college and industrial exporiencep thus ensuring a virtually full use of 
facilities In both collegi and industry throughout the year* 
2. This is Sir Cyril English's view. 
3. NCTA G 079 28th February 19579 Appendix A. 
4., Exoinfe Dr*Jo Topping* Also Mario Jahoda, The Education or a Technoloolstg 
pp. 88-91 
5* (Universi; y of Bath) Bristol College of Science and Technology Prospectus 
1960-1p p. 48. 
6. Malcolm B. Campballt Non Specialist Study In The Undorareduate-rurr1rula. 11L 
The New Universities ; nd Collsý-BaOf. -Advancsd Technolony-In Fnoland-_UJ3j%t&-Of 
P"-F; 7rn. qn f7rimnarati-ve Lducation N-asertation(Uatroit 1966)5erles 1U,, pp. 
341-4a 
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members themselves were not perhaps wholly clear about their objectives. 
Sir Walter Puckey commentedt 'In the early days the Governing Body was not 
all that good an Liberal Studies* After all some of us had to liberalize 
ourselves. $ Colleges were criticized for inadequate thinking and there appear 
to have been internal disputes about the role Liberal Studies should play. 
At Birmingham there was argument about whether there should be a separate 
department and about the precise content of Liberal Studies, 
I 
There was also 
difficulty over assessment; the NCTA hesitated to make strong recommendations, 
and individual colleges were left to make their own decisions. This indeed 
highlighted a central difficulty with Liberal Studies# that its contribution 
to the student's development could not in the short run be measured. 
Most observers 
2 
seem to agree that Liberal Studies was not especially 
successfult that students were not always appreciative, that academic staff 
outside Liberal Studies were sometimes hostilet that aims and objectives were 
neither widely agreedp nor clearly formulated. There may alsot as Heywood 
suggestsp have been status overtones relating to liberal and vocational 
education# 
3 
whichý certainly do appear in the CNAA's Complementary and Contrasting 
Studies issue and also in the Two Cultures debate. Perhaps the beat case was 
was made by Sir Walter Puckeyp echoing Robert Louis Stevensonp 'It is better 
to travel hopefully than to arrive. ' 
From its foundation the National Council stressed the need for adequate 
resource provision. and the pressure to improve accommodationj the quality of 
academic stafft the Improvement of libraries and adequate provision for 
research were to be persistent themes in its assessment of colleges and courses* 
The importance the NCTA attached to these issues was perhaps bast expressed in 
I* Malcolm 0. Campbeliq ppe 349-355, 
2* Sir. Walter Puckeyt Dro 3. Toppingt T. Burgess and J. Prattp Policy pnSL 
Practicap p, 92, 
3* J. R. Heywood# po 371* 
Is 
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its annual report for 1961 to 1962, 
It is significant to note that almost half 
the courses now in operation were rejected 
by the Council on first submission owing to 
deficiencies in such matters as accommodationp 
equipment and staffing. The Council have 
stimulated col)Egas to remedy deficiencies and 
in many cases have caused them to gain a new 
concept of what advanced courses should be 
like. 1 
Thus the National Council viewed the provision of adequate resources not only 
as essential in itself but as an educative process for the colleges and those 
responsible for the provision of support, and thus acted as a powerful pressure 
group committed to the expansion of resources allocated to advanced technical 
education* This role was performed primarily by the visit and associated 
correspondence# for the commentsp acceptances and rejections conveyed an 
awareness of the standards and resources required, It was common practice to 
consider several courses an a single visit and the accompanying reports give 
Insight into both the colleges and the departments# and renewal of approval 
visits give further insight into the way in which colleges had evolvedg at 
least partly in response to NCTA pressures* Yet it must be remembered that 
whilst there was a general awareness of the kind of standards NCTA required 
each visiting party consisted of different individuals who could nott and 
probably would not have wishedl to impose a uniform pattern an colleges and 
departments which also exhibited considerable diversitye 
The National Council's first priority was academic staff and as early as 
1956 it amphasised the need for high qualityt the possession of higher degrees 
and substantial experiencog both academic and if possible industrial* 
2 Comments 
I* NCTA Reoort fnr tho Period Anril 1961 to March 1962, (Landon 1962)p p. 46. 
2. NCTA Memorandum on Recognition of Courses In Ter-hnir! pt rnllpnpn (May 1956) 
p*6* 
in 
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upon academic staff at visits, embraced staff student contact hoursq the 
relevance of academic qualifications to teaching. commitments# interest and 
involvment in researchp participation in the work of professional institutions. 
Approval for a Diploma course was often conditional upon the appointment of 
additional stafft thus in 1959 it was decided not to send a letter of approval 
to Bradford CAT unless the Governing Body of the College agreed to spooint two 
additional staff for aeronautical engineering. 
1 Doubts were quite frequently 
expressed about the calibre of departments and staff* 
The visiting party have some misgivings about 
the staff of the Department of Mechanical 
Engineering whicht although large in numbersg 
reflects the pattern of work in the college 
in that there are only nine holders bf 
university degreest Including the Head of 
Department. 2 
Nor was the National Council afraid to comment upon the structurep 
responsibilities and grading of posts within departmenteg 
3 
and the excessive 
burdens carried by some heads of department. 
4 There could also be criticism 
of a lack of Involvment in researcht an early visit to a national college 
commentedg Ivory little research is carried out by the staff and the party do 
not think they would be recognised as professionally active. ' 
5 
And even at 
Birminghamt one of the largest colleges with a considerable volume of advanced 
work, it was noted in 1956 that, *there appeared to be a substantial programme 
(of research) only in the Physics Department. ' However# 'there is every 
possibility that this will be borne in mind by the Principal when now appoint- 
mente are made to fill the present establishment of academic staff*' 
6 This 
10 NCTA GO 10p 20th November 19SO. 
2e NCTA GB 129 24th January 19SO. (Coventry Technical College). 
3. NCTA GB 14t 20th March 1958, ( Brighton College or Technology). 
4s NCTA GB 18t 20th November 1958, (Northampton College of Advanced Technology). 
5, NCTA Ge 6# 15th November 19S6p (Rugby College or Engineering Technology). 
6, NCTA GB 7p 28th rebruary 1957p Paper GB 57/5o 
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was at an early date before the influence of CAT status in resource terms 
had really been felt but in 1960 the National Council stated that when 
considering renewal of recognition it wouldt inter aliag pay particular 
attention to the progress of research in colleges since the original approval. 
I 
Concern also extended to staff working conditions and unfavourable comment 
on staff accommodation was relatively frequent., 
2 In 1963 the Nationa'l Council 
reiterated anxiety about, 'the lack of private rooms forb3aching staff to 
carry out their work and the individual tutorials with students upon which 
colleges place so much valuse. 
3 The general tenor or National Council policy 
in this area was to move towards a position where ultimately each member of 
staff would have an offiVe to himself but it was appreciated that this 
development could only come about by stages. 
There was also persistent demand for the improvement of teaching 
accommodation and laboratories, In its first report the National Council 
commented thatp 'no single college visited has accommodation whichastiefies 
the Council's requirementsO NCTA was Insistent upon the need for improvement: 
approval of courses at Kingston College of Techology would be given only after 
receipt of a written undertaking to erect now buildings, 
5 
and failure to 
re-equip laboratories at Loughborough was considered 'disappointing' and also 
thatj 'the rate of development of the Department did not justify the Council 
6 in recognizing the course in Mechanical Engineering at this stage. ' Indeed 
the Council noted that generally equipment and accommodation for Mechanical 
Engineering seemed inferior to that for other technologies. 
7 In pdvice to the 
I* NCTA GO 26# 20th January 1960. 
2e NCTA GO 15g 19th May 195B. 
3. NCTAt Repor t for the Period April 1962 to March 1963. p. 4. 
4* NCTA GO 33g 10th May 1961t Minute 453 and NCTA GO 41t 18th September 19629 
Minute 549. 
so NCTA GO 99 18th July 1957t Minute 102* 
6* NCTA GO 32t 19th April 1961, 
7* NCTA G0419 18th September 1962p Minute 549* 
m 
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future CNAA the National Council also commented an the need to ensure 
adequate accommodation and equipmentp thus the drive to raise standards 
remained unfinished when NCTA was dissolved. 
The heart of an academic community should be its library and here the 
colleges exhibited serious deficiencies* NCTA stressed the need for highest 
standards and referred to the Ministry of Education', s Circular. 322.2 Visits 
revealed extremely inadequate provision, It was reported that at Salford 
( CAT) a classroom had been converted into a library three months previously 
but was completely inadequateg 
3 
whilst at Portsmouth College of Technology 
there were no facilities for students to borrow books from the library, 
4 
Burgess and Pratt have shown that even Circular 322's more generous guidance 
in space provisiont particularly for CATsp implied that only seventy of five 
to six hundred students would be working in the library at any one time, 
Comparisons between CATs and the new universities also showed that the latter 
were more favoured in terms of bookstock. 
5 Howeverg unlike the CNAA laterg 
the NCTA did not issue specific guidance an library provision and, in retrospecto 
this was porhaps unfortunate. 
NCTA was also interested in provision for student welfare# encouraged 
the development of Students Unions and social amenitiesp and stated that it 
was desirable for the college to have residential facilities- 
6 In part the 
emphasis an residence was seen as a liberalizing aspect of education# an 
Heywood noted and confirmed by Sir Walter Puckeyq 1*9***oo it seemed to us that 
If they Ethe students: ]could be encouraged to got together In the evenings 
they could discuss many thingsq not only technological things# but azgue among 
themselves in a whole variety of ways. That's why we encouraged the hostel form 
10 NCTA GB 49v 11th February 1964, 
2* Ministry of Educationp Circular 322, (London 1957), 
3o NCTA GB 99 18th July 1957# Paper GB 57/27, 
4, NCTA GO Up 20th March 1958. 
50 T, Burgess and Jo Prattq Policy and Prmctice# ppe 161-2* 
6, NCTAq Report for the Pgriod nar-Amhnr 1955 tn IuIv 1957, p. q. 
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of living. Yet generally progress was disappointing and in 1963 it was 
noted that there werep 'comparatively few halls of residence either in use 
or being built. ' 
2 The stress an the need for residence marked a break with 
the general technical college tradition, where most students liVed at home* 
The National Council's attitude was not however one of purely negative 
prescriptione It was prepared to praise colleges which were rectifying 
inadequaciesp could temper rejection with kindnesst and advisory visits 
were made to colleges. 
3 Advice,.!.. 'not a rigid set of directives. -was offered 
and Loughborough was reminded that members of the National Council did not 
visit a collegat 'to put the course in a form which will be acceptable to 
the Councile' 4 Moreover visits were supplemented by many informal contactsp 
both visits by the Secretary and by correspondencat and a sense of NCTA 
standards passed between colleges as they experienced acceptances and 
rejections* Whilet the NCTA might hope for a confident and equal relationship 
with colleges the rate of rejections to some extent must have proved 
discouraging* 
5 
Up to March 1960 one hundred courses had boon approved and 
ninety two rejectedg 
6 
and from March 1960 to March 1964 fifty seven courses 
were approved# nineteen rejected. 
7 
Throughout most of its existence NCTA took an ad hoc approach to the 
problems of staffing advanced coursest commenting on provision in individual 
colleges without applying a specific overall view. However by 1963 awareness 
had grown of the need to articulate a more coherent overall policyo 
8 In 19639 
the Secretary presented a report an Diploma courses in Enginaering 
9 
1. O. R. Heywood, p. 401. 
20 NCTAI Report for She Pýrlod April 1967 to March 19 63t (London 1963) p,, 49 
3& NCTA CB 15t 15th May 1960p had an example of this. 
4e NCT BSES 99 9th July 1957g Minute 78.2. 
51 T* Burgess and 3, Pratt, Po licy rind PracticS 9 pp. 81-2 have a detailed discussion. 1 
6, NCTAp Report for the Period April 1959 to March 19 60# (NCTA 1960) pAe 79 NCTAp Annual Reports 1960-4 (adapted)* The figures exclude renewals* so Due In part to dissatisfact ion with Ministry polic yt according to Mr, Hamby, 
91 NCTA GB 48p 9th December 1963, 
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expressing concern at the large numbers of courses with small student 
numbers# and questioning the wisdom of approving further courses with consequent 
pressure on scarce staff resources. It was further claimed that small student 
numbers were hampering the growth of staff research. Whilst very tentative, 
this paper may be regarded as an approach to planning and it is interesting 
to note that it was written within the Council and forwarded to the Ministryt 
not vice versae 
Burgess and Pratt pointed out that there were substantial changes in CAT 
staffs, with the creation of new posts of reader and principal lecturer on 
the Burnham scale* The proportion of staff with higher degrees increasedp as 
did the recruitment of new staff from universities. 
1 Some of these changes 
probably had influence elsewhere, especially amongst the regional colleges. 
Whilst the NCTA was in no sense wholly responsible for these changes insistence 
an the highest staffing standards as a prerequisite for approval certainly 
was influential. Indeed given the presence of Ministry of Education assessors 
on the Council's committees it is reasonable to argue that it may have been 
a major source of resource policies, 
2 
There is at least some evidence that 
the Ministry did not fully appreciate the resource requirements for advanced 
courses. In this respect the case of Loughborough is especially interestingt 
since it had been financed by direct grant from the Ministry since 1952.3 it 
might therefore be reasonably argued that In resource terms it should have 
boon a particularly suitablo environment for advanced coursese Indeed Matthews 
argues that the decision to take Loughborough under direct control was 
Important in demonstrating the feasibility of such a relationship tor advanced 
technology. 
The impression received from NCTA records is one of Loughborough's 
comparative neglecto The report on the first visit to the college was perhaps 
10 To Burgess and Jo Prattq Policy end Precticep Chapter 79 passim. 
2. O. R. Heywoodp p. 146 makes a similar point. 
3,1 owe much of what follows to Gore Matthewsp The Develonment-of Hinher 
Education at toughborough 1951-60 Loughborough University of Tachnologyq 
unpublished Ph, D. thesis 1973o 
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the most critical of any of the colleges with a substantial volume of 
advanced work, and stated clearly that the resource provision was seriously 
inadequate in terms of accommodationg equipment and staff. 
I All the college's 
original Diploma proposals were rejected and the Chairmang Sir Walter Puckey, 
commented an the sense of shockq 'having known the manner in which they had 
trained young students from overseas*' This failure was a telling comment 
an Ministry policy# suggesting perhaps that different parts of the Ministry 
were at cross purposes. 
One reason why standards were in our 
view so-lowt was that a different language 
was spoken by the inspectors concerned 
and ourselves, ' This opened the eyes 
of the Ministry to a very considerable extent 
Indeed. But I must say their reactiong far 
from being antagonistic was extremely good? 
This perhaps reinforces the argument that the educative function of NCTA was 
directed not only to the colleges but to the LEAs and to the Ministry and 
its officials* 
Whilst the major commitment of the energies of the National Council was 
to the successful establishment of the Diploma coursast a higher award was 
also launched and the debate which preceded its birth together with its 
subsequent fortunes bring into sharp focus some of the conflicting cross 
currents which beset NCTA* For conflicts revolved about the nature of the 
relationship between the National Council and the colleges, the rival attractions 
of the university tradition of higher degrees and the traditions of industrial 
research: and these disputes had sharp echoes within the National Council itself* 
The decision to investigate the creation of a 'postgraduate$ award for holders 
I* NCTA GO 0# 3rd May 1957p Paper GO 57/20, 
29 Exe inf, Sir Walter Puckey. 
in 
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of the Diploma in Technology was taken in January 1957t 
I 
when a committee 
was appointed which took evidence from interested parties between April 1957 
and June 1958. Most of those who submitted evidence were favourablet both the 
APTI and ATTI stressed the need for research to be open to Diploma holders 
and that research and teaching should go hand in hand within the colIges. 
Several CATst notably Salfardlexpressed the fear that able diplomates would 
be lost to the universities. Significantly only the rBi expressed doubt about 
the proposal and suggestadtnot without justice in 1958, that it was prematurse 
No one could yet judge whether In practice the sandwich course would certainly 
produce a markedly more suitable 'graduate'! for industry, Whilst those who 
argued for a higher award did make reference to industrial orientationg it 
seems not unreasonable to infer that pressures of status, the relationship 
between teaching and rosearchp the wish not to lose able students to university 
postgraduate coursest carried the greater weight. 
Both the nature and title of the award also caused disagreement: should 
there be equivalents both to a Master's degree and a Doctor of Philosophy? 
How could any special relationship with industry be realized? And what should 
be the precise title? No one suggested that there should be only one awardt 
corresponding to the Ph. D. though that is what finally emerged, Titlo 
suggestions comprised arich kaleidoscope - M. Tech. 9 Dr, Tach*t Fellowshipt 
Teche Meg TechoD. t Ph. D. (Tech) and so on* Even more sensitive was 
responsibility for administering the award# admitting candidates and 
determining standardsp for decisions in-this area made judgements about the 
relationship between the colleges and the National Councilv and by implication 
judgement on the standards of individual colleges. Moreover international 
as well as national recognition was especially important to a higher awardt 
and the adoption of a non university pattern of awards would be especially 
11 NCTA Executive Committee 119 9th january 19579 Minute 75. 
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difficult to explain overseas. The Colleges of Advanced Technology felt 
strongly that they not the National Council should be able to grant the 
awards* 
I 
The report of the Higher Awards Committee proposed one awards correspond- 
igg to a Ph. D. with a strong industrial orientation which would avoid# 
'* ...... the encouragement of a lot of "so-called" academic research in 
colleges which may not be very well equipped for itp so syphaning off the 
students from facing the quite serious and elaborate industrial problems 
which are available to them ...... 12 In furtherance of this aim the award 
would only be made for a project carried out jointly in college and industry* 
It was not restricted to the CATe. but was to be available in colleges offering 
a Diploma course* After further discussion within the National Council the 
title of Membership of the College of Tachnologistat an expression of future 
hope rather than present factp was agreed. 
3A 
minority reporto 
4 
proposed the 
licensing of individual teachers as supervizore for the awardt rather than 
departments or collegeop on the grounds that more membership of a department 
in a technical college was an insufficient guarantee of suitability as a- 
supervizor. The proposed higher award evoked quite considerable controversy 
within the world of advanced technical educationt in particular the CATs 
complained that no account was taken of their special positiont that the NCTA's 
right to see the students reportt would lead tot I ...... powers reserved (which) 
too often prove to be powers preserved - and enhanced. 
15 Underlying this the 
fear was perhaps that the so called College of TschnologLsts would become 
chartered thus threatening CAT acquisition of autonomy* 
I 
1, NCTA Higher Awards Committee 2g 26th September 1957p Memorandum by Dr. P. F. 
(later Sir Peter) Vanablese 
2@ NCTA Higher Awards Committee 30 10th December 1957* 
3, NCTA Higher Awards Committee 3v 10th December 1957. Title proposed by 
Chief Inspe ctor# Mr. H*J. Shelley, 
4, NCTA G8 150 19th May 1958p Minute 180o 
5, NCTA GB 20v 18th March 1959p attached letter from Dr* P. F. Vanables dated 
2nd March 1959o 
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When the College was formally established in May 1959 it was only after 
considerable controversyg some delay and doubts which were not wholly allayed* 
This new and experimental awardq which was likely to face difficulties given 
its lack of the title of Ph, D, q began in an atmosphere of tensiont especially 
an the part of the CATs. Thus Dre P. F. (later Sir Peter) Vanables declined 
an invitation to serve on the Board of Scientific and Industrial Studies 
(BSIS)p which would be responsible for the administration of MCTq an the grounds 
that he was closely associated with the Committee of CAT Principals which 
had been in dispute with the NCTA over the award. 
In practice the MCT did not prove particularly attractive. By 1964 there 
were only one hundred and six candidates registered# 
3 
although this marked a 
quite rapid advance upon the sixty-one candidates registered in December 1962.4 
The Robbins Committee 
5 
argued that requirements for registration were arduous 
and Inferred that this was the reason for the small number of registrations* 
This was rejected by the BSIS which argued thatg lee*eoe any lack of response 
to the award was due not to conditions of entry but to the title of the 
qualification obtainodel 
6 
Evidence suggests that there was soma validity in 
both arguments* Registration difficulties did occur: thus two candidates 
from Birmingham CAT were originally rejected because both their supervizors 
were from within the College rather than# as OSIS requiredq one working in 
industry. 7 Representatives from Birmingham met with NCTA officers to discuss 
the issues and a subsequent comment at Birmingham said that industrial 
supervizors could be found but that this would beg 'a farce's A draft letter 
by Dr. P. F. (later Sir Peter) Venables in the same file expressed dissatisfaction 
claimed that there were serious differences of opinion over the administration 
16 NCTA GB 220 13th May 19599 Minute 290o 
29 NCTA Court of the College of Technologists# 12th October 1959o 
3o T. Burgess and 3. Pratt, Palleýy end Precticeg p. 103. 
49 NCTA Board of Scientific and Industrial Studies (BSIS)IS# 2nd January 1964* 
5, rommittee on Hinher Education: Rponrt of the Committee appointed by the 
Pr1mp MInfater under the Chnfrmnnshin of ford Robbins 1961-1 Cmnd 2154 
(London 1963)o 
6, NCTA BSIS 5# 14th March 1961* The emphasis is In the original. 
7, NCTA BSIS 5p 14th March 1961. 
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of MCT and thatt 'much of the disquiet which is growing amongst the staff 
of the colleges might well be attributed to their belief that matters of 
academic principle which have considerable bearing an their educational 
practice are being decided on grounds of administrative convenience. ' It 
was suggested that there were grounds for establishing an independent post- 
graduate Eward and that the MCT with its industrial orientation was ill suited 
to research in some areas of science and mathematics* 
I 
The problem of the title also caused concern and indeed soma withdrawals 
of registered candidates appear to have been due to transfer to Ph*Ds. In 
its report to the CNAA the BSIS strongly supported the proposal to create a 
doctorate* 2 in part the difficulties over the title reflected deeper doubts 
about the nature of the award, The Colleges of Advanced Technology clearly 
saw it as a vehicle to enhance their status and strengthen their claims for 
consideration as university equivalent institutions# though no doubt they had 
a genuine concern for research. Conversely some members of NCTAp especially 
those with an industrial backgroundp saw MCT as a now form of advanced 
research award In tachnologyp the Diploma writ larget and were perhaps 
somewhat sceptical of university style research. 
I often used to feel that many of the publications 
put out by some of the staff and some of the 
Principals were publications which they might well 
have done without and if they had entered into the 
full spirit of the Diploma in Technology and the 
association with industry their publication would 
have veered towards a more practical use than some 
of the publications which we saw* 
3 
It would be unwise to dismiss this as prejudice* NCTA contained highly 
enlightened and able industrialists whose dissatisfaction with university 
first and higher degree graduates arose from experiencae colleges sought to 
10 University of Aston: Birmingham College of Advanced Technology# MCT General 
File. 
2* NCTA BSIS 229 2nd November 1964 and 239 11th February 1965. 
3. Sir Walter Puckeyo 
-- 
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emulate universities for reasons of statust not because theldnd of education 
available was necessarily beyond reproach, 
The relative failure of MCT may perhaps represent a serious lost 
opportunity of enabling advanced research to take place in very close co. - 
operation between industry and academic institutions, Whilst it is appreciated 
that universities then and now do carry out work in co-operation with 
government and industry it is interesting to note that the McCarthy Report 
in 1968 commented an the weaker connection between universities and industry 
in the United Kingdom compared with the United States. 
I Whilst the Diplaina 
did substantlally advance industrial educational relationships at the first 
degree equivalent levelp the same cannot be said for the MCT. It did not 
become an award with wide currency and recognition, nor did it contribute 
significantly to the expansion of research in the colleges* In this it was 
to contrast significantly with the CNAA experience. 
The Robbins Committes 
The Robbins Committee was appointed in 1961 with broad ranging terms of 
rof orencee 
To review the pattern of full time higher education 
in Britain and in the light of national needs and 
resources to advise Hor Majesty's Government on 
what principles its long term development should 
be based, In particular to advise in the light 
of these principleep whether any now types of 
institution are desirable and whether any 
modifications should be made In the present 
arrangements for planning and coordinating the 
various types of institution. 
2 
10 DES Policy Studies: 3 The Employment of Highly Specialized Graduates 
(London 1968), 
2. Robbins Committest paragraph Ip pol, 
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In practice this mandate was interpreted generously and there are many 
references to part time studentsp which the interlocking of full and part 
time provisionp especially in the Regional and Area Colleges in further 
educationg made essential. In the context of a study of the origins of the 
CNAA it is neither feasible nor necessary to examine all aspects of the 
Committee's deliberations. Attention will dwell particularly upon the 
recommended changes in the status of the CATs and the implications for NCTA 
and CNAA9 difficulties of the University of London's External Degree Systemp 
the pattern of institutions recommended by the Committee for the non 
university sector of higher education# and the articulation and the safe- 
guarding of the concept of parity of esteem, whereby students enrolled upon 
similar courses should have open to them academic awards of equivalent status# 
and the consequent Institutional implications. 
Whilat it is not intended to pursue In detail the debate about the 
numbers likely to be qualified for entry into higher education and the 
implications In terms of places required in institutions certain salient 
aspects are discussed in the context of the origins of CNAA* 
1 Most significant 
was the Committee's support for the provision of places in higher education 
according to tho demand from qualified applicants and its rejection of any 
widespread attempt at manpower planning; the victory of social needs over 
education as Investment expressed in the assertion that, four guiding principle 
here is that ** all young persons qualified by ability and attainment to 
pursue a full time course in higher education should have the opportunity to 
do 60012 The scale or higher education provision was to be dependent upon 
shifts in sociakand educational trondeg entailing that any planned provision 
was now inescapably based on the forward projection of past trends and 
consequently open to fairly wide margins of errare 
Richard Layardq John King and Claus Moser# The Tmpact of Robbij! pj 
(London 1969) has a valuable discussion of these issues in Chapter 1. 
2. Robbins Committee, paragraph 1350 p, 49o 
aý 
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The scale of the increase in the number of places required was 
suggested by the Committee's own statistical unit which argued that the 
number of students in higher education would rise from 1950000 in 1962-3 
to 507,000 in 1980-1.558gOOO if allowance was made for overseas students* 
Total Number Of Students For khom Places Needed 
In Full Time Higher Education 
1962-3 i9stooo 
1965-6 2629000 
1970-1 312gCDO 
197"6 396,000 
1980-1 507tOOD 
Additionally the Committee foresaw a short term emergency from 1965-6 to 
1967-8t deriving from the bulge in the post war birth ratep and for which 
special provision had to be made* 
Given the acceptance of substantial expansion emphasis shifted to the 
provision of places within institutions of higher education - the universitiesq 
the colleges of education and certain colleges within the further education 
sector. The universities were willing to consider only moderate expansiont 
and ware not prepared to commit themselves beyond 1750000 places. Indeed 
both the written and especially the oral evidence of the Committee of Vice 
Chancellors and Principals (CVCP) suggests more concern with the possible 
transfer of the University Grants Committee from the Treasury to the Ministry 
of Education* 
3 Indeed there appears to be some lack of vision and limitation 
of horizons, and Lord Robbins 
4 
partinently commentadq 
I* Bobbins Committne Table 28p p. 6S (Slightly-adapted). 
2. Robbing CnmmIttg t Chapter XVIII9 
3& nnhhfns Committee Minutes of Evidence Volume Ot pp. 1126-1166* 
4, Lionel Charleep Baran Robbins(1959). Barn 22nd November 1098. Educated 
Southall County Schoolp London School of Economics and Political Science* 
Lecturer# Now College Oxford 1927-9* Professor of Economics in the 
University of London atLSE 1929-61. 
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I can conceive that a hostile critic who read 
this document might comment that you were 
thinking only of the universitiest whereas what 
was expected from you was a lead in regard to 
higher education in general; that when you were 
asked to consider wider questions you assumed 
that the only alternative was for all higher 
education to be gathered under thap to youp 
antipathetic wing of the Ministry of Education* 
Nor remembering its membership, was the Committee a hostile environment? 
other evidencag for example from the Ministry of Education# the rabien 
societyq the County Councils Association and the Association of Education 
committees thought in terms of a greater expansiont some in terms of an 
overall provision of about 3009000 places by 19709 close to the Committee's 
own thinking. In the face of university reluctance it appeared likely that 
a shortfall in the autonomous sector would be met by the nonautonomous sectort 
the colleges of education and advanced further education. It was therefore 
proposed that by 1980-1 346pDOO of 558pCOO places should be in universitiesq 
roughly sixty per cent of all those in higher education. 
3 Included within 
this total were ton institutions from Regional Collegesp Central Institutions 
and Colleges of Education, accounting for 20#000 places which it was hoped 
would have reached university status by that time. 
4 The remaining places 
required for higher education would be provided by the colleges of education 
(140pOOO) and advanced further education (65,000). 
5 Further it was believed 
that the Regional and Area Co. 1leges in England and Wales and the Central 
Institutions In Scotland had a special part to play in easing the problem of 
tho shortfall of university places in 1966-8 
6 
yet it was carefully emphasised 
that this was to be only a temporary expedient. 
I* RobhIng Evidence. Volume Dt P. 1180. 
2, Eleven of twelve members wer e graduatesp 
3e a0bins Committee# paragraph 4659 p. 150. 
4* Rnhhins Committeaq paragraph 477t p#154* 
5, RnhhInq CnmmIttPPg paragraph 486# p, 158* 
6. Robbins Cnmmfttoeý paragraph 8159 p*260* 
five university teachers. 
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But we must guard against possible misconception 
here. We attach prime importance to this aim.... 
ofmaintainingg and when possible increasing, the 
size of the university contribution to higher 
education* We cannot. assert too strongly that 
if, in the immediate futuret other sectors of 
higher education afford some temporary easing 
of pressurep this can only be marginal: it is 
essential that government planning for the 
universities should proceed on the basis and 
an the principles we have outlined in earlier 
chapters* 
1 
yet it may be asked whether this was ever a tenable position? The Committee 
2 itself recognized its estimates might be conservative, and even without 
the benefit of hindsight, the cautious attitude Of universities to expansion 
together with any increase in demand beyond that estimated for the 1967-70 
period might well weaken this principle. Moreover once having expanded 
provision In the public sector it would surely be difficult to contract it 
again? Expansion would excite the ambitions of colleges and their staff and 
subsequent contraction could weaken morale and be fiercely resisted. Local 
education authoritisal having invested in expanded proviziong and whose 
evidence to Robbins shows a clear commitment to their continuing role in 
higher aducationg 
3 
would surely resist any later attempt to diminish their' 
influence and control in higher education? 
Whilst the CATs had become direct grant colleges of the Ministry of 
Education from lot April 1962p the public announcement being made on 22nd June 
196194 this was always onvisaood as a temporary phaseg as becomes clear from 
a rare intervention by a DES assessor at a meeting of NCTA in October 1961. 
10 Robbins Committeeg, paragraph 8249 p. 262. 
2, Robblns Committee paragraph 1710 p*66. 
3, Bobbins Evidence, Volume C9 County Councils Association p. 728-99 p. 739# 
and further memorandum submitted by the Association of Education Committees$ 
p. 778 and volume Eq Memorandum submitted by the London County Council# p*1544. 
4. To Burgess and Oo Prattp Policy mnd Prnctice. po442. 
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In answer to a question Mr. Fletcher explained 
that the Ministry did not recognize the transfer 
of colleges of advanced technology to direct 
grant as a final staget but rather as an interim 
measure which would operate until the Committee 
on Higher Education had completed its investigation 
and was in a position to make recommendations* 
I 
Their future status was of significant interest to the NCTA since they had 
provided a substantial majority of Diploma Students, 
2 There was considerable 
agreement amongst witnesses to the Committee that the CATs should have status 
and facilities similar to the universitiest although rather less as to whether 
they should become wholly part of the university sector. Yet the range of 
agreement is impressive, not only those directly implicated such as the 
Committee of CAT Principals# the CATs Committee of the ATTIg but also the 
Ministry of Educationt 
3 the CVCPp 
4 
The Association of Municipal Corporationag 
the Federation of British Industries (FBI) and the Association of University 
Teachers (AUT). The most interesting doubts were expressed by NCTA# and there 
had indeed been considerable internal debate as to whether it should recommend 
autonomy for the CATsq 
5 
and ultimately compromised on the very cautious phraset 
fit is possible to envisage this policy developing to the point at which some 
colleges award the Diploma in Technology internally. ' 
6 Questioned by the 
Robbins Committee NCTA witnesses struck a strong note of caution. As the 
Chairman of NCTAp Sir Harold Roxbee Cox (later Lord King's Norton)# saidp 
two recognize that the CATs are moving towards autonomy but we should be very 
1, NCTA GO 350 4th October 1961p Minute 480o See also Lord Bayless comments 
in The Politicsof Educations Edward Boyle and Anthony Crosland in 
conversation with Maurice KogQnp (London 1971) p*113* 
2. To Burgess and 3, Prattq Policy and PrpetiriLo Table 6.19 p*199o 
3. RobbinsEvidencaq Volume F9 Memorandum from the Ministry of Education$ 
paragraph 1330 p, 1903 and Evidences, Volume D# Memorandum Submitted By The 
Committee Of Vice-Chancellors and Principalss, p*1127* 
4o NCTA Executive Committee 32s, 10th May 1961s, item 277 and Executive Committee 
33p 30th Ny 1961, 
51 NCTA Executive Committee 35t 4th October 1961t Minute 480. 
6. Robbins Fvidencet Volume Bt Oral Evidence Of The NCTAt p. 698. 
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bold if we gave you any idea of the time it will take. ' Under pressure 
from Lord Robbins NCTA witnesses suggested a probationary period of about 
ten years, with some safeguarding machineryt but not by inference the 
NCTA. Certainly the National Council did not express a firm conviction that 
all CATs should be converted to university status as quickly as possible* 
The secondt and perhaps more significant, area of concern was the fear 
that accession to university status might diminish the commitment to higher 
technological education closely linked with industry. Given that a major 
element in the Diploma in Technology's development was disenchantment with 
the capacity of some university graduates in engineering to relate to industrial 
needs these doubts should come as no surprise. Sir. Walter Puckey commented 
to the Robbins Committee: 
Then there is the relationship bet"en industrial 
interests and the pure academic side. That too 
is a special feature which needs close contact 
between industry and college. It is a special 
problem in itself and calls for a different sort 
of interest from that mainly provided by the 
universities* 
He went an to suggest that the Colleges might gravitate towards university 
styles, and that there were tendencies in the possibility of independence 
inimical to the CATs original objects. 
1 Moreover, whan Robbins finally 
reported, NCTA expressed disappointment that there was little reference to the 
problems of sandwich courses. 
2 
Whilst the Robbins Committee recommended the granting of charters to the 
CATs 3 this perhaps made more complev that of the remaining areas of higher 
education within the further education sector. Indeed the original selection 
of the CATs had perhaps been somewhat arbitrary in terms of academic excellencev 
and had certainly taken into account issues of geographical location 
1. Robbins Evidenceg Volume B9 Oral Evidence NCTAp p*702. 
2* NCTA GB 47# 21st November 1963. 
3, RnhhInR CnmmfttnP Rnpnrto paragraphs 391-5p pp*1319132. 
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and associated local authority interests, 
I 
The Committee admitted that 
the distinction between some of the Regional Colleges and the CATs was not 
sharp* 
2 Thus to grant charters to the CATs explictly raiS8d the issue of 
the future of the remaining colleges offering Diplomas in Technologyp how 
to safeguard the standards of their coursest whether through the continuance 
of the National Councilo some extension of the already established London 
external degree system or by other means. 
The University of London Extarnal Degrea System 
The University of London made it clear in both its written and oral 
evidence that it could no longer extend provision for external degrees and 
commented in particular on the expansion of students registered in the faculties 
of Laws and Economics. 'In 1961 there are six times as many full time students 
in Technical Colleges and other Colleges of Further Education reading for 
the External 0, Sce(Economice) Degree as there were in 1957, The greater part 
of those students come from the United Kingdom and appear to include many 
who would have preferred to read for an Arts degree but were unable to obtain 
a place in a university. ' 
3 Indeed in his annual report for 1961 the Principalq 
Sir Douglas Logang 
4 
expressed concern at the possible implications of any 
university expansiont fearing that if it faltered the University would be in 
considerable difficulty because those who failed to obtain admission to a 
university would turn to the External degree. 
5 
Moreover failure rates gave 
concern: in 1961 sixty four per cent failed Part of the-O. Sc. (Econt) and 
generally the proportion obtaining pass# third or lower second degrees 
I Ex. inf. Sir Antony PaLrt. Also T, Burgess and 3. Pratt, policy and 
Practice# pp. 39p4O. 
2, Robbing Committesp paragraph 416g p. 137. 
3. Robbinn EvIdencep Volume Dq Memorandum Submitted by the University of 
Landong p*1238o 
4. Sir Douglas Logane Barn 17th March 19109 Educated Liverpool Collegiate 
School, University College, oxrord* Assistant Lecturer LSE 1936-79 Fellowq 
Trinity Collegat Cambridge 1937-450 Principalq Ministry of Supply 1940-4. 
Clark to the Court University of London 1944-79 Principal 1948-75, 
5. University or Londonp PrIncIpAlts Annunl Oenort. -j2L2--. 
I* (London 1961), p, 15, 
q! I 
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was very high, In his oral eVidence Sir Douglas pointed out the disadvantages 
of the External systemg that the curriculum and examination were not under 
the control of those who taughtt the effect upon some colleges was undesirableg 
'people are being forced to teach to a syllabus for which they have not the 
resources. # 
1 Similarly the Ministry of Education argued that the External 
degree was enlunsatisfactory expedient' and that it did not make provision for 
ONC students who could not satisfy university snatriculation requirements. 
2 
Yet Robbinst accepting the Ministry's viewp 'the only defensible principle 
is that comparable awards should be available for comparable achievement9l 
3 
was committed to parity of esteem, 
We have assumed throughout the principle 
of equal academic awards for equal performance. 
We think in any properly coordinated system of 
higher education the academic grading of 
individuals should be dependent upon their 
scadeniic accomplishment rather than upon the 
status of the institution in which they have 
studied) 
4 
But this principle confronted the reality that the only vehicle for its achievement 
in advanced further education was unwilling and perhaps unable to carry for 
much longer the passengers of legitimate ambition. Since degrees must now be 
widely available to students in the public sector of higher education the means 
of their provision now became critical* As Mr. Elvin 
S 
commentedg the matter 
of principle which now arose wasp 'either degree awarding powers are granted 
to a considerable number of now institutionsq training colleges to some extent# 
technological and technical colleges to some extentt or if that is impracticable, 
1, RobhIns Fvldnnce, Volume 0. Oral Evidence On Behalf Of Thp University 
London p, 1244* 
2o Robbins Fvidpnce, Volume F. Memorandum Submitted by the Ministry of 
Fducation, paragraph 105t p. 1698. 
3* See note abovet paragraph 109, poSo 
4o Robbins Committeet paragraph 34, poB. 
50 (Herbert) Lionel Elvin, Born 7th August 1905, Educated Southend High 
Schoolp Trinity Hall Cambridge. Follow, Trinity Hall 1930-44. Principal 
Ruskin College oxford# 1944-50. Member University Crants Committee 
1946-50. Director London Institute of Education 195B-73o 
. 11 ul 
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unreasonablep unwise or risky then another method may be needed. ' The 
Committee In advancing parity of esteem did not desire a great extension of 
degree granting powersp hence its opposition to a three year degree in 
education at the training colleges, 
2 
And there was certainly truth in the 
view of Professor Eltonp a witness for the Fabian Society that universities 
3 
had de factop 'an absolute embargo on other institutions awarding degrees-' 
There were also other and wider implications beyond possible weaknesses in 
the standard of degrees at certain institutions. ror since the granting of 
a charter entailed autonomy this also implied a transfer from local authority 
to UGC financingg and a recommendation to give degree awarding powers would 
raise difficult issues about the continuance of nonautonamous higher educationt 
and would certainly meet resistance from the local authorities. Thus whilst 
the Committee envisaged the possibility of some college's receiving charters 
it was not prepared to recommend this on a wide scale* 
one possibility of reconciling the conflicting demands of parity of esteamt 
easing the burden upon London and avoiding a substantial increase in degree 
awarding Institutions might have been the development of external provision 
by other universities and this the Committee explored. One convincing objection# 
raised by Dame Kitty Andersont 
4 
was thatt given London's prestige, it was 
likely that it would continue to enjoy considerable preference by students* 
5 
The possibility of CAT responsibility for the award of external degrees was 
considered but the response was decidely coolq CAT Principals echoing Sir 
Douglas Logan's comments about the divorce between teaching and examining 
responsibilities. This view was bound to carry weight given that several CAT8 
Robbins Evidence, Volume D. Oral Evidence Given an Behalf Of The Universily 
of Londong pe1249a 
2. Robbins Eammitteep paragraph 325, p, 112* 
3. Robbins Evidencol Volume B9 Further Oral Evidenco on Behalf Of The rablan 
Socistyp p*544& 
4. Dame Kitty Anderson. Born 4th July 19030 Educated High School For Girls, 
Saltburn by Seal Royal Holloway Colleget London, Headmistressq Kings 
Norton Grammar School Birmingham 1939-44, Headmistress North London 
Collegiate Schoolt 1944-65, 
S, Robbins [vidence. Volume n. nrnI rvidence Given on QehnIf of the UnigerLlIx 
pf London, p. 1247. 
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had experience of the London External system. Scottish factorsware also 
important. The National Council had never awarded the Diploma in Technology 
north of the border and it is clear from both the written and oral evidence 
of the Scottish Education Department (SED) that there was urgent need for 
some form of degree to be available outside the universitiest and equally 
clear that the SED was Pessimistic about the universities giving lea dershipo 
Indeed in oral evidence representatives of the Department felt that Scottish 
Universities would cpppose external degrees and that the concept of awarding 
degrees to neighbouring non university institutions would not find favour, 
3 
The Idea of the Council for National Academic Awards 
The final possibility appeared to be the adaptation of existing institutions 
and here the example of NCTA was compelling, Indeed several witnesses made 
this suggestion, most noticeably the Ministry of Education which suggestedg 
there might be a national body rather an the model of the National 
Council for Technological Awards with the power to award its own degrees to 
students taking courses which satisfy the necessary standardif Such a Council 
would work through committees or panels and it was noted that the NCTA hadp 
$built up valuable experience and a high reputationg and it might be well worth 
considering whether - broadened and reshaped - it could not form the nucleus 
of a body with ...... & more comprehensive functions...... j4 The joint ATTI 
and APTI delegation in its oral evidence had made a similar point earlier* 
#We had thought of some system of grouping the colleges for awards. There 
would be some body on the same pattern as NCTA for thesiard of the degrees of 
1. Robbins rvidence. Volume C. Oral Evidence Given on Behalf of-the Committ= 
of PrIncIvals nf Coll, goes of AdvBnced Tec hnolanyt po790979le 
2. _ Robbins Fvidence, joluma F . Memorandum of the 1; cottifih Fducntinn- 
Dsvartmenjý, pp. 1839-44. 
3, Robbins Fyidence. Volume F . Orel Evidence on Behalf of--thn Srnttirah 
Fcitjcmtion nensrtment. pp. 1852-4. 
4, Robbins Evidence$ Volumn F j nimnrnnritim c; u hmIttad-h%--tha Mininf-rgnt 
Educatinn, 3rd April 19620 paragraph 114# pp*1899-1900* 
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technical colleges. 
" The emphasis placed by several witnesses on the need 
to develop higher commercial and business education perhaps pointed to 
similar answers. 
2 Decisive probably was the NCTA's success in raising 
academic standards in the CAT9 and other collegest noted in the Committeels 
Report* 
3 Thus the creation of the CNAA was a tribute both to the-National 
Council's past achievements and a new recognition that safeguarding the 
degree system no longer specifically required attendance at or at least 
matriculation within a chartered institutiong but the possession of a 
bachelor's degreep duly certified and assessed as of adequate standard by 
university teacherse From a historical viewpoint both the granting of charters 
to the CATs and the creation of the CNAA represented the extension of the 
parameters of the degree once more to make legitimate what had developed 
outside the panoply of the university system. 
4 
As Mro (later Sir Antony) 
Part commented in the Ministry of Educatiods oral evidencep two came to the 
conclusion that "degree" is a magic worde' The nature of the task facing the 
CNAA was neatly encapsulated by his colleague who thought the magic word was 
$university'. S 
Thus the Report recommended the establishment of a Council for National 
Academic Awardsp chartered and competent to approve courses throughout 
Great Britain* It was able to award first degrees at both honours and pass 
level 6 and at its own discretion higher degrees as well, 
7 
Thus Heywood 
is not correct in saying that the CNAA rejected the Robbins Committee 
recommendations in introducing postgraduate work. 
a The Council was not 
II 
1. Robbins rvidence. Volume B, Oral rvidence on Behalf of the ATTI and AP 
27th October 1961, po487. 
2., Bobbins Evidence. Volume Re Memorandum Submitted 13Y the ATT79 17th October 
19619 po603 and Oral Evidence Given on Behalf of the NCTAq 22nd November 
1961# p. 708. 
3,, Bobbins rnmmittgn paragraph 428g pol4l, 
4, The general historical background is well described by Marjorie Reavesp 
Iho Euroonan 11nivernify rrnm Medfaval Timp-i liftfh -Cppr-fral 
Amfgrgan-a-ta 
oxford and Cambridge Ch, 4 in WoRo Niblett (Ed)p Higher Education. Demand 
gnd-Reaggaaa. (Quail, Roost Seminar# December 1968) (London 1969)o 
5* Robbins Evidence. Oral Evidence on Behalf of-the Minintrx nf Effilf-ation-p. 1921 
6* Robbins Committee. paragraph 433# p. 143. 
7* Robbins Committeaq paragraph 432t p*143* 
as J. R, Heywoodq p*30* 
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restricted to science and technology but would be able to validate a broad 
range of subjects. Yet the precise future role of the CNAAq as envisaged 
by Robbinsq was somewhat ambivalent. It was seen as acting in an advisory 
capacity to government on education policyt and as an instrument for raising 
academic standards and status. 
The Council would have an important part to 
play in relation to institutions that it was 
decided to foster to eventual autonomy for 
****** the Council by virtue of its represent- 
ative composition would afford a guarantee that 
institutional as well as national needs were 
taken into consideration. 
I 
The CNAA was seen as performing the role of midwifet safeguarding and 
Improving academic standards at colleges in the further education sectorp 
and thus perhaps also enabling some training colleges eventually to become 
universities* Yet it can be asked whether this was wholly feasibleg even in 
the context of the Committee's deliberations* The local authorities believed 
that they should have a continuing role in higher education 
2 
and Robbins 
recommended that representatives of the regional and area colleges should 
3 
serve an the governing body of the CNAA* This posited a close relationship 
between the Council and the colleges which the transfer of institutions 
would fractureo Whilat it would be inappropriate to read Into the Committee's 
deliberations the future scope and significance of the CNAAv indeed the 
recommendation that colleges should in due course obtain charters posited a 
limited role, equally the Committee's specific proposals made it 
likely that the CNAA would become significant. The possession of a Chartert 
the appointment of members to the governing body jointly by the Minister of. ' 
Education and the Secretary of State for Scatlandp 
4 
was a blueprint for a 
powerful and permanent now institution in the conspectus of higher educationt 
16 Robbins Committeeg paragraph 799, p. 254. 
2* See below p. 64, 
3* Robbins Committest paragraph 433p p. 143. 
4, aobbinsLommittpet paragraph 799# p. 254. 
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even though the precise extent of its power would be interwoven with the 
future development of the nonautonomous sector of higher education. 
Since the CNAA was to carry responsibility for validation in the public 
sector of higher education and since it was anticipated that this sector 
would act as a safety value, 
1 in the anticipated short term emergencyt the 
Committee regarded the Council's early establishment as essentialp without 
perhaps fully considering how difficult the task of the new Council might be. 
2 
The government did respond quickly and in its statement on Robbins commented 
that it welcomed# I the Committee's recommendations for the establishment of 
a Council for National Academic Awards ..... They will start early discussions 
with the universities and other interests as soon as possiblef. 
3 
Draft proposals for the structure and functions of the CNAA were consider- 
ad at the Governing Body of the NCTA at its meeting in November 1963* 
4 This 
re-emphasised the need for the CoOncills early establishment and ro*r courses 
to be approved for the autumn of 1965* The first concern would be #technical 
colleges' In England and Wales and central institutions in Scotland butt 
'there will be nothing to prevent other non university institutions of higher 
education making use of its arrangementsIg which appears to have been an 
oblique reference to the possibility of validating awards in colleges of 
educatione 
5 
The Governing Body in the first instance, a qualification perhaps 
significantly absent from the Charter and Statutes, 
6 
should be appointed by 
the Minister of Education and the Secretary of State for Scotlande and would 
contain five university roprosentativest five from colleges providing courses 
for the Council's awardsp five from industry and commerce and one knowledgeable in 
local authority administration@ In the Charter as finally approved represent- 
1* To use Mro Harold Shearman's phrase in his Note of Reservation, Robbing- 
Committee. p. 29S. 
2, Robbins Committest paragraph 823g p, 262* 
3. Higher Education. Government Stntement On The Renort Of The rnmmitIzAL 
Under The Chnirmnnshlp Of Lord Robbinb Cmnd 2165 (London 1.963), 
4o NCTA GB 47t 21st Iýovembor 19639 Proposed CNAAe 
5* As the training collages in England and Wales ware renamedp following 
acceptance of a Robbins recommendation. 
6, Sir Cyril English did not believe this to be significahts 
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ation was increased to seven from universities, seven from colleges, five 
from industry and commerce and two from local authorities. Whilst it has 
not been possible to trace any substantial evidence of the manner in which 
the Charter was drawn upp 
I it seems likely that the original proposal of 
only one representative would have been unacceptable to the local authorities. 
Indeed Sir Lionel Russell gave it as his opinion that the acceptance'of only 
two such members of the Governing Body showed considerable forbearance. 
Moreover NCTA suggested the number of industrial and commercial representatives 
should be increased from three to five. 2 It was also decided to press strongly 
for the retrospective award of degrees to holders of the Diploma in 
Technologytto which the paper made cautious reference. This issue had been 
one of considerable internal debate within the Ministry. 
3 
There was clear 
awareness that the work of the NCTA would represent only a small proportion 
of that to be undertaken by the CNAAp that this would be too heavy a burden 
for voluntary members alone to carry and thatt 'consideration should be 
given to a full time appointment at the level of a Vice Chancellor of a 
University'. 4 The Secretary of NCTA in commenting upon this paper made 
particular reference to the role of examinerag painting out that unless 
special arrangements were madap the Council, as a non examining bodyq would 
have to judge the calibre of staff and departments with great rigourp and that 
in the event of a course being rejected the college would have to fall back 
an the London external. This contains a very significant inference# made 
explicit in the National Council's recommendations to the 
. 
CNAA thato 'the 
standards which the NCTA imposes are high: if these standards are maintained 
by the CNAA it is unlikely that the future will brinq any sudden or dramatic 
19 The officer in the Ministry/Department of Education (Department from 
1st April 1964) largely responsible has since died, 
2, NCTA GO 479 21st November 1963. 
3. Ex. Inf. Sir. Cyril English. 
49 NCTA GO 47p 21st November 19639 Minute 640. 
I It 
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increase in the number of colleges able to offer Dip. Tech. courses'. 
1 it 
thus followed that the CNAA would be unable to contribute to the easing of 
the short term emergency to the extent desired by the Robbins Committee. 
Doubts were also expressed about part time degree provision and it was 
suggested that this should be left openp and there is no specific reference 
in the Charter. That'th8 National Council was also concerned about the 
future of sandwich courses under CNAA can also be seen in its statement on 
Robbins and in the discussions of the Governing Body* Thus it was emphasized 
thatt fall possible steps should be taken to ensure the further development 
of sandwich courses ...... 12 and that in December 1963 the Governing Body 
discussed the possibility of establishing a joint bodyq representing CATsP 
the CNAA and others to develop sandwich courses but nothing came of this 
initiative. 3 
The Influence of the Robbins Committee an the CNAA 
The Council's development would not rest principally upon its Charter 
and Statutes but would draw strength from the general tenor of the debate 
about the nature of existing higher education provision as envisaged in 
Robbins and the evidence of demand indicated by enrolments for London external 
courses, It is suggested that these influences operated in three major ways; 
firstly the emphasis an the need to award pass (or ordinary) degrees as well 
as honours; secondly by indicating the need to pioneer certain now areas 
of degree Dtudy; and finally the strong indications provided by statistical 
evidence that the now Council would acquire heavy commitments in arts and 
social studiest commitments which would clearly pose difficultiest given that, 
NCTA GB 49t 11th February 1964t from the NCTA to the CNAAt General 
Comments and Problemet Memorandum paragraph 9.1: (My emphasis). 
2. NCTA Statement on the Report of the Committee on Higher FrItinntinnt 
Janunry 1964. 
3o NCTA GB 4Bt 9th December 1963p Minute 646o 
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the National Council could only bequeath a heritage of experience related 
to technology and contingent areas of science. 
There is persistent expression of dissatisfaction in Robbins with the 
dominance of honours degree provision in universities* Thus the FBI stressed 
the value of a new kind of general degree which would provide a high calibre 
candidate with a courS8 Of study which would extend his capacity. The 
English representatives of the CVCP suggested that there was need to change 
the honours system but were not agreed on what form change could take* 
2 The 
most important discussion upon this issue took place between members of the 
Committee and a delegation representing the Association of Education Committees 
(AEC)* 3 In its written evidence the AEC envisaged the availability of higher 
education to twenty per cent of the age group and suggested two broad areas 
of provisiong one or honours degree standard (six to seven per cent) in 
universities# the remainder in regional national colleges. 
4 The delegation 
was pressed hard on this proposalp the Committee being particularly concerned 
to know the criteria for allocation between the two institutions and suggested 
the pattern could create a meritocracy* Nor was there much enthusiasm for the 
AEC suggestion that research should be located in those institutions primarily 
concerned with honours degree students, Yet, as the delegation pointed out, 
to provide for twenty per cent of the age group would present problems wholly 
different from those faced by universities in the past. It is also relevant 
to note that Robbins was also concerned with Scotland where both a higher 
proportion of the age group attended universities than in England and Walaq 
and where a general commitment was expressed to the continuation of ordinary 
10 Robbins EvidoncetOlume Bg Memorandum Submitted by Tho-Feder8tion 0 
British Industrios, p. 575, 
2. Rgbhins Evidpnce. Volume-1), Orml [vidence Given on PehnIf of tha 0 
p. 1149* 
3. Robbins Evidence. Volume C. Oral Evidence Given on PehnIf of tha_ALaq 
let December 1961, pp. 763-771. 
4* Robbins Evidence. Volume r. Memornndum Submitted by thp AEC* 29th September 
1961# pp, 75B-762. 
ý j, I 
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as well as honours degrees as a principal strand in higher education 
provision. 
The Committee's Report was strongly critical of many honours courses 
(outside Scotland) as being overloaded and not suited to all students* 'The 
essential aim of a first degree course should be to teach the student how 
to think. In so far as he is under pressure to acquire detailed knowledge 
(such) that this aim is not fulfilled, so far the course fails of its 
purpose'. 
' There should be deep and broad courses in higher educationg andp 
after defending the suitability of the traditional honours degree for some 
students it was argued thatt 'many young people would prefer such studies 
were they assured that broader courses carried no stigma of Inferior status* 
Many students would like to enlarge their knowledge of a number of subjects 
2 
and feel constricted by the horizons of courses specializing in dept 
Howeverg whilet, stressing the need for the provision of broader courses it was 
appreciated that this could encounter resistance by single subject departments* 
3 
Thus it was not surprising that the CNAA should offer ordinary as well as 
honours degrees* Moreover other arguments pointed in the some direction 
particularly the high failure rate an the Diploma in Technology, which had 
been an honourE equivalent award. 
4 The high failure rates on the London 
external degrees pointed to a similar conclusion. 
Specific suggestions were also made In relation to some discipline 
areas and fields of study* Thus there was substantial pressure for the 
provision of advancaq awards In business studies, beyond the level of the 
higher National Diploma. NCTA also stressed the need for a Diploma in 
Technology equivalent as a means of raising the status of commerce# 
5 
whilst 
members of the CATs Committee of the ATTI discussed the location of advanced 
I* Robbins Committeep paragraph 254p p. 89. 
2. pobhIns Committe 9 paragraph 2599 p. 91. 
3. Robbins rommittea paragraph 264t p. 93* 
4. See above p*B.. 
5. RobbInR Fvidence. Volume R. oral Evidence Given on Behalf of NCTA. 
22nd November 19610 p. 709. 
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courses in business studiese Robbins recommended the development of 
business studies or a group of subjects relevant to business problemse 
2 
These recommendations were to be reinforced by the Crick Committee report 
in 19649 which argued strongly in favour of the establishment by the CNAA 
of sandwich courses in Business Studies# similar to the Diploma in Technologyt 
as an early and urgent task. 
A second area in which specific suggestions were made was that of 
language studies, The impetus for this appears to have come from the 
evidence of the FBIp which stressed the significance of language studies with 
an applied orientation. 
4 This point was taken up and reinforced by the 
COMMitt88* 
Yet the traditional honours course is not designed 
to meet their Estudents'3 more practical needs 
and interests* A course involving the study of 
two or three modern languagesp with the emphasis 
an standards in oral fluencyq translation and 
interpretation and combined with the study of 
the relevant background of the countries concerned# 
would attract these students and would after them 
opportunities to develop at a high level their ability 
to use languages in the field where skills in a language 
need especially to be supported by knowledge of the 
background in which skill is applied. 
5 
This recommendation# together with the proposals for the development of 
business studiest reinforced by the Crick Committeet was certainly influential 
in early developments within the CNAA* Thus the DES And the SED in a joint 
paper presented to the Planning Committee of CNAA stressed the need for 
business studies and applied language coursest as well as development in 
11 Robbins Fvidence. Volumf, 
-S. 
Oral Evidence on Ashqlf of hn rATr- 
Committee of the ATTI# 10th November 19619 po625-6* 
2. Rnbbins Cnmmjffngt paragraphs 405-13, pp. 135-6. 
3. A Hiqher-Award in Sw-Rinnnet Studles(Rer)ort of thp firivinnry Sith rnmmiffRe 
an a Highor Award In Business Studieal (London 1964), 
4, Robbins Evidence, Volume B. Memorandum Submitted by ths_FBT. 13th October 
19619 Po574. 
5o Robbins Committggo paragraph 414, p,, 136* 
t 
librarianship, law and geography, Whilat not able to forecast with any 
precision the DES gave a strong indication of substantial growth in arts 
and social studies. 
I 
Whilat Robbins certainly did not lay down a blueprint for the Council's 
development it did give broad indications of its Powerg functions end likely 
areas Of academic development osition - Thus the Charter, the essential comp' 
of the governing Councilt the broad areas and institutions of validation 
were sketched outj together with some possible areas of innovation in degree 
studiest and also possible Parameterst illustrated by the Committee's 
suggestion that it would not be appropriate to award degrees in art and by 
its support for the continuance as a separate body of the National Council 
For Diplomas in Art And Design (NCDAD). 2 In this sense despite the nature 
of the Council's later developmentp it began as a child of Robbinse 
The Development of the Council Since 1964 
The scale of the CNAAIB operations were difficult to foreseeg due to 
uncertainties about future demand for higher educationg to an insufficient 
appreciation perhaps of developments in the London external systamt 
uncertainties about the future trend of government policyq particularly 
in relation to the balance between the autonomous and non autonomous sectorst 
and even perhaps to the impact of the whole Robbins debate upon those seeking 
entry to higher education# Certainly the weaknesses in statistical information, 
about which the Robbins Committee complained and to remedy which its 
statistical unit was in part established# seems to have been particularly 
critical in the area of advanced further education. 
Table I drawn principally from the Annual Reports of the Principal 
1, CNAA Planning Committest 15th Decomberg 1964. 
2. Robbins Committe paragraph 4389 p*144. 
TABLE 1 UNIVERSITY OF LONDON FIRST DEGREES GRANTED TO 
STUDENTS IN NON UNIVERSITY INSTITUTIONS IN ENGLAND AND 
WALES 1962-1971 SOURCE, DES, STATISTICS OF EDUCATION (ADAPTED) 
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of London Universityt gives numbers of students approved as candidates 
for first degree or diploma examinations by type of institution, Whilst 
only giving a rough approximation the category entitledt 'technical colleges' 
probably-gives the great bulk of those who. were likely eventually to become 
the concern of CNAAq although until about 1964-5 it contains an unknown 
number of students at CATse It will be seen that there was a pattern of 
I 
substantial increase though as Table 
F makes clear the bulk of this growth 
was in arts and particularly social studies. 
The DES and the SED in their planning paper gave the following details 
of existing and approved degree courses in arts and social studies at colleges 
within the public sector, 
TABLE 
Degree Course Provision at Technical Colleges and 
Colleges of Commerce in Enqland and Wales 
Existing 
1963-4 
SUBJECTS 
B, A. (General) 
B. A. (Honours) 
B. A. /B-Sco (Geography) 
13. Sce- (SOCIOI09y) 
B, sce (Economics) 
B. Sc., (Estate Management) 
LI-8- 
Be Mur- 
* 
First year students only 
Courses - Students* 
383 
36 
12 
3 110 
13 460 
1 30 
4 1 6P 
1 9 
34 1300 (sic) 
(1200) 
Additional 
1964-5 
Courses 
3 
2 
1 
4 
4 
Students* 
51 
30 
21 
217 
59 
5 115 
19 493 (sic) 
(497) 
10 CNAA Planning Committee 39 15th December 19649 Paper PC/64/6, 
(Almost wholly University of London external degrees) 
-E)U- 
The. Departments also pointed out that there were one hundred and forty 
students on advanced sandwich courses in businessq one thousand and forty 
six an HNO in Business Studies and five hundred and three on librarienship 
Courses, Given that the total number of degree students was about four 
thousand there were already about sit thousand students an degree or near 
degree courses in arts and social studies which considerably exceede'd the 
three thousand nine hundred and forty four students enrolled upon CNAA 
science and technology courses in 1964-5.1 It can thus be conclusively shown 
that the new Council would have to assume very substantial responsibilities 
in the area of arts and social studiest even had patterns of student choice 
between discipline areas remained static. 
Robbins in urging the rapid establishment of the CNAA had anticipated 
the Council coping with the years of short term emergency from 1965-6 to 
1967-8. However a comparison of enrDlments andt whatever the failure rate, 
enrolments matteredg suggests that the burden was carried quite substantially 
by the London external system. Indeed it was not until 1968-9 that CNAA 
students exceeded those reading for London external degrees in public sector 
colleges, The University repeatedly expressed disappointment at the slow 
progress of the CNAAp especially in arts and social studies. Thus in 1965-6 
fears were expressed that if the CNAA rejected proposals London woul6be 
obliged to extend its system of inspection and approvalq then limited to 
2 
pharmacyt engineering and sociology. So serious had the pressures become 
that by 1969-70 the University was forced to decide not to register students 
3 
on any new course provided externally. 
1. CNAA Annual Report 1965-6. 
2. University of Londont Pringigalýs-Annual Re20rt 1965-Q p. 44. 
3* University of Londong Annual, Principalls Report 1969-70, p. 12. 
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TA13LE 
irst Degree Students At Colleges In The Public Sector. 
CNAA and London External Denrees). 
London External CNAA 
1963-4 7g, 517 
1964-5 Bt776 4tO73 
1965-6 19'j, 319 79089 
1966-7 l0r985 l0g634 
1967-8 119268 15t547 
1968-9 11j, 829 19#960 
1969-70 119021 23f613 
1970-1 11,, 646 28t581 
Whilst the CNAA may have been rather slow in developing its validating 
machinery in arts and social studies, 
2 the Universityls difficulties also 
owed much to external factors beyond its control* Despite the Robbins 
Committee prediction that there would be some increase in the proportion of 
students taking science and technology, 
3 
growth came in arts and social 
studiest the proportion reaching forty four per cent in 1966-79 against a 
prediction of almost thirty seven per cent for that year. 
4 This intensified 
pressure for the provision of places in arts and social studies and made more 
critical the need for the CNAA to extend its validation. Yet it would also 
be true to say that CNAA was wary of inheriting the difficulties of the 
London external system* Dro Toppingg first Chairman of the Committee for 
science and Technologyp commentedq I ...... CNAA had to be very sure that it 
wasn't Just taking over the London problem. And in fact we were very, careful 
about this* 
[Sir Dougl6sD Logan was very disappointed. *,,,,,. $ 
In June 1970 the Committee of Enquiry into the Governance of the University 
10 sources: University of London* Principal's Annual Reports and CNAA 
Annual Repartee 
2, The first meeting of the Committee for Arts and Social Studies was on 
ist November 1965e 
3, Robbins Committeeg paragraph 507# p. 164. 
4. ffie ýmDnct nf RnhhInRq Richard Layprd et alia (London 1969). p, 48, 
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of London was appointed jointly by the University itself and the University 
Grants Committee. 
1 Its terms of reference included examination of the 
relationship between the internal and external degree. systems* The CNAA 
in evidence submitted argued that the external system was no longer 
appropriate and that the Council now provided better opportunities both for 
staff and studentst by enabling the examination of students on cours6s 
taught and examined by the staff. 
2 Moreover some alteration was possible 
within the five year period of approval of a course and there could be major 
alterations at every reapproval. The Council further stated they had 
replaced sixty two London External coursesq had considered but not approved 
replacements for eleveng were considering twenty six possible replacements 
and ten were running in parallel. 
3 
The Murray Committee issued an interim 
report on the future development of the external system 
Having affirmed that the University would still register 
studentsp for which the CNAA could not make awards under 
stated that otherwise# 'the future must be with the CNAA 
they [the Polytechnicej can develop their own pattern of 
in February 1972.4 
private external 
its Chartert it was 
under whose aegis 
higher education 
and accept responsibility for their own examin'ation'. 
5 In March 1972 Senate 
resolved that no student entering upon a full time course of study at a college 
in the public sector should be registered as an external student for a 
London degree, This effectively marked the withdrawal of the university from 
the public sector and thUsg colleges of education apart# the CNAA seemed 
likely to hold a virtual. monopoly of validation in this area. 
6 Whilst the 
1. The Committee of Enquiry into the Governance of the Universit y of Londolu 
Chairman Lord Murray of Newhaveng generally called the Murray Committee. 
2* See also article by a tCNAA Officer' in Higher Education IgLL" Iaj, 
Summer Term 19679 Volume 16g Number 2, 
3. CNAA Evidence to Committee of Enquiry into the Governance of the UDj=g, -LjjX 
of-Lando November 1970* 
4e Murray Committeeg Report gn the futtire of the External System . 
(London 
February 1972)p p. 9. 
S. Murray Committeeg Final Renort of the Committee of Enoulry in tn f-hp 
novernanre of the Uniggresif-v nf I nnrinn, (London 1972), p. 74. 
6, Following the James Committee Report a number of colleges of higher 
education have obtained validation from universities, 
-63- 
University 'had greatly contributed to the early development of degree 
courses in the public sector it was now widely realised that the flexibility, 
initiative and responsibility placed upon colleges and staff by the CNAA 
was in the better long term interests of higher education. Whatever the 
degree of difficulty in relations between the Council and colleges whose 
courses it validated this was surely a very great improvement upon the 
wholly dependent non reciprocal nature of relationships characterized by an 
external degree system* 
The Binary Policy and the Polytechnics 
The Robbins forecasts of increases in demand for and allocation of 
places in higher education had depended upon a number of variables difficult 
to quantify; the proportion obtaining minimum university entrancet changes 
in the number of women seeking higher educationg the willingness of universities 
to cope with expansion and contingent relationships with the public sectort 
acting as a safety valve. Developments which followed soon after the Committee 
had reportedt having roots both in social and economic change and shifts in 
government policyv had substantial implications for the public sector and for 
the CNAA. The emergence of a more clearly defined binary systemt whereby 
the public sector was to be developed as a permanent alternative to the 
universitiesq was foreshadowed within a year of the granting of the CNAAI& 
Charter in September 1964g and the Council's growth was to be profoundly 
influenced by the consequences of the White Paperg 'A Plan for PolytechnicsIt 
1 
published in May 1966. 
Some implicit origins of the binary policy can perhaps be found in 
evidence to the Robbins Committee. Both the ATTI and the AEC had conceived 
of some form of coherent public sectorg the ATTI seeing the CATs as the apex. 
2 
A Plan for Polytechnics and other Collegesp Higher Education in the 
Further Education System, Cmnd 3006 (London May 1966), 
2* Robbins Evidence. Volume B. Oral Evidence on Behalf of the ATTI, 27 
October 19619 p, 491* 
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Moreover the AEC had developed the concept of regional councils for higher 
educationg "exercising statutory powers and administering these colleges 
and establishments of further education in the broad band of higher education 
It is surely also significant that the proposed regional councils 
were rejected by the Annual General Meeting of the AEC on the grounds that 
they would diminish local authority influence, 
' 
The first clear signs of a now departure came in February 1965 when the 
Secretary of Statep Mr, Anthony Croslandt 
2 
announced that no new universities 
would be createdg nor would there be additional accessions to university 
status. 
3 The opposition spokesmang Sir Edward Boyle 
4 
askeds 
is he [the Secretary of State: ]aware that 
this decision must be. disappointing to a large 
number of regional technical colleges in particular? 
Will he say what steps he is taking to strengthen 
the nonautonomous sector of higher technological 
education by strengthening the Council for 
National Academic Awardst perhaps giving it more 
regional responsibility? 
In a further debate in the House an 25th March Sir Edward pointed out that 
the Robbins assumption of 10.8 per cent obtaining minimum university entrance 
was already obsolete# and the latest predictions suggested 13 per cent by 
Robbins Evidencet Volume C9 Memorandum Submitted by the AEC9 29th 
September 1961t po759o 
2e (Charles) Anthony Crosland. Burn 29th August 1918* Educated Highgate 
Schoolg Trinity CollegetOxford. Fellowq Trinity College Oxford 1947-50. 
MP South Gloucestershire 1950-5 and Grimsby 1959-77. Secretary of State 
Education and Science 1965-7. President Board of Trade 1967-9, Secretary 
of State*Local Government and Regional Planning 1969-71. Secretary of 
State for the Environment 1974-6. Foreign Secretary 1976-7. Died 19th 
February 1977. 
3* Hansard, Parliamentary Debates, House of Commons 1964-5p Volume 7079 24th 
February 1965t p*39* 
4. 'Sir Edward Boyle (Lord Boyle of Handsworth 1970). Born 31st August 1923. 
Educated Eton and Christchurch MP Handsworth Birmingham 1950-70. 
Parliamentary Secretaryl Ministry of Defence 1952-3p Parliamentary 
Secretaryt Ministry of Supply 1954-5# Economic Secretary to the Treasury 
1955-6* Parliamentary Secretaryq Ministry of Education 1957-9. Financial 
Secretary to the Treasury 1959-62. Minister of Education 1962-4. 
Minister of Statet DES April to October 1964. Vice Chancellor University 
of Leads 1970. 
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1973. (Indeed by 1967 the percentage reached. 10.9 slightly larger than 
the Robbins estimate for. 1973). 
2 The table. below shows the significant 
and widening gap between the actual figures and Robbins estimates of students 
in advanced further education. 
TABLE Iv 
Student 
ENGLAND AND WALES 
Numbers In Advanced Further Education 
Actual Robbins 
1961-2 23vBOO 
1962-3 28tOOO 
1963-4 339300 329800 
1964-5 39t6OO 35p700 
1965-6 47fOOO 38 91 DO 
1966-7 549500 404400 
1967-8 66tOOO 429500 
1968-9 769000 
1969-70 839000 
1970-1 88tooo 
1971-2 94tOOD 
Sir Edward stressed the need to give 'the highest possible standind, to the 
CNAA and suggested also that technical colleges might offer a CNAA validFted 
B. Ed. Mr, Crosland stated that the government was plinning for a major 
contribution from regional and other senior colleges within;, the further 
education system. Moreover it wasp 'evidence of the high academic standards 
which are attained that in a number of cases universities having been looking 
at these colleges with covetous eyesIp and the goUarnment was determined to 
resist the stampede of colleges to universities. Significantly proposals to 
merge the Lanchester College of Technologyq Coventry with the University of 
of Warwick and the Chelsea College of Science and Technology and Hatfield 
College of Technology were turned down later in the year, 
4 The Secretary of 
1* Hansard, Parliamentary Debates, House of commons 1964_Sp linlimR 7nqp 25th 
March 1965, pp. 751-778* 
2, The Impact of Robbins. Tables Al and A2, pp. 107-8. 
3* Source: DES Statistics as givenin the Impact of Robbins, p. 118. 
4* Hansard. Parliamentary-Debates. HntjsR of rnmmgn.; q Volume 715,5th July 1965t 
Written Answerg p*181. 
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State went on to outline a role for colleges within the further education 
sector by developing their traditions as professional and vocational 
institutions of high qualityp and announced that he would shortly initiate 
discussions about the future patterns of advanced work in further education, 
and noted thatj 'the establishment of this Council (the CNAA) will prove to 
have been a revolutionary step forward with implications going far beyond 
the further education system. 
1 In the same month the ATTI's Higher Education 
Panel issued a parfiphlet outlining the case to give stronger support to the 
regional colleges and to create a distinctive form of non university higher 
education sensitive to professional and vocational needs. 
2 The CNAA was 
seen as central to this development and it was also suggested that the NCDAD 
should be merged with the Council. 
3 
The underlying rationale for this new policy was further developed in 
a speech delivered by Mr. Crosland at Woolwich Polytechnic on 27th April 19650 
4 
This stated government acceptance of a binary system in higher education as 
preferable to an alternative concept of a hierarchical unitary systemg with 
universities at the apex* Moreoverv 'if every college which achieves high 
standards moves automatically into the University Club then the residual public 
se6tor becomes a permanent poor relation perpetually deprived of its brightest 
ornamentsp and with a permanently open and inferior status. This must be bad 
for moraley bad for standards and productive only of an unhealthy competitive 
mentalityto It was desirable that local government should have a reasonable 
stake in higher education and that a substantial part of the sector should be 
under Isocial control' and directly responsive to social needso (By implication 
universities were not). Moreover he placed new stress on the value of higher 
vocational and professional education with technical colleges providing full 
1. Hansardp 25th March 1965. 
2, ATTI Higher Education Panelp Th e Future of Higher Education Wi thin the 
Further Friurstfnn System. March 1965, 
3. The Future of Higher Education Within the Further Education Sy stemv pp. 13-15. 
4o Speech by the Secretary of Stat e for Education and Science at Woolwich 
polytechnic, 27th April 1965. Reprinted in T. Burgess and 3o Pratt, 
2olytinhnirs: s ReDort (London 1974) ppo203-7, 
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time and sandwich coursesv provision for part time students and advanced 
courses below degree level. 
More developed proposals were presented in the White Paper, A Plan 
for Polytechnics. The bulk of higher education within the further education 
. sector 
would now be developed in polytechnicss on the grounds that this 
would make the best use of resourceaq enabling the concentration of full time 
higher education in a limited number of strong centres with the stafft buildings 
and equipmentp 'needed both to achieve and maintain high standards and to 
provide the right setting for an active community of'staff and students'. 
1 
The polytechnics were to be 'comprehensive' and, ? as mixed communities of 
full time and part time teachers and studentst they will as a whole have 
closer and more direct links with industryq business and the professions'. 
A limited number of polytechnics would be designated by the Secretary of 
Statet in which the majority of full time work would be concentrated. More- 
over the list of polytechnics would be fixed for ten years. Special provision 
would be made for the academic government of the colleges and finally the 
White Paper attached an appendix of the proposed polytechnics. 
How far the White Paper derived from a new philosophy of higher educationg 
how far it was an apologia for rationalisation of course provision must lie 
open to debate. Whilst there might well be arguments for concentration of 
work in polytechnics perhaps the White Paper underestimated the complexity 
of further educationg with many levels of work jostling side by side, Was 
it really true that universities were less responsive to social needs, as 
the Woolwich Speech hinted: and even if they wereq would the polytechnics do 
better? Was the local government system as constituted in 1966 likely to 
be an effective vehicle of management for the polytechnics? Was the implied 
concept of universities undertaking 'academic' work and the polytechnics 
'non academic' really very desirable? Or could it be that the proposals 
10 
_A__Plan-for 
Polytechnics, paragraph 3. 
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hoped to create a less expensive form of higher education? 
1 Certainly the 
White Paper raised asnany issues as it solved. 
The CNAA had been consulted about the new policy and Mro Hornby had 
been a member of the Prentice 
2 Committee which had considered the proposals. 
Moreover aspects of the White Paperg particularly the emphasis on the 
concentration of resources and the fears of possible staff shortages In some 
subject areasy bore strong resemblance to the concern expressed by NCTA in 
its later years* However the CNAA had not been consulted about the proposed 
3 list of polytechnics before publication. Whilst such consultations were 
likely to be delicateg given the need for discussion between the Department 
and local authoritiesp it could be argued that there would have been advantage 
in the Department holding informal discussion with the Council, given its 
perhaps unrivalled knowledge of the quality of institutions in advanced 
further education* 
A first draft of the White Paper is contained in the CNAA archives 
4 
and 
it differs from the final version in that the Policy of concentration is more 
explicit and the desire to phase out full time higher education at non 
polytechnic colleges more pronounced. 
Existing courses willq however, be allowed to 
finish# and it is also proposed that it shall 
remain open to colleges already engaged in 
full time higher education to conduct courses 
if they can satisfy the criteria for approval 
in force from time to time* It is unlikely that 
most of them will be able to do so but Where 
they can obtain the necessary support this will 
be evidence that they are fulfilling a need 
which can not be met otherwise. 
5 
1* See J. R. Lukesp The Binary PolicX: A Critical Studyq Universities 
Quarterly, Volume 22 1967-By pp. 6-47. 
2. Named after the then Minister of State for Higher Educationg Mr. Reg 
prenticep MP* 
3. Ex* inf. Mr. Hornbyo 
4* CNAA Council 109 26th January 1966* 
5* Draft White Paperp paragraph 20. 
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An attached paper from Fir. Hornby brings out points of fundamental 
significance* The major contribution of the regional colleges, some of 
which were at least as strong if not stronger than the CATag to the CNAA 
was underlined. 
The CNAA derives a great deal of strength from 
the continuance of these colleges in its field 
of activity: members of the teaching staff of 
these colleges do much valuable work in Subject 
Boards and Committees and throughout are keen 
guardians of standards. If these colleges, 
together with any other colleges which may 
develop in the near futureq were to pass into 
the university sector the work of the CNAA 
will be successively weakened. 
1 
The central significance of the relationship between the colleges and the 
CNAA highlighted a fundamental weakness of the Robbins concept of colleges 
progressing to autonomy. If the CNAA was to be effective, and in particular 
was not to imitate features of the London external system and become an 
examining bodyg it was essential that staff of colleges offering CNAA degrees 
played a significant part in validation and had the calibre and self confidence 
to design and submit for approval their own degree courses, It was thus 
essential if the Council was to acquire and retain status in higher education 
that the CNAA and the colleges should be indissolubly linked. Indeed the 
UGC in accepting the binary system of higher education commented upon the 
needt 'to build up the authority and prestige of the Council for National 
Academic Awards' and thatj 'this meant that the proposals for the incorporation 
in universities of institutions of further education ....... should, in 
principlet be discouragedg ..... 12 Thus whilst this central issue had, perhaps 
for the first timev been made explicit it was in fact implicit in the Robbins 
10 Attached to CNAA Council 10,26th January 1966. 
2. University Grants Committeeg University Development 1962-7, Cmnd 3820 
(Londonp November 1968)9 paragraph 261, p. 81. 
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recommendationsp whether or not the members of the Committee were thus aware. 
In considering the final version of the White Paper the Council expressed 
concern at the possible difficulties in recruiting staff for many subjects, 
fearing that the simultaneous development of high level work in the basic 
science and engineering subjects would lead to the spreading of scarce staff 
even more thinly. 
1 It was pointed out that a number of colleges not listed 
in the White Paper's Appendix had already submitted Courses for the Council's 
consideration following DES approval. Was there some divergence between the 
Department's theory and practice? Indeed the list evoked some surprise and 
it is believed that the later inclusion oý the North Staffordshire Polytechnict 
not originally within the proposed listv owed something to representations 
by the CNAA. 
2 More serious doubts were raised by an address given by the 
3 
late Mr. J. A. R. Pimlott 9 Assistant Under Secretary of State in the Department 
and an assessor to the Council. Mr. Pimlott stated that the new polytechnics 
would be primarily teaching institutions and that research and postgraduate 
work would have a supporting not a primary roleg and that it was not intended 
4 
to set up a tsystem of state universities'. Council members however 
distrusted the stress on polytechnics as teaching instutionst 'they felt 
strongly that this would make the polytechnics second-class institutions. Mro 
Pimlott explained that research could be encouraged as a supporting activity 
and that the normal criteria would be whether it was needed to maintain a 
high enough level bf teaching. Members doubted whether teaching, and research 
1. CNAA Council 12t 19th July 19669 Paper C/66/21. 
2, Ex, Inf. Mro Hornby. CNAA concern was specifically the 
failure to include Stafford College of Technology. 
3. John A. R. Pimlott. Born 24th October 1909. Educated Hole School Exeter 
Worcester College Oxfordp Stanhope University. Home Office 1932-45. 
office of Lord President of Council 1945-51. Under Secretaryt Ministry 
of Materials 1951-4. Under Secretary, the Board of Trade 1954-5 and 
1956-60. Assistant Under Secretary of Statet Department of Education 
and Science 1960-9. 
4* CNAA Council 13p 30th September 1966. 
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could be separated in this way'. The Council further argued that 
restrictions an research could harm the staffing of courses since the more 
able would depart for other institutionsg where research was availableg and 
such was its concern that a delegation saw the Secretary of State an 1st 
November 1966t who informed them that he was sympathetic to research in 
polytechnics but would prefer to make no public statement. 
1 The issUe of 
research was to remain one of sustained disagreement between the Council and 
the DESo 
The binary policyq both in its inception and later development has been 
the subject of substantial discussiong much of which is not wholly relevant 
to a study of the CNAA9 
2 Yet some aspects clearly had important implications* 
The designation of the polytechnics faced the Council with a smaller number 
of large colleges with a great weight of expertise and experience. Given the 
links between status and autonomy in British higher education there was the 
danger that the polytechnics would become restless with CNAA validation* 
Most significant of all however was that the expansion and permanence of the 
public sector would inescapably enhance the Council's role in the landscape 
of higher education and indeed would tend also to make it an arbiter of 
curriculum in this field. 
Advanced further education was only one part of the public sector, The 
othert the colleges of education hadt following Robbins recommendationsi 
continued to develop academic links with the universitiesq including in 
particular validation of the new Bachelor of Education degrees. 
3 However the 
government rejected a Robbins recommendation to remove them from local authority 
control. Whilst the CNAA did establish a Committee for Education in 19679 
following an approach for possible validation by Worcester College of 
Educationt this approach was ultimately suspended* The Council had only 
1. CNAA Council 14,4th November 1966. 
2, Seeg amongst many, George Brosan (edited): Patterns and Policies in 
Hiqher Education (London 1971)* Eric Robinsong The New P01vtechnics 
(London 1971) and T. Burgess and 3, Prattq Polytechnics: A__ReDort (London 
1974). 
3, Robbins Committeep paragraph 341, p*116; 351-29 P*118 and 354-6, p, 119-20, 
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validated one BeEd. course in Scotland# when the 3ames Committee was 
established in 1971* 
1 The Committee's report and subsequent changes of 
policy concerning both validation and the role of t. he colleges of education 
were to bring new responsibilities and difficulties to the Council. Three 
areas in particular were of significance. Firstly a new awardp the Diploma 
in Higher Educationg was put forward whereby intending teachers only (as 
James proposed) could take a two year foundation course before proceeding to 
professionally orientated courses. Secondly the Committee was critical of 
the university role in the education areaq and doubted whether many 
of the universities reiponsible for the ATO, Ifeel a widespread and deep 
involvment with the education and training of teachers ... ý, *# - 
0*90*000 
to 
2 
Lastly the Committee encouraged CNAA validation in the 
education areaq support derived from experience of the Council's activity 
outside education* 
In view of the CNAA's sympathetic attitude to 
innovation and its concern for individual 
collegesq most of us hope that the academic 
awarding functionsp which may include the 
award of degrees in designated colleges will 
be discharged by that body# whilst accepting 
that a university able and willing to adopt 
such a role cannot and should not be formally 
inhibited from so doing. Two of us believe that 
universities should be actively encouraged to 
assume these responsibilities. 
3 
More generally the encouragement given to Possible diversiýication of 
colleges# that is the ending of exclusive commitment to courses concerned 
with the training of teacherss might possibly dispose some colleges to turn 
to the CNAA for assistance* 
1 This rep-orted in 1972 - Teacher Education and Training: A Report bv a 
Committee of Inquiry Appointed by the Secretary of State for Fducatl= 
and Science Under the Chairmanship of Lord James of Rusholmg, (London 1972). 
2, James Committee paragraph 5-189 p. 54. 
3, James Committee paragraph 5-209 p. 55. Two members of the Committee 
amplified their view on the role of the universities in a Note of 
Extensiono 
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The Council's response to 3ames was positive 9 agreeing in particular 
to validate the Diploma in Higher Education and rejectingthe James proposal 
of a separate validating agency. 
' 
Indeed if the Council had not 
been prepared to validate the Diploma the likelihood of its successful 
introduction would probably have been greatly reduced. James had also 
proposed a new honours O. Ed, This led to a serious division of opinion 
since the four year course suggested was opposed by a strong body of opinion 
in the Council's Committee for Education which believed it possible to 
achieve hanours in three years* Ultimately this opinion prevailed$ although 
the Chairman believed it mistaken, 
2 
and in the Council's response to jameso 
it was stated thatv ta first degree course in Educational Studies lasting 
three years may be designed to lead to an Honours award and should not be 
restricted to an unclassified degree unless particular circumstances in 
individual colleges make this unavoidable'. 
3 
Beyond this a serious and 
significant note was sounded about resources* 
There may well be colleges which will be unlikely, 
at least in the short termq to have sufficient 
resources, either academic or physical or both, 
to gain the Council's approval for courses 
leading to the Dip. H. E. or to a degree in the 
immediate future. Clearly the administrative 
problems will require much thought, 
4 
James had early and substantial implications for the CNAA. It was reported 
to the Committee for Education in October 1972 that there had been fifty 
eight enquiries from one hundred and sixty five institutions concerned with 
the training of teachersq and that fifteen colleges had submitted outline 
schemes to CNAA for discussion. 
5 The pace of events accelerated with the 
le CNAA Council 36t 2nd February 1972. CE11,28th March 19729 Minute 66. 
2, Ex* Inf, Sir Darman Christopherson. 
3, CNAA , Report of the Lord Oames Committee of FnQuiry Into TRnnhRr Fdtirntinji. 
and Traininqj July 19729 paragraph 3. 
4. CNAA . Renort of the jameg CommitteRt paragraph 16. 
5. CE 139 19th October 1972o 
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publication in December 1972 of the Whits'Papert A Framework for Expansion, I 
In part the government's response to Oamebq the White Paper also ranged more 
widely over the whole of educationg concentrating an provision for higher 
education in chapterssix to nineteen* The White Paper accepted and developed 
the concept of the Diploma in Higher Educationg which was now seen as a 
broadtanging two year course for those with minimum university entrancep 
acting both as a terminal qualification and a foundation for further studies* 
it supported both university and CNAA validation of the B. Edog seen either 
as a three year Ordinary or a four year Honours degree. Beyond this was 
foreseen a substantial expansion of higher education to seven hundred and 
fifty thousand places by 19819 shared equally between the autonomous and 
I 
public sectors. In particular there were to be substantial changes in the 
role of the colleges of educationg many of them to developed as major higher 
education centres. There was also a clear hint of mergers of institutions 
and it was implied that there would have to be radical adjustments in their 
pattern and functioning* 
2 The White Paper was soon afterwards followed by 
Circular 7/739 Development of Higher Education in the Non University Sector. 
3 
The Circular noted that there would be a large fall in the number of initial 
training places required for teachers and that therefore, Is major reconsider- 
ation of the future role of the colleges of education both in and outside 
teacher training' was required. 
4 
A Framework for Expansion and Circular 7/73 marked a substantial 
modification of the concentration of advanced work other than teacher trainingg 
in the polytechnics and a partial return to the more dispersed provision of 
the early 1960s. The proposed new centres of higher education were perhaps 
meant to approximate to liberal arts collegesq-which Robbins had considered 
and rejectedv 
5 
and in practice perhaps a three tier structure was emerging 
1. Education: A Framework for EXPRO5100-CmOd 5174#-(London December 1972)o 
2. Framework for FgDansion paragraph 145. 
3* bES Circular 7/739 Development of Hiqher Education in Qe Non IfnivRr-nit 
Sector (Londonq 26th March 1973), 
4, rircular 7/73. paragraph 4* 
5, Robbins Committeep paragraphs 446-50, pp*147-8. 
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in the overall ponspectus of higher education, Since both the WhAe Paper 
and. the Circular indicated substantial changes of academic function and 
readjustment for institutions they posed very substantial problems for the 
CNAA* Moreover whilet the White Paper had been issued in a climate of 
likely expansion it became apparent soon afterwards that growth was less 
likelyq and substantial downward revision of the projection of placei in 
higher education have now reduced them from 7509000 to around 560,000 at 
the time of writing (1978). This mgde adjustment much more difficult and 
the Council soon found itself in the midst of a major overhaul of the public 
ssctort committed to the maintenance of academic standards against a climate 
of resource difficulties. These changes also brought about a substantial 
validating initiative whereby the CNAA and the universitiesp via the medium 
of the UGCq agreed to work out joint guidelines for the new B. Ed. andq 
subsdquentlyp the Dip. H. E. Whilst the substantial academic significance 
of this development will be discussed later 
1 the greatly enhanced -standing 
of the CNAA can be seent when viewed as a joint partner with the universities 
in this exercise. 
Whibt many of the changes which had transformed the role of the CNAA 
derived from far reaching shifts in the scale and pattern of higher education 
the merger between the Council and the NCDADq 
2 
sprang essentially from the 
Council's own initiative. 
3 Yet the possibility of merger was itself a 
reflection of the changing attitudes to the parameter of degree studies in 
higher education. The Robbins Committee had in general rejected the award 
of degrees in artq arguing they were not appropriate forg 'achievements in 
executive subjects'. 
4 Since the CNAA was itself an autonomous institution 
See p, 152. 
2, The National Council for Diplomas in Art and Design (NCDAD) was 
established in March 19619 following the first report of the National 
Advisory Council on Art Education. 
3. It is interesting to note that the ATTI had recommended such a merger 
inp The future of Higher Education Within the Further Education System 
(March 1965) PP-lb-lb- See also above p. 66. 
4, Robbins Committeeg paragraph 4389 pp. 144. Also see above p. 58. 
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it could perhaps be argued that Robbins hadn't wholly set its face against 
the extension of degrees in the public sector to art and design: however 
certainly it was strongly suggested that such provision would be undesirable, 
The merger of the two councils owed much to the implementation of the 
binary policy for some of the new polytechnics included former colleges of 
art and design. Thus both CNAA and NCDAD found themselves an occasion 
validating courses in the same institutiono In July 1968 the CNAAIS 
governing Council agreed that links with NCDAD were desirablev at least at 
officer level. 
' 
and this was confirmed by NCDAD early in the following year, 
In 1970-1 the exploration of closer links between the two institutions was 
welcomed by the CNAA and at a Joint meeting in December 1970 it was agreed 
that NCDAD representatives should be involved on visits to approve CNAA 
courses in art and on occasion general visits to colleges. It was also agreed 
to standardize titlest wherever possiblep and to hold exploratory talks 
between the two Chief officers about a possible joint committee. 
2 After 
further discussions it was decided in principle to amalgamate the two bodies 
and a sub committee was established to explore the implications, 
3 Details 
of the merger proved fairly complexp due to the need to amend the CNAA's 
Charterg and to differences between the practices of the two Councils. Ihe 
most significant perhaps was the delegation by NCDAD of final conferment of 
awards to the colleges concernedt after advice from external assessorsp 
whereas in CNAA moderators had to agree and confirm the pass lists* A Sub 
Committee recommended the establishment of a new Committee for Art and Design 
with the Chairman of NCDAD as an ex officio member of CNAA Council and 
provision for the appointment of others with interests in art and design. 
It was accepted in February 1973 that Dip. A. D. courses should be recognised 
as honours degrees in art and designq and administrative and clerical staff 
1, CNAA Council 219 16th July 19689 Minute 316, 
2. Minutes of the Joint Consultative Committeaq CNAA Council 31,11th Feb- 
ruary 1971. 
3. CNAA Council 369 22nd February 1972, Minute 519. 
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of NCDAD would be transferred to'. CNAA* 
V The merger was1inally approved 
from 1st September 19749 andq whilst discussions were held about a possible 
change of CNAA title to accommodate NCDADq these ultimately proved nugatory, 
2 
A decade after its foundation the CNAA had enrolled including those 
recently acquired from the NCDAD9 nearly 549000 studentat more than any 
single British university* Thusp as the attached Table A shows tfie. 
Council had grown from numerical insignificance in 1964 to a point where in 
1973-4 it enrolled about sixteen per cent of all British degree students. 
It could well be argued that qualitative growth is neither the only nor the 
most significant measurement of valuep and indeed only about eight per cent 
of CNAA students were postgraduatesq though certainly in some colleges a 
significant number of registrations at this level remained with the universities. 
Far more important was the creation of a network of-validating 
relationshipst the committeesq subject boards, all means to the achievement 
of parity of esteem with the universitiesq the creation of an overall 
view of the colleges and also acting as sources of curriculum debate. By 
1974 the CNAA had largely supplanted the London External System though not 
as rapidly-as either the University desiredq or perhaps Robbins had anticipated. 
The merger with NCDAD at the close of the decade perhaps reinforces the 
impression that the Council was approaching a monopoly of degree awards in 
the public sector and it was only after 1974 that it became certain that some 
former colleges of education would continue to award university degrees. 
The Council's growth was not directly due to its own efforts or 
achievements though certainly 
the establishment of unquestioned standards for 
its awards had very important implicit influence. Rather the CNAA was the 
beneficiary both of the expansion Of social demand for higher education 
beyond that foreseen by Robbinrv and the decision to create a permanent and 
enduring sector of higher educationg the so called binary policy. Equally 
1. CNAA Council 409 23rd February 1973. 
2. CNAA Council 46t 21st May 1974. 
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the CNAA's existence facilitated such a development. Whilst this shift in 
government policy during 1964-5 thus assured the CNAA's role and looked 
forward to its enhancement, this chapter has also suggested that Robbins 
in recommending both the progress to autonomy of some colleges in the 
public ssctorp and the establishment of the CNAAt with emphasis on the 
devolution to colleges of the freedom to develop their own curriculum# to 
teach and examineg subject to moderationg was not aware of an implicit 
contradiction* A strong and effective CNAA required that its best colleges 
did not progress to autonomy. 
It should not be forgotten that the Council's taskt in terms of 
recognition for its degreesp in the creation of a means of validation and 
the development of sandwich courses was greatly eased by the pioceering 
achievements of the NCTA. However the National Council's experience only 
embraced technology and some areas of science so precedents established could 
not always be relevant to the CNAA,, Most remarkable of all. and applying 
to both Councils# was thatq apart from a handful of full time officerst 
validation has only been possible through the unpaid work of voluntary 
committee members from collegesg universitiesp industryt the professions 
and the public servicet substantial and enduring evidence of the persistence 
of a sense of public dutyo 
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CHAPTER iir 
THE GUARDIAN DF CURRICULUM 
Introduction 
Since validation is the central function of the CNAA it is impoptant 
to examine the origins and evolution of the academic criteria against which 
the Council has*measured proposals coming formard from colleges, In this 
context validation comprises the assessment of the colleget the academic 
staff and a particular course as being fully comparable with a university 
degree and in this chapter attention will particularly focus on curriculumq 
leaving for later consideration the CNAA's overall consideration of the 
college as a suitable environment. The breadth of the Council's scope 
necessarily entails a continuing debate about curriculum in higher education 
and thus there will be exploration particylarly of the definition and 
extension of the parameters of degreesq the nature of honours and ordinary 
degreast the debate about complementary and contrasting studiesp and-more 
generally the significance and extent of innovation. It is suggested that 
Council policies werep to greater or lesser extent, 
both university and NCTA traditions and that it was 
CNAA was able to grow beyond its origins. In short 
with status and legitimacyp a concern springing froi 
establishment and from the relatively weak standing 
seCtor of higher education. 
strýngly influenced by 
only slowly that the 
the Council was concerned 
m the circumstances of its 
of, the nonautonomous 
An attempt is made to weigh the nature of the empirical evidence against 
certain concepts drawn primarily from the sOciology of education which, it 
is suggestedt offer useful insightsq and perhaps partial explanation of policies 
empirically evolved. In particular the Council's use of representatives of 
interests within and relevant to the sphere of higher education makes it well 
suited to examine the social organisation of knowledge as, 'a product of the 
-so- 
informal understandings negotiated among members of an organized 
intellectual collectivityl. 
I Thus whilst, itself a new institution the 
Council was strongly influenced by existing assumptions about higher 
education not only through observation of university activity but due to 
the internalization of these assumptions through the presence of university 
I 
members throughout its structure* And this was perhaps the prime medium 
of obtaining that comparability with university degrees required by the 
Council's Charter* 
2 
The founders of the Council envisaged it as having two broad aims: to 
make available degrees to students on courses in the nonautonomous sector 
and to achieve parity of esteem. The Robbins Committee in suggesting changes 
in the area and structure of degrees also implied some innovation# but it 
would certainly be unwise to regard this as a major aim of the CNAA* 
3 
Power to award degrees would certainly not in itself ensure parity of esteem 
for this required-general recognition of equivalence to universitiest both 
within and outside higher education. Thus issues of legitimacyg status# and 
recognition were central to the Council's early development and this may well 
have conflicted with innovation, for institutions whose legitimacy is under 
scrutiny are ill-suited to innovateg whilst conversely institutions with 
assured status perhaps have lesser disposition to experiment* Thus the 
CNAA's early concern for recognition and the need firmly to establish its 
degrees perhaps militated against experiment, whilst later established 
practice may have made innovation more difficult. Yet it will be suggested 
that it is unwise to view the Council as an active and persistent advocate 
of change in higher education-rather it should be seen as a body responding 
to course proposals from colleges. 
1. Alan F, Blum in Michael F. D. Young (edited) Knowledqe and Control-. 
New Oir ctions for the Sociology of Education (London 1971), p. 117. 
2. See belowp pp, Blt82. 
3. See above pp. 54-58. 
/ 
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Exploration of the creation of academic criteria and possible conflict 
between the concern for legitimacy and the promotion of innovation will 
take place in the context of specific policy and practice. There will be 
consideration of the Charter and Statements as the foundation stones of 
policyq of status issues relating both to the title of the Council and of 
its degreesg and of the recognition by external bodies. Also assessýd 
will be the role of external examiners since their affirmation of the 
equivalence of standards may offer the most substantial guarantee of 
comparability. Changes in the nature of Council university relationships 
will also be explored to measure how far the CNAA has been accepted as an 
equal partner in higher education. It will be asked how significant were 
innovations both in the development of new areas of degree studies and in 
new patterns of degree. More detailed attention will be paid to areas 
which saw sustained debate within the CNAA - the sandwich courses, 
definitions of honours and ordinary degreest the nature of the Council's 
Liberal Studies provision -Complementary and Contrasting Studiesgand the 
development of higher degrees. Moreover it will be asked how far one of the 
principal early difficulties facing the Council was the need to reconcile 
the NCTA heritagep with policy derived from courses in technology, with 
I 
expansion into the new areas of arts and social studies and the consequent 
need for new approaches* 
The Charter 
The Charter appears largely to have been drawn up by one DES Officer 
1 
and in many ways*was a very inadequate 
document. As Mr. Hornby commented, 
'the Charter essentially does no more than allow you to approve courses and 
Exo inf. Mr. French and Sir Cyril English. 
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award degrees for courses you approval, The guidance offered on curriculum 
is vague indeed for the Council's main purposes were seen as, $the 
advancement of knowledge and learningg the diffusion and extension of the 
arts sciences and technologies and the promotion of liberalq scientific, 
technologicalq professional and commercial education', 
I 
outside the 
universities. The Council was empowered to grant degreesq diplomaeg' 
certificates and other academic awards and distinctions with various provisions 
for retrospective awards to holders of the Diploma in Tachnologyr certain 
Scottish Associateships and Membership of the College of Technologists. 
2 
The Statutes are a little more specificq especially in relation to the powers 
of the Boards of Studies 
3 
where statute 6 sets out as their main 
responsibility to ensure that academic awardsq 'are comparable in standard 
to awards granted and conferred by universities, ' 
4 
and that courses should 
be approved having regard to the standard of work and facilitiesq the 
curriculum and syllebusv the quality of academic staffg industrial training 
arrangementsp entrance requirements and the appointment of external 
examiners. 
5 The most striking omission was the failure to make any specific 
reference to collegest the Council was only to approve coursesp yet NCTA 
experience had Bhown clearly the need to consider the college as a whole 
as a suitable environment for advanced work before considering courses 
proposed. It is therefore hardly surprising both that Mr. Hornby was not 
consulted in advance about the Charter and 
that in practice the CNAA has 
continued NCTA practipe of assessing the college as well as 
individual courses. 
6 
Whilst comparability with university degrees is capable of fairly broad 
1. CNAA Charter and Statutes (1964)9 p. l. 
2* CNAA Charterg Section 3 (a)q(b)q(c)q(d) and 
(a), 
3, The Charter refers to 'Boards of StudiesIq but in practice the CNAA has 
always used the term 'Committee' and the Charter was so amended in 1973, 
4, CNAA Statute B(5) (a)* 
5* CNAA Statute B(5) (b)t (J) to(vi), 
6, Ex, inf. Mr. Hornby- 
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interpretation this does set some limits to the Council's powers. Thus, 
unless there was a very general shift in university policyq it would be 
difficult for the Council to approve degrees of less than three years 
durationp as became apparent in 1974 when the validation of courses at the 
University College of Buckingham was considered* It seemed also implied 
that the Council would not generally admit students to degree courseý with 
less than the minimum university entrance requirement. In so far as the 
Charter and Statutes are restrictive this would tend to bear more heavily 
in relation to degree than to other awards since university practice in 
relation to diplomas and certificates is less clear cut, More generally the 
Council was required to be guided by university practice whereas universities 
were not under the shadow of CNAA precedentst which is hot to deny that 
growth in confidence and general acceptance would lead the Council to 
interpret these clauses more liberallyt though ultimately the Charter remains 
a legal document subject to legal process. 
The Statements 
The Council's more developed views on curriculum and contingent 
resource support were expounded in its Statements. Statement Number 1 
offered first thoughts on policiesp Number 2 conýained more developed views, 
whilst Number 3 may be considered the authoritative document on first 
degree courses. Statement Number 4 performed a similar service in respect 
df the Council's higher degrees. 
1 
Statements 293 and 4 owed something both 
to internal consultation within the Council and to the view of the colleges, 
whilst the first three Statements which were concerned with first degree 
courses w ere strongly influenced by NCTA precedentsq particularly since the 
Council's Committee for Arts and Social Studies was not established until 
November 1965. Examination of the Statements and of the debates which shaped 
10 CNAAq Statement No. l. (London November 1964)9 Statement No*2, (London 
April 1965)v Statement No*3. (London November 1965) and Statement NO. 4. 
(London July 1966). 
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their final form offers clues to the evolution of Council thinking about 
thersture of curriculum. 
The first Statement briefly outlined the Council's general scope and 
offered tentative thoughts on standards for courses. The extension of 
awards at honours level was emphasized but there was also a commitment to 
consider degrees at a different level. The original draft had proksed 
to give 'urgent consideration' to degrees other than honours but following 
discussion at the governing Council this was replaced by the more cautious 
lattention'. Support for sandwich courses was reaffirmed and specific 
mention was made of-Business Studies where priority was to be given to 
sandwich courses as recommended by the Crick Reportq though the possibility 
of full time courses was not excluded. 
1 Cautious support was given to 
innovationg 'experience seems to indicate that colleges may wish to offer 
courses which extend over more then one field of study, for example courses 
embracing studies in technology and social sciences, ' 
2 
but a clear draft 
paragraph relating to ordinary degrees was replaced by a promise to explore 
the development of such coursesq due to inability to agree on a title for 
degrees other than honours, 
3 More generally the Statement does make several 
invitations to colleges to commentg and was in no sense a definitive 
articulation of CNAA policyq incapable of amendment, 
4 
The second Statement gave more detailed comments an policy and took 
account of suggestions made both by colleges and by the Committees and 
subject Boards* It affirmed that the Council would offer the titles of B. A. 
and B. Sc,, q 
5 
and that it would follow the most common university practice on 
degree classificationg that of three classes with a divided second class. 
The comment that degrees could only be awarded to students who had completed 
1, Statement Noo1v paragraph 7.2. 
2@ Statement No. 19 paragraph 9o 
3. Exoinf. Mr. Hornby. 
4. CNAA Council 19 30th September 19649 Minute 14, 
5. See belowt pp-89990- 
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courses approved by the Council suggests that the CNAA's establishment 
had raised more hopes than it could satisfy. 
' The Council would primarily 
concern itself with the issue of basic requirements to ensure comparability 
with university degrees but would not prescribe firm criteria, 
2 General 
requirements relating to the college environment, the libraryg teaching 
staffv accommodation and equipment were reprinted from NCTA documentst but 
the governing Council excluded a draft reference to rdsidential 
accommodation. 
3 Consideration would be given to ordinary degreesq but 
significantly minimum university entrance would be required# and any 
possibility of degree courses with less than two Advanced levels entrance 
requirement was thus rejected* Encouragement was also given to part time 
degree courses and some disappointment was expressed-that Ivery few colleges$ 
4 
had submitted proposals. Perhaps one of the most important clauses related 
to teacher training courses. 
The Council has been asked whether it would 
consider the award of its degrees to students 
who successfully complete courses of teacher 
training. The Council believes that many 
colleges of education will wish to establish 
links with nearby universities but if any of 
these colleges, in due courseq. or any other 
colleges have in mind asking the Council to 
consider courses of training as leading to its 
degrees the Council would be interested to 
hear from theme 
5 
Whilst at the time thIs paragraph had no immediate result it is 
interesting to note that the possibility of CNAA validation of colleges 
1, Statement Noo2v paragraph 7ol. 
2o Statement No. 29 paragraph 15ol and 15.3. 
3* CNAA Council 59 24th March 1965, 
4o Statement No. 2f paragraph 1B* 
5o Statement No. 29 paragraph 19. 
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of education arose as early as April 1965, 
The third Statement was substantially considered within the Council, 
particularly by the Committee for Science and Technology and its Subject 
Boards* However the Committee for Arts and Social Studies was only able 
to consider it at its first meeting in November 1965e Thus Council policy 
for first degree courses was quite substantially the outcome of science and 
technology interests in the CNAA and this was at least a partial source of 
later difficulty in some areas of academic policy, Moreover this was a 
more definitive document than. the preceding Statements* The Statement 
claimed as its major, purpose the need to ensure that CNAA degrees were of, 
#high standard and will at the same time leave colleges free to devise new 
types of courses to meet the needs of studentsq industry and commerce, ' 
2 
Minimum university entrance requirements were reaffirmed and the Council also 
agreed to accept the ONC at a good standard# thus confirming a precedent 
established by the Uploma in Technology. Entrance with less than two 
Advanced levels was rejected both because of the implications for HND courses 
and because it was felt that there would easily be-sufficient students with 
minimum qualifications. 
3 Provision was however made foý the admission of 
students with equivalent non-standard qualifications and for the exceptional 
admission of suitable students to the second year of a course* The Council 
would consider both honours and ordinary degreest disciplinary and multi- 
disciplinary proposals* Indeed the original draft was expanded to suggest 
that it would be 'appropriate' for courses to comprise, I ..... e subjects 
drawn from both arts, science and technology& this indeed it Will welcome"' 
Courses should provid8 a basic broad education and whilst there could be an 
introductory study of professional sPecialisationp highly specialized 
5 
professional requirements were 
hold to be inappropriate to degree level courses. 
1. See below, pp. 147-153. 
2. Statement No. 39 paragraph 1.3, 
3, CNAAt CST 5t 2nd November 19659 Paper CST/65/6,, 
4,, CNAAt CASS 19 5th November 19689 Minute B. 
51, For discussion on vocational coursest see below Pp. 104-106, 
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The Statement also offered definitions of honours and ordinary degrees 
and paragraph 5.8 contained the Council's proposals to continue and develop 
the heritage of Liberal Studiesq established by NCTAp and this was to be 
one of the most debated clauses* 
2 
The Statement reasserted the Council's belief in the value of sandwich 
courses and the hope was expressed that they might develop outside science 
and technology and business studies. The stress an the college environment 
and the calibre of the academic stafft already expressed in the previous 
Statementt was re-emphasizedt and additionally it was suggested that staff 
would be expectedq 'to play a responsible part in deciding the academic 
policy of the college* For examplet the Council will expect the College to 
have an Academic Boardq drawn from members of the staffp with responsibility 
for deciding matters of general academic policy relating to proposed degree 
courseso It is hoped also that representatives of the staff will'serv8 -an 
3 
the Governing Body of the college' " Not only should staff be sufficient in 
calibre and numberst but they should enjoy adequate working conditions, 
encouragement for advanced study and researcho and would show 'a critical 
4 
and modern approach to the teaching of their subjects', Detailed examination 
arrangements were set down and, at the request of the Committee for Arts 
and Social Studiesp the Council agreed to consider innovations and experiments 
in examinations* 
5 
The three Statements 
6 
may be considered as foundation documents giving 
general guidance on Council policy* They were cautious in approach, 
retaining university minimum entrancep saying nothing exceptional about the 
nature of degreesy emphasising standardsp the quality of academic staff and 
adequate resource provision, They did not however close the door to 
1" See below, pp. 124-136. 
2, See belowg pp. 136-147. 
3. Statement No. 39 paragraph 7.2. 
4. Statement No. 39 paragraph 8.4. 
5. CASS 1f 5th November 1965, 
6, Statement No, 4, will be considered separately in relation to research, 
see below pp, 155-158, 
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experiment and tried hard to give encouragement to colleges to put forward 
their own ideas. The pace at which innovation might proceed would be 
influenced by many factors - pressures of statusp the availability of 
resources and the extent to which colleges were prepared to respond to 
Council invitations to submit imaginative and novel course proposals. 
The Title of the Council 
The sensitivity of status issues can early be seen in the Council's 
title, Thus the Duke of Edinburghq who had been approached to become the 
Council's first presidentg criticized its titles, in particular the exclusion 
of the term 'university'. 
1 In 1966 after further discussion it was decided 
to approach the CVCP tosBe if it would object to the inclusion of 'university' 
2 
in the title. In 1967 when considering the implications of the possible 
validation of courses at the Stafford College of Technology and the University 
of Aston in Birmingham it was peported thatt 'underlying the discussions at 
Stafford was an impression that the links between the College and the 
University might in some way relate the name 'university' with the course and 
thus make it more attractive to students'. 
3 Mro Hornby also commented that 
school teachers in particular were always asking the question, 'why aren't 
you called a university? '. Later following the*establishment of the open 
University the issue surfaced again and there followed a search for - 
alternatives. The National University commanded much support butq proving 
infeasible an political groundsq the Council fell back on the less satisfactory 
University for Nati anal Academic Awards. 
4 In 1968 it was reported that the 
Secretary of State would consider a change of name but was not anxious to 
is Council 1p 30th September 1964g Minute 2. 
2* Council 11: 20th May 1966t Minute-170, 
3* Council 16 5th Oay 19679 Paper C/67/9p paragraph 5.3. 
4* Council 19p 23rd January 1968v Minute 290, - 
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include $university' in the title. 
' In a discussion at the Councills next 
meeting it was agr'eed thatq 'the term "university" had a cachet the lack 
of which can create a morale problem for students of courses leading to 
the Council's degrees. This is also reflected in the Council's standing 
in relation to other organizations when matters which concern the Council 
equally with universities are under consideration'* Alternatives were 
again canvassed including 'the Elizabethan University' and the 'University 
of Westminster' butp perhaps mercifullyt a consensus emerged that change 
was not worthwhile. 
2 The Chief Officer was informed that neither the 
Department of Education and Science nor the Privy Council would agree to 
a change# 
3 
and this has been confirmed by Mra French who commentedv 'We 
were most anxious to avoid making it look as though this was a way 
to university --status ar. to exact equivalence with the universities. What 
we wanted was something that - was equivalent in standard but dif f erent in 
form', Thereafter the issue lost significance as the initials CNAA came to 
have general currency* 
The Titles of the-Council's Degrees 
Similar sensitivities can be found over the titles of the Council's 
degrees* Problems arose when some members of the governing Councilq wished 
to distinguish sandwich courses by suffixing a star(*) to thie B. A. and 8, 
Sce There was considerable debate about the means of distinguishing 
sandwich courses and an initial recommendation was made of B. A. Tech. and 
B, Sc. Tech. 
4 It was claimed that thep 'Council has a duty to the NCTA to 
further the continuation of sandwich courses so successfully developed by 
1. Council 209 7th May 19689 Minute 301,2, 
2. Council 219 16th July 19680 Minute 312.2. 
3. Ex. inf. Mr, Hornby* 
4, Council 29 26th November 1964, Minute 22. 
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that CouncilIq whilst the Secretary argued that the use of B. A. Tech. or 
B. Sco Tech, would be interpreted, I particularly in the schools as denoting, 
"technical college degree",, ' Ultimately the Council decided to use the 
star to distinguish sandwich courses, 
1 but there was substantial adverse 
public comment: the Chairman received four letters9the Registrar and Secretary 
eighteeng and the nub of the criticism was summed up by a student from the 
Hatfield College of Technology 
2 
who wrote, $nobody would know what the star 
was for and would not accept it as being a B-Sc9l. The governing Council 
resolved by nine votes to five (recorded votes are rare in CNAA minutes) to 
rescind the decision and abandoned the attempt to distinguish sandwich 
courses* 
3 Whilst superficially a trivial incident it does illust'rate that 
departures from recognized practice encountered substantial opposition and 
that interpretations of comparability and parity of esteem could be surprisingly 
literal* 
The Scottish Associateships 
The Council was generally aware of the need for caution and thus the 
Scottish Associateshipsq for which the Charter empowered the retrospective 
award of degreesp were treated with a great deal of care, and ultimately the 
Council decided only to recognize Honours Associateshipsq although even those 
who had obtained the Diploma of Technology at pass level were given third 
class honours. The Wficulty was that the Associateships had been validated 
by the Scottish HMIs who perhaps knew little about degree work and the CNAA 
officers did not understandably have the same knowledge of the Scottish as 
the English background. 
1. Council 39 15th January 19659 Memorandum by the Secretary, 
2. Now the Hatfield Polytechnic. 
3. Council 5v 24th March 19659 Minute 61. 
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Stafford College of Technoloqy 
One of the most serious potential challenges to the Council's standing 
came from an institution whose awards it validatedt Stafford College of 
Technology. It was reported in 1967 that the College was thinking of 
approaching the University of Aston in Birmingham to seek validation of its 
degrees and further that the Chairman of Staffordshire Education Committee 
had said that it was felt important that courses at Stafford had university 
recognition. An article in the Times Educational Supplement suggested that 
sources of the proposal included pressure from the English Electric Company 
which sponsored many students on sandwich courses at the college and general 
uncertainties about the college's future. The Chief Officer then visited the 
college where he discussed the issue with representatives of the calleget 
the governing body and the local authorityp and was informed that a draft 
agreement was under discussion with the University. The Stafford affair 
Times Educational Sunplement. 23rd December 19669 'Astryxl, 
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caused considerable concern and was discussed at length at a Council meeting 
where the Chief Officer suggested thatq 'whilat there is nothing at the 
moment indicating any significant movement of colleges away from the CNAA 
as their degree awarding bodyt nevertheless it does seem advisable for the 
Council to give some consideration to the issues involvedp and if thought 
necessary to make some observations to the Department of Education and 
Science on how links between colleges and universities might affect the 
Council's work$. Further if such a move became widespread then the Council 
could be leftq 'to validate courses at colleges which for academic or 
geographical reasons couldn't effect links with universitiesIg and further 
theg 'Council's degrees derive their strength and prestige from the colleges 
associated with its activities'q -and the growth of link's between colleges 
and universities f to obtain the title luniversitylg might be very damaging 
to the Council's work* 
1 
in- the event nothing came of this proposed 
link between Stafford and the University but the issue illustrates well 
the uncertainties of the Council's standing in the early years and difficulties 
in achieving parity of esteem outside the university sector. 
The Role of External Examiners 
The adoption of university criterid relating to courses, of minimum 
entrance requirementst the presence of university teachers throughout the 
CNAA's committee structure all tended towards the realisation of equivalence 
and ultimately of parity of esteem. Yet the most important contribution 
could perhaps be made by external examiners for if they9 as practising 
university teachers for the most party were able to affirm equivalence of 
standards in the continuing spectrum of student achievement upon approved 
coursest then this might prove to be the most convincing proof of 
legitimacy. 
1. Council 169 Sth May 1967p Paper C/67/9* 
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Thus a consideration of the Councilts examination policy is an important 
aspect of the achievement of comparability. 
The Charter and Statutes make only brief reference to external 
examinationsp where the duties of the Boards of Study included consideration 
of external examiners. 
I The first sustained outline of Council policy may 
be found in Statement Number 39 which required colleges to submit deialled 
examination arrangements together with the names of external examiners for 
approvalt I in good time for the examiners to contribute to the design of 
the examinations with which they will be concerned'. 
2 It was stressed that 
external examiners had to be associated with the final examinations in the 
principal subjects of the course and thatp although Papers would be set by 
college staffp the external examiner had the right to set and alter questions. 
The role of the external examiner was seen not only as performing a 
moderating function but rather extending wider and assuming advisory functions. 
Thus examiners could if they wishedg together with college representativest 
meet members of an appropriate subject boardp and it was, fairly common 
practice in approving courses for the Council to require the association 
of examiners with the college from an early stage* And it was hoped thatq 
'there will be a fruitful exchange of ideas throughout the whole course 
between the college staff and the external examiners'. 
3 
Statement Number 3 sets out ideals to some extent derived from NCTA 
practice: 'the Council rely on the examinersg both internal and externalg 
. 
to ensure that the examination is conducted at honours level and the standard 
achieved by a student who is recommended for the award of a Diploma 
in 
Technology with first or second class honours is fully equivalent to that of 
a university graduate of the same class'. 
4 
As more experience was gainedt 
1. CNAA Charterp Statute 8(5) (b) (vi). 
2* Statement No. 39 paragraph 9,7, 
3. Statement Noe3f paragraph 9.14. 
4, NCTA Ann iql ReDort for the Period Aunwnt: 19F; 7 tn M. IX lgc; q (London 1959) 
P650 
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both by the colleges and the Councilt periodic reassessment of policy 
took place. In 1966 the Chief Officer put forward a paper in which he 
suggested that the consideration of draft examination sckemes submitted 
by colleges indicated the need for further guidance. Further a small number 
of examiners approved by NCTA had not been university teachers andp 'comment 
has been made from some quarters outside the Council to the affect that 
the only suitable external examiners are university teachers with very recent 
experience of examining at university degree level', Other problems 
included the means of establishing Boards of Examinersq classification 
schemes and the possible submission of examiners' reports. The Chief Officer 
argued strongly for the latterg especially when renewed approval of a course 
was sought forg lif the external examinerg as the Council wishesq is to be 
the college's guider philosopher and friendg then surely he has a place in 
the renewal of recognition of a course', 
1 
Both the Committee'for Science 
and Technology and for Arts and Social Studies later agreed that an external 
examiner had the right to submit a report at any timeg through the collegat 
and that reports must be forwarded an the occasion of renewals. Too inflexible 
an interpretation of the requirements could bring criticism and the governing 
Council commented that the Ubxibility of the CNAA system could be frustrated 
by collegeso 'some of which have drawn up examination arrangements so rigid 
that one is left to wonder what is the function of the external examiner'. 
2 
A further reassessment of the role of the external examiner took place in 
1970 and it was stressed that reports should cover college arrangements for 
examinationsv together with an assessment of the standard of the course 
and the teachingj the quality of student 
intaket and the development of the 
course since itBlast approval. 
The significance of the examiner as a p. rovider 
of feedback was stressedg 'since hewas 
the only participant in the operation 
of a CNAA degree course who is external 
to both the Council and the colleges 
CST 10t 19th October 1966p Paper CST 66/17, 
2. - Council 21,, 6th July 19689 Paper 
C/68/13, 
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and he is therefore in a unique position to form a detached view of the 
Councill-s arrangements#. 
' The Committee for Arts and Social Studies 
suggested that the role of external examiners was being overstressed-and 
expressed concern at the tendency to appoint inexperienced university 
teachersq and indeed the pap er revealed that of a total of six hundred and 
thirteen external examiners five hundred and sixty one came from uniiiersitiese 
2 
Whilst lack of experience might militate against the appointment of external 
examiners from outside universities in arts and social studiesq this was 
certainly not true of science and technology and reluctance to appoint from 
outside university ranks may well have indicated concern with status. 
Indeed the significance of the external examiner to the establishment 
of parity of esteem was well expressed in a further paper in 1971, 
The external. examiner testifies to the 
student, the colleges, the Councilv and employers 
that degrees are awarded that are comparable to 
those of the universities. It would be quite 
wrong for the Council to 
3 
contemplate dispensing 
with external examiners. 
The Committee for Arts and Social Studies stressed the need to encourage 
the appointment of more college teachers as external examiners. 
4 Further 
consideration in 1972 revealed unease about moderating multidisciplinary 
courses and in particular the Combined Studies Humanities Board feared thatp 
'the rapid increase in demand for external examiners could lead either to 
the appointment of examiners with relatively slight examining experienceg 
or of a less senior statusq or to a. small number of highly experienced 
examiners accepting rather more'examining commitments than is desirable', 
The Legal Studies Board had suggested the chief examiner should be a 
university teacher with ten years experience but this kind of detailed 
1. CST 23p 23rd April 1970p Paper CST/70/6. 
2, CASS 199 14th April 1970p Paper CASS/70/5p paragraph 2.1. 
3* CST 279 29th April 1971, Working Party on Examination Methodsq paragraph 
291* 
4. CASS 289 29th June 19729 Minute 268, 
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requirement was alien to the Councilts more general approach in such 
matters*' Further discussion led to the drawing up of Notes for Guidance 
on examination arrangements. These stressed the final nature of the 
external examiners' decisions and after some debateg endorsed the role of 
examiners as external academic advisors* Concern was expressed about the 
possible burden upon examiners deriving from more complex course strýctures 
and systems of assessment* Although the examiner's role was still seen as 
beingg 'primarily to ensure that a student is fairly examined and receives 
a just rewardIp it was hoped that their advice would be sought an the. more 
general maintenance of standards and that detailed marks would become 
increasingly the responsibility of academic staff. 
2 Thus the external 
examiner was seen as a guarantor of academic standards and of comparabilityt 
but also throughout the Council's development as an advisor making suggestions 
about the development of the course with which he was associated. This view 
considers the external examiner as an active participant rather than as a 
passive guardian of standardsp a role taking its source from the circumstances 
of the Council's establishment and the need to establish, advance and 
internalize a sense of degree standards within the colleges. Whilst it would 
be an exaggeration to claim that the ultimate end was the witheringajay of 
the examiner's roleg equally it was envisaged that over time this would 
become less obtrusive* 
Recoqnition by Professional Bodies 
Recognition by professional institutions and associations was importept 
for the Council and its graduateso In general there were fewer problems 
then with NCTAq almost certainly due to the Council's possession of a Charter. 
Difficulties did occur with some associationsv for example the RIBA which 
1, CASS 299 26th October 19729 Paper CASS 72/11, 
2. CST 359 7th Ma? 19739 Paper CST/73/8, 
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had begun to concentrate courses in universities rather than in the 
nonautonomous sectort and argued that architectural education needed to 
be located in universities becauset 'they provided the broad range of 
advanced courses with which architecture now needs to be associatedIq and 
thatt 'the kind of work which architects are now called upon to do ...... 
demands a wide range of studies and facilitiesq more specialist teachers 
and more opportunities for specialisation and researchlo After consultation 
the Academic Board of RIBA agreed to modify its policy but was anxioust 'that 
the standards set by the Council for National Academic Awards should be 
rigorous and that any degrees in architecture it may award should be genuinely 
comparable in range and quality wito those of the universitiesto Whether 
or not aware of the fact RIBA was certainly asserting ideals shared by 
CNAA. 
1 
Difficulties were also experienced with the'Council for Legal Education 
when it was reported in May 1969 that a new scheme of education and training 
for the bar discriminated against holders of CNAA degrees, I the 
barristers would only accept a first or second class honours degreeg but were 
proposing to accept university degrees of a lower standardIt 
2 but following 
negotiationsp facilitated by the Chairman of the Legal Studies Boardt 
3 it 
was ultimately agreed to exempt CNAA graduates from Part I of the Bat 
examinations on the some basis as other law graduates. 
4 Difficulties also 
arose when it was discovered that CNAA graduates were excluded from the 
Kennedy Scholarship Schemep on the grounds that scholarship holders should 
have spent two years at a university or university college in the United 
Kingdom* The Council's Registrar commented that the trustees decisiong 
'had serious implications for standing in public esteem of the leading collegesq 
1. CST 49 23rd July 19659 See attached letter. 
2, mr, Hornby* 
3., Exoinf. Mr, Hornby. 
4, Council 27,27th January 19709 Minute 401. 
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in particular the new Polytech* 
1 
nics which are now being established'. 
Rather similar difficulties occurred in relation to the Association of 
Commonwealth Universities. 
That difficulties with the professional bodies could usually be emicably 
resolved owed much to the fact that, 'they put up the sort of people who 
were acceptable to the professional budy: through the standing of the'Meiýbers of 
the Council's organisation whom they appointed% 
2 Another officer commented 
on the varying practice of the professional bodies but commented on their 
overall sense of commitment. 
3 
Certainly strong professional association 
representation helped to enhance the standing of CNAA degrees and eased 
problems of recognition. 
innovation 
The extent of the Council's commitment to and encouragement of innovation 
will be explored seeking first to draw out the main threads of its approach 
and secondly to examine specific areas concerned with the structure of 
coursesq the attempts to establish criteria for new degree fiel. ds of studyl 
and shifts in the Council's entrance requirements, In general the aim will 
be to test certain hypotheses. How far was the Council the initiator of 
innovationt how far a passive respondent to proposals emanating from the 
colleges? To what extent did tensions arise from the concurrent wish to 
encourage new thinking and flexibility and the desire to uphold standards 
and comparability? How responsive was the Council to pressures external to 
the world of higher educationg encouraging of innovation? It is not claimed 
that answers to these questions will be more than provisionall but will 
provide developed hypotheses capableof further refinement or refutation, 
Pratt and Burgess argue that external validation in general and the CNAA 
1. Council 249 6th May 19699 Minute 365. 
2* Mr. Harnbye 
3, Exoinf. Mro Proctor. 
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in particular encourages innovation. 'Our view is that in higher education 
people are more likely to innovate if they have to face external evaluation'. 
They argue further that: 
The situation is quite different if we know 
that we are required to defend our proposal 
to a body of people at least as knowledgeable 
as we are. We cannot proceed on the basis of 
our assumptions: we have first to make our 
assumptions clear@ In doing so, we may be 
led to question them, The need to defend 
our proposals forces us to make clear not 
only the fundamental problems but the 
coherence of our solutions. 
1 
In relation to the CNAA they state specifically thatp tit is very hard to 
argue that traditionalism in the CNAA has managed to keep a good course 
down for longs One of the most productive uses to which conservatives can 
be put is the testing and validation of reform', 
2 Pratt and Burgess are 
arguing in the context that autonomy does not promote innovation'in higher 
educationp rather it may hinder it*. - They specifically refer to H. 3, Perkin's 
work an the new universities and share his implied conclusion that-the innovative 
period of the new universities would be limited, 
3a 
scepticisonporhaps 
reinforced by a series of articles in the Times Higher Education Supplement 
in 1976.4 That innovation was possible in the new universities wasq Perkin 
believedq because. they began with, 'a tabula rosa which has to be covered 
with plans whichp in the absence of externally imposed curricula and 
5 
examinations might as well be new rather than old'. Furthermore he argues 
that the CATs, with a strong heritage were very conservative and resistant 
to change. Turning to the CNAA he notes the #strong motivations to make 
1. John Pratt and Tyrrell Burgess: Pnlvtechnics: A Reo" (London 1974)P, 107. 
2o Pratt and Burgessq p. 108. 
3. H. J. Perkinv_Tnnovation in Hiaher Education: New Universitips in thn 
I Inited-Kfnndc Londonl969)p, 19. 
4,. See especiallyp 
ýiMes 
Hicher Education gooolement. 18th June . 19760 pp. 6 
and 7. 
H. J. Perkin, p. 19. 
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courses the equivalent of university degrees and that, 'it is highly 
probablet if not inevitableg that the Polytechnics will approximate more 
closely to universities in their standards and methods of work ...... 11 How 
far does observation of the CNAA support Pratt and BurgessIview of the 
innovative potentialities of the nonautonomous sectorpor conversely isýthers, 
more validity in Perkins' sceptical approach? It i6-particularly important 
to note that even if the frequent incompatibility of autonomy and innovation 
is 6cceptedg an assertion certainly open to challengag it does not auto- 
maticallY follow that the nonautonomous sector will be a seedbed of new ideas* 
Central to this theme is the extent to which the Council could develop 
as an initiator of policy and it is significant that despite differences 
in emphasis former officers were agreed that the CNAA wasfar more of a 
responding than an initiating body* Thus the Chief Officer argued thato 
'hich respondsq and not much more than thatto moreover 'the Council is a body W 
there were limits to the extent of the Council's competences for example 
whether courses were full time or sandwich was a DES responsibility. 
2 
Another former officer suggested that the voluntary nature of the Council's 
committe e structure tended to have conservative implicationst if you 
get a collection of any dozen people representing different institutions or 
bodies concerned with a field, whether it be enginearingg education or 
anything elsep and you've got those people because they are well known, 
for their standing in the fieldp I have a feeling that you've got to 
find something that tends to be conservative in its approach'* Again the 
CNAA was seen as the recipient of proposals. 
3 
Mf. Proctor commented that 
the CNAA ist 'surely a validating and award making body, and therefore the 
initiative for innovation must come from outsidelp and 'what you can't do 
is to put the words into the mouths of colleges ...... the innovator must have 
1. H. J. Perkin,, pp. 44-5. 
2, Ex. inf. Mr. Hornby- 
3. Exoinf. Mr. Huntingo 
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the confidence to innovateIq and that the Council, 'is an innovating 
agency - it is a means whereby innovations can be secured', Miss Rossiter 
argued thatv 'it is said openly the Council is there to encourage innovation 
and changag but it has. never seen its role as deciding change in what 
direction'. She further suggested there was not a clear view of an overall 
design and that the Council and the Subject Boards responded to propbsals 
from colleges. This is not to deny the possibility of the Council supporting 
innovation in particular areasq nor to suggest that the CNAA was necessarily 
overshadowed by university practice but these views9from those most 
intimately associated with the broad range of the Council's activitiesomust 
cast grave doubt upon any view of the CNAA as an active and persistent 
initiator of innovations 
The Council's development as a promoter of policy was also hindered 
by the volume of work necessary to validate the early course proposals. 
indeed it seems generally to have been true, at least to the early 1970'so 
that pressures of work were so substantial as to give little time for a 
sustained review of the Council's academic development* Uternal criticisms 
of the Council in 1966 led the Chief Officer to argue that at least some 
indirect response should be made# and in a paper to the governing Council 
he argued that despite the CNAAts apparent passive role its decisions did 
have substantial influence on policyq especially in the resource area. He 
reiterated Council's role as a responding body and that approval of coursest 
#reflects the thinkingg aimsq aspirations and initiatives of the colleges 
rather than any formal policy of the Council't and stressed the early need 
to establish confidence and that innovation could only be at a pace which 
did not undermine this. 
1 The Committee for Science and Technology advised 
colleges that in developing courses in new fields of study there should be, 
'a clear definition of the aims of the course and a statement of the means 
I* Council 129 19th July 19669 The Role of the Councilv Paper C/66/3, 
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by which the aims will be achievedv showing in particular how the study of 
fundamental principles will be developed into a discipline appropriate to 
a degree course'. An important implication of this approach was that 
colleges anxious to obtain approval would seek information from both 
institutions and individuals about the CNAA's implicit criteria and attempt 
to mould their courses in appropriate ways. A sense of standards wobld 
pass from mouth to mouth. Given the Council's stress on the highest standards 
the consequence would probably be to bias CNAA degrees in conservative 
directionsp a bias perhaps reinforced by the stress on the acquisition of 
appropriate materi3l resources. Moreover if the colleges were underpowered 
in terms both of status and tangible things they were perhaps not an 
appropriate medium for innovatory initiatives, It is perhaps significant 
that Julia Whitburn in her study of the attitudes of polytechnic academic 
staff to CNAA degrees found little evidence of commitment to innovation. 
'From the views expressed to us it seems that there is a great deal of 
conservatism among some staff that will have to be broken down before this 
ideal becomes a reality' and 'in other-words the changes which are being 
implemented seem to be characterized by a certain traditional orthodoxy. 
This may be imposed by the CNAA boards but we could not find evidence of 
fundamental rethinking of polytechnic educational philosophy at the staff 
level o 
During 1967 significant shifts of emphasis began with rather more 
explicit encouragement for innovationp perhaps in partial response to 
criticisms which had been raised outside. A meeting of CNAA and UGC 
representatives agreed that whilat there was no total distinction between 
their respective dgreesq there were differences of emphasist in that the 
former had a stronger vocational orientation and a closer relationship to 
industrial and commercial needs, 
3 In commenting on the draft Annual Report 
1, CST lIg 16th December 19669 Paper CST 66/23. 
2* Julia Whitburnq Maurice Mealingg Caroline Coxg Ppnnir, ir, 17)nIUf. Pf-hnjzA 
(Guildford 1976) pp*6t18. 
3s council 159 6th January 19679 Paper C/67/2. 
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for 1966-7 members of Council agreed thato 'some reference should be made 
to the new ideas and fresh thinking which had been shown by the colleges 
in planning and submitting their proposalsp and to the way in which they 
had taken full advantage of the freedoms andcpportunities extended to them 
by the Council'. 
' The Committee for Science and Technology also discussed 
the need to develop new and broader types of course perhaps suitable'for 
students who had not studied science and mathematics in the sixth form* 
2 
Perhaps the most sustained discussion of the need for innovation took place 
in the Committee for Arts and Social Studies where the Chairman contributed 
a signed paper an the topict which advocated CNAA encouragement of the 
developinent of degree courses with a wider than usual span of subjects. It 
was hoped that students would be provided with an opportunityt 'to take 
studies deriving from more than one facultyt for example spanning science and 
technology as well as the arts and social sciencest 
3 
An attempt was also 
made to reject the possible association of such a proposal with ordinary 
degrees forg 'a broadly based course and also# perhaps one crossing several 
facultiest could be at least as worthy a*nd as useful as an honours course; 
it might therefore achieve a particular distinction in its own right not at 
present accorded to ordinary degree courses, 04 The Governing Council was 
stimulated by these discussions into some reassessment of the kinds of 
course it should encourage, and began to advocate greater flexibility and 
suggested some re-examination of entrance requirements and traditional 
syllabuses. The issue of model syllabuses was rejected as not being consonant 
with the council's aim of leaving colleges free to develop their own courses; 
however documents of guidancep issued by some sqbject boardag were endorsed, 
This illustrates an area of persistent difficulty, the need to strike a 
delicate balance between prescription which might inhibit and encourage 
1. Council 18,, 10th November 1967g Minute 284. 
2o CST 149 27th October 1967p Minute 259, 
3. CASS 89 29th June 1967, Prospects for the Development of Wider Courses, 
4o CASS Bt 29th Junet 1967t Minute 74.3. 
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dependence and the need to offer a atimulus to new thinking about the 
nature and purpose of degree courses, 
Encouragement given to innovation in 1967-8 was followed by a partial 
reassertion of caution in 1969-70. Difficulties had ariseng according to 
the Chief OffiC8rq because the most ambitious proposalsuare coming from the 
least experienced colleges, 
1 
This had resulted in a high degree of*rejection 
and colleges tended to seek advice from individual subject board members# 
thus placing upon them a heavy burden, 'Regretfully the Chief Officer felt 
that he must reiterate that the Council's role under the Charter was to 
validate courses submitted to itv rather than to provide an advisory service 
to colleges', Moreover the need for comparability with university degrees# 
'to some extentq placed a constraint upon CNAA policy in that it would in 
most cases have to follow university practice rather than lead it'. 
2 
Mro 
Proctor suggested that 
established degree arei 
fringest where nothing 
Concern about 
was also echoed by the 
Vocational Ecurses 
the comparability issue was most acute in well 
as but, I ...... once you got a little bit into the 
had been donel then the Council could act very rapidly 
inexperienced colleges submitting novel proposals 
Committee'for Science and Technology* 
3 
There had been some emphasis upon giving CNAA degrees a vocational 
orientation 
4 but in 1972 the problems of vocational courses occasioned 
a wideranging debate. Concern originally arose 
in connection 
. 
with a proposed 
degree in Tourist Industry Studies, where some members of the Committee for 
Arts and Social Studies felt it was I ...... educationally undesirable for 
1" CASS 17p 28th E)ctober 19699 Minute 158.2. 
2o CASS9 Development Sub Committee, 4th January 1971, 
3* CST 27t 29th April 1971f Minute 444, 
4, Ex-info Miss Rossiter. 
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graduates to be restricted in their career to one particular industry. 
moreover it was thought that training for a career in a particular industry 
did not necessarily provide an appropriate academic education justifying 
the wward of a degreet nor did the proposed programme look suitable for a 
degree courselel In a paper deriving from this disucssion the Chief Officer 
pointed out that the case was not unique and that some collegestere*prepared 
to design courses specifically for a particular industrye He noted that 
demand for such coursesg which typically took eight years from initial design 
to first graduatest might well fluctuateg and that the courses might be so 
narrow as to make it difficult for graduates to move into allied fields. 
Further a first degree proposal should be sufficiently broad based to enable 
2 
the student periodically to return to higher education, In further 
discussion. the Committee for Arts and Social Studies stressed the necessary 
provision of an intellectual foundation and that, I., .... oo. although some 
universities might fail to-. teke full notice of the rate of change in subject 
developmentq the polytechnics were perhaps leaning too heavily upon current 
trends to provide courses that would have this lasting merit'. 
3A 
revised 
paper an vocational courses pointed out the dangers of overloadingg and the 
need to distinguish between first degree and postgraduate material and claimed: 
a degree course is expected to develop such themes 
as model buildingt and the unifying role of theory 
and other analytical methods of thought. In 
vocational courses in particular there should be 
opportunities for creative work and executive 
performance; asfar as these factors are concerned 
the suitability of the sandwich course cannot 
be overemphasized. 
4 
The debate over vocational studies was concerned with Just those aspects of 
1* CASS 26t 27th January 1972, Minute 247* 
2. CST 31t 19th April 1972,1 Criteria for the Acceptance of Vocational 
Coursesp Paper CST/72/17. 
3o CASS 289 29th Junep 19729 Minute 265,3, 
4. CST 32,28th Junet 19729 Paper CST/72/11, 
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the Council's work regarded as distinctive and it raised also fundamental 
issues about the parameters of degree studies. How far could professional 
practice be synthesized into theoretical studies? Was the Council's problem 
tiomporary whilst new professions found their training assimilated into 
higher education? Michael Lane suggests that in the CNAAp 'a number of new 
areas have developed based an new syntheses and emphases of knowledge that 
emerge continuously as a historical demand', 
1 Alternatively did the Council 
stand at the frontier of areas worthy of study in the context of a degree 
course? 
Modular Degrees 
Examples of structural innovation as distinct fro6 innovation in 
curriculum content are rare: they fall essentially into two areas, modular 
and part time degreesp and it should be noted that both did have some 
implications for curriculum content, The original modular proposal was 
submitted by the City of London Polytechnic in 1971-2. Since the complexity 
of the course makes difficult a concise and economical description, attention 
focu$ses upon certain salient features and their implications for the Council. 
The essence of the scheme involed departure from traditional annual courses 
of ascending demand upon a student's intellectual powerst and the replacement- 
by shorter self contained modules# (typically three comprised an academic 
year)t of varying levels of demandt and ranging across a very wide disciplinary 
field. The validation of this proposal posed serious broblems for the Councilt 
and it had ultimately to be given consideration by three separate panelsy 
indicating that some forms of innovation may be obstructed by the Council's 
validating machinery. The Committee for Arts and Social Studies perceived 
that the proposed course raised educationally significant issues includingt 
#the teaching programme proposed; the scope for academic development through 
10 Michael Lanep Design for Deqrees9. (London 1974) p. 49. 
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the course; the level of study that can be attained; the different learning 
and teaching demands of different disciplinest and the method of assessment'* 
I 
When examined in detail the Combined Studies Humanities group expressed 
doubts about the true extent of interdisciplinary commitmentp it was suggested 
thatv 'staff in the departments viewed the proposed course as a means of 
launching their own single honours degree. Earlier discussions with*the 
polytechnic had not revealed this. '. 
2 Despite this and doubts about the 
wisdom of teaching second and third year students together the proposal was 
ultimately approvedv and provided a precedent followed elsewherep notably at 
oxford Polytechnic. This was a substantial innovation for it broke not 
only the common structural pattern but at least in ideal confronted recognized 
disciplinary divisions. Whilst the overall tenor of CNAA policies in the 
curriculum field may have been cautious and its validating machinery may have 
posed problems for interdisciplinary proposals it is important to note that 
the Council was able to validate an initiative of this kind. 
Part Time Deqrees 
The Council did not originally give high priority to the provision of 
part time degrees. The initial attitude was cautious, dictated by the need 
to give high priority to full time proposals. Yet Christopher Dukes noting 
the Council's lack of enthusiasm in 19679 also pointed out the need for the 
3 
CNAA to make provision. A substantial proportion of students registered for 
the London external degrees were part time as Table UT ' indicates. 
' 
1. CASS 262 27th January 1972, 
2* CASS 319 14th April 19739 Visiting Party Report.. 
3. C. Dukesq Part Time Degrees. University of Leeds, Department of Adult 
Education and Extramoral Sbudiesq Leeds Studies in Adult Educationg 
NO. 29 (Leeds 1967). 
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TABLE TI- 
Parcentageof London External Students Registered 
as Part Time 
1957 43 1962 42 
1958 44 1963 40 
1959 43 1964 37 
1960 45 1965 33 
1961 43 1966 33 
Gradually CNAA attitudes became more open and encouraging* In 1967 Council 
stressed the need to encourage such provisiong uhilst, simultaneously noting 
that proposals had come forward from colleges without much experience. It 
was proposedg contrary to normal practicet that the CNAA should select a 
group of more experienced colleges and invite them to submit coursese 
2 
Examination of specific proposals led to the conclusion that there should be 
some departure from normal assessment featuresq and that it might be appropriate 
to award a certificate for completion of a section of a part time course. 
3 
In general the growth of part time courses was substantially in science 
and technology; three quarters of the courses were in these areas in 1973.4 
Probable reasons for this included greater experience in science and technology, 
and perhaps also the impact of the Open University, 
hovision had been for 
mature students but in 1974 the issue of admitting eighteen year olds was 
raised. Whilst prepared to allow such entry an an experimental basis strong 
preference for the entry of mature st9dents remained. 
5 
Entrande Requirements 
Whilst the Statements emphasized the general adherence to minimum 
16 Adapted from Co Dukesq p, 11, 
2* Council 15# 6th January 19679 Paper C/67/3t Appendix A. 
3. Council 189 10th NoVember 19679 Hatfieldq Part Time Ordinary Degree 
in Mathematics. 
4. Council 40t 23rd February 19739 Minute 580. 
5o CASS 340 4th February 1974 and CST 39t 14th February 1974. 
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university entrance requirements 
1 the Council was prepared to exercise 
some flexibility. Statement No. 3 had stipulated the acceptance of an 
appropriate ONC or OND at a good standardv but as early as 1965 interpretation 
was left to the discretion of an experienced college. 
2 The exceptional 
entry of students with an HND to the first or second year of a degree course' 
kes allowedq though a diagnostic first year for HND or degree course was 
rejected lest the view gain currency that it was possible to take a CNAA 
degree with only one Advanced level. 
3 Serious consideration was given to a 
proposal from Glamorgan Polytechnic to-develop a special degree course for 
HNC and HND entryq 
4 but after further discussion it was agreed to allow more 
flexible transfer for HND students onlys provided thatv 'the education he has 
already received together with that which he will receive on the degree 
course and any bridging studies which he may be required to undertake, will 
provide for him a coherent and developing programme of study reaching a 
standard normally required for the award of a degree$. 
5 When a college was 
not offering CNAA degrees at least two thirds of the course had to be 
carried out at the college to which. transfer was made. Further demands for 
more flexible entry arose in 1973 when it was pointed out that the future of the 
HND was uncertaint that diplomates faced growing competition from graduates 
and there was not always a clear separation in the spectrum of ability between 
HND and degree students. 
6 Revised requirements were drawn up whereby colleges 
could now admit to the second year of a course students who-had successfully 
completed all or part of a course comparable to the first year of a degree: 
there was also exceptional provision for admission to a later part of a degree 
7 
course. 
1. See aboveg pe85, 
2o CST 3t 15th Junev 19659 Minute 29.4. 
3. CST 179 31st October 19689 Minute 311, 
4o CST 19, 22nd April 19699 Minute 334. 
5. CST 32p 28th June 19729 Entry to Full 
Transfe r from Other Courses, 
6o CST 34p. 7th February 1973t Minute 520, 
7o CST' 35v 7th May 19739 Minute 527. 
Time and Sandwich Courses By 
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The CNAA's contribution to enabling the transfer of students from 
non degree courses was certainly usefule During the decade after 1964 non 
graduate routes to professional recognition were closingo and given that it 
was not possible to make precise distinctions in the spectrum of ability 
between degree and non degree studentsq and given also the differing growth 
in personal maturityt in motivation and intellectual developmentq it was 
important that there were routes from non degree to degree courses and vice 
versa* otherwise valuable talent might be wasted and personal ambition 
unreasonably frusttated. *If many professions were to become restricted to 
graduate entry it was essential that the sharp edges of restriction should 
be softened and the Council with its national conspectus was perhaps best 
suited to carry out this task. These flexible arrangements were no more 
than modifications of CNAA policy on entrance. This remained firmly linked 
to university criteria and the Council certainly did not pioneer any attempts 
to dispense with these. Essentially the CNAA stance in this field was one 
of a moderate and flexible conservatism* 
Documents of Guidance from Subject Boards 
Whilst the concept of model syllabuses was rejected by CNAA, Subject 
Boards had discretion to issue general documents of guidance. 
1 In practice 
Subject Boqrd action was limited and ad hoc. Major areas of innovation 
included Nautical Studiesp Opthalmic Optics, Business Studiest Applied Social 
Studiesq Language Studiesp Librarianship and Nursing Studies, Of these only 
Librarianship and Language Studies issued a document of guidance, 
2 though 
other boards acted in an advisory capacity in the way in which they commented 
on course proposals. 
1. See above, p, 103. 
2* f3usiness Studies considered one but did not issue. 
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The Language Studies Board's initiative is of interest since this 
was not itself a new area of degree studies. Policy owed much to the 
initiative of the first Chairman t1 Professor Dennisont who was anxious to 
develop the concept of new forms of language degreesq put forward by the 
Robbins Committee. 
2 The first setof recommendations placed stress on the 
need for residence abroad (six months minimum) and consequently all courses 
should be of four years duration. 
3 In 1967 the Board issuedt 'Notes for 
the Guidance of Colleges Planning Degree Courses in Languages for Submission 
to the CNAAI. The Notes were not prescriptive but rather laid down general 
guidelinesp in particular not more than three languages should be studied, 
two as main subjects* The Board went on to suggest thatt 'one of the chief 
attractions is doubtless the opportunity it affords to experiment outside 
the 'language and literature' structure of the more traditional_university 
degree course, This aim reflects the feeling that the Council was set up 
in order to complement the work of universities rather than to duplicatel 
The Notes attempt also to distinguish between ordinary and honours degrees'l 
the latter in addition to a 'skill and information' component would also 
comprise a $theory and cerebration' element. Whilst in traditional language 
courses the latter element had been provided by literaturet in CNAA degrees 
provision might be by a systematic study of linguisticst the study of language 
applied in some depth to the economicp historicalg socialogicalt institutional 
or political context of a countryt or a comýined study of languages and 
4 
another non linguistic subject, 
In 1974 the Languages Board produced a revised document with the less 
authoritarian title of 91 Suggestions for consideration by Colleges Planning 
Degree Courses in Languages 
!5A theme of partnership runs through the paperg 
1. Ex, inf, Miss Rossitero 
2* See aboveg pe57. 
3. CASS 3t 22nd April -1966, Paper CASS 66/11. 
4* CASS 9,29th October 19679 Notes for the Guidance of Colleges Planning 
Degree-Courses in Languages for Submission to the CNAA. 
5, CASS 359 7th May 1974. 
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'the Board will be likely to attach as much value to the sharing of 
common experience between members of the Council's organization and the 
colleges as to its so called inspectorial function'. It was now claimed 
that it was too simple to suggest a clear. distinction between CNAA courses 
and university courses. The fundamental aim wasq 'a broadly based linguistic 
education and training'. The distinction between the 'skill and information' 
and 'theory and cerebration' elements was now rejectedl since this was 
believed to undervalue the language. 
Whilst there are broad similarities there are also interesting 
differencesq and it is woeth noting that they were produced under different 
chairman. In the latter the distinctiveness of CNAA degrees is played downt 
the role of the study of language enhanced, and there is generally a more 
permissive approach broadly in line with shifts in the general climate of 
the Council towards participation and equality. However it can certainly 
be asked whether this less prescriptive approach perhaps weakens innovation. 
Left largely free to themselves colleges might be more strongly swayed by 
the implicit assumptions of their own disciplines and the accepted standards 
of teaching them* 
The Librarianship Board also produced Notes for Guidance ando perhapsg 
as this was a new area cW degree studies, it was forced to articulate 
criteria. However the first Chairman of the Board has claimed that there 
was no intention to give firm guidance sinceg Icourse proposals would need 
to be considered on their merits and that it would be inadvisable to try to 
define too closely the form of degree course in librarianship in view of 
the wide range of available possibilities both for course development and 
future employment'. 
1 The aim of degree courses was said to be 'education 
for librarianship' rather than leducation in librarianship'. In general 
10 Donald Davinsong The Librarianship Board of the Council for National 
Academic Awardsq 3ournal of LibrarianshiD,. VOI*B, No*2p April 1976g 
p. 84* 
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colleges would be best advised to begin at the ordinary level, as this was 
a now degree apeaq but there could be consideration of honours proposals 
provided it was possible to demonstrate comparability in standards with 
established degree courses. It should also be possible at both levels to 
have single or joint discipline degrees* Given that this was a new degree 
areat it might perhaps be suggested that the Board could have offered 
possible alternative schemes. The Notes as issued give little guidance to 
possible relationships between subjects in the courses, or desirable workloadst 
or how to create ascending levels of demand upon students as they progressed 
through a course. In this sense the Librarianship Board's advice was perhaps 
less explicit than the Language Studies Boardt although the needs of the case 
, night tend to suggest an inverted relationship. 
Sandwich Courses ýo 
The sandwich course had been NCTA's distinctive contribution to higher 
education andq given 
both the esteem in which it was held in some industrial 
cjrýrlest and 
the inheritance by CNAA of the National Council's officers and, 
particularly 
in science and technology of strong commitments to sandwich 
provisiong 
it Would be reasonable to expect an assured and expanding future 
under CNAA* 
Yet whilst Table VII , 
illustrates sandwich course dominance 
in the Council's early years thereafter 
their relative, significance declined, 
Indeed if the 1974 figures 
had, included education and art and design (both 
excluded) 
the proportion of sandwich students would have been thirty five per 
cent. 
1 The Table also shows a fall in the absolute number of sandwich students 
science and technology 
for the first timep but the major reasons for these 
changes Jay 
in the growth of full time courses rather than any decline in 
, andwich provision. 
10 CNAA9 
Annual Report 1973-49 (London 1974). P. 16. 
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Examination of the fortunes of sandwich courses under CNAA will 
trace out three broad themes* First will be examined new developments, 
especially in Business Studiesq and also in proposals to assess the training 
periodp then the implied challenge to the sandwich course philosophy which 
came from certain collegesq and lastly training place shortages which 
brought Council policy in this area under some pressure. Business ýtudies 
apartt the centre of gravity of debate has tended to dwell primarily in 
the Committee for Science and Technology. 
Sandwich courses have been developed in several new areas by CNAA - 
Nautical Studiest Applied Social Studies andq very recentlyt Geography, 
but by far the most significant area was Business Studies. Indeed the 
Council's Business Studies Board was established even before the Committee 
for Arts and Social Studies and the CNAA acted quickly in response to the 
Crick Committee recommendations. 
1 The number of courses in this area 
expanded steadLy from four with one 
hundred and twenty nine students in 
1964 to thirty seven with four thousandp four hUndred and ninety three 
students in 1974, or about seventy 
four per cent of all sandwich students 
in arts and social studies in the latter year, Whilst the Business Studies 
Board did not issue notes for guidance it was obliged to develop criteria 
for courses: criteria which were derived in part from the recommendations 
of the Crick Reportv but 
far more from the validation of specific course 
proposals put forward 
by collegesp though the latter were certainly influenced 
by Crick. 
2 The fundamental problems of business studies courses were two- 
fold: firstly the need to reconcile applications to the world of business 
with the intellectual rigour required 
for an hanours degree coursev and 
secondly the range of subjects required 
for such courses. In general the 
10 See abovep Pe57, 
2* And indeed influenced Crick e. g.: 
four courses (including Ealing and 
woolwich) were mentioned in the report, 
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Business. Studies Board tended to support fairly broad coursest containing 
perhaps three subjectaat a main level and others at subsidiary, 
1 but it is 
also significant that visiting parties frequently criticised the burden of 
work upon students. 
2 In a paper presented to the Board one Of its members 
suggested that CNAA degrees in this fieldt 'should lay greater emphasis on 
intellectual background and on the environment in which business operates. 
At the same time they should be more specifically vocational than a university 
degree and thus greater importance should be given to the applications of 
the subject matterg and its relevance to the students future careert. 
3A 
debate also took place at the Board as to whether or not all courses entitled 
Business Studies should be sandwich. A paper presented by the Secretary 
suggested that Business Studies should be regarded as lanonalgam comprising 
a number of related disciplines and practical business experienceIg and 
must therefore be sandwich. 
4 Whilst the Board did not specifically rule 
that only sandwich courses could be called Business Studiesp in effect 
this practice has been followed. There was also discussion of the principles 
of training in this field and it was suggested that the objectives should 
include the provision of an environment in which the student could relate 
and apply the principles and practice he was studying in colleges. the 
development of a critical and analytical approach to studies and trainingt 
and opportunities for the student to obtain insight into scientific and 
technical development relevant to business activities. Whilst it was hoped 
that the degree would obta, in a considerable amount of exemption from 
professional bodies it was stressed 
that this was not the primary purpose 
and that it was expected that a student would normally have to undertake 
further study to gain such exemption. 
The training itself should strengthen 
10 Business Studies Board 
(BSB) 2.2nd April 1965, 
2* BSG 4t 25th May 19659 Visit to Portsmouth College of Technologyv 18th 
May 1965. 
3# BsB 6.28th 3une 19650 Criteria for CNAA Degrees in Business Studies, 
paper by Mr. Middleton. 
4. BSB 99 17th December 19659 Paper BS/65/38. 
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the students understanding of the relationship between the functional 
divisions of business# and to this end he should be given opportunity to 
learn something of the work of the college as a whole. More generally this 
should provide a useful link between college and industry thus helping to 
ensure staff remained abreast of business development. 
1 
The CNAA also experimented with assessment of the training period in 
sandwich courses. The NCTA had felt this worthy of experimentg beyond the 
pass/fail criteriap but in 1968 it was reported that only four colleges had 
attempted to develop graded assessments. 
2 It had already been agreed that 
no mark for industrial training performance should be included in a student's 
overall classification until colleges had gained experience. 
3A 
more detailed 
exploration of the issues could find no'evidence of universities including 
marks for the training period in assessment but resolved thatv given the 
Council's philosophy of integrating the industrial-and college parts of the 
courset CNAA courses might do so* No detailed guidance was given and colleges 
were encouraged to experiment. 
4 However there was considerable ambivalence, 
there seemed little evidence of industrial enthusiasm for grading, 
5 
and the 
Chairman of the Committee for Science and Technology finally, 'came to the 
conclusion that the best thing was not to combine them, Take them into 
account, * 
6 Inconclusive discussion continued on the issue for several 
years and in 1971 three possible-means - were recommended to the Council, 
optional contribution of assessment 
to the degree, certificates of successful 
completion of industrial 
trainingg or performance in industrial training. to 
be recorded as a separate assessment an a degree certificate. 
7 
There were 
10 Training panel for Arts and Social Studiest 28th May 19689 Minute 4.1.4. 
2. Training Committee for Science and Technology 1.29th February 196B. 
3. CST 99 28th June 19669 Minute 129o 
4& CST 15p Sth February 1968t Minute 283, 
50 TPCST 29 21st November 1968. 
6., - or. 
Topping., (That is to keep separate college and industrial period'marks', 
7. Council 33t 3rd August 19719 Minute 493. 
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certainly formidable problems in providing a meaningful test of the studentis 
industrial experience - the diversity of industrial environmentst the 
problems of equivalence between marks gained from the industrial and college 
parts of a coursey and industry's lack of interest in the minutiae of 
academic assess ment systems. Indeed industry was unlikely to be convinced 
of the value of this kind of measurement nor particularly anxious to take 
on the possible burdens it might imply. 
Whilst the Committee for Science and Technology early expressed a 
very strong preference for sandwich courses it did concede that it could not 
prescribe themt 'it was agreed that a Board could not reject an principle 
proposed full time course in a given subject if the course satisfies the 
Council's criteria'. 
1 Development of full time courses was generally accepted 
but this kind of tolerance was not so easily 'extended by subject boards in 
engineering. Many members felt that sandwich courses were more appropriate 
than full time for applied subjects, 
2 
whilst others believed that 'anything 
that saidv "not sandwichllp was soon to some extent to strike at the very 
security of the degree that we'd adoptedg in the sense of future development'. 
and was seen to threaten the distinctiveness of Council degrees, 
3 
The issue 
became contentious when certain colleges with substantial experience of 
full time London external courses sought to offer full time courses in 
engineering* 
In 1965 Brighton College of Technology (now Brighton Polytechnic) 
argued for theparallel provision of sandwich e. nd full time courses in 
engineeringg since it needed to make substantial provision for overseas 
students whom it had admitted for many years and that alsop 'there will 
probably be a few home students who would have had substantial industrial 
experience before entry and one or two others who cannot be persuaded that 
19 CST 2,, 29th March 19659 Minute 9.4. 
2. Ex-info Mr. Hunting. 
3. Ez. inf, Mr. Proctor. 
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a sandwich course is superior'. The Visiting party was reluctant to 
recommend approvalp partly because Brighton# wasq 'proposing to run a 
sandwich and a full time course-with the same staff, at times using the same 
teaching groups and the same syllabusesIti and fearful also of the 1088 Of 
support for sandwich courses. However in view of the collegeb history of 
full time course provision it was agreed that the proposals were acceptable. 
The Committee confirmed the visiting party's decision but hoped that students 
would be strongly encouraged to pursue sandwich courses. 
2A 
visit to 
Portsmouth College of Technology (now Portsmouth Polytechnic) in 1968 again 
raised doubtsp when it was noted that both sandwich and full time students 
were taught togetherg and the visiting party emphasized that if industrial 
training was well organized lectures and tutorials should differ for both 
types of students and that sandwich and full time students should not be 
taught together. 
3 
A visit to Brighton in 1969 was the cause of a major debate, The 
visiting party discovered that sandwich and full time students were receiving 
common teachinggand the departments concerned believed this was beneficial, 
claiming that thisq 'could still be a genuine sandwich course even if its 
academic content and the teaching were not influenced by the industrial 
training componentf, and the College stressed the high proportion of over- 
seas students. The visiting party firmly rejected Brighton's arguments. 
It does not believe that where the academic 
content and teaching are common with the full 
tii4e courseq where no account is taken of the 
effect of the training element on the student's 
progress and approach, it can be said that the 
'sandwich course' provides a distinctive educational 
experience which is a genuine alternative to the 
full time course ....... ItEthe visiting party] 
has the impression that the College has Ibentl 
10 Ex. inf. Sir Alan Richmond. 
2, CST 6t 14th December 1965, Minute 67.2. 
3* CST 16, 27th Ounet-1969t. Minute 295, 
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the structure of full time and sandwich courses 
in an effort to cater for the needs of too many 
kinds of studente 
1 
In considering the report the Committee alleged that the college's 
thinking in engineering courses had not significantly developed since its 
shift from the London external degrees. Further the Committee sympaýhized 
with the views of the Mechanical/production Engineering Board which had 
grave doubts about full time degrees in its area, but pointed out that the 
Council could notp under its Charterg refuse to consider full time courses, 
2 
Developments that summer ensured further debate* rirstly the Principal of 
Brighton wrote to request the designation of civil and mechanical engineering 
degrees as full time, 
3 Secondly departments at Portsmouth argued for the 
provision of both sandwich and full time courses as providing for a wider 
range of applicants. Where students had a clear motivation then sandwich 
courses were most valuablev but the sandwich course could be less appropriate 
for students not so strongly committed to industry. 
4 The propositions were 
not perhaps in themselves unreasonable but they met a climate of some 
distrust towards the collegesq since they were regarded as being less than 
wholehearted. about sandwich courses. 
5 The Mechanical and Production 
Engineering Board expressed its grave concern over developments at Brighton, 
reinforced by the Portsmouth request. 'If such developments were to take 
place the Board feels that the Council's sandwich coursesq and the reputation 
which these have established could be at risks The Board also feels that there 
are currently an adequate number of 
full time places and university courses 
and that consequently Portsmouth might 
be unable to recruit students of 
adequate quality to full time courses 
in this field's There was however 
10 CST 200 30th June 196199 Report of a Visit to Brighton College of 
Technologyq 1 8th June# 1969. 
2. CST 20t 30th June 19699 Minute 356.2. 
3* CST. 21t 30th October 19699 Attached letter to the Registrar, 7th 
October 1969. 
4. CST 21v 30th October 19699 Appendix At Portsmouth College of Technologye 
50 Ex. inf. Sir. Alan Richmond and Mr. Proctor, 
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agreement at the Committee that full time courses could be s'pproved where 
simst function and student motivation differedg and where provision for 
overseas students was required. It was decide .d to request the SED and 
DES to indicate the reasons for the approval of full time courses* Furtherp 
'the Committee decided on a vote that it would want as far as possible to 
see the Council's activities in Engineering confined to sandwich courses oee 
It would seek to limit the provision of full time courses in Engineering for 
which there was a special and definable casep for example, courses for 
mature students. $ 
These decisions caused deep unease in the secretariat. The Chief Officer 
was toldt 'quite clearly by the DES Officers that if the Council did this 
it would be acting ultra viresp because all the courses have got to be approved 
by the DES and if the DES approves a course to go ahead, presumably the DES 
approves it because it is in the national interest that the course should 
go ahead'. 
2A 
paper submitted. to the next meeting of the Committee pointed 
out that the Charter required consideration of each course submitted to the 
CNAA and if denied a college could conceivably take the case to the Privy 
Council* Criteria for approval Of full time courses were then suggestedo 
They should only be considered if intended to meet the needs of students 
not catered for elsewhere'$ new full time courses in engineering to run 
alongside sandwich courses should not be considered by subject boards unless 
distinctive aims could be identified. 
3 The Committee executed a partial 
retreat. 
It was felt thatq whil'e the Council's Charter 
might allow it to decline to consider full time 
courses in Engineering in certain circumstancesq 
the Colleges should be permitted a freedom of 
1. CST 21p 30th October 1969, Paper CST/69/25. The Relationship of 
Sandwich and Full Time Courses in Engineering, 
2* Mr. Hornby. 
3* CST 229 8th January 19709 Paper CST/70/1. Sandwich and Full Time Courses. 
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choice within the framework of national planning 
decisions made by the Government Education 
Departmentso It was also felt that a restrictive 
attitude to full time courses in Engineering 
might have the effect of encouraging the development 
of the University of London external degree courses 
which would be undesirable. 
1 
The arguments between the Committee and its Mechanical and Production 
Engineering Board on the one hand and Brighton and Portsmouth on the other 
illustrate the conflict between the NCTA heritage and the development Of the 
CNAAy the difficulties of enforcing a wholly distinctive orientation to CNAA 
degrees even in a specific fieldp and the limits of prescription, Faced by 
colleges whose commitment to sandwich courses was incompletet with a long 
experience of teaching on full time coursesq DES approval of full time 
provisiong the views of the Committee were. not ultimately able to prevail - 
though in the case of a weaker college with less self assurance they possibly 
would. So long as a college could turn to the University of London. there was 
also a further limit to the extent of the pressure Subject Boards could 
apply, though it should be stressed that there is no evidence that such a 
threat was ever- made. It should also be rpmembered that there was a strong 
case for full time coursesp not only to meet the needs of overseas studentstbut 
also to complement the existing expertise of the staff of the colleges: and 
such provision was widespread in the universities. 
Sandwich courses also faced many practical difficultiest especially 
the lack of training places experienced by NCTAp 
2 
and reiterated in 1964 
3 
by the Planning Committee. on several Occasions colleges proposed 
atypical patterns of industrial 
trainingg designed to provide a more even 
demand upon industry. A 1965 suggestion Of alternating three month periods 
in industry and college was rejected as unsuitable, 
4 
In 1969 the Training 
1. CST 229 8th January 1970, Minute 379. 
2* NCTA Governing Body 479 26th November 1963. 
3. CNAA Planning Committee 1.6th August 1964. 
4. CST 39 15th June 19649 Minute 29. 
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Panel for Arts and Social Studies agreed to refer to the Business Studies 
Board the need to ensure that college demand for training places put an 
equal load upon firms throughout the year. At Hatfield it was agreed that 
basic workshop trainin g could be carried out in college workshopag 
2 
and 
subsequently this device spread. 
3 
From late 1970 more acute concern arose 
due to the impact of economic problems on placement difficulties. Th6 
provision of financial inducements to train students wasstressed and it was 
suggested that in exceptional cases it might be necessary to replace 
sandwich courses by full time. 
4 The possible substitution of full time for 
sandwich courses raised concern since it was felt this could lead to a 
decline in student calibrej given that universities had a surplus of engineering 
places, In some cases firms had been unable to confirm training places 
originally offered. 
5 Moreover the CBI stated that the likely demand for 
training places co'uld not be regarded as realistic unless,, 'educational bodiesq 
with the support of industry are prepared to approach a much wider range of 
companies than in the past and tD involve new areas of business activity. 
I 
Alerted by this evidence of difficulty the Council commissioned a 
survey of industrial training. the findings of which were reported in February 
1973.6 This showed strong continuing support for sandwich courses, only 
nineteen per cent of departments supported conversion to full time coursesp 
and sixty two per cent spqcifically rejected this* However there was evidence 
of h, eavy burdens imposed by'a rapid turnover of training placesl and the 
decline in sponsored or industry based places meant that the great majority 
of students required a placement service throughout the coursev and in 
particular three crisis areas emerged - Electrical Engineeringg Mechanical 
Engineering and Business Studies. College responses showed litth support 
10 VASS 39 30th October 1969. 
2a NCTA rejected a similar arrangement at Loughborough. 
3o TPST 19 28th February 1968. 
4o TPST 5t 25th November 1970, 
51 CST 27t 29th April 1971t Minute 445. 
6e CST 42t 19th 3uly 1973. 
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for changing the structure of the courseq despite evidence of uneven 
loading on firms, About twenty five per cent favoured an optional training 
year but in some areast for example Business Studies# there was pronounced 
hostility to the idea. The survey suggested possible adjustments to ease 
the prsssurest including the more widespread development of workshop practice 
courses in collegesy reductions in the length of the industrial peribd and 
individual students with industrial experience to omit training periods, In 
making these suggestions tfie authors of the survey drew attention to the very 
firm policy on sandwich coursesp pursued by the Committee for Science and 
Technologyq and commentedt 'if the Council departed from this policyq it 
could only do so while offering some defence of the ideal but regarding it 
as not altogether feasible in the changed economic climate and allowing for 
the increased number of students'. The Committee for Science and Technology 
suggested that difficulties could be eased furtherp 'if the Council were to 
broaden its view concerning the nature of appropriate industrial training 
so that a more diverse range of experience might be acceptable* This would 
give a student a more general work experience while still in an industrial 
situation relevant to the courseolel The governing Council supported the 
use of workshop training coursest argued a need to redefine the objectives 
of industrial trainingg 
2 but reaffirmed its belief in the value of sandwich 
3 
coursese 
Thus by the end of the first decade the predominant sandwich course 
inheritance of NCTA. had been erodedg primarily by the growth of full time , 
courses in arts and social studies but later also in science and technology. 
Nor were all colleges wholly, convinced of the value of sandwich courses, even 
in their heartland of engineering* External economic pressures$ perhaps 
accompanied by some decline 
in the enthusiasm of firms for industrial training, 
1. CST 34, 7th February 19739 Minute 518. 
2* Council 409 23rd February 1973, 
3* Council 429 19th July 19739 Minute 604. 
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exemplified by the fall in the proportion of sponsored studentst also 
posed growing difficulties for placement. Yet if there had been some 
erosiont and it could no longer be claimed that sandwich courses were the 
distinctive hallmark of CNAA degrees, 
I in 1974 one third of the Council's 
students were sandwich basedt end numbered slightly over twenty thousandt 
the highest in the CNAA's histaryq and six times the figure for 1965. 
Honours and Ordinary Deqrees 
The sustained debate about the nature of honours and ordinary degrees 
provides insight into the external and internal influences upon the evolution 
of academic policy. The original criteriap resting upon the NCTA experience 
and the Robbins Committee recommendationsq 
2 
were first tested# then challenged 
and ultimately substantially reversed* The arguments reveal significant 
divergence between the views of the Committee for Science and Technology and 
that for*Arts and Social Studiesq grounded in different experience and 
assumptionse Examination of this issue may help to reveal the influence of. 
established university practicet differing judgements about academic ability 
in various disciplinesq and lastly pose questions about how the means of 
arganising'the spectrum of knowledge may affect the differentiation of degrees, 
The foundations of Council policy are found in Statement Number 39 where 
10t was argued that honours degrees should providev 'the intellectual stimulusq 
rigorous academic discipline and scope for originality traditionally 
associated with a university honours courseq whilst ordinary degrees should 
be available for students of lesser ability and wouldv 'make a different 
intellectual demand from that made by the related hanours; course'. 
3 Ways 
of achieving these aims included studying subjects in less. depthq narrowing 
10 It should not be overlooked that sandwich degrees continued to be 
offered in several of the former CATs. 
2* See abovep pp. 55-56* 
3. Statement No* 3g paragraph 5,3. 
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the scope of a course or reducing its specialization. It was also a 
cornerstone of policy that ordinary and honours degrees would be awarded 
for the completion of different courses, that the division of students 
would us. ually take place at the end of the first year and that there should 
also be arrangements for the transfer of students between hanours and 
ordinary coursese 
There had been very earli discussion of means of distinguishing honours 
and ordinary degrees 
1 
and there were also early indications that arts and 
social studies departments might wish principally to offer honours courses, 
2 
The Committee for Science and Technologyq in considering criteria for 
ordinary degreesp suggested that these would Include a lower overall final 
standardq some common elements between related honours and ordinary courses 
and more gradual treatment of syllabus content. However a proposal that 
the distinction between honours and ordinary should be provided by students 
taking fewer subjects to the same depth was rejected, 
4A 
more sophisticated 
definition of the difference between honours and ordinary degrees was offered 
by the Language Studies Board in its Notes for Guidance. 
An honours course stretches the candidate 
intellectually and has 'depth': it is only 
via depth of study that he may aspire to 
breadth without superficiality. To put it 
rather more precisely: the course must 
containp beyond the 'skill and information' 
component a substantial 'theory and cerebration' 
elemen .5 
16 CNAA Ad Hoc Meetingo 17th July 1964 (that is before the Council received 
its Charter), 
2. CST 2f 9th March 19659 letter from the Principal of Balton InstitUt8 
of Technology* 
3. CST 2p 9th March 19659 Minute 10. 
4o CST 30 11th June 19659 Visit to Rugby College of Engineering Technology. 
5. Notes for Guidancep paragraph 4,3. See also above PP-110-112. 
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The Council thus initially suggested broad guidelines for policy but its 
specific evolution would depend very much on the validation of course 
proposals as they were submitted by the colleges. 
Given the range of subject areas assessed by the CNAA it was to prove 
very difficult in practice to adhere to the criteria laid down in Statement 
Number 3. Thus a visit to Leicester College of Technology (now Leicester 
polytechnic) led to the rejection of common teaching of honours and ordinary 
students After the first yearg 
1 
and there was also criticism or the failure 
to distinguish sufficiently between honours and ordinary courses. 
2 
I)ifficulties also arose over transfers: thus Portsmouth was criticized for 
selecting students for an honours course where no ordinary course was 
available for those incapable of honours attainment. 
3 
More generally a 
policy emerged of validating new areas of degree study at the ordinary 
level onlyt for example Nautical Studies and Librarianship. Business 
Studies proved an exception to thisp perhaps due to the Crick Committeets 
recommendation of an honours degree and also to existing university 
provision In this fieldo Sir Alan Richmond suggested that the reason for 
largely restricting initial provision was that members of subject boards 
and visiting parties were not prepared to take the risk of validating 
new areas of degree study at the honours level. Mr, Proctor also stressed 
the need to begin cautiouslyq 'bearing in mind there had been no practice 
at this level'- 
4 However Miss Rossiter pointed dut-that staffs'awn experience 
would largely have been of honours degrees and that ordinary degree doursesiin 
now areas would demand Utter 
ýeaching. 
Moreover given that ordinary degrees 
tended to lack prestige the concept of new fields beginning at the ordinary 
10 CST 49 23rd Ouly 1965, 
2* CST 119 16th December 1966. Visit to Rutherford College of 
Technology by Members of the Chemistry Board. 
3e CST 14,27th October 19679 Minute 267. 
4. With reference to Nautical Studies. 
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level would underline this difficulty* And this was in turn reinforced 
by the practice of permitting departmentsp about whose calibre there might 
be doubt, initially to offer courses only at the ordinary leve14 Thus 
Council policy made more acute problems of status relating to ordinary 
degrees* 
The original criteria for degrees were established by the Cýmmittee 
for Science and Technology since the Committee for Arts and Social Studies 
did not hold its first meeting until November 1965* Thia was particularly 
significant for the latter Committee was obliged either to challenge 
established Council policy if it wished to change policy or to acquiesce in 
criteria to which it had not substantially contributed, Indeed the 
Chairman was told at an early date that the provision of separate honours 
and ordinary streams was confirmed Council Policy. 
2 Given-that the criteria 
had been largely formed by the Committee for Science and Technology precedents 
and that views about the value of ordinary degrees varied between different 
discipline-areas it is not surprising that established policy in this area 
should come under intense scrutiny from'the Committee for Arts and Social 
Studies* 
First signs of difficulty came late in 1966 when the Committee 
questioned the relevance of Council policy to arts and social studiesp and 
suggested there would be little demand for ordinary degrees alone. 
3 'on the 
CASS side ... all the indication was that the degree currency was honoursIt 
and survival dictated an approach similar to universities. 
4 The Chairman 
commented thaty 'everyone wanted an honours degree'- and that meant both staff 
and students. 
s The Committee went on to argue that there was sufficient 
demand for courses in arts and social studies from well qualified school 
10 CST 3p 11th Oune 1965p Constantine College O*f Technology. However 
the Committee did not give formal advice to the College in this case. 
2* Ex. inf. Professor H. C. Edey. 
3* CASS 5t 21st October 19669 
4. Mr. Proctor. 
5. Professor Edey. 
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leavers and it was felt that ordinary degrees were not appropriate for 
themp and thatq 'it would not be long before the universities themselves 
ceased to offer an ordinary degree in arts and social studies'. It Was also 
claimed that it was more difficult to distinguish between ordinary and 
honours in arts and social studies and the Committee suggested the 
designation of courses as honours with the possibility of some students 
obtaining pass degrees* A paper considered by the Committee noted that 
staff experience of degree teaching in these fields was largely limited to 
London externalsp and moreover staff were drawn from the same sources as 
university recruitsp hence the need for the attraction'of teaching on 
honours degrees. 
1 These proposals caused unease at the Committee for 
Science and Technology which reaffirmed its belief in the established policy# 
and asserted that students would be better educatedq $in courses designed to 
make different intellectual demandsq as is possible under the present policy 
for separate ordinary degree courses'. 
2 
Attempts were made to reconcile the different views in a paper put 
forward by the secretariat in April 1967. It dealt with three major areas - 
nomenclatureq the calibre of student intake and the special requirements 
for certain kinds of course. On nomenclature the paper proposed honours 
and degreep thus avoiding ordinary with its 'emotive' overtones, It stressed 
that names had always referred to the standard achieved rather than the 
structure of the coursep and was at pains to refute any association of 
single discipline with honours and multidisciplinary with ordina*rye Turning 
to calibre it observed that colleges tended to recruit a fairly wide 
spectrum of students, including those who had failed to gain university 
entrance* If a single honours degree catered for a wide spectrum there was 
a danger either of a high failure rate or that very many would only obtain 
third class honoursp or perhaps the standard of the degree might be depressed: 
10 CASS 6v 15th December 1966t Minute 55. 
2o CST Ilt 16th December 1966o 
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it thus followed there was need both for honours and ordinary degrees. 
In new areas of degree studies initial establishment of the final level of 
academic achievement might not be possible* To aim at honours in the first 
place might set# limpiossible conditions which will prevent the courses 
from ever getting off the ground'. 
I The Committee for Science and Technology 
accepted the paper# substantially a restatement of existing policy, 
2' 
and 
the Committee for Arts and Social Studies decided for the time being not to 
recommend any change in Statement No. 3.3 
In 1969 the issue surfaced once more when the Committee for Arts and 
Social Studies reaffirmed its earlier view that, 'the division between 
honours and ordinary degree courses was less appropriate in Arts and Social 
Studies than in Science and Technology and that the Council's policy as 
stated appeared to impose unnecessary constraints upon collegesit and 
referred the matter to- ' its Development Sub Committee. 
4 
The Committee's 
scepticism about the feasibility of distinction probably went back to its 
earliest daysp 
5 
and certainly there was desire for flexibility in means of 
6 
differentiation* Thus the discussions which now took place proved crucial 
in the formulation of a revised policy. 
The Chief Officer explained the background of the exieting policy and 
agreed that experience suggested the division into separate courses might 
be inappropriate for courses in arts and social studiesq where differences 
might derive to a greater extent from the student's personal activity than 
from the formal structure of the course* The Sub Committee stressed the 
importance of motivesp prestige and financial reward which led colleges to 
prefer honours to ordinary degrees. And certainly the higher salaries open 
16 CST 129 20th April 1967. Paper CST/67/1. 
Leading to the Council's Degrees. 
2* CST 129 20th April 19679 Minute 184,1. 
3e CASS 79 27th April 1967t Minute 66, 
4. CASS 149 10th January 1969t Minute 131.2. 
51, Exeinf, Professor Eday, 
6,, Ex, inf, Miss Rossitere 
Academic Levels of Courses 
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to honours graduatest for example in teaching, did have influence on policy. 
rurtherg it would 'be disadvantageousq particularly at the present stage 
of the Council's developmentp for it to be thought to be concerned almost 
wholly with the development of ordinary degree courses. '* Again concern was 
expressed at a possibly inflexible relationship between honours and single 
discipline coursesy and indeed it was believed that# Is specialist approach 
of the traditional honours kind was inappropriate to the assessment of a 
multi-disciplinary course where the student's ability to interrelate subjects 
was as important and recognized as being as demanding as the ability to 
specialize in depth in one particular areas. 
2 
The Sub Committee's report summarized possible patterns of hanours 
and ordinary degrees# in particular ordinary could be a selection of subjects 
from an honours courseq treated differently; could cater for lack of ability 
in one areat could have a common corev treated differently in seminars and 
tutorialst or could be provided for new degree areas. Which path to follow 
should now be the student's responsibilityq subject to appropriate advice. 
The Council agreed that the report should be circulated to Subject Boards 
and colleges. The officers who summarized the responses to the paper had 
some difficulty in ascribing orders of significance* A general Comment 
emanating from the Boards was thatp 'one of the chief drawbacks was the 
force of tradition in the universities' and regret was expressed at the 
paper's apparently negative view of ordinary degrees* A number of Boards 
suggested a partial adoption of the Scottish system whereby there was 
promotion to honours rather than demotion to ordinary. The relationship 
between honours degrees and postgraduate work. was regarded as significant. 
There was virtually unanimous support for the abandonment of the term ordinaryq 
summed up in the view of the Legal Studies Board that it might be Iss undesirable 
to suggest producing 11ordinary" lawyers as it might be to produce "ordinary 
10 Ex-inf* Mr. Jenkinson. 
2* CASSp Development Sub Committee 1p 15th April 1969, 
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doctors"'. There was a variety of views an the provision of ordinary 
and honours degree courBGSt including the latest possible delay in choiceg 
strong support for the introduction of a pass category an honours degrees, 
and the Economics Board argued in favour of an undifferentiated degree an 
which students could aspire either to an honours or ordinary degree. 
The Officers stated that college views were more diverse and that no 
clear consensus had emergede There was however widespread criticism of the 
dominance of degrees by salary conventions. Whereas it was claimed that in 
science the complexity of mathematics could often distinguish a courseq in 
arts and social studies the 'subtlety and penstrationt of the student's 
response was hold to be iMportanto There was a tendency for college views 
to mirror those of the two main committees whether supporting the existing 
policy or advocating changep not surprising given the network of informal 
personal relationships linking the CNAA and the colleges. Whilst there was 
value in distinctive ordinary degrees it was also accepted that it would be 
infeasible to devise them in all fieldso Colleges also tended to agree 
with the Subject Boards in suggesting promotion to honours, a possible 
abandonment of the classification system and a measure of support for the 
student choosing his own routee 
The Sub Committeep in reviewing the reportg suggested that the current 
appropriateness of Council policy was under question and indeed wonderedp 
'whether the Council was now moving against the mainstream of educational 
thinking'. 
1 Indeed Robert *Oxtoby has shown that during the 1960s the 
proportion of those graduating with honours was rising and that there was a 
2 
fairly strong single disciplinary orientation. Whilst there was no clear 
consensus on the provision of separate honours and ordinary coursesq there 
was overall sympmthy for some breakdown of their traditional separationo 
10 CASS DSCg 15th 3uly 1970t Minute 31.5. 
2* Robert Oxtobyt Polytechnics and the Sanctity of the Honours Degree, 
lInIversities Quarterl Winter 1969, p. p* 68-77. 
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Members expressed interest therefore in the 
view advanced by the Chief Officer that there 
might be a case for the Council to dissociate 
itself from the traditional University course 
structure and to offer a single degree course 
on which students might obtain Honours by a 
variety of meensp determined by the colleges 
themselves. This might be achievedq for 
example,, by a student taking additional courseaq 
or choosing specific options or undertaking study 
at greater depth. 
1 
This concept certainly owed something to Scottish course structures, to which 
reference had been made both by Subject Boards and Colleges. Indeed this 
appears to have been the first occasion upon which aspects of Scottish higher 
education had influenced CNAA thinking at the British as distinct from 
the Scottish level. In essence the Sub Committee adopted the Chief Officer's. - 
suggestion and recommended that the Council should establish a new awards 
policyq based upon an undifferentiated degreeg giving freedom to students 
to realize their own capabilitiesp that there should perhaps be only two 
forms of excellence and that the use of the term ordinary should be abandoned. 
2 
This formed the basis of a new attempt by the CNAA to formulate its 
policy@ A revised paper indicated. a greater willingness to break with past 
practiceg reflectiVB perhaps of a new maturity and confidence in the Councilt ill. 
ustrated in its sceptical attitude towards comparability, whose meaning 
it now questionedt 'other than in terms of long established university degree 
courses'. Students should be given the opportunity to determine their own 
standardst doubt was cast on the practice of designating courses in new 
degree fields as ordinary. The essence of the new approach was summed up in 
paragraph 6. 
is CASS DSC9 15th July 19709 Minute 3101, 
2, CASS DSC 79 15th July 19709 Minute 31,2, 
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Largely influenced by university practicaq 
the prevailing approach has been to regard 
the Honours degree course as the desirable 
norm and to provide an Ordinary degree course 
for students who are unlikely to reach this 
norm* This may well be the source of all our 
difficulties* It is suggested that we look at 
the situation from the other end and say that 
all students who successfully complete a basic 
degree course approved by the CNAA shall be 
awarded a degree, but teaching provision may 
also be made for students to gain the award of 
a degree with Honourse 
The new joint degree/degree with Honours could be offered through three main 
patternsq a common course followed by branching, a common course with additional 
more difficult lectures for some studentst or a single basic course with 
opportunities for more advanced tutorials. Honours courses only should 
allow for the possibility of breadth as well as narrow specialized provision, 
and their essential features might well be innovation and integration by the 
students of different fields of knowledge and problem solvingg and there 
1 
should no longer be a third class Honours classification. After discussion 
by the Committees the paper's final version was presented to the governing 
council in May 1971. The heart of the new policy would be provisiont 'for 
the student to map out for himselfq under the guidance of his tutors a 
programme of study that matches his interest and ability ..... 1. In an 
additional note the Chief Officer observed, that the concept of unclassified 
honours; had to be withdrawn# because of the current use of classified 
honours for teachers salaftesq students and selection for postgraduate 
2 
awards. The proposal to abandon third class Honours was rejected by the 
Council after a long debatep 
3 but it did add the possibility of a student 
10 CST 259 29th October 19709 Paper CST/70/6# The Structure of the Council's 
Degrees* 
2. Council 32,25th May 1971p Courses and Awards at First Degree Level, 
3. Council 32t Minute 477*3. 
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undertaking further work to convert a degree to honoursq although this 
did not include the taking of an honours examination a second time. 
The criginsp nature and r8sOlution of the debate about honours and 
ordinary degrees illuminates the shadowed landscape of status, of comparabilityq 
of prescriptiong and of the criteria and assumptions implicit in the many 
disciplines and their practitioners sheltering under the umbrella of 'the 
Council's validation* And certain aspects of the sociology of knowledge 
I 
particularly as articulated by Basil Bernstein, may throw'light upon 
thise 
2 His central hypothesis is that the classification# distributiong 
transmission and evaluation of public knowledge reflects both the 
distribution of power and the principles of social control. In Bernstein's 
schemaq which is applied to society as a wholB9 rather than higher education 
in particularl curriculum defines valid knowledget that which is 8Xtra- 
curricular is lacking in authority, legitimacy and therefore power. Well 
defined categories of knowledge are defined-as closed# or a collection type# 
those whose boundaries are more blurred are regarded as open or integrated. 
In higher education the former might apply to long established degree subjectsp 
for example chemistry or classicsq the latter for example to business studiesp 
or to various forms of interdisciplinary studies. 
3 
Educational systems 
which are composed of collection disciplinest and whereq very likely, 
specialisation begins early, are said to possess strong classificationg that 
is a substantial degree of boundary maintenance between disciplines: 
conversely where integrated types predominate classification is weak. The last 
aspect of Bernstein's paradigmt 
the framep refers to the extent of control 
exercised by the teacher and 
his pupil (or lecturer and student) over the. 
selectiong organization and pacing of knowledge, 
4 It follows that strong 
10 Council 359 16th November 19719 Minute 507. 
2. Basil Bernsteint Qn-the Classification nnd Frnminn of FHtinnfinnal 
K-nowledae in Michael FoD. Young (Edited)"t KTmwIerInP nnri rnntrnit New 
1)irections for the Sociology of Education (London 1971) pp. 47-68o 
3. The examples are those of the author of this thesisq as is the specific 
application of Bernstein to higher educationo 
4, Bernsteing p. 50. 
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framing reduces the power of the pupil (or student) and increases that of 
the teacher (or lecturer). Strong classification reduces the power of the 
teacharg since the content of the knowledge he transmits is preordained. 
What is the relevance of this paradigm to higher education in general 
and to the CNAA's honours and ordinary debate in particular? The essential 
link may be found in the concept of codes, In higher education both collection 
and integratedp or single and multidisciplinary degrees existq but the former 
tend to be more prestigiousq strongly endowed with tradition and closely 
associated with honours degreese Also in science framing tends to be 
stronger than in many areas of arts and social studiesp because the manner 
In which the disciplines are taught tends perhaps to display a greater sense 
of certainty. This is not however to argue necessarily that there is 
greater ceitainty in the physical sciences than in other areast but that at 
least the frontier of uncertainty is further removed from students on a first 
degree course* This in turn may contribute to the belief of some scientists 
and technologists that it is relatively easy to discern levels of ability# 
to distinguish between honours and ordinary degreesg and certainly the latter 
category has been more common in science and technology, 
1 Conversely the 
difficulties some in arts and social studies claimed to have in making 
such distinctions maX have a similar relationship, This is not to exclude 
intrinsic differencesg for example the level of mathematics on a science 
courset or of customt the narrower mark spectrum commonly found an courses 
. where 
the exercise of value judgements is specially significant* A linked 
facet is the primacy in prestige of the single honours degree. It has been 
noted on several occasions in this chapter 
that the Council has tended to 
encourage experiment with multi and 
interdisciplinary degreesq whilst referring 
to the need to prevent them being interpreted as ordinary degrees* This 
point is made by Bernstein w, 
ho suggests that at the higher level 
le See oxtobyp p. 71 and p. 75. 
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honours degrees are puret general are impure. 
' 
Thus a'ttempts to develop 
more broadly based courses face an uphill task becauseq lacking in prestige 
and powerp they tend to conflict with established departmental discipline 
based power structures or because they are unable to create power structures 
appropriate to sustain them* 
2 
The honours and ordinary debate resulted in a shift of Council'policy 
in a more flexible direction and, to a significant extent, a move away from 
the provision of separate ordinary degree coursest advocated by Robbins and 
indicated by NCTA experience. The reasons behind this change were several, 
principally perhaps the force of university tradition influencing the 
Committee for Arts and Social Studiespdislike of the relatively inflexible 
nature of Council policyp and the general lack of prestige associated with 
ordinary degreese Nor should it be forgotten that in resource terms the 
provision of separate streams was expensive. 
3 Whilst it would be a 
simplification to regard the debate as a conflict between the two major 
committeesp equally the establishment of Council policy before the Committee 
for Arts and Social Studies was createdg together with the different heritage 
of experience of staff in these areast ýeft the original policy exposed 
to serious challenge from a very early date. 
Complementary and Contrastinq Studies 
Despite the doubts about the success of the NCTA's Liberal Studies 
provisiony 
4 the CNAA embarked upon a more ambitious policyo made necessary 
by the expansion of its validating competence. The Council now called its 
provision Complementary and Contrasting Studiest a Politically convenient 
term both continuing the NCTA Liberal Studies tradition and enabling the 
I. Bernsteing p. 52. 
2* See Times Higher Fducational SUPPlemento 18th June, 1976, P. P. 6 and 7, 
for an illuminating comment on somewhat similar problems in the new 
universities. 
3e Ex-inf. Professor Gutteridge. 
4o See abovep pp. 26-27. 
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inclusion of arts and social studiesg The main outline of policy 
is contained in paragraph 5.8 of Statement No*3, 
All courses must include studies which by complementing 
or contrasting with the main subjects studied 
will help to provide a balanced education, Students 
following. science or technological courses, for example 
might be introduced to social or economic problemat 
while arts students might gain an appreciation of 
the place of science and technology in modern life. 
The Council believes further that it is ofte 
possible in teaching coursest whatever their range 
of subjects, to brinn-out the fact that scientific 
method, inthe sense of a cri , 
tical-and sceptical 
approach to enquiry andareadiness to-tes 
hypotheses, enters at many points into so-calle 
arts subjects. and that equally the spirit of 
. 
Ueculative enquiry. the exercise of creative- 
imaqination and the capacity for making valu 
_Judoements areimportant 
in the activities of the 
scientist and technologist, 
2 
As with Council policy on degrees the Committee for Arts and Social Studies 
had only a limited part in the formulation of this paragraphv and little 
opportunity to discuss it* Nor was 
the paragraph easily susceptible of 
interpretation* It implied perhaps contrasting rather than complementary 
studies and how far was there stress on 
the specific inclusion of 
additional subjectav as 
distinct from the mahner in which disciplines 
were taught and interpreted? Should 
the emphasis be an complementary 
vocational studiesp for example 
industrial administration for engineerst or 
complementary nonvaicational studiest astronomy 
for physicists, or an 
contrasting studies# say mathematics 
for linguists? The nature of CNAA 
10 Ex-inf. Mr. Proctor. 
2* The first section was drafted 
by the Chief Officerg the second 
underlined section by Professor Eday, 
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college relationships would ensure policy would evolve in response to 
proposals from collegest but given the lack of a clear definition these 
were more than usually difficult areas of interpretation* 
Problems soon arose and in 1967 the Committee for Arts and Social 
Studies considered a report detailing variations in the interpretation of 
paragraph 598 and stating that subject boards had asked for guidanceý Doubts 
had arisen about the complementary or contrasting nature of the provisiong 
whether specific courses were required in soma courses where there was 
already substantial breadtht for example Town Planningt and how far courses 
should be assessed. The paper suggested each degree scheme should ensurO* 
that students shouldg 'obtain some acquaintance with the techniques and 
problems of science and technology. ii.. together with some appreciation of 
scientific method and its application to subjects in arts and social studies'. 
The value of contrasting studies in science and technology was stressed 
and it was hoped thatp 'the same value would be attributed to them in courses 
in arts and social studi8s'- 
1 
The diverse views about complementary and contrasting studies were 
rehearsed at a committee meeting in 1968, Some felt this was a broadening 
process seeking to offset undue specialisation in schoolaq others that 
it 
was a distinctive aspect of CNAA degrees, The inclusion of such studies 
in 
a syllabus was questioned by some membersp though it was appreciated that 
retention for science and technology alone would be difficult. Whilst there 
was agreement thatp 'the 
initial resistance of students to undertake 
anything outside the 
immediate demands of their degree subjects could be 
overcome by courses designed 
by committed staff'. yet there were difficulties 
in teachingg say# mathematics or science to students who had earlier rejected 
such a subject. There was certainly reluctance in arts and social studiesp 
'if one took subjects like Law and English; for exampleg the kind of view 
that was coming forward to the Social Studies peopleg was that you can't 
expect peopieOu study lawt 
to study these thingsp because they haven't 
CASS 7s, 22nd April 1967. Paper CASS 67/5, Contrasting Studies for 
Courses in arts and Socia-1-8tudies. 
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studied them for many years at school. They don't wish to study them and 
they wo'n*tt do it'. 
1 Mro Hanrott argued that some subject board chairmen 
in Arts and Social Studies were not prepared to implement the policy and 
professor Gutteridge commented that there was definitely student resistance 
from an early stage. Some looked to universities and pointed out that they 
made little or no provisiong 'I think that the notion of liberal or general 
studies was associated with the idea of the technical college as opposed to 
the institution of higher educationj! 
2 
and, 'it was all against their 
university traditions to think of this kind of contrast'* 
3 This view was 
met by the comment thatt 'when the Polytechnics and other Colleges offering 
CNAA degree courses had reached the stage of development that most universities 
had attainedg wherein attendance at the establishment itself contributed 
a valuable educational experience outside the confines of a particular 
courset then it may no longer be necessary for CNAA degree courses to provide 
these additional studies'. Two points of view were' in contention. One 
believed that any additional studies should stem from the students' own 
interests and should not be imposedp that student attachment to his own 
discipline should not be weakenedg and it was also believed that it would be, 
Ia pity if the concept of the '. 'two culture 8114 imposed an unnecessary 
restriction upon students without its validity in this context first being 
established': the other believed graduates 
in arts and social studies 
required some knowledge of science and 
technology if they were to make, 'an 
effective contribution to pr9sent 
day life in their future careers'* Thus 
the origins of the debate about complementary and contrasting studies may 
be found within the Committee for Arts and Social Studiesq and amongst staff 
and students in these areas 
in the coll? ges- There was also strong opposition 
10 Professor Eday. 
2o Professor Gutteridgeo 
3. Mr, Hanrotto 
4o A reference to the two cultures 
debate between F. R. Leavis and C. P. 
Snow* 
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in some colleges because they disliked the prescriptive implications of 
Council policy* 
Discussion continued through the next two meetings. In April a 
majority rejected precise requirements, a few suggested leaving provision 
wholly to college discretiont others suggested a compulsory allocation or 
timeg the college left free to choose the content. 
2 In July it was iesolved 
to leave provision to the collegesq the Committee acting as umpire if a 
dispute occurred between a college and a subject boardp and to abandon 
insistence upon provision. 
3 Since this implied a change of Council policy 
it was necessary to consult with the Committee for Science and Technologyq 
which expressed great concern with the possible. operation-of 
compulsory provision on science and technology and optional in arts and 
social studies. 
4 
Indeed the Development Sub Committee had already examined 
some of the issuesp appreciated that there were difficulties in the 
operation of the policy in arts and social studies butq 'regretted that a 
decision had been reached which no longer supported. making complementary 
and contrasting studies a compulsory element in arts and social studies 
course f. 
Debate was now transferred to the Development Sub Committeest at 
first separately but ultimately jointly. That for Science and Technology 
generally endorsed a paper prepared by the Chief Officer which argued that 
the main aims of complementary and contrasting studies should be the 
development of a student's power of expressiont the acquisition of mathematical 
ressoningt and the need for a general awareness of the impact of related 
fields of knowledge upon his own studies. Courses near the extremes of 
16 CASS JOp 4th 3anuary 1968* 
2o CASS Ilt 22nd April 1968g Minute 103. 
3o CST-12, *: 2nd*3uly 1968t Minute 108. 
4o CST 179 31st October 196B# Minute 307. 
50 CST Development Sub Committee 19 17th September 19689 Minute 2, 
-16 
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specialisation would require additional studies but others might in 
themselves meet the Council's aims. Colleges should state moans of 
meeting these requirements* 
I Whilat members of the Arts and Social Studies 
. 
Development Sub Committee felt the paper marked an advance some believed 
the policy inappropriateg $the practicality of insisting that students 
on Arts courses should also follow a study of mathematics or science and 
technology was debatablett althou, 
The Committee for Arts and Social 
impose additional studies outside 
from subject boardsq colleges and 
agreed that there was very strong 
gh optional provision was acceptable. 
2 
Studies also belleved that the attempt to 
the main disciplines would meet resistance 
students alike, Several witnesses have 
opposition to compulsory provisiong seen 
as the injection of an artificial elemenO and there was, Ia strong 
conviction that the additive approach to breadth in education was inappropriate'! 
yet equally members of the Committee were prepared to acknowledge the 
importance of broad education of arts and social studies graduateag including 
some acquaintance with the significance of mathematics9 science and 
technologyt though it is wise to bear in mind Professor Gutteridge's 
warning, I ..... many statements of this kind represent compromise positions 
in which people will acquiesce either because they fee I they can achieve 
what they want through it or they feel they can resist its achievement 
through it'. In the absence of agreement the matter was referred back to 
the Development Sub Committee. 
5 
The meeting of 8th October 1969 saw a major review of policy 
considering papers submitted by Professor Wood and the Secretary, The 
first found the origins of Council policy in the two cultures debateg which 
certainly underestimates the significance of the NCTA heritaget and claimed 
that its implementation had encountered great difficultyp due to academic 
staff resentment at time 
lost from their main studiest from the belief that 
10 CST DSC 20 18th February 1969. The Place of Complementary or Contrasting 
Studies in Courses Leading to the Council's Degrees. 
2, CASS DSC 29 5th June 1969t Minute 7, 
3, Exoinf. Miss Rossiter. 
4., Professor Gutteridgeo 
51 CASS 169 26th June 1969t Minute 150. 
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some courses were already sufficently broad basedq that there was student 
resistancaq and that the dilemma had arisen of a student who was capable in 
his main discipline but unsatisfactory in a complementary or contrasting 
study. rinally Professor Wood suggested a revision of paragraph 5.8 
along the general lines that courseschould provide a wide liberal educationt 
especially necessary for narrowly professional courseag the ability to 
communicate clearly in speech and writing should be developed, and students 
in arts and social sciences should be made aware of an increasing use of a 
scientific and mathematical approachp whilst in science and technology the 
limitations of scientific and mathematical 'reasoning and the role of value 
judegments should be appreciated* There should be emphasis on the flexible 
nature of the Council's approach. The Secretary's paper went further in 
suggesting that as an aid to understanding the increasing emphasis an a 
scientific or mathematical approacht the appropriate basic, concepts should 
be taught to arts and social science students# significantly more proscriptive 
than Professor Wood's suggestionso Stronger emphasis was given to the 
argument that courses near the extremes of specialisation would require 
additional provisiono It was 
finally agreed that the paper would be discussed 
jointly by the two committees* 
They met first separately and then together- At its preliminary 
meeting the Development Sub Committee for Science and Technology expressed 
concern about the draft agreed by 
its sister Sub Committeeg which it 
believed had substantially changed the emphasis of the original proposals, 
in particular references to the understanding of mathematical concepts had 
virtually disappeared, 
2 The joint discussion then sought for compromiset 
the nub turning an the emphasis placed upon the teaching of mathematical 
conceptso 'While it was recognized 
that it was important to develop 
is CASS DSC 41 18th November 1969, Minute 15.1. 
CST DSC 59 30th January 1970p Minute 26, 
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numeracy as a tool of communication, the members of the Arts and Social 
Studies Sub Committee were wholly unable to support any formally Imposed 
study of mathematical concepts as part Of 8 separate subject requirement'. 
Nor were they prepared to agree that all courses should illustrate the 
limitations of scientific and mathematical reasoningg though the limitations 
'formal reasoning' could be agreed, 
1A further Joint meeting took place 
in April to 6onsider a revised draft, This relegated to a footnote provision 
of mathematical-modes of expression for students in arts and social studies 
which might includep 'tabular and graphical presentation of quantitative 
data, orders of magnitudep variablesp rates of changep measures of 
uncertaintyp ideas of probabilityq symbols and abstract structures 
(such 
as are found in Set Theory)Ie A majority accepted this proposal but a strong 
minority view argued that this made precise demands upon collegesp a 
significant departure from the Council's previous practice* 
However the Committee for Arts and Social Studies was not prepared to 
accept the draft perhaps because of what Sir Alen Richmond described asq 
'the vocal articulate fraction of the Committee 
CwhichD saw this as an 
inheritancep maybe required for uneducated scientlýsts and engineersq in order 
to make them more acceptable to a cluilized.. communityt but since what they 
were doing was civilized and educated in any eventq there was really no 
need for any morel. It was agreeable that guidance might be offeredo but 
provision should not be mandatory. 
2 
It was thus left to the Committee for 
Science and Technology to decide how far it wished to carry the debate* A 
revised draft was considered at its meeting in January 1971: this abandoned 
most of the references to mathematics and was generally less prescriptive. 
Indeed some members felt that, 'the wording of the draft was in such general 
terms that colleges might consider that good teaching of specialist subjects 
would satisfy the proposed objectives without any explicit educational action. ' 
10 CST DSC 59 30th January 1970t Minute 29, 
2* CASS 20t 2nd July 1970t Minute IB6. 
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It was perceived that there were three major issues: how should the 
Council give directiont should there be a common policy in all areas of 
studyq would colleges committed to complementary and contrasting studies 
be discouraged? The Committee finally decided to accept the now version 
subject to minor drafting amendments, 
1 
and the Council approved this in 
Februaryt subject to some modification. 
The Council believes that courses leading to its 
degrees should provide as balanced an educational 
experience as possible but appreciates that it is 
impossible within the compass of a three year 
full time or four year sandwich course to 
incorporate all the. features which might be 
thought desirable# The Council considerep howeverv 
that all courses leading to its degrees shouldq 
in addition to the specific aims. of a particular 
course# attempt to satisfy the following limited 
general educational aims: 
To develop in the student the ability to think 
logicallyq communicate clearlyq and read critically 
and with uhderstanding* 
To make the student aware of the limitations of 
his disciplines and their methods and to provide 
opportunities for him to understandq make and 
criticize value judgements. 
To give the student an understanding of the 
significance of sciencep technologyq economics 
and sociological factors in modern society, of 
the contributions they can make to improve material 
conditions and in widening mans imaginative 
horizons and his understanding of the universe. 
2 
10 CST 269 12th Oanuary 1971. 
2* Council 31p 11th February 19719 Minute 465, 
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Thus ended one of the longest and most complex academic debates in 
the Council's history, 
1 It revealed deep division between the Committees 
and within the Committee for Arts and Social Studies. Several witnesses 
suggested that this was a hard fought issueg with strong personality overtones:, 
specifics descriptions have included sconflictIq tdobatel Idisagreementt 
and the Chief Officer believed that the matter became to some extent one 
of victory* 
2 Sir Alan Richmond considered that in the last resort some 
members of the Committee for Arts and Social Studies wished to becamet 'more 
assertive via a via science and technology who had for far too long ruled 
the roost'* Whilst certainly the colour of the debate might vary with the 
angle of vision it can reasonably be asked whether such commitment of time 
and energy was appropriate for what at first sight might appear to have been 
a relatively trivial issue. 
That there was so much commitment derives not from an unbalanced sense 
of priorities but rather reflects the manner in which this issue encompassed 
so many aspects of the nature of higher education, the status Of the Council's 
degrees and the relationship between the CNAA and the colleges* Thus the 
influence of the NCTA heritaget the extent of Council prescription of 
syllabusesp the definition and authority of academic desciplines, the personal 
nature of much of the Council's decision makingg may all be seen at work in 
this debate* Moreover the whole issue of a broader undergraduate education 
was a matter of contemporary significancep and the Council was perhaps the 
only forum where a coherent national examination of the implications took 
placeo 
Complementary and contrasting studieswere a development of the NCTA 
heritage andq as suchp defended most strongly by some of those in science 
and technology whose commitment to the National Council's ideals was greatest. 
I* Discussed at ten meetings of CASS 9 three times at its Sub Committee; 
twice at CST# three times at its Sub Committee, 
2o Ex*inf. Mro Harnbyo In other words certain members were determined 
radically to change Council. policy in this area, 
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Conversely some members of the Committee for Arts and Social Studies, 
strongly influenced by university modelst were sceptical of the value of 
this heritageg and perahps resentful at the early dominance of policy 
making by the Committee for Science and Technology* As Professor Eday notadq 
, you might argue that it did show one of the difficulties that the Council 
was under. That it had to accept the British educational system as it stood', 
Many felt that the attempt to prescribe course requirements was a departure 
from established Council policy and impliedg perhapsp an abridgement of 
college and particularly disciplinary autonomy. Conversely it was claimed 
that failure to prescribe would lead to erosion of the concept altagetherg which 
was indeed confirmed after 1971o There is no doubt also that the powerful 
commitment of some and the determined resistance of others could magnify the 
intensity of debate in an organization where informal personal power was 
significant* Indeed complementary and contrasting studies divided the 
officers as well as the Councilo 
1 
yet what gave greatest significance was the determined resistance of 
staff and students to the imposition of studies which were seen as alien 
and irrelevant to the central core of degree courses. It 
is suggested that 
this is a very good illustration of the operation of Bernstein's paradigmv 
2 
discussed earlier. In the context Of complementary and contrasting studies 
all degree courses are seen as collection codes with defined 
boundaries, 
Degree students were seeking initiation into a code, a process which had 
already bequn in the sixth fofmq and were 
thus codefenders with the academic 
staff of the integrity of the courseq of 
the strength of classification. 
Attachment to such a codep as Bernstein suggestsq leads to a high degree of 
3 
identification and loyalty. In this context CNAA insistence upon complementary 
and contrasting studies may 
be seen as an attack on the integrity of the 
codep and of the departmental structure. The Policy was morb contentious 
10 Exeinf. Mr, Hornbyt Mr. Proctorp Miss Rossiter. 
2o See abovet pp. 134-136. 
3o Basil Bernsteint p. 51- 
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because it required the students cultural socialization not simply into 
neighbouring discipline areas but perhaps to the opposite end or the discipline 
spectrump hence the particular resistance to contrasting studies. Whilat 
it is not wholly clear why resistance should have come in arts and social 
studies rather than science and technology some hypotheses are offered. 
rirstly degree courses in science and technology were longer established 
and therefore more secure in both the colleges and the Council, 
were perhaps less sensitive to abridgements to their autonomy, and less 
directly under the shadow of university practice: they certainly owed much 
to the NCTA heritageo It is also clear that individualst notably the firA 
two chairmen of the Committee for Science and Technology strongly supported 
Council policyp and indeed carried great weight in, the CNAA. Conversely 
arts and aocial studies degree coursest staff and studentst were more strongly 
influenced by university practice. Yet the failure of the attempt to retain 
complementary and contrasting studies should come as no surpriseo Given 
the specialisation of the English school systemo the policy conflicted with 
loyalties already established, and indeed sought to impose studies of 
disciplines abandoned during the school years. This grave weakness proved 
fatal when it was noted that universities, the touchstone for many in arts 
and social studies# made no provision. 
1 Complementary and contrasting studies 
fall victim to an array of academic orthodoxies, and perhaps illustrated 
that institutions lacking in status are poor cultures for innovation. Yet 
the concern for breadth and for a liberalized outlook was valid and the 
abandonment of this provision certainly marked an important failure even 
although such additional studies ipay not always achieve. their ends, 
Colleges of Education 
- ýwý 
The most striking example of the impact of status upon the Council's 
work may perhaps be seen 
in relation to education. Whilst the Council 
10 More precisely some limited provision e, g, the former CATs and a few other 
institutionst including the Imperial C011898 Of Science and Technology, 
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Charter gave it power to validate in this area, 
1 the complex nature of 
relationships between the colleges and the universities led to a cautious 
attitude. Statement No*29 had declared the Council's willingness to consider 
2 
approaches from colleges and the Secretary of state allowed the possibility 
of CNAA validation# though this was not a priority. 
3 In April 1966 the 
DES stated thatp $the award of a certificate at non graduate level is within 
the Council's competence and the Secretary of State for his part will be 
ready to receive from the Council recommendations for the award of qualified 
teacher statuspI and went on to suggest that technical colleges with 
departments of education might wish to obtain validation from the CNAAe 
The Secretary of State had already announced at the NUT Easter Conference 
1965 that he was proposing to establish such departments in technical colleges! 
This initiativel together with the decision-of Worcester College of 
Education to approach the Councilq following difficulties in its validating 
relationships with the University of Birminghamt forced the Council to give 
consideration to practical problems. 
The Sub Committee for Education, 
established to investigate the issuesp recommended in July 1966 that the 
Council should consider B. Eds but suggested that whilst leaving the matter 
opent requests to validate certificates in education were unlikely, 
5 
The 
failure to give overt encouragement to certificate courses was illadvisedt 
since all colleges contained a mixture of certificate and B, Ede students 
following a common course for at least the first two years. Council policy 
thus effectively required colleges to have two different validating authorities 
6 
with all the complexities thiswould 
involve* As Sir Darman Christopherson, 
See above, p, 51* 
2* See aboveg p, 85o 
3, CNAAj Sub Committee for Educationg Minute 4. 
4, DES, Departments of Education in Technical Collegest Ap*ril 1966, 
5. CNAAq Sub Committee for Education, 29th July 1966, 
6, Sir Darman Christopherson, Barn 6th September 1915. Educated Sherborne 
Schoolq University Collegep oxford. Scientific Officer# Research and 
Experiments Dept. 9 Ministry of Home Security 1941-5. Lecturerg University 
of Cambridge 1945-9. Professor of Mechanical Engineering, University of 
Leads 1949-55. Professor of Applied Scienceg Imperial College 1955-60. 
Vic8 Chancellor, University of Durhaml 1960-78s Master of Magdalene 
Collegep Cambridge since 1978, 
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the Chairman of the Education Committee at the timep commentedt fit was 
clearly a nonsense really for the Council to validate a course and the Area 
Training Organisationsp to provide the certificate of qualified status based 
on that course'. Yet he went on to point out some of the reasons for'this 
'nonsense'. The Councilp 'had never validated anything below degree level, 
it was very much concerned about making sure that the status of the Council's 
awards were recognized as being on a par with those provided by universities. 
And there were undoubtedly some members for whom the overriding consideration 
was not to validate anything below degree level# and above all not to 
validate courses for which entry standards were below the entry standards for 
degrees --**1 In these early years the concern for status was substantial - it 
was never stated in so many words that it was necessary for the Council to 
maintain the status of its awards but everybody knew that if the Council was 
to acheive its aims9 recognition of its status was a bare necessity. Though it 
is not intended here to pursue the details of relationships between the Council 
and Worcester College of Education they were certainly complicated by this 
issuag though the College never formally requested certificate validation. 
Ultimately the Council did reverse its decision and agreedg in response to a 
request from Didsbury College of Education in 19719 to validate Certificate in 
education courses. 
' By this time however the Council's standing was more 
generally assured. 
2 
The general nature of the O. Ede degree, a combination of principal 
academic subjects such as mathematics or englishq the academic study of 
aspects of education and teaching experience in schools which gava, -the degree 
a professional orientation made assessment of its standard especially difficult. 
Since Worcester was seeking validation of the honours B. Ed. the difficulty 
arose as to whether the standard of sayl mathematics in a B. Ed. should be 
judged by identical criteria to a B. Sc. Mathematics degree. And the report 
an the first visit to the College in May 1967 commentsq 'several members of 
1. Council 329 25th May 19719 Minute 479.2. 
2* Sea belowt pp. 172-4. and pp,, 231-3 for other aspects of the Council's 
policies towards colleges of education. 
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the visiting party expressed doubts as to whether the proposal (sic) course 
could be of hanours standard or# indeed, as to whether any O. Ed, course could 
be of this standardp other members expressed the view that the integrated 
study involving both a specialized subject and education could achieve this 
standard. 
1 Moreover the visiting party suggested that the college should start 
with an ordinary degree* Sir Derman Christopherson commented that to have 
validated the original Worcester proposals at hanours level might have been 
interpreted asp 'letting down the clientele of the CNAA. To take the line that a 
particular coursev being for "onXy" a 9, Edog did not call for the same qualities 
as a degree in a specialist subject was clearly not acceptablet There may well 
have been some justice in the doubts about standard of academic subject in B. N., 
at least at some colleges# and it was an important issue of principleg going 
beyond aspects of status aloneq as to whether the standard of a B. Ed. degree 
should be judged substantially by its education component. Further in the 
Worcester case the college was seeking only an honours S. Ed. 9 and at that time 
2 
Council Policy provided only for distinct honours and ordinary courses, rather 
than a system in which tHonours' or 'Ordinary' represented measures of individual 
achievement, To argue that early proposals for the validation of B, Ed. degrees 
encountered difficulties solely due to the Council's concern with status would 
be an exaggerationg but certainly issues of recognition and legitimacy made 
still more complex an area whicht with the Council's own lack of experience in 
educationp would have posed challenges to its established policies. 
The changes in the work of the colleges of education deriving from the 
James Report piesented opportunities for innovation both in relation-to the 
B. Ed. degree and the nature of the proposed Dip* H, E. 
3 
James had recommended 
a substantial reconstruction of 
the B. Ede degree and proposed that it should 
10 CNAA Committeefor Education (hereinafter CE) 29 26th Oanuary 1968. 
2. See abovep pp-124-133* 
3. See abovep pp, 73-5. 
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now be possible to validate three year ordinary and four year honours 
degrees* The CNAA's Committee for Education argued strongly the case for 
a three year honours B. Ed. 
The Council believes that the concept of a 
three year degree course in Education Studies, 
leading either to an hanours or unclassified 
degree, will be acceptable provided that it 
combines an adequate period of practical 
experience in the classroom with a requisite 
minimum of academic studies. 
I 
This recommendation was the source of considerable internal debate in the 
Committee, views being sharply divided. Those who favoured honours in four 
years claimed that time was needed for school experienceg curriculum work 
was vitalp students needed an opportunity to mature. Others argued that 
it was feasible to integrate academic and professional studies within three 
yearsq and this opportunity should be open to able and industrious students. 
2 
in proposing a three year honours B*Ed. the Council was departing sharply from 
established practicep and this in an area where it was relatively inexperienced. 
This initiative was certainly unusual in the Council's generally cautious 
approach in such matters. 
The other James recommendation of immediate significance to the CNAA 
was the proposed Dip. H. E. Indeed it seems probable that the Council's 
decision to validate wag crucial to its initial establishment. As Sir Derman 
Christopherson pointed out, 'the univer-sities, most of themq were clearly 
going to mutinyq perhaps all of themp and so if the CNAA had mutinied the 
Diploma would have died'. However the Council did agree to validate and 
make the Diploma available to all colleges in the public sector. 
3 
This opened 
the way to an initiative significant both in terms of education and of the 
Council's standing In the landscape of higher education institutions. 
I 
1. CE 139 19th October 1972. 
2o CE 14g 25th January 19739 Minute 92.2.2. 
3. Council 409 23rd February 1973y Report of the Meeting, 
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Following a joint proposal by the CNAA and the UGC a meeting was 
hold at the Polytechnic of Central Londong on 24th 3anuary 1973 to discuss 
the problems of the Dip. H. E. and the B, Ed. The difficulties attending the 
Diploma as a new award were clearly formidable; status and recognitiont 
the nature of its validation and the problems of transferability between 
institutions. It was also recognized that it was important to establish 
clear guidelines for the B. Ed. 9 to avoid the problems of the 19609 where 
universities had applied differing criteria for degrees in colleges of 
educationp leading both to injustice to students in the colleges and to 
friction between colleges and their validating universities, as at Worcester. 
At the meeting it was agreed to establish a validating study group for the 
DiP. H. E.., composed of five representatives nominated by the CNAA, five by 
the universities and two by the Open University. 
1 
Further a B. Ed. Study 
Group would immediately follow the report of the Dip*H. E., Group, Whilst 
2 
there was no consideration of the rationale for the Diploma$ it was agreed 
that the Diploma should be acceptable as. a terminal qual1ficatibn in its 
own right, that it should be of a standard equivalent to the first two years 
of a degree programmep and that the Diploma should be convertible to a 
degreet whenever possibleg without loss of time. The Council accepted the 
reportt though in 1974 whether it would win widespread recognitiong and 
would lend itself to ease of transferp as the Study Group hopedg remained 
unanswered. 
3 
The B. Ed. Study Groupq which reported in December 19'73t recommended 
that the B. Ed- should see the integration of initial training and intellectual 
developmentp and that admission would be an a similar basis to other courses* 
Arrangements should also be made for transfer from the Dip. H. E - to the B. Ed. 
The CNAA's proposal of a three year honours B. Ede was effectively rejected in 
10 Council 40g 23rd February 19739 Report of the Meeting. 
2. Ex-inf. Sir Norman, Lindop. 
3* Council 419 11th May 1973 and Council 44, Oth November 1973. 
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favour of four yearBt'as recommended by Oamesq and the decision to opt for 
a degree with professional training should normally be taken not later then 
the end of the second year. The content of courses should not only include 
areas orientated to professional training but include others which wouldt 
'encompass the intellectual demands of a good undergraduate course'. 
I The 
precise scope of a study of academic subjects might vary according to the 
eventual destination of the student in the spectrum of teaching. 
These two reports both measured the access of power and legitimacy 
to the CNAA since its foundation and posed for it new and far reaching problems* 
The Councilq established in 19649 under the deep shadow of university prestiget 
was now recognized as an equal partner in new enterprises: moreover the whole 
nature of the 3ames Committee Report and subsequent government action upon 
its recommendations was implicitly critical of the university role in the 
education field in the previous decade* And both 3ames and the government 
had been complimentary in their references to the CNAA* Whether parity of 
esteem had been fully achieved could remain open to questiong but the 
Council had made substantial progresse Yet as the CNAA's first decade drew 
to a close education threw up new challenges to its procedures and criteria, 
Colleges of education sought, to diversify their academic programmet sought 
to develop B. A. and B. Sc. degrees# as well as their more traditional degrees 
in education* This was to raise in new form issues of comparability which 
had first appeared at Worcester. Were the Colleges able to offer degrees 
truly comparable to those established in the polytechnics? Was the staff of 
equivalent calibre? What was their commitment to research? These questions 
remain unanswered but certainly they raised deep unease in some areas of the 
Council. 
is CE9 18th February 1974, A New B. Ed, Degree, Report of a Study Group 
Set by a Conference Convened by the UGC and CNAAg paragraph 19. 
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Certificates and Diplomas 
Whilst comparability did act as a brake upon the development of degree 
studies this was much less apparent in certificates and diplomas validated 
by the Council, since university practice was so diverse as to make assessment 
of comparability virtually impossible. It is possible# howevert that issues 
of status made for some reluctance to enter the field of sub degree swardst 
though the CNAA's pricay to the validation of degree courses also contributed* 
The Council resolved in 1967 that it would be prepared to validate certificates 
and diplomast primarily on the basis of educational and industrial needs. 
Certificates should be undergraduate in both time and contentv whereas diploma 
courseap whilst postgraduate in timeýwere not-necessarily so in content. 
1 
The committee for Science and Technology believed that diploma courses should 
be validated according to national neadsp 
2 
and after some debate within the 
I. 
CNAA it was agreed that they could be offered an the basis of evening study 
only. 
3 Diploma courses should develop the study of applications which couldntt 
be adequately pursued at the undergraduate stagel studies in ancillary areasp 
complementing a student's background studies, and means of study relevant to 
the professions, and should be used to update knowledge and meet the needs 
of graduates wishing to iindertake systematic academic study in new areas. 
Attitudes to certificate courses showed differences of emphasis. The 
Committee for Arts and Studies believed there was some scope for encouraging 
development in colleges. e. g. inservice courses for teachers, 
4 
whilst the 
Committee for Science and Technologyp in commenting on guidelines for 
certificate coursesq expressed fears that part time provisionp with strong 
professional elements might threaten the viability of full time and sandwich 
10 Council 159 6th January 1967. 
2* CST 24p 9th July 1970. 
3. Council 29,23rd July 1970. 
4, CASS 309 16th January 1973. 
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courses. The development of diploma and certificate courses come 
relatively late in the Council's growth# indeed the guidelines for certificate 
courses were not approved until 19749 and certificates in particular did not 
form a significant part of its work in the first decade. 
Research 
The least successful of NCTAIs achievements had boon its higher awardg 
MCT, and the Robbins Committee recommended thqt the CNAA should have power 
to award higher degrees. 
2 Research development in the Council was concerned 
first with the articulation of regulationsv given final form in Statement 
No,, 4t 
3 then the creation and testing of criteria against the landscape of 
practicep and secondly with the issue of resourcesq where growing and 
significant divergences appeared between the policy of the Council and that 
of the DES* 
4 More generally since research has been regarded as the acme 
of academic achievement the Council's success -in this field would have 
important bearings upon the achievement of comparability. 
Research policy was largely formulated by the Committee for Research 
Degreesp established in July-1965, whose membership wasEtrictly by the 
5 
personal invitation of the Council. Certain recommendations were made 
even before the Committee met: thus the Council accepted in principle a 
Planning Committee proposal that Masters' degrees should be inaugurated, 
and that the MCT should be replaced by a Ph. D. 
6 Additionally limited 
guidance was offered by the Charterg 
in particular the power to award 
research degrees to candidates 
in tresearch establishments$ as well as the 
colleges* 
7 However definition of the term 'research establishment was left 
1. CST 389 11th February 19749 paragraph 559. 
2. See abovet pp. 37-9 and p. 50. 
3. Statement ND*4v Conditions for the Award of Higher Degreesq CNAA, 
July 1966. 
4* The issue of resources will be pursued later. See below, p. p. 224-231. 
5e Council Bp 28th July 11)65p Minute 108. 
6. Council 49 22nd February 19659 Minute 52, 
7. CNAA Charter 4(d) and 
(a). 
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to the Council. 
The essential form of the research policy was hammered out at two 
meetings of the Research Study Group held before the first meeting of the 
Committee itself in December 1965. The first meeting considered a memorandum 
stressing that the Committee's terms of reference and composition were of the 
highest importance for the future work of the CNAAq and proposing thýt 
postgraduate : courses of studyp as distinct from research degreesq should be 
considered by the Committee for Science and Technology and the Committee for 
Arts and, Social Studies. Detailed consideration of applications for research 
degrees should also be carried out by subject boardsp given. their knowledge 
of the work of the colleges* 
1 The second meeting considered three major issueaq 
the mature of the Ph. D. 9 the concept of a master's degree for research 
and associated Ph. D. registrationg and the research establishments provision 
of the Charter. It was resolved that the Ph. D. should be awarded both for 
joint college/industry programmes (as in the case of the MCT) and for 
programmes carried out in colleges alone. A masterts degree should also be 
establishedg and it was suggested that there were advantages in candidates 
for a Ph. D. registering first for a master's degree. The location of the 
council's research work proved fairly contentious, Mr. Hornby presented a 
paper expressing considerable unease at the Charter clause referring 
to 
research establishments and suggested that the scope 
implied by the term could 
be very wide@ Moreoverp 
Views have been expressed in various quarters 
that research workers in organisations such as 
an M. R. C. (Medical Research Council) establishment, 
or in industryp should be able to gain a higher 
degree on the basis of work done at their places of 
employment without any connection with an educational 
1. CRD Study Group It 19th July 1965p Paper C/65/20. 
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establishment* The basis of such views is 
that the particular research establishment 
concerned includes 1. eading personalities in 
the field of research ....... The acceptance 
of such research work as leading to the Council's 
higher degrees raises formidable problems in 
securing adequate validation of the work. 
I 
After careful consideration it was decided that higher degrees could 
only be awarded to full time workers in research establishments where there 
was a strong link with a college. 
2 One member of the Study Group dissented 
from this viewg painting out that theret 'might wall be some absurdity in 
forcing a person doing research in industry to receive academic supervision 
when he could be better supervised by someone in his own or another firm'. 
3 
WhMst believing that ultimately higher doctorates should be awarded the 
Study Group believed they should be held in abeyance for the time being* The 
Committee for Research Degrees wqp establisned under the Chairmanship of 
Professor G. D. Rochesterv FRSI 
4 
and soon found it necessary to expand and 
develop the major policy issues with which the Study Group had been concerned, 
Statement No. 4p issued in JulY ID66 stated that the Council would 
award the M. A. and M*Sc. for postgraduate courses of study and the M*Phil. 
and Ph. D. for the completion of research programmes. A department wishing 
to offer a postgraduate course should offer an honours first degree course 
in a related fieldq unless there was no relevant undergraduate field of study. 
5 
Courses should be wholly postgraduate in time and substantially in level, 
and must extend a'studentts knowledge in depth of a patticular field of 
study. It was hoped that the development of such courses would reduc. 8 
6 
specialisation at the first degree level . All postgraduate courses should 
11 
2, - 
CRD 
CRD, 
Study Group 
Report of 
2p 
the 
15th September 19659 Paper RD(SG)/68/2. 
Study Groupq paragraph 5, 
3. Letterg 13th September 1965,1 
4* Professor G. D. Rochester. Born 4th February 1908. Educated Wallsend 
Grammar Schoolp Universities of Durhamt Stockholm and California. 
Assistant Lecturert 11anchester 1937-469 Lecturer 1946-91 Senior Lecturer 
1953-5, -Prdf. of- Physicst Durham 1955-73. 
5. Statement No. 4.9 paragraph 1-2. 
6, Statement No, 4,9 paragraphs 2-1 and 2-2. 
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include a formal teaching programme and the hope was expressed that there 
would be substantial collaboration with industry. 
' Whilst not imposing 
formal restrictions such courses would normally be open to graduatesq 'selected 
by colleges with great careIq and could be of one year's durationt although the 
possibility of part time degrees was welcomed. 
2 The M*Phil, and Ph. D. could 
be awarded forg 'pure research or any aspect of industrialt commercial or 
professional activityp such as researcht developmentg designt productiong 
market investigation ...... I and 'a candidate must receive training in the 
basic methods of researchp design etc ..... 1. The programme of a PhoDs 
candidate should reeult-in a 'significant contribution to knowledgelt whilet 
a M. Phil. candidate would be required to# Idemonstrate his competency in 
the investigation of his chosen topic and lucidity in the presentation of the 
results of Us work'. 
3 
Whilst the Council wished to encourage joint industry 
college programmes it also welcomed research carried out wholly in colleges, 
Entry qualifications would normally be a first or second class honours degree. 
The general environment of the department should be similar to that for 
postgraduate coursesp though particular stress was placed on accommodationt 
equipment and library resources, 
In general arrangements for higher degrees did not diverge significantly 
from univereity practice. There were differences of emphasis, notably the 
relative stress an industrial and commercial orientation and perhaps also 
the encouragement of part time provision. The Statement set out the main 
framework of research policy, although its references to resource problems 
were limited and oblique, In practice it remained to the Committees to 
interpret and develop policy in the light of unfolding experience, 
1. Statement No* 4.9 paragraphs 2-3 and 2-5. 
2. Statement No* 4*9 paragraphs 3,4-1 and 4-2. 
3. Statement No* 4. # paragraph 9-2. 
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The first area to be considered in depth was the requirement of 
advanced study for Ph. D. candidates. In 1966 the Committee stated that it 
believed they should attend a formal course of study at a college or university 
and that they should be tested to ensure they had a satisfactory knowledge 
of matters relating to their background studies. Professor Rochester 
commented on the reasons for this requirement. 
We must avoid. developing a person who is 
a narrow specialist for within a year or 
so his employer may well wish to switch 
him to another field. Research traýning 
must# therefore# produce adaptable personso 
t 
And it was agreed that this requirement could only be waived in exceptional 
2 
circumstances. Yet whilst good in principle provision for attendance at 
advanced courses of study was particularly difficult, given the limitation 
of college resources, and that many staff were themselves engaged upon doctorates 
Ufficulties also occurred in obtaining supervisorst especially in arts and 
social studiesp ', *.. on the languages side we could never find suitable 
supervisors even in the polytechnics themselves. So we had to go to universit 
ies 
and sometimes the university supervisors were at a considerable distance 
13 
from the polytechnics themselve a, There was also argument as to whether 
specialist academic advisors might be appointed as well as college supervisors: 
some felt this might indicate weakness in the latter but eventually such 
provision was agreed. 
4 
10 CRD 49 ist Ouly 19669 
2* CRD 6t 21st December 1966, Minute 58. 
3, Professor Rochester. 
4a CRD 59 24th October 1966* 
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The Swann Reportq published in 1968 suggested there should be 
opportunities for those working in industry to obtain research degreeSo 
This the Committee took up and urged strongly to the Council a Ph. D. 
qualification obtained by following a route, rather than a continuous 
programmee 
It was often the case that a project in industry 
did not continue for three years or the progress 
of the work was uncertain. It could happen under 
the present arrangements that a candidate might 
attain no award even though his programme consisted 
of several pieces of work and had only a generic 
description. The main criteria would be the extent 
to which the candidate's achievement contained 
originality and a contribution to knowledge, and 
whether his work has involved an intellectual demand 
sufficient to merit a Ph. D. ooeeo 
2 
The new form of Ph*D* should be based an five major principles: the general 
area of study should be indicated at the start, a maximum of three projects 
should be allowedg the candidate should normally be employed by the same 
firmg there should be a director of studies and there should be attendance 
an short intensive full time. coursese After further discussion it was agreed 
to modify regulations for the existing Ph, D., by not requesting a close 
definition of the area of research at the time of registrationg and if a 
man changed his employment this should be viewed with sympatýY, 
3 It was now 
easier for a research worker in industry to obtain a Ph. D. 9 though the 
Committee believed that its Charter requirement of 'research establishments' 
meant in practice that it might be able only to accept candidates working in 
firms with large research departments, 
From its foundation the Council had tended to view with some sympathy 
the opportunities open to those with advanced but non degree qualifications 
The Flow into Employment of Scientists. Engineers snd Technol 
rmnd 3760 (London 1968)o 
2o CRD 12p 14th January 19699 Minute 110. 
3o CRD 14t 2nd July 1969p Minute 127.2. 
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to obtain a degree qualification. In 1973 the Royal Institute of Chemistry 
made a personal approach to Professor Rochester to explore the possibility 
of the award of the Council's Ph*D, to the holders or the Royal Institute's 
research diploma. This had originally been introduced by the RIC to enable 
chemists working in industry to obtain an advanced qualificationg but it 
was now feared that the development of opportunities to obtain Ph*Ds would 
render the award redundant. Uhilst it was not possible under the Charter 
for the Council to exchange the research diploma for a doctorate it was 
agreed to offer the Council's Ph. D. to RIC research diploma holders after a 
yearls additional studyq for candidates registered with the Council. 
I 
In 1970 the CNAA decided that the time was ripe for the introduction 
of its higher doctorate 
2 
and the Committee for Research Degrees formulated 
the regulations under which it could be awarded* A doctoral candidate would 
have producedp 'work of high distinction which constitutes an important and 
original contribution to science and technology'* The original proposal to 
restrict evidence of calibre to published papers was modified to include 
repo-rtst since it was felt that many working in industry might not have had 
the same opportunity to produce published work. 
3A 
small committee would 
handle applications referring them to specialist assessors for advice, 
'The 
first higher doctorate was awarded in 1972 to a candidate whose research 
career had been spent in industry* 
4 
policy for postgraduate courses was evolved by the Committees for 
science and Technology and Arts and Social Studies. Generally the criteria 
that departments were expected to be engaged at hanours level first degree 
work was followedg except for special areas like Management Studies. Indeed 
some colleges had strange ideas of the standard of research* Thus Leicester 
10 CRD 25p 13th July 1973* 
2. Council 29s 23rd Duly 19709 Minute 431, 
3e CRO 16t 28th April 1970t Minute 144, 
4, CRD 20t 2nd February 1972t Minute 189. 
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Regional College of Technology (now Leicester Polytechnic) informed a 
visiting party from the Chemistry Board that it felt holders of first and 
second class degrees should proceed to a Ph*D*v or third close degrees to 
an MoScAp 
1 There was some disagreement about whether or not distinctions 
should be awarded for outstanding performance on a master's courseq and 
ultimately the Council decided in favour. 
2 In'general the bulk of post- 
graduate courses have been in science and technology. 
That research had made substantial advances since 1964 was undeniable. 
The Council's research degrees and postgraduate courses had been firmly 
establishedp an experience wholly different from MCT. And the successful 
introduction of higher doctorates open to those outside the normal academic 
parameters had been a notable achievemento The Committee for Research Degrees 
was not averse to moderate innovation - registration in research establishments 
flexibility for registration of candidates in industryq the development of 
the Me Philt the master's degree by researcho Yet grave weaknesses remainedp 
the imbalance in registrations between arts and social studies and science 
and technologyq and, as will be pursued leterg difficult resource problem's 
and important differences between the views of the DES and the CNAA about 
the place of research in the'polytechnics. 
3 
Conclusion 
The central theme of this chapter has been the pursuit of parity of 
siteem and the means by which the Council sought to achieve this. Interwoven 
with this had been examination of the development of innovation in academic 
policy, These aims were often divergentl considerations of status sometimes 
eroded the commitment to innovationg whilst new developments could themselves 
be weakened by pressures to conform with the landscape of university orthodoxy* 
1. CST 169 27th June 1968. 
2. CST 26p 12th January 19709 Minute 431. 
3* See belowt pp. 224-230* 
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As time passed and the Council grew in stature and assurance so the willingness 
to embark upon new vanturest such as the Diploma in Higher Educationt increased. 
yet the significance of the NCTA heritage should also not be underestimated 
for it always sought to maintain the distinctive nature of the Council's 
degreesp particularly the emphasis upon sandwich courses and in the stress 
upon complementary and contrasting studies, Whilat it would be an oýer- 
simplification to see the evolution of the Council's academic policies in 
terms of conflict between the Committees for Arts and Social Studies and 
Science and Technology certainly the different attitudes and backgrounds 
of members of the two committees was a significant cause of policy debate 
within the Council. This was especially true of the evolution of the policy 
on honours and ordinary degrees where the provision of different courses was 
ultimately modified due to problems in providing separate courses in arts 
and social studiesq where the power of university practice was especially 
strong. Moreover this legacy certainly complicated early developments in 
education. 
An overall view of the Councilis academic policies does not suggest 
radical innovation or particular distinctiveness. Indeed the CNAA was less 
distinct than NCTAq which had been the sole guardian of sandwich courses, In 
1974 the degrees offered by the CNAA and its general academic policies Jay 
within the broad spectrum of British higher education. Thus there was no 
general entry to degree courses at less than minimum university entrancep 
andq whilst a continuous extension of the parameter of degree studies had 
taken placet the centre of gravityp although with a stronger professional 
orientation and a greater stress an applied studies was not far removed 
from that of the university system: indeed the decline of separate ordinary 
degree provision and the abandonment of complementary and contrasting studiesq 
marked a convergence with university criteria* Even the sandwich course 
had become a minority in its own countrye Research policyq whilst showing 
flexibility towards the researcher in industryq was not the scene of radical 
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now departures. What was important was the Council's validating role and 
its existence as a forum for curricular debate in higher education* Thus 
it is not to the Councils ends that we should look for distinctiveness but 
rather its means. 
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CHAPTERW 
THE MEANS OF VALIDATION 
Tntroduction 
The central focus of this chapter rests upon the committee structure# 
the manner of its developmentt and the role of specific offices and individuals. 
particular reliance is placed upon transcribed interviews and Lohilat substantial 
reference is made to written evidence it is appreciated that the parameters 
of uncertainty are wider* Although oral insights represent recollections of 
past experience subject to the uncertain filter of time and bias such evidence 
is essential to any attempt to explain the manner of validation. Written 
sources may yield the purposes, powersq membership and the formal hierarchy 
of committee structures but they say little of the nature of interest groups$ 
less of the role of individuals and the informal manner in which power may 
be exercised. Thus a blend of written and oral evidence should yield .8 richer 
understanding of the way in which the Council has functioned. 
The committee structure will be analysed, in particular the nature and 
purposes of the different committee. s and of their interrelationships. Shifts 
in influence over timý will be exploredq notably the extent to which validation 
was increasingly devolved from the Committees to the Subject Boards andg 
ultimatelyt the visiting parties. There will also be assessment of membershipt 
of inter6st groups and their influencep particularly whether they became 
assimilated into broader academic debates within CNAA or whether they maintained 
their separate identity. Attention will also focus upon the role of specific 
offices and groups: the Chairman of the Council, the Chairmen of the Committees 
and Subject Boardsp the Chief Officer and other officersv Howfar did these 
roles qualify the significance of the Committees, and how-far in turn were 
they modified by informal influence and power? This can however only lead 
to a partial and incomplete picturep for in the area of validation detailed 
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exploration of the assessment of degree proposals by Subject Boards has 
proved beyond the scope of the present work. Within these limits the 
analysis should yield valuable Initial evidence of the Council's committee 
structure and of the means of validation and policy making. 
The Committee Structure 
The CNAA committee structure consists of a three tier hierarchy of 
Councilt. Committees and Subject Boardsp underpinned by the visiting parties. 
The powers of the governing Council, as given in the 1964 Charterp are very 
widep including the award of higher and first degrees, diplomas and certificates, 
the appointment of committees and the power tocblegate academic but not 
financial responsibilities. 
1 In practice the emphasis upon delegation has 
been very important and the need for Boards of Studies (or Committees) was 
explicitly recognised in the Charterp with specific provision to grant them 
powerst 'to approve courses and arrangements for examinations in such subjects 
as shall be respectively assigned to them by the Council and perform such 
other functions as the Council may from time to time require', 
2 These powers 
were delegated to the Committee for Science and Technology, 
3 the Committee 
for Arts and Social Studiesq 
4 the Committee for Research Degrees S and the 
Committee for Educationý The Committee for Art and Design was established 
as part of the merger between the CNAA and the NCOAD an 1st October 1974. In 
turn the Committees established Subject Boards to examine courses in specific 
areast and in practice the consideration of individual courses came more and 
more to be the responsibility of visiting parties. This structure owed much 
to NCTA precedents and the initiatives of Mro Hornby- He pointed out that 
the Charter seemed to imply that each subject area should have its own Subject 
1. See above, pp. 31-32, 
2., CNAA Charterv paragraph 4(1), 
3. First meetingg 9th February 1965. 
4. First meetingq 5th November 1965. 
S. First meetingt 19th July 1965. 
6, First meatingt 9th April 1967, 
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Board responsible to the governing Council. Since the CNAAIs scope was 
much larger than that of NCTA the managerial solution was to create committees 
with responsibility for a group of Subject Boards, an extension of the NCTA 
system where a number of subject panels were responsible to each Board of 
Studies, However whereas the more limited scope of the National Council 
ensured close links between the parent Boards and the panalst under CNAA 
this was much more difficult and in practice there was scopat perhaps 
necessitytfor the Subject Boards to be more self contained, The Committee 
structure evolved to fit the circumstances of the CNAA* Thus by 1972 the 
Subject Boards of the Committees for Science and Technology alone comprised 
between six hundred and seven hundred members whereas in 1964 the Subject 
Panels of NCTA comprised a little over a hundred members. 
1 There seems 
considerable validity in Mr. Hornby's conclusion that the former structure 
required control by officers through a bureaucracyv whereas the latterg with 
much interlocking membership between Boards and Panels was susceptible of 
control by the members. 
The Council 
The impression gleaned both from papers and from interviews is that 
the governing Council was not initially a major policy making body. Its role 
was largely confined to the delegation of powers to subordinate. bodiest 
review of their membershipt and consideration of issues committees could not 
resolve or where a precedent was being established, It might have been 
expected that there would*have been major discussion of broad policy issues 
in higher education# such as its contribution to the demand for places an 
degree courses, new kinds of courses in higher educationt and the nature and 
powers of institutions offering CNAA degrees. Yet early Council meetings 
largely concerned themselves with internal matters such as committee structuresp 
1. Ex. inf. Mr. Hornby. 
-1 
the titles of degreesp arguments over interest group entitlement to 
representation and similar 'issu. es. Perhaps the first significant matter 
raised was the development of ordinary degree coursesg' and, a little laterl 
the first tentative exploration of the validation of courses in colleges 
educationo 
2 There was no sustained exploration of the Council's role 
in higher education; the first escape from relative parochialism occurred 
in Oune 1965 when the echoes of a parliamentary debate led to some discussion 
or the possible development or a binary system in higher education and its 
implications forthe Council, 
3 
and not until Oanuary 1966 was a major debate 
held on this issueg at the tenth meeting. 
4 It is worth noting that there 
were several resignations by industrial members from the Council which caused 
concern in 1966t and it is possible that this related to the lack of major 
issues for discussion. 
S This impression of early focus on relatively trivial 
aspects succeeded by a shift towards concern with major matters of policy 
is 
supported by Sir Alan Ric6ond. 
When I was first appointed as a member of the 
Councill the first few Council Meetings had 
relatively few items, of weight on the agenda. 
The meetings tended to be boring and this was 
confirmed in informal discussion with the 
Chief Officer an some occasions after the 
meeting* During my last year or two an the 
Council every meeting had substantial agendas 
which involved major issues of policy and 
principle being settled and the discussions 
leading to decisions were almost invariably 
6 
interesting and weighty. 
Me Hornby whilst agreeing that the early Council meetings did tend . 
to be dull noted the concern with administrative matters which had to be decided. 
He also commented that the Council's growing 
interest in higher education 
policy owed much to changes 
in attitude in the DES, and that his own member- 
10 CNAA Council 3, 15th January 19659 Minute 40, 
2a CNAA Council 5t 24th March 1965t Minute 70. 
3. CNAA Council 79 lith June 19650 Minute, 3. 
4, CNAA Council 109 26th January 1966t Minute 146. 
5. Letter from Lord Kings Norton to Woodroffeq 10th August 1966, Council 
membership file. 
6, Letter from Sir Alan Richmond to the authort 14th March 1979. 
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ship of the Prentice Committee# enabled major higher education policy 
issues to be fed into Council discussions* 
In 1970 the Chief Officer suggested thatt 'the Council itself is 
quite remote from this working organization of Subject Boards except for a 
few members who take part in Subject Board activities ...... Colleges have 
expressed the view to me that they are now dealing with a series of Subject 
Boards rather than a Council'* 
2A former officer suggested that in the early 
years the Council was seen as a guardian not an initiator of policy debate, 
In practice overall review of validating policies come to rest more and more 
with the Chief Officert who participated in a high proportion of visits, 
and read virtually all course proposals: this function could not be carried 
out by the governing Councill largely due to the great expansion of CNAA 
activity. Moreover the early concern for status and recognition placed 
emphasis in safeguarding the standards of the Council's degrees: once 
recognition was assured it became possible to explore wider issues. Thus 
the role of the governing Council evolved to one of articulating responses 
to initiatives whi&h originated outsidet for example the emergence of the 
binary policy: there was a shift of emphasis between 1967 and 1970 from an 
introverted guardianship role to the active debate of policy issues in higher 
education. 
The CommittBes 
The functions of the second tierg the CDMMitteesq were laid down by 
the Council in 1965 in its Rules for the Conduct of Businessq originally 
drawn up for the Committee for Science and Technology but extended to the 
Committee for Arts and Social Studies. The Chairman was appointed by the 
Councilq but the Committee could nominate a vice-chairmang who could attend 
11 See above P-68- 
2* F. R. Hornby to Lord Kings Nortong 4th June 19709 Council membership 
file. 
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Council in the chairman's absence* The Committee was to meet at least 
four times a year and was to be responsible for the establishment of subject 
boards and for criteria to be adopted for validation* If policy already 
recommended by the Committees and approved by the Council did not cover 
new issues arising thent 'the Policy previously adopted by the NCTA shall 
serve as guidance for Subject Boards', Authority was delegated to the 
Committee to approve a courseq unless it was a collegets first proposal: 
a decision not to recommend a renewal had to be put forward to the Council. 
Arrangements were also made for visits to collegeaq including the attendance 
of an inspectorp nominated by the DES, and as early as 1965 provision was 
made for delegation of powers to Subject Boards. These rules established 
the Committees as the principal validating agenciesp but provision for 
delegation to subject boards enabled their development as the de facto 
validating bodies. Whilst specific reference was not made to other committee 
functions, in practice they were concerned with academic issues referred to 
them by the governing Council as well as issues arising from course consider- 
ation and their own discussions, for example the honours and ordinary degree 
debate* It was left to the Committees to find or develop other roles by 
empirical process* 
Validation was delegated to the Subject Boards though the timing 
varied with experience. The Committee for Science -and Technology, deriving 
much from the NCTA Boards of Studiest was able to act at its second meeting 
in March 1965. most powers were delegated subject to general criteria,. which 
included standards of work, staff qualificationsg admission standardsq 
examination policy and industrial training. Visiting parties were to include 
members of the committee andq 'where an application for recognition of a 
course involved factors affecting the College as a whole the Subject Board 
will report to the Committee for Science and Technology an the application'. 
2 
10 CST 39 15th Junet Draft Rules for the Conduct of Businesst Paper 
CST/65/11. 
2. CST 29 29th March 196S, Paper CST/65/169 Procedure for the Consideration 
of Coursest paragraph 9.1 
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The Committee retained a limited role in validationg where new courses 
raised issues of policy affecting the Council as a whole andt rarelyp whore 
disputes arose between Subject Boards* Thus in 1969 the Pharmacy Board and 
the Biology Board could not agree upon the introduction of a separate course 
in pharmaceutical subjects at Sunderland Polytechnict and the Committee had 
to arbitrate. However apart from cases without precedent most validation 
. took place through Subject Boards and visiting parties. 
The Committee for Arts and Social Studies operated in areas without 
an NCTA heritage and delegation was delayed until more experience had been 
gained. 
2 In April 1967 boards were empowered to approve courseag excepting 
new fields of degree studyq the first course from a new college and the 
renewal of approval. 
3 In 1968 it was decided to vest responsibility for 
approval with visiting partiesp thus reducing pressure of work an Subject 
Boardst and it was also agreed that there should be a limited appeals procedureq 
colleges having the right to appeal to the Boardq giving their grounds in 
writing. 
4 The greater authority to the visiting party was a reflection of 
43 general development whereby more and more the CNAA was forced to rely on 
its assessment of a course. - 
5 In 1971 it was noted that 'the most consistent 
executive role the Committee has carried out has been the gradual building 
up of a network of Subject Boards and Advisory Panels in Arts and Social 
Studiesq and the consideration of Subject Board Reports on the approval of 
courses'. 
6 
Proposals for a reconstruction of Subject Boards in the autumn 
of 19749 reflecting previous experience, suggested that 'the committees are 
mainly concerned with questions of policy and principle in the areas of 
study and with co-ordinating the work of the Subject Boards'. As with the 
11 CST 19,27th April 19699 Minute 344. 
2. CASS 19 5th November 19659 Minute 7. 
3. CASS 7t 27th April 19679 Minute 63.6. 
4, CASS 13923rd October 19689 Minute 116. 
5. E)e. inf. Mr. Hornby. 
6. CASS 259 26th October 19719 Paper CASS 71/14 
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Committee for Science and Technology only exceptional validation issues 
were referred to the Committee. For example an one occasion concern was 
expressed that the doctrinal bias of a theological college might have 
implications for the nature of teaching and the extent of free discussion. 
Ultimately this matter was referred to the Council for a decision. 
That the Committee for Education developed along different linest 
although responsible for the validation of first degree coursest owes much 
to the special nature of the institutions whose courses it validated* The 
functions and structure of this Committee were significantly determined by 
the array of interest groups which had to be represented - local authority 
representativesy the collegest university teachers of educationp and the 
teachers unions. Indeed the Councills validation of degree courses in 
I 
colleges of education had been substantially dependent upon meeting the 
claims of these groups for representationg 
2 
and the Committee was not so 
much concerned with education in general as the B*Ed. in particular. The 
study group which recommended the establishment of this Committee proposed 
that its functions should beg 'to advise the Council on matters of policy 
regarding degree courses in Education including such aspects as: entry 
qualifications; the structure and content of courses; what should be the 
relationship between the degree and certificate courses; whether the Council 
should approve honours degree courses or ordinary courses or both'* The 
establishment of advisory panels concerned with the content of specialist 
main and subsidiary courses was also recommended. 
3 
The Committee at its 
first meeting agreed that theg Idifferences in structure between courses 
considered hitherto by the Council and degree courses in Education likely 
to come forwardt have caused the Council to propose the appointment of 
small subject panels ..... the Committee for Education will almost certainly 
wish to take a more active role in considering the curriculum and general 
le CASS 229 21st January 19719 Minute 212. 
2. See-abovet pp. 72-5. 
3. CNAAv Sub Committee on Courses in Education 2t 15th September 1966, 
Paper CE/67/2. 
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arrangements for the course tl 
delegate substantially to the 
of study. The subject panels 
concerned with the syllabuses 
of the course'. 
1 In practice 
"ian is the case with CASS and CST which 
Subject Boards concerned with several fields 
for courses in Education may well be mainly 
in their own discipline which will form part 
the Committee followed this policy# establishing 
panels which acted not so much as validating agencies but as groups of experts 
called in to advise on particular courses. This led to the position well 
described in 1973t where, 'under present arrangements the Committee acts as 
a Subject Boardt validating course proposals as well as being concerned with 
patterns of policy and principlep which is the main function of the Committee 
for Arts and Social Studiesp and Science and Technology'. Nor generally 
have the subject panels held regular meetings. 
2 
The changes in the role of the colleges and the nature of the B. Ed., 
consequent upon the Oames Committeag posed difficulties for both the structure 
and functions of the 
Committee for Education, and perhaps highlighted a 
weakness present from its foundation, Given that the colleges had been 
responsible for one composite degreeg the B. Ed, 9 the Committee was always 
faced with the difficulty of how far and in what ways the academic content 
of a B. Ed. should differ from that of a B*Ao or a BoSc, Indeed In some 
cases college proposals included areas where no degree courses existedg for 
example Movement and Dance at Worcestero Whilst it might be admitted that 
there were and are differences in orientaýionr such a view also made much 
more difficult diversification of courses within the collegesg for this 
would inescapably bring them into relationship with the other committees and 
their Subject Boardso The use of panelsv rather than drawing upon existing 
expertise within the Councilq suitably modified by the appointment of persons 
with experience of courses in colleges of educationtexcluded the possibility 
of cross fertilization between colleges of education and the emergent 
1. CE It 9th April 1967y Procedure for the Consideration of Courses, 
2* CE 149 25th January 19739 Committee for Educationt Membership of the 
Subject Panels. 
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polytechnics. The original nature of the Committee for Education, acting 
as both Committee and Subject Boardv did thus reflect the monotechnic nature 
of the colleges of education. It may be that the position to which the 
committee was moving after 1973# with primary attention focussed upon 
qualified teacher status and professional studiesp would have been a better 
point of departure in 1967. This would have le'ft to the other Committees 
and their Subject Boards primary responsibility for considering specific 
academic disciplines within BeEd. courses. Indeedt one former officer, 
not responsible for educationg believed that a Subject Board only for 
educationg not a Committeet should have been established. Whilst certainly 
infeasible in political terms, since the various interest groups which 
viewed the Council's entry into education without enthusiasmt would certainly 
not have joined a body with apparently less status than the other Committeedt 
and probably unwelcome to the colleges themselves with their rather enclosed 
and retreatist environmentt in Council terms and from the standpoint of 
curriculum developmentf such a suggestion has an important germ of truth. 
However the view of Sir Derman Christopherson should also be remembered; the 
Council set up the Committeet due to the demand for validation; and the 
colleges would certainly wish to negotiate with one CNAA committee rather 
than an array of committees and Subject Boards, 
Emphasis has been placed an the responsibility of the Committees for 
0 
validating different discipline areas. Another way of assessing the Council's 
major academic committees is as guardJans for a Particular degree rather than 
an area of study. . Thus the Committee for Arts and Social Studies was 
responsible for the B. A. 9 the Committee for Science and Technology for the 
B. Sc. 0 and the Committee 
for Education for the B. Ed- From this angle the 
Committee structure perhaps owed much to prevailing university practicet 
not least in the area of education. 
The Committee for Research Degrees was not concerned with the validation 
of courses since taught postgraduate courses were considered by Subject 
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Boardsp but rather with individual research programmes, Its Initial 
responsibilities w8rý the registering of candidates for research degrees, 
and recommending awardst as well as giving the Council more general advice 
on research degree policy. However it was envisaged that Subject Boards 
would scrutinize individual applications, Powers to award research degrees 
were delegated to the Committee in July 1966t 
1 
and it made regular uýe of 
Subject Board expertise to evaluate research programmes and indeed established 
advisory panels to consider programmes if there was no relevant Subject 
Board. 2 Pressure of work led to the delegation of powers to register to 
the boardst except where new policy issues were raisedt whilst conversely 
recommendations to award a degree would now go directly to the Committeo, 
3 
which now became more concerned with general Policy issuesq such as resource 
support for research. 
4 The evolution of general Council policy concerning 
delegation to the colleges had important implications for the Committee for 
Research Degrees since this included the establishment of college Research 
Degree Committees. 
5 Thus the Committee for Research Degrees only partially 
delegated to Subject Boards and later there was a gradual partial transfer 
6 
of responsibility to the colleges. In general the Committee's functions 
more closely resembled those of equivalent committees in universitiesl indeed 
this was an area where university practice exercised an especially strong 
influence. 
Subject Boards 
The Subject Boards comprise the lowest tier in the committee structure 
10 CRD Study Groupp 19th July 19659 Minute S. 
2e CRD 4t ist July 1966t Minute 34. 
3. CRD 69 21st December 1966t Minute 62t Paper CRD/67/21, (Geology). 
4. CRD 99 1st November 19679 Minute 829 Functions of the Committee for 
Research Degrees. 
5. See belowt pp. 301-3. 
6. More precisely delegation was to the College Research Degrees Committee 
whicht by analogy with Examination Committeest was directly responsible to the CNAA's Committee for Research Degreesqnot to the College 
Academic Boardo 
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andq education apartq validation has been carried out at this level. It is 
the Boards which assess degree proposalso it is principally from them that 
visiting parties are drawng and they are the part of the CNAA most closely 
in touch with the colleges. In practice their role in validstion is now 
crucial yet there is no reference to them in the original Charter and Statutes, 
although provision was made for the Council to delegate validating functionsq 
$to such committees as the Council may think fit'. 
1 Over time they have 
grown steadily in numbersp authority and influence. 
The committee for Science and Technology first laid down procedures 
to be followed by the Boards when it delegated autharitye They should consider 
course papers submitted by a collegeg then, provided the course was considered 
sufficiently worthwhile to warrant this, a visiting party would be sent, 
comprising a core of Board members augmented by others from the Committee. 
Finally the visiting party would submit a report with appropriate recommend- 
ations through the Board to the parent Committee. In this first stage of 
2 
delegation overall responsibility still rested with the Committee. In 1968g 
whan considering the triennial reconstitution of Subject [bards, it gave a 
more extended view of their functions. 
Each Subject Board is responsible for considering 
both the undergraduate and postgraduate courses 
coming within its fieldv for the latter courses 
Subject Boards often co-opt experts in the 
particular field of study under consideration. 
Consideration of courses involves examination 
of the papers submitted at a meeting of the 
Board at the Council's office, a visit to the 
c. ollege concernedt and often continued discussion 
at the Council's offices. 
1. CNAA Chartert paragraph 3 
2. See abovep p. 170. 
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Each Subject Board is responsible for registering 
candidates for M, Phil, and Ph*Do in its field. 
This involves consideration of papers at meetings 
of the Boards in these offices and somotimes 
interviewing candidates either in the Council's 
offices or at their place of work. 
1 
The policy of granting freedoms to collegesq'and more generally of encouraging 
colleges to assume more responsibility in course design began to modify the 
role of the Subject Boards. By 1971 it was argued that they would be 
concerned, 'primarily 
kth the educational principles and values underlying 
proposed courses; the consideration of detailed syllabuses will serve 
principally as a means of exploring the thoughts of teachers who have prepared 
the course', 
2 There was also growing unease with the routine nature of 
Subject Board work and its implications. 'The Committee was particularly 
concerned that its Engineering Subject Boards should be heavily loaded with 
course consideration in a situation where the overall result was disappointing 
and did not justify the considerable time devoted to this work by members 
3 
who were known to be very heavily committed' . These doubts were echoed 
two years laterg *there was also a change in the nature of the work load for 
the busier Subject Boards in that more time was being spent discussing matters 
of structural detail ...... and a lesser amount in discussing matters of real 
4 
educational interestq and the specific subject content of proposals'. 
The Committee for Arts and Social Studies recognized the significant 
role of the Subject Boards at its first meeting in November 1965, stating - 
they wouldv 'carry a heavy responsibility for the standards of the Council's 
1. CST 159 8th February 19689 Paper CST 68/79 Reconstitution of Subject 
Boards, paragraph 3.1 and 3.2. 
2o CST 26t 12th January 1971g Paper CST 7/3/t The Structure of Subject 
Boards# paragraph 1. 
3e CST 279 29th April 19719 Minute 445, 
4. CST 379 22nd October 1973p Minute 551.1.3. 
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degrees and ere bound also to play a major part in experiment and innovation 
as far as courses are concerned'. 
I The Committee considered further the 
role and functions of its Boards, wishing to restrict the number to help 
co-ordination and stressed the need for flexibility in structure. Within 
these guidelinesp 'the pattern of courses so for known suggests that what is 
needed is asmall number of Subject Boards each covering a fairly wofl-defined 
area of studyp with provision for secondment between Boards of those special- 
ist members whose knowledge would be required in the consideration by 
another Boardp of a course containing their particular subject ...... I Beyond 
this Boards' 'would be set up as required andq in practice, the response of 
supply to demand has been a consistent CNAA policy. 
2 By 1968 further 
rerlection on Subject Board patterns led to the construction of both 'disciplines 
and 'composite' Boards, the former exemplified by Legal Studies, the latter 
by Business. Studies. The Committee early found it necessary to establish 
a General Arts Boardt later the Combined Studies Board# to consider mixed 
courses in Arts and Social Studies. 
3 
Again the volume of work led to changes 
in function and more responsibility was devolved to visiting partiesq 
constituted so as to be competent to discuss all aspects of a course, 
4 
innovatory proposals could pose special problems for board structures which 
could not adapt easily to modular proposals9 cutting across recognized 
discipline boundaries. The City of London Polytechnic modular degree 
5 
was 
discussed in the Committee and was forwarded to the three Combined Studies 
Boards# for HumanitiFst for'Social Science and for Science for 
consideration. fAll three of these Subject Boards ...... have stressed the 
complex organisational issues raised by the scheme and the importance of 
assessing fully both the resources available for it and the staff's commitment 
1. CASS 19 5th November 19659 Subject Boards in Arts and Social Studies: 
Memorandum by the Secretary (Paper CASS/65/3), 
2, CASS 7t 14th January 1966t Subject Boards in Arts and Social Studies. 
(Paper CASS 66/6). 
3* CASS 129 2nd July 196B9 Minute 110.4. 
4. CASS 139 23rd October 19689 Minute 118. 
5. See abovet pp. 86-7, 
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to it'. The complexity of the proposals led to a departure from tho usual 
Subject Board assessment procedures: instead special groups of Board members 
were assembled for the specific purpose of considering this proposal. 
2 
While 
it had proved possible in special circumstances to depart from the normal 
pattern this had raised difficulties, both administratival in terms of 
relationships between Boards and with the collegog and academic# the problem 
of comparability between parts of a modular course and other degrees, an echo 
of the problems in education. 
In 1971 the CNAA prepared a paper entitledg Me Work of a Subject 
Board and How it is Carried Out. '. This stated clearly the main functions. - 
course considerationg applications from candidates for research degree 
registrationt approval of external examiners for courses and for research 
candidatestmaintenance of general oversight over approved courses and discuss- 
ion of9 'matters of educational policy relevant to the award of the Council's 
degrees'. When assessing a course proposal the Board had to consider four 
possibilities: firstly a prima facie case for approval and a visit required: 
secondly approval on the basis of papers submitted and where they were a 
variation of a course already successfully offered in the college: thirdly 
a very deficient course where a visit was not useful; and fourthly a course 
unlikely to be acceptable but with enough potential to justify an advisory 
visit. The visiting party would be empowered to reach a decision, sending 
a report for information to the next meeting of 
the Board, This confirms 
the emergence of the visiting party as the de facto validating-agency. 
Additionally matters of general policy relating to the Board's workq and 
matters refprred to it by 
the Committees would also be considered. It was 
hoped that this would leadq 'to a continuing contact between Subject Boards 
and collegest and a constant 
flow of information between Subject Boards and 
1. CASS 269 27th January 19729 Paper CASS 72/1. City of London Polytechnic 
Proposed Interdisciplinary Degree Course. - 
2* CASS 269 27th January 1972, Minute 245. 
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committees', The central theme of the paparg the role of the Board and 
visiting party in assessing coursest is amply supported throughout the 
Council's papers and in interviews. 
The growth in the volume of the Council's work is illustrated by the 
fc)llowing figures and by Table VIII. 
Numbers of Subject Boards and Panels of CNAA Committees 2 
CST CASS CE 
1969 is 16 
1974 31 23 12 
Andg as noted earlierg 
3 this was accompardhd by a very great increase in the 
numbers of those serving on the CNAA's committees. Just as the entry into 
arts and social studies greatly increased the volume of the Council's 
validating activitYp sag 
in timet did the entry into the area of education. 
As work increased so validation moved further and further from the Committees 
and the problems of comparability 
increased. 
Interviews have yielded a wide spectrum of views on the relationship 
between the Subject Boards and the Committees which cannot wholly be reconciled. 
Thus one former officer commented. 
I think generally policy tended to emanate from 
the Committeese I didn't see a great deal of 
evidence of policy coming from the Subject Boards 
upt but there were certain Subject Board personalities 
among the chairmeng who did in fact exercise a 
profound influenceo. ooo* 
4 
This however was modified by Miss Rossiter who regarded the SubJect 
E3oardsg not the Committee 
for Arts and Social Studies as central to the 
CASS 250 26th October 1971- The Work of a Subject Board and How it 
is Carried Out. 
20 source CNAAv Annual 
Reports 1964 1968-99 1973-4. 
30 see abovet p. 167. 
4* Ex-inf. Mr. F. G. Hanrotto 
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Council's development* Another former officer saw decisions coming down 
to. the Boards from the Committee, at least in the early years up to 1967. 
There seems however rather more agreement that Subject Boards in arts and 
social studies operated more independentlyl or less cohorentlyt according 
to view t than those in science and technology. This may have some 
relationship to NCTA traditions where Boards of Studies and Subject 'Panels 
had worked closely together. In Arts and Social Studies there had no such 
tradition: indeed the Business Studies Board was established before the 
Committees for Arts and Social Studies itself# due to the urgent need for 
validation of courses in business studiesq recommended by the Crick Committee 
report. 
1 Mr. Hornby has commented upong 'the rapid growth in size of the 
Subject Boards particularly on the Arts and Social Studies side together 
with a rapid growth in their power. Very rarely was a member of the Subject 
Boardt other than its chairment a member of the appropriate committee*,,,,! 
2 
Since chairmen of the Boards were e)ý officio members of the parent committee 
this did help retain links with the Subject Boaidsg though the effectiveness 
of this was highly dependent upon 
the personal qualities of the chairmen 
concerned. 
Such relationships could certainly help to ease the problem of 
reconciling standards 
between Boards and courses, although there appear to 
have been differences of policy between the Committee chairmen. Dr. Topping, 
first Chairman of the Committee for Science and Technology certainly felt 
a responsibility 
for this butt 'how far we were successful I wouldn't like 
to judge'. Professor Edey however felt that comparability of standards was 
a matter for the Subject 
Boards, not the Chairman of the Committee, on the 
grounds that only 
the specialists were informed about standards and criteria 
in different subjects. He did however see the selection of the Chairmen of 
The first meeting of the Business Studies Board was held an 19th March 
1965, that of the Committee on 5th November 1965. 
2* Mro Hornbyt undated paper given 
to the author. 
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TABLE IX COMMITTEE FOR ARTS AND SOCIAL STUDIES MEETINGSp VISITS AND CoUlEts 
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Buso Studso 
Comb. Studs. 
(Humanities) 
Comb. Studs. 
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Pole Scie 
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Legal Studs. 
Librarionship 
Man. Studs. 
music 
Public Admin. 
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Town Planning 
Textiles & 
Marketing 
Social Studs. 
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1966-7 1967-8 1968-9 I 1969-70 
I 
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m v mvc m v c n 
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6 3 7 7 4 5 5 4 4 10 4 6 12 4 4 7 2 3 
2 1 2 2 3 3 3 3 1 4 3 3 7 3 5 8 4 6 
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4 1 1 2 1 2 2 3 4 1 1 2 1 
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2 1 - - 2 2 4 4 3 5 3 3 5 3 A "f 
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1 
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.1 
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1 
39 44 90 
1 
44 
- 
55 
-- 
! 
L4 
11 71 1 3: 
1 
M= Meetings 
V= visits 
C= Courses considered, 
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Subject Boards as an important part of this process, Indeed of thirty 
members present at the first meeting of the Committee for Arts and Social 
Studies at least ten were to become Chairmen of Subject Boards of that 
Committee. 
1 
Thus the theoretical division of power between Committees and 
Boards was in practice heavily modified by important personal linksp though 
these were weaker than in the NCTA periodq where the extent of cross member- 
ship was greater* 
-.. 
Reference is frequently made in minutes and papers to the significance 
of workloads for the effective functioning of committees* Table 1x drawn 
from Council sources indicates the volume of work undertaken by the Boards, 
Thus it can be seen that Subject Boards of the Committee for Arts and Social 
Studies carried out twenty visits in 1966-79 rising steadily 6 seventy one 
in 1972-3. It should also be noted that each proposal which went as far as 
a visit entailed consideration of the original proposals by the Board9 
usually further detailed analysis by a working party before the visit and it 
can thus be appreciated that the burdens of validation could be cansiderableg 
especially on one of the more heavily pressed Boards such as Business Studies 
or Languages. That these difficulties were surmounted owes much to the policy 
of delegating authority to visiting partiesg thus reducing duplication in 
course analysis. Indeed the Committee considered this essedtial if the 
programme was to be satisfactorily managed. 
2 The complexity of the validation 
process wae indicated by the Commitýee for Science and Technology. 
An important problem in the consideration 
of a course is the time taken by the 
successive stages of its consideration and 
adoption. It is rare for any new course 
to receive approval an first submission. 
The more usual pattern is for the course 
to have at least one major revision 
entailing lengthy consideration at two 
I 
CASS 259 26th October 19719 (paper CASS 71/14) Summary of the Committee's 
work* . 
2. CASS 139 23rd October 19689 Minute 116. 
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13oard meetings at least as well as the 
visit. 
1 
In 1971 the Committee expressed concern about the burden of work falling 
upon the Engineering Subject Boards and, 'it was felt that the present 
situation was uneconomic as too much time was spent on weak courses which 
were either rejected or approved by decisions that were marginal. The cost 
of the Council's work in these areas was clearly not being met by any 
significant increase in students enrolleW, 
2 In 1973 there were certain 
changes of procedure to ease the validation burdeng particularly the increased 
use of working parties to give ad hoc consideration to special problems. 
Again unease was expressed at the relatively routine nature of Subject Board 
activity which could be discouraging to some members. 
3 The extent of the 
workload was closely linked with membership sinceg apart from expensesp 
members were unpaid and gave their services voluntarilyp and their particip- 
ation and commitment was closely linked to the degree of satisfaction 
derived from course assessment. there was a danger that if validation was 
becoming relatively routine it would prove difficult to recruit to Boards 
able and articulate members who would 
be their lifebloodg that the establish- 
ment of precedents clears 
the frontier lands of pioneers, The shifting of 
authority to visiting parties may 
have helped to overcome difficulties of this 
kind though perhaps at the cost of the reduced cohesiveness of the Boards. 
tiorkloads did not present a serious problem for the Committee for 
Education until very late in the Council's first decade. Indeed it met only 
nine'timee between its 
foundation in April 1967 and December 1971, whereas 
in a similar period the Committee for Arts and Social Studies met nineteen 
timest and the Committee for Science and Technology twenty. rar from being 
embarrassed by the Volume of work 
it could be argued that in reality the 
Committee for Education had very little to dog being largely confined to 
10 CST 129 20th April 1967, Report an a visit to Woolwich Polytechnic, 
12th April 19679 papagraph 4,3, 
2* CST 279 29th April 19719 Minute 44S. - 
3* CST 379 22nd October 19739 Minute 551,1, 
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consideration of the application from Worcester College of Education* 
However there were difficult problems concerning relationships with interest 
groups in the area of education which required much detailed negotiation, 
From 1972 the Committee's volume of work increased rapidly and by October 
1974 it had held a further twelve meetings* Given that this increase wag 
closely related to the diversification of the work of the former colieges 
it raised also the nature of the relationship with the work of the other 
committeesq and it was foreseen that increasingly the panels of the Committee 
for Education would have to work jointly with the Subject Boards of the other 
Committees. 
2 
Thus the great expansion of CNAA validating activity in 
education also raised questions about the Committee for Education's future 
developmentt unresolved at the end of the first decade, 
The Gener2l Committee 
Whilst the functions of the Council's principal academic Committees 
have now been assessed there remain two others significant for policyq the 
General committee and the Committee for Officers* The origins of the former 
lay In the establishment of a Membership and Senior Appointments Committee 
in 1967 with powers to recommend nominations for co-optative members to the 
I 
Council and to appoint senior members of stafft determining their salaries 
and conditions of services. The potential significance of this Committee 
can be seen from its membership which Included both the Chairman of the 
Council and the Chairman of the major-academic committees. 
3 
This potential 
was further developed 
in 1969 with the establishment of the General Committee 
with terms of reference which 
included advising the Council an general issues 
of policy outside the purview of of 
the academic Committeesl and the general 
oversight of financial policy. 
Whilst the principal reason for the Committee's 
Ex. inf, Mr. F. G. Hanrott. 
2* CE 179 15th November 1973, Weekend Study Conference, Derwent College, 
University of Yorkq 28-30th September 1973, 
3o Council 1Bq 10th-November 1967, Minute 279.1-3 
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creation was financial it was anticipated also that policy considerations 
would arisep 'relating to the way in which the Council operates and its 
place in the field of higher educationt. Membership would again comprise 
the Chairman of the Council and of the four academic committees, DES assessors 
and the Chief officer. 
1 It could thus be seen as a valuable and powerful 
forum in which major issues could be explored in a relatively informal 
mannerg divorced from the considerations both of the academic Committees and 
the Council itselfp too remote and large a body for this kind or activity. 
And Mr, Hornby used it in this way# 'It Just is really a place in which the 
Chief officer can put his ideas forward and have them torn to bits and thrown 
outq or favourably looked one'. Orp as another officer put itq #I think it 
was a useful kind of body, for example if the Chief Officer or Chairman 
wanted to introduce a major policy matter without bringing it forward 
in front 
of the whole Council just to. get the feel if you like of the top peopleo*,. ' 
2 
The Committee was thus responsible for the launching of several initiatives: 
it agreed the terms of reference for the Committee which was to enquire into 
council college relationshipsg 
3 it recommended the appointment of the Chief 
officer as a member of the Councily 
4 
and determined salary scales and etaffing 
structures. 
5 Moreover it was this Committee which drew up the further 
particulars for the post of 
Chief -Officerl 
following Mr, Homby's decision 
to retire. 
6 
Certainly it was strategically placed in the CNAA structure 
and Mr. Hornby considered 
that to a substantial extent it could have carried 
out the work of the governing 
Councilq. and its existence partly reflected-his 
personal preference 
for working with small groups. 
Council 25p 14th July 19699 Establishment of the General Committee, 
Paper C/69/17. 
2. Ex, inf, Mr. FeG* Hanrott. 
3. Council 269 17th November 1969. Report of the General Committeot Paper 
C/69/17. 
4, GC19 6th November 1969p Minute 9 and GC2r 27th January 19709 Minute 12. 
5* GC3g 6th April 1971t Minute 29 and GC6,12th May 19719 Minutes 32.3. 
6. GC79 24th November 1971g Minute 41. 
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The Committee of Officers 
A formal Committee of officers developed both-from the continuing 
evaluation of validation procedures and from the relationship between 
6a 
Council and the colleges, Moreover. there had'existed an informal weekly 
meeting of the Council's officers virtually since its foundation 
I 
and the 
increase in the number of officers probably tended to make this more formal. 
2 
The proposal to establish a well defined committeeg with agendast minutes 
and a designated chairman and secretaryt appears to have followed internal 
discussion amongst senior staffj and was put forward in Oune 1972 to a meeting 
of the committee for Future Relationships Between the Council and the Colleges* 
The officers are unanimous that a Committee 
of Officersp under the chairmanship of the Chief 
Officerg should be given authority to deal with 
a wide range of matters (e. g.: approval of 
applications for reapproval of courses which the 
officers judge to be acceptable; approval of 
modifications in approved schemes (4ncluding 
detailed examination schemes), The decision of 
the officers would be reported to the appropriate 
Boards for information. 
3 
The proposal raised doubts in some collegesl which appeared in their response 
to the Council's draft proposals. It was reported that the Academic Council 
of Thames Polytechnic feared 
the implications for relationships with the 
Subject Boards and that the changes proposed could result in the increase 
of officers' responsibility 
beyond 'acceptable levels' (undefined) and it 
was also felt that the officers' 
breadth of experiencep however wide, could 
not have the 'collective 
breadth and wisdom' of the Subject Boards, The 
officers commented thatq 'provided the Committee exercises its powers sensibly# 
consulting with Subject-Board chairmen where appropriateg and 
does not act on 
I Ex. inf. Miss J. Fo Rossiter, 
2: See belowt pol95* 
3o CFR 39 12th June 1972, 
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behalf of the Council in doubtful cases, the various fears which have 
boon expressed will prove to be without foundation', Moreover it woo argued 
that several Academic Boards had expressed their support for the establishmont 
of the Committee of officers. 
I 
Despite this the Committee for Future 
Relationships in assessing this disquiet decided to move cautiously, It was 
stressed that colleges could always appeal against a decision of tho'Committoo 
or officers, Further it was agreed that the titlev 'Committee of Officers' 
could give the wrong impressiong reinforcing college apprehensionsv and that 
the title should be replaced by "'the Senior Officers" in the documents and 
alsewheret. 
2 It could be argued that this did not so much rebolve the issue 
as evade it. 
The Committee first met on 10th July 1972 although its powers were not 
fully defined. Indeed the Council at a meeting a few days later stressed 
that the rejection of a course would not be by the officers but by delegated 
authority with expert advice 
from members of Subject Boards. In effect 
Council agreed to delegate to the Committee of Officers approval of applicat- 
ions for renewal where there were no substantial changes, of modifications 
to existing courses and of detailed examination schedules. 
4 
Whilst the Committee has never possessed detailed terms of reference 
the Chairman (the Chief Officer) outlined its general purposes at the second 
meeting. 
the Committee would function as a senior 
management team and ihat the programme of regylar 
meetings would give an opportunity of discussion 
between colleagues of such matters as the drafts 
of all papers prepared'by the Officers for 
presentation to the Council and its Committeesl 
1* CFR 49 12th March 19739 Committee an Future Relationships Between the 
council and the Colleges -A Summary of views expressed an the draft 
documents by the Academic Boards of colleges. 
2* CFR 49 12th March 1973p Minute 
14.1. 
3* Council 389 20th Julý 1972t Minute 
551* 
4. The regulations and onditions of 
the Council's First Degree (1974) 
Appendix 3p section 8 of the prefacep gives the Officers power to 
approve detailed examination regulations or modification to approved 
courses but not to reject them. 
issues of policy 
Boards and cases 
wished to depart 
issues raised by 
for approval or 
to be discussed by Subject 
whorev for example a Board 
from the Council's policyl 
the College scheme submitted 
reapprovale 
1 
These proposals were gradually implemented. Thus, 'it was agreed that all 
papersprepared by the Officers or by Subject Boards for presentation'to tho 
main Committees should first be considered by the Committee of Officers', 
2 
Procedures for the reapproval of schemes were drawn up, to include advice 
from the Chairman of the Subject Board before making a recommendation to the 
Committeep any 'unsatisfactory' proposal would be submitted to a Board. 
3 it 
is not however wholly clear who was to define unsatisfactory proposalst though 
probably an officer in consultation with the Chairman of a Subject Board. 
This perhaps raises the issue of whether the real objection to delegation to 
the officers was that it increased further the role of the Chairman of a 
Subject Board vis "a' via other members. The Committee's main emphasis appears 
to have rested upon the reconstitution and membership of committees and 
boardsp examination regulations and the programme of work, Generally it could 
be said that up to October 1974 the Committee had not played a major direct 
role in validationg apart from approving the renewal of some courses and 
modifications to others, Only occasionally was there a possible infringement 
of the role of the Boards. 
Thus it was agreed to allow an option in ýand 
Ijse on a degree course in the Social Sciences without reference to the Town 
plpnning Panel. Whilst this was to be without prejudice to any future Town 
planning decisionsp and was almost certainly taken after consultation with 
the Chairmant It did perhaps infringe the Pbnel's validating role. 
4 Doubts 
about the committee's role 
in the Colleges were by no means wholly stilled. 
Thus one college expressed, 'concern about the procedure for the reapproval 
of courses by the 
Committee of Officers and stating that the Colleges had 
le CO 29 7th September 1972t Minute 1.1. 
2* co 9, Sth 
January 19739 Minute 65.1. 
3. co 189 4th June 19739 Minute 232, 
4, Co 99 8th January 
19730 Minute 89. 
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not been informed that this Committee had such delegated 
afterwards it was reported that colleges had objected to 
of officers' in decision letters and it was decided that 
senior officers of the Council' should be used instead) 
2 
suggestion put forward by the Committee for Future Relat, 
powers'. 
I Shortly 
the term 'Committee 
the termp ttho 
This echoed the 
Lonships previously. 
Evidence from the Committee's first two years does not justify-colloge 
doubts about its role. Yet unease about potential dangers may have boon more 
justified. Previously the considerable influence of Officers wan informally 
exercisedt in conjunction with the Chairmen of Committees and Subject Boards. 
Tho'creation of a formal bureaucracy in which the Officers emerged as a 
specific centre of influence and power was certainly significantp the more 
so given the part time nature of CNAA membership. It is also at least possible 
that thecreation of the committee strengthened or confirmed the pre-eminent 
role of the Chief Officer. Yet two years is certainly too short a-period 
adequately to assess the significance of this new Committee and any judgements 
must be regarded as provisional. 
the CNAA 
The Council's committee structureq relying on the services of part time 
members,, ensures that the role and 
influence of individuals is very substantial. 
indeed it should be re-emphasised that none of the members of the committees 
and subject boardsp 
including chairmeny have been either full time or paid 
a salary* Indeed 
the only full time servants of the Council concerned with 
academic decisions 
have been the*officers andt as will be demonstrateds for 
most of the first decade 
their numbers were very few. Thus there will now 
be developed an analysis of the significance of individuals and individual 
offices in relation to 
the committee structure. 
1. CO 15p 2nd April 19739 Minute 187. 
2* See abovep p. 187, Apparently the recommendation had not been implemented. 
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The Chairman of the Council 
In any hierarchical model of the CNAA the Chairman of Council iG the 
most powerful figure. He presides over the CNAA's governing body and is 
appointed by the Secretaries of State. In practice however the significance 
of this office can be exaggerated given that the Council's role is not 
central to validation, and that some major decisions outside validation are 
taken by the General Committee whichp howeverg has been chaired by the 
Chairman of Council. That the detailed work and many policy decisions were 
In practice left to the Chief Officer and chairmen of the major Committees 
was implicit in the Council's functioning, Whilst it would certainly not be 
true to describe the post of the Chairman of the Council and those who have 
held itp Lord Kings Norton and Sir Michael Clophamg 
1 
as figureheadsp it is 
clear that their role was not wholly central to CNAA activity# although 
very useful in the Council's negotiations with individuals and institutions 
outside the CNAA. 
2 In part this may reflect the perhaps greater introversion 
of CNAA in comparison with 
NCTA9 where the need to establish the sandwich 
coursep entailed very great emphasis on external relationshipsg and this 
shift of emphasis may 
have diminished the Chairman's role. Assessment of 
written evidence of relationships 
between the Chief Officer and the Chairman 
in the early years indicate considerable consultation upon membership of the 
Councilp and less frequently of committeesq together with some discussion 
of policy issues of a general 
kind, - the title of the Council's degreest 
relationships between 
the Council and the colleges. It seems possible that 
the Chairman's role was most significant in the first two years or so, as the 
CNAA was becoming establishedg but thereafter became less central. 
1* Sir Michael Claphamp Born 17th January 19129 Educated Marlborough 
College, King's College Cambridge. Worked in industry from 1933, 
joined I. C. I. 1938 (Director 1961-74)9 President of CBI 1972-4l 
Member CNAA Council 1964-779 Chairman 1971-77, 
20 Essentially this judgement refers to Lord Kings Norton's period as 
Chairmant 1964-71. 
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The Chairmen of the Committees 
The Chairmen of the major committees occupied strategic rolasq combining 
both ex officio membership of the Council's governing body together with 
presidency of committees which included all Subject Board chairman. They 
thus formed a vital two way channel of information through the CNAA pierarchy, 
just how far individual holders of these offices were able to influence policy# 
and the weight they carried in CNAA must rest very much upon written sources 
and opinion amongst former officersp primarily the latter, Examination of 
draft and final minutes of the Committees suggests that chairmen did not 
usually make amendmentsq though if proposed they ware usually accepted by the 
officersp but this does not take account of the 'underground workt, 
1 the 
informal discussionst of which there is no record. Beyond this it would seem 
that there was greater coherence in the Committee for Science and Technology 
than the Committee for Arts and Social Studiesq and that perhaps made the 
chairman's role less difficult. Dr. 3* Topping and Sir Alan Richmondq the 
first two Chairmen of the Committee for Science and Technologyp carried great 
weight: they had both been associated with NCTA and were therefore well known 
to the Chairman of the Council and the Chief Officerg andq indeed, to many 
of the chairmen of the Subject Boards* Moreover Dr, Topping was vice- 
chancellor of Brunel Universityp a 
former College of Advanced Tachnoiogy, 
and Sir Alan Richmond, the 
first director of the Lanchester Polytechnicq one 
of the largest centres for CNAA 
degree workq was very well placed to perceive 
the nature of Council college relationships. Dro Topping was Chairman of 
the Committee from its foundation until his resignation in February 1968,2 
Sir Alan then presided until his resignation in 3uly 1972,3 when he was 
succeeded by Dr. Bulmer, 
Rector of Liverpool Polytechnic. One former officer 
1. Mr, F. R. Hornby. 
2o CST 15t 8th January 19689 Minute 273. 
3. CST 32t 28th June 19729 Minute 493. 
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has suggested that Sir Alan Richmond may have boon perhaps the singla most 
influential member of the Council about 1970p 'he securod maximum 
penetration on the widest front'. 
1 
The role of the Chairmen of the Committee for Arts and Social Studios 
seems to have been perhaps slightly less influentialt though how far this 
was due to the office or the individual is impossible to determine. 
'Apart 
from personal characteristics such as charismag which are impossible to 
assess, a major hypothesis would suggest that the strongest combination of 
offices and experience would be the principal of a college offering CNAA 
degreest NCTA experience and chairmanship of a CNAA Subject Board. Viewed 
in this light the first two Chairmen of the Committee for Arts and Social 
Studies were at a disadvantage. Professor H. C. Edey 
2 
and Professor D*G, MacRae 
39 
both distinguished professors at the LSEq had no NCTA experience, 
though their knowledge of the London External degree system -was invaluable 
in the context of colleges transferring to CNAA validation. ' The lack of 
experience in the public sector may well imply some disadvantage. Dr. Topping's 
background ensured he was well aware of the special problems of this sector, 
and Sir Alan Richmond's'knowledge must have been commensurate. Moreovor 
professor Edey was a founder member of the Business Studies Boardt but the 
wide span of disciplines embraced within Business Studiest together with its 
strong vocational orientation, perhaps made it relatively atypical of Subject 
Boards in arts and social studies. However he was Chairman of the Committee 
from its foundation until his resignation in October 1971, so he had long 
Ex-inf. Mr. O. E. Proctor. 
2. Professor H. C. Edeyt Born 23rd February 19139 educated Croydon High 
School for Boys and the LSE. Chartered Accountant 19359 Lecturer 
LSE 1949-559 Reader in Accountingg University of London 195S-62, 
Professor of Accounting LSE since 1962. 
3@ professor D. G. MacRaej Born 20th April 1921t Educated Glasgow University# 
Balliol Colleger Oxfordl Assistant Lecturer LSE-19459 University Lecturer 
in SociologY9 oxford 1949, Reader in SOciologyp London University 1954, 
professor of SociolOgYy University College Gold Coast 19569 University-of 
Californiat Berkelayl9599 Professor of Sociology in the University of 
London at the LSE'since 1961. Member Councilt CNAAq Chairman Committee 
for Arts and Social Studies. 
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experience of its functioning. Probably the most significant factor# howavarg 
was simply that arts and social studies were lose important in the CNAA'a 
early yearsp there had been no NCTA heritage and it took time to establish 
degrees in these areas* The CNAA tended to reflect the relative prodominance 
of science and technology with implications for the roles of the relevant 
chairman. 
The office of Chairman of the Committee for Education was not in itsoir 
very influentialp primarily due to the late development of work in thin areat 
with consequent limited influence upon the Council* This is not to deny that 
the first Chairmang Sir Dorman Christopherson, may have exercised considerable 
influence upon the Council's thinking but despite rather than because of his 
CNAA office, As a vice-chancellor of a university with both a department of 
education and with links with colleges of education his experience was 
valuable across the whole range of the Council's activities. The Committee 
for Research Degrees had rather different requirements for chairmant since 
the main need was to establish policy and standards for research degrees in 
an area where the experience both of the CNAA and of the colleges was very 
limited. In this context it was interesting to note that the first candidate 
refused the request to chair the Committee on the grounds that he neither 
hold a higher doctorate nor was a Follow of the Royal Society. 
2 Professor 
3 
G. D. Rochesterv who was appointedt held office until his resignation in 1974 
and was instrumental 
in establishing the Councills research policy. There 
was widespread agreement that 
his shrewdnessg his clear pursuit of policiest 
I 
together with his Fellowship of-the Royal Societyq was of very great value in 
establishing Council policy 
in this area. 
4 
The Chairmen of the Subject Boards L;. ý 
Whilst chairmen of Subject Boards could form an important link with 
1. CASS 259 26th October 19719 Minute 239. 
2. Letter to Mro G. Huntingg CRD membership file, 9th August 1965. 
3. CRO 279 let July 19749 Minute 247. 
4, Ex. inf. Mro F. R. Hornbyq Mr. J*E. Proctorg, amongst several, 
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I 
the Committeep in a body as small as the CNAA in its early years 
distinctions between offices and individuals can easily blur, a point 
emphasised by a former officer, I ...... there were certain subject board 
personalities among the chairmeng who did in fact exercise a profound 
influencog and so they in a way exercised as much influence as come of the 
very strong ex NCTA characters in the Committee for Science and Tochno ogy 
2 
Mr. Hornby believed that the ideal chairman should be in commandt good at 
his subjectv a strong personality, able to handle a visiting party andt to 
man who will listen to the officer and take the officer's point of view'. 
Not all chairmen were idealq some were only interested in their Subject 
Board and an occasionq 'you know a chairmanship doesn't mean mucht if you 
have an unruly committee ..... its chairman can be undermined, ' The 
potential importance of the office was however stressed by both a former 
officerp Mr. Proctor and Professor Edeyt the latter stressing the significance 
of selecting the right chairman for the Board and his personal involvment 
in this* Moreover Mr. Hornby commentedt I ..... the Chairman of the Subject 
Board was usually ultimately my own suggestion'. In practice a chairman in 
close co-operation with the officer responsible would commonly deal with 
issues arising between Board meetingsq would play a large role in selecting 
Subject Boards members and visiting parties. Whilst to claimothat Board 
policy was that of the chairman would 
be an exaggeration it would certainly 
be difficult to make policy without the chairman's support. 
The [)fficers and Senior Staff Structure 
To analyse the role of the officers is difficult, both because of 
changes in the Council's nature and 
because of the dominant role of the 
Chief officer, When founded the CNAA could hardly be said to possess a 
10 See abov8p Po 1 
2o Mro FoG. Hanrotto 
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bureaucracy since there were only two officarsq Mro Hornby and Mr. Hunting 
what as former NCTA officialst were experienced only in areas of science and 
technology. In 1965 Miss RossAer joined them with special responsibility 
for arts and social studies* This very small nucleus grow to five by 1966t 
six in 1967-Op ten in 1971-29 sixteen in 1972-3 and twenty-one by March 1975,1 
Thus prior to 1971 the few officers worked through largely informal relation- 
ships* Mr. Proctort appointed in August 1967t was the first with degree 
teaching experience and it was thereafter usual to appoint those with experience 
of higher education. Gradually the officers become more concerned with the 
formulation and later the initiation of academic policy as wall as general 
administration and the servicing of committees, 
As early as 1965 the opinion was expressed that the small number of 
officers was inhibiting the Council's development and that, 'the shortage of 
adequate staff would prevent courses 
leading to the Council's degrees from 
being widely dispersed in colleges *00012 And the need for a high calibre of 
assistant registrar was emphasized* 
...... the Secretariat must be immersed in 
the whole of the Council's work and be 
responsible for the implementation of 
uniform policy and the transmission of 
ideas and policy between Subject Boards, 
Committees and the Council itself. The 
senior staff must therefore be people who 
collectively and individually command the 
respect of all concerned with the Council's 
view and are thus able to control policy. 
3 
Tlhg structure outline proposed a 
Chief Officer, a Secretary (or Registrar) 
and an Assistant 
Secretariat. The Chief Officer's duties were to comprise 
policy and forward planningt esentially academic 
functions, whilst the 
Secretary's duties would 
be primarily administrative* No deputy Chief Officer 
was proposed on 
the grounds that his responsibilities could not be satisfactorily 
CIJAAq Regort for &he Period. 1st October 1965-30th SeDtember 1966, P, 14, 
CNAAt R=nn-r-t-for 11967-FIq p. 35. CNAAf Annual Report 1971-2. P*71. 
CNAAp Annual Report 1972-3 p*82. CNAAj Annual Report 1973-4, p. 54. 
2. CNAAq 
rAC 49 Sth 3ulY 19659 Minute 11, 
30 CNAAt SAC 49 8th 3uly 
1965p Paper entitled 'Proposed Staff Structural 
item 2.2e 
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definedo' The Assistant Secretariesq performing primarily academic functionst 
would relate to the Chief Officerg butt 'administratively the Assistant 
Secretaries should be responsible to the Secretary *. **$ Given the academic 
predominance in the Council's work it was conceivable that the role of the 
Secretary could become somewhat isolated. A broadly similar structure was 
establishedl Mro F*R, Hornby being appointed Chief Officer in Ouly 196S. and 
mr. r. G. Hanrott Registrar and Secretary from ist rebruary 1966p with Assistant 
Registrars (as they were called) responsible for science and technology and 
arts and social studies, Whilst a very fine judgement this may 
have been a 
questionable arrangement since their first loyalty would tand to be to the 
chief officer rather than to the Registrar and Secretary as their immediate 
superior. 
The extent of this antithesiag howeverg should not be overemphasized. Thus 
r, r. Hanrottp whilst having substantial administrative responsibilitiest was also 
deeply involved in the CNAA's academic activities, These included interpretat- 
Ion of the Council's Regulationsq participation in Subject Board validation and 
of particular impartancep 
the arrangement of quinquennial visits. 
2 He was also 
originally responsible 
for the development of validation in education which 
involved substantial visits to colleges to explain the Council's role and 
manner of operation* 
It is important to understand the extent to which the 
sharing of ideas amongst 
the Chief Officer and his colleagues was a central 
source both of policy and of practice. 
Thus they kept the Chief Officer informed 
of relevant developments 
in their areas and in turn considered suggestions he 
put forward as possible 
bases of future policy. Whilst each officer did*have 
specific responsibilities equally 
they did work as a team. This was wholly 
desirable to the formation of the Council's academic policies but it was also 
an unavoidable necessityp given 
the CNAA's few officers. 
It would be unfair to imply that staffing problems did not receive 
consideration amongst 
the officersp nor was it simply an issue of increasing 
the number of posts* As 
Mr. Hanrott commentedg tthere is a limit to the 
g; psed that you can expandq 
there is a limit to the speed with which you can 
recruit and assimilate new people. 
If you take for instance a Senior Assistant 
I* Ex-info Mr. FoR. Hornbyo 
2, See below, pp. 242-3, 
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Registrar - these are key people but they are very difficult to recruit 
and they had to be run in and I used to reckon it took three to six months 
to run Ethem3 in', There was a good deal of internal discussion about 
staffing structures and the need for possible changes Mr. Hanrott commontod 
k 
in an internal memorandumg 'I believe that the responsibilities of the 
Registrar and Secretary and the relationship between his role and those of 
the Chief Officer needs to be redefined'* He suggested a definition of the 
functions of Assistant Registrars as including contributions to Council 
policyt liaison with colleges at Director and Head of Department levelp 
decisions over individual cases together with more general areas of the 
Council's worky the promotion of external relations and lastly personal 
research and consultancyo Furtherg Assistant Registrars wouldp 'continue to 
play an important part in maintaining a level of consistency between the 
decisions and attitudes of individual Subject Boardst and in explaining 
and interpreting Council policy'. 
1 Mr. Hornby whilSt always willing to 
listen to ideas and to discuss themt stressed that ultimately decisions were 
his. - This is not meant to imply unwillingness to accept criticissnt*indeed 
former officers emphasised that there were often vigorous debates an policy 
issuest and whilst there was disagreement with the Chief Officer there wasn't 
2 
usually rancouro 
Despite comment on the relative shortage of officers in the early 
years it would be unwise to leave the case for continued expansion uncontested. 
it has been emphasised by several officersq including Mr. Hornbyq miss 
Rossiter and Mr. Hanrotty that they did not see themselves as a'centre of 
bureaucratic power, with an overt political rolet seeking to expand their 
influence in particular and that of the Council in general. This is a view 
strongly supported by general impressions derived from CNAA papersq inter- 
viewsq and the close informal relationships between officers and chairmen 
1 F. G. Hanrott to F. R. Hornbyq 7th April 1972. 
2: Ex-inf. Miss O. F. Rossiter, Mr, O-Ee Proctor, Mr. Go Hunting. 
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of the Committees and Subject Boards, Mrs Hornby probably didn't wish 
to see the officers posts in the CNAA become a specific career gradel and 
any reluctance to expand the officerstrole should not be hold necessarily 
undesirable.. The emergence of a powerful bureaucracyg composed of full- 
time salaried staff, however disintereatedg could modify the climato of 
relations with the colleges, That expansion might pose serious problems 
was well expressed by the CNAA's second chairman$ Sir Michael Claphamq in 
ouly 1973. 
I know that many members of the Council have 
a proper horror of instituting an academic 
bureaucracyt and I share their emotions. Ue 
have tried to set up a procedure by which 
there is a little extra delegation to officere 
without unduly weakening the personal responsib- 
ility of the Committees and Subject Boards 
concerned. Can this system be extended with- 
out losing the personal involvment of academic 
and professional people which hastnen the 
distinguishing feature of our work and the 
purpose for which we were established? 
1 
The Chief officer 
Mr. Harnbyts contribution to the development of the CNAA was undoubtedly 
centralt though the precise parameters of 
his influence cannot be easily 
assessed in an institution where 
informal relationships were so strong and 
also in the absence of recorded evidence of 
the many personal contacts with 
external institutions and 
individuals, for example 8L meeting over lunch at 
a London club with a member of 
the 3ames Committee to discuss possible CNAA 
validation in education. 
2 Mr. Hornby had previously been Secretary of the 
NCTA and had PlaYed an important part in its successful establishment, 
10 CNAA General Committeeg 17th July 1973. Paper entitled, 'The Changing 
Nature of the Council's Work'. 
2* Ex-inf. Mr. F. R. Hornby. 
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particularly the creation of the machinery for validation: nor should the 
National Councilts handicap in locking a Charter be forgotten* Appointment 
to CNAA ensured that many National Council precedents were carried over, 
and an influence which would in any case have been strong, was reinforced 
by the inheritance-of the National Council's senior administrator. lie was 
appointed Registrar in September 1964,1 first Chief Officer in Ouly'1965,2 
and vice chairman and a member of the Council 
3 in 1970.4 
It is not possible wholly to separate the office from the mant nor 
from the Council's general evolution. Whilst the role of the Chief Officer 
is not a precise equivalent of a university vice-chancellort in particular 
the relationship with the governing Councilq appointed by the Secretaries 
of Stateg has no parallel in the university sector, as a rough generalization 
it can be said that the office evolved in this direction in the first decade. 
Mr. Huntingg both an NCTA and a CNAA of. ficer, suggested that the governing 
council initially saw Mr. Hornby as not wholly filling, $the academic leader/ 
vice chancellor role but nevertheless having powers that could load in that 
direction'. or from another viewpoint it might be claimed that academic 
leadership was shared with the chairmen of the Committees, The evolution of 
the offic8o to which Mro Hornby's personal contribution was outstanding# was 
confirmed by the draft advertisement for a successorp followinR his decision 
to retire. It was envisaged that the Chief Officer would probably have 
exercised senior administrative responsibility and would possess teaching 
experience in a polytechnic or i4niversity. Moreover, 
'the person appointed 
must have an imaginative approach 
to new developments in higher education 
and the ability 
both to exert leadership. within the Council's organization 
and to influence opinion 
in wider fields'. Furthermore he should haveg fthe 
CNAA Council it 30th September 19649 Minute 5, 
2* CNAA Council 89 29th July 1965t Minute 104. 
3. CNAA Council 279 27th January 19709 Minute 397, 
4* It should be noted that other candidates considered for the post of 
Chief officer with Mr. Hornby included a subsequent academic head in 
the university sector. 
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imagination and the will to play a creative part in approaching the problama 
of higher aducationg and also the ca'pacity for leadership to secure the 
fullest contribution from the Council's staff and the willing collaboration 
or associates in higher education', 
I That the second Chief Officer was the 
principal Of Paisley College of Technology, and that at least two others an 
the shortlist held very senior positions in colleges perhaps; rainforcod the 
essentially vice cancellerial role envisaged. Moreover in November 1973 the 
Council resolved that the Chief Officer should be an ex offico member of all 
ad hoc committees and all the main committees of the Council. 
2 
Mr. Harnby's views on the Chief Officer's role were put forward as 
early. as 1965 when he commented on the need to be concernedg 
'with policy, 
forward planning and public relations in the widest sense **eee rroad of 
administrative work he will have 
time to see visitorsq speak to meetings, 
write articlesp andq above all elset think', 
3 He had expressed similar views 
about the functions of 
the Chief Officert even before the Council's establish- 
ment. 
4 In discussion Mr. Hornby saw his Job as raising issues with the 
Councilp issues derived from visitst Committee or Subject Board discussions# 
and usually discussed 
informally with other officerse Indeed two of them 
have commented on his practice of discussing issues, flying kites, rehearsing 
arguments long before presentation 
to any formal part of the CNAA hierarchy, 
5 
Beyond this he regarded a major responsibility as striking a fair balance 
between the Council and the collegesp and this In turn necessitated frequent 
participation in visits* Indeed given 
the nature of CNAA validation it would 
seem a fair judgement 
that a Chief Officerdivorced from the visit would be 
cut off from the lifeblood of 
CNAA activity. The Chief Officer also had an 
10 Council 329 25th May 19719 Draft Advertisement for the Post of Chief 
officer. 
2* Council 349 13th October 1971v Minute 629. 
3. CNAAq SAC 4v 8th July 19659 Paper entitled 'Proposed Staff Structure. 
4* F. R. Hornby to Sir H. Roxbee Cox 
(later Lord Kings Norton) 29th April 1964, 
5. Ex-inf. Miss J. F, Rossiter and Mr. J*E* Proctor. 
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important political rolet negotiating with the DES and SED and their officorat 
with the local authoritiesq the colleges and an array of interest groups in 
the world of education, 
Any assessment of the first Chief Officer's role is both difficult and 
sensitivep derived as it is both from a wideranging perusal of Council archives 
and from views expressed by former officers and members of the Council, Certainly 
there was universal praise for his managerial abilities and the high quality 
of committee papers is especially-impressive. Former officers and others 
interviewed commented upon the efficent way in which the Council workede in 
comparison with somewhat similar bodies of which they had experioncoo A former 
officer commentedg the built an his experience in local government and the NCTA 
and extended that ... he was an ideal boss and a superb administratoO. It was 
also suggested that, '(he) was very much the local education authority officart 
who sits back and advises and then does what others decide should be done. He 
was very good at running the organisation but I don't think he saw his role as 
being predominantly a political onep or being one in which he had an overriding 
1 
role in forming Policy'- Both on 
the evidence of internal Council papersq of 
interviews with Me Hornby and the comments of others this seems less than a 
complete Judgement. It 
is clear that the Chief Officer did play a very 
major part in the formulation of academic policiest for example informal 
papers show he was the major initiator of the concept of devolving academic 
freedoms to the colleges, but it should also be remembered that the making 
of academic policy in the CNAA was 
the outcome of discussion amongst the 
officersp with the members of Councilg 
the Chairmen-of Committeest Subject 
Boardst interested college staff members and so one Thus while as for as it 
is possible to tracep many if not most initiatives in academic policy come 
originally from the Chief officerg 
the precise form they took was inevitably 
influenced by discussion 
. 
and debate, To this may be added the comment of 
another former officerp 
'after all there's no shortage of ideas - the difficulty 
I* Ex. inf. Miss Rossiter. 
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implementing ideas - and at this I think he was vory good'. 
Some of those interviewed suggested that the Chief Officor's approach 
was not sufficiently political, 
in the array of interest groups 
in an article in the Times Educ 
CNAA's approach was too low key 
publicity conscious* 
2A former 
in the sense of assorting the CNAA's place 
in further and higher educations And tAstryxl 
ational Supplement in 1969 argued that the 
and that the Chief Officer was not s'ufficiontly 
officer commented thatv 'he was not a political 
animal and it was very much a political exercise at the highest level'. The 
difficulty of this kind of argument is howfar it relates to stylev how for 
to substance. Critics may well not have been aware of the network and continuouz 
flow of informal contact with the Departmentsp the local eutharitiesq and other 
interest groups: restraint in the exercise of public initiatives is not 
necessarily evidence for the lack of activity. On balance it is believed that 
the Chief officer's approach both in the making of academic policy and in 
forwarding the Council's role as an interest group in higher education was 
perhaps rather cautious* Yet this caution was dictated by the Council's need 
for recognition and in 1964t a child of Robbins with few students and few 
resourcast the significance the CNAA had achie'ved by 1974 had yet to be woJ 
The overriding necessity was recognition of the Council's degrees and this 
dictated a cautious Policy- Moreover it is very questionable how for the 
Chief officer could have played a major pressure group role until such time 
as the Council was generally recognized and established* The pursuit of 
radical policiesp even if dBsirablet is extremely difficult without assured 
status. Thus whether before the early 1970s either the Council or the Chief 
officer could have played a more assertive role must be open to question. 
tiothing could be mor e unwise than to judge the role of the first Chief officer 
IV Mr. JeEo Proctor. 
2o The Times Educational F; unDlement. iijth- rfi-ir", rg jnrn, p. 480, (The Chief 
officer himself drew the Council's attention to this article), 
34o Indeed the initials CNAA were often misplaced in documents and 
correspondence of the time, 
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against the standing the Council had acquired by 1974# to which standing 
he had clearlý made a major contribution. 
Membership of the Committees 
The CNAA system comprises essentially validation by poor group and it 
is thus particularly important to discover how committee membership has boon 
drawn upp even within the broad categories laid down, and also to trace how 
far explicit interest groups may have operated within the Council structuroo 
There is some evidence of specific changag derived from an analysis of the 
membership of Committees and Subject Boards over the Council's first decade# 
but it is often difficult to discover why particular members were solectedo 
While interviews have been used as a guide to the general criteria employed 
for selection and offer some insight into the general drift or policy they 
should not be regarded as wholly conclusiveo 
The membership of the governing Council was initially laid down in 
broad terms in the Charterp 
1 
which provided for the appointment of four 
categories of member by the Secretaries of States those appointed after 
consultation with universities, 
teachers from 'further education establishments', 
those with industrial experience and those with experience as officers or 
members of LEAs. There was also provision 
for co-opted members and the 
appointment of chairmen of 
the Committees. 2 Howeverg whilst the Council 
could be and was consulted about appointments, 
the final decisions lay with 
the Secretaries of Statep advised by the officers of the DES and SED. 
3 Turning 
to the Committees (the Boards of Studies) the Council's discretion was subject 
only to very general constraints* 
Each Board of Studies shall include amongst 
its members persons having experience in 
I '. See abovep pe 
52, 
2- CNAA Cfiarterf Stature 2. 
3e See below, pp. 265-275. 
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appropriate branches of-industry or commerce or 
in appropriate professionsq persons having 
experience as teachers in other establishments 
of further education. 
I 
within these limits the Council was free to select Committee members and 
Subject Board membership was exclusively a CNAA responsibility governed only 
by its own policies. 
In general such criteria were loosely drawn and membership was strongly 
dependent upon personal approach and recommendation. Given the basic promise 
of poor group validation approaches were made to professional bodies, to the 
CVCP and later to the academic boards2 of colleges for recommendations* Many 
professional bodies nominated directly to the Subject Boards at the Council's 
invitation. Such rights to nominate did not however apply to the Committees 
where the Council jealously defended its power to appoint* Thus the Association 
of Teachers in Technical Institutions39 which persistently requested represent- 
ation at the highest levels was consistently refusedq and a survey of relations 
between the Council and the Association over such representations serves to 
underscore Council policy* 
When the Committee for Science and Technology was first established 
the Association's attempts to obtain representation were resisted by the 
Council. In a note prepared by the Chief Officer as an side memoireto the 
Chairman when meeting an ATTI delegation it was claimed, 'the Council must 
have 8 substantial direct interest in the Committee for Science and Technology 
and this is 
Esic: 3 can secure only with its selection and appointment of twelve 
members of the Committee ...... 
It is submitted that the Council cannot 
satisfactorily discharge its responsibilities for maintaining the standard of 
its degrees unless it has some direct control over the selection and appoint- 
ment of at least part of 
the membership of the CST'. 
4 
There was certainly 
CNAA Charterp Statute 8 (1). 
2* See below. pp-284-291. 
3. Now the National Association of Teachers in Further and Higher Education. 
4* CNAAt CST Membership 
Filep Note for Meeting an 6th January 1965. 
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soma validity in the Association's wish to nominate, Sinco the Committees 
were to be policy making bodiesp and there were uOiversity teachers within 
the membership it could be argued that the ATTI9 in pressing for membership 
as the representative union of teachers in the collegeaq was seeking equality 
of influence in policy making* However it should be stressed that the 
university teachers were obtained through consultation with the CVCPP they 
were not the nominees of the Association of University Teachers. Despite this 
approach the CNAA remained adamant in its determination to retain the solo 
right of selection to Committeess 
How were members of the Committees and Subject Boards chosen? Whilat 
nomination by professional bodies and by academic boards Of Colleges did 
impose some limit on the freedom for maneouvret in practice there was plenty 
of scope for choice: indeed academic board nominations tended to exceed the 
places available, In practice the Council proceeded an a very ad hoc basis. 
Mr. Hornby commented that via personal suggestions and contact he put together 
a skeleton membership and would then note where the weaknesses were and kiould 
try to fill the gaps* As a former DES officer commentedv noting that the 
Department was often asked to make suggestionsg 'we might suggest three or 
four names and more often than not perhaps one of them would be selected# but 
there have been plenty of occasions to my knowledge where somebody other than 
those that we submitted has been selected ...... 11 Several former officers 
stressed the degree of self selection 
in membershipq existing members would 
2 
suggest colleagues in the 
field, officers canvassed possible names and so on* 
As Mr. Proctor saidt 'You tend to end up with those who can both spare the 
time and are prepared to give the time'. and he thought that the Chief officer's 
view of a suitable committee member would 
be a person who could come in and 
contribute to the Councilq who 
had a sufficiently developed awareness of how 
Ex. inf. Mr. H. W. French. 
2: Ex. inf. Mr. O. E. Proctort Miss J. F. Rossiter. 
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the CNAA operated and would help the Council's work. Miss Rossiterg commenting 
upon the creation of the Committee for Arts and Social Studios noted the way 
in whichp fit just grewIp in which one member was suggested by another membor 
of the Councilp another by the principal of a colloget others to give a 
general representation to industryp where one industrialist suggested another# 
and so on. Thus the membership of Committees and Subject Boards was obtainod 
in a relatively informal manner and this should not be considered surprising. 
The Council in seeking to obtain recognition and status must of necessity 
draw upon those teaching in higher educationg holding senior posts in industry 
or commerce and similar. Given the general categories of members required 
it was natural to use informal personal means to obtain the services of 
particular individuals. Peer group validation requires the recruitment of 
peerse 
yet if the Council obtained the voluntary services of those holding 
senior and responsible positions it must also be asked why they were prepared 
to serve. Since the nature of individual motivation is both immensely 
complex and diverse it is possible only to advance general hypothesesp drawn 
from the opinions of those central to the Council's development. Some served 
out of a sense of public dutyp part of the 'State army', to quote Sir Cyril 
Englisht noted for serving on commissionsg governing bodies and similar* Thist 
together with an interest in innovationg may have been important with university 
teachers. tIn some instances I think you gave individuals a reason for life 
that they hadn't found in thab particular job but that people could fulfil 
themselves in this way9 via the Council And 'Most of those 
[the 
university teachers: 
]were enthusiastic who came into the CNAA systemo because 
they found little satisfaction in their own system. 119 However another former 
officer warned of the 
dangers of generalizationt since with some two hundred 
people it was difficult 
to categorize butt 'the general contribution they made 
Exinfe Mr. O. E. Proctor, 
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waa enormously helpfulq constructiveg very often liberal - soma very often 
more liberal than college teachers'. 
1 
Mr. Hunting commented, 11 think most 
of the motives were very positive ones - helping the profossiong helping tho 
interests of education by serving on a national body', Sir Alan Richmond also 
confirmed the view that some university teachers were committed from a sense 
of public service# others perhaps with an interest in innovationg nný yet 
others as guardians of standards: but in generalt 'they were invited to do 
iomethingg they used university teachers or other teachers to servo an public 
bodiest and it was part of the profession to be there'. In general university 
teachers were not regarded as defensive of the interests of their sector but 
rather as being willing and anxious to help the development of the CNAA* 
2 
Professor Gutteridge noted thatq 'on innovation it is true that. for the most 
partq university participants in CNAA would be people who had a sympathy for 
innovation for one reason or another ...... 11 and Professor Eday emphasised 
that many were prepared to serve because of their commitment to their subject 
and their concern that it was well taught. This aspect is perhaps emphasized 
by the Council's curricular role: by the fact that it has acted and acts as 
a forum for curriculum debateg for the development and discussion of degree 
coursesp an experience not available on this scale in any individual university. 
Whilst it would be foolish to attempt more than a general summation of 
university teacher motivation for CNAA membership this would include a concern 
for the well being of higher educationg some interest in innovationt and a 
willingness to bxplore curricular issuadq a passion for one's academic area 
which could bread both innovation and a sense of guardianship, all subsumed 
within a general feeling of public service. 
The nature of college teacher motivation is perhaps more readily apparenty 
though views on their contribution are more mixed* Given Poor group validation 
an invitation to serve on a CNAA Committee perhaps indicates high status in 
10 Ex. inf. Mr. F. G. Hanrott. 
2e Ex. inf. Mr, G. Hunting and Mr. J*E. Proctor. 
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his profession and equivalence of standing with universitytoacharse Thera 
appears*some belief that the attitude of college teachers was rolativoly 
limited# which is not to gainsay the crucial contribution made by outstanding 
individuals. A former officer commentedp 'this business of Judgement by poor, 
this is the most stringent tacit. You found the college teacher thinking 
very much of the position of his own institutiong an the position or the collages 
and so on. It is very difficult to say that they submerged themselves in the 
CNAA or that they didn't'. Moreover he went on to suggest that whilat some 
continued to identify closely with their collegesq others became more fully 
integrated into the CNAA. 
1 Mro. Hornby thought college teachers were very 
variabley but there was some tendency for horizons to broaden as experience 
widened, He also felt there was some difference of emphasis between science 
and technology and arts and social studiesq the former acting more coherentlyr 
perhaps due to membership of and participation in the activities of their 
professional associations. 
Another former officer stressed that those who 
were unable to slough off residual parochialism would be ecxluded from visiting 
parties* 
2 In this context it is probable that college teachers ware broadly 
representative of their colleget particularly after the introduction of 
academic board recommendations to the CNAA 
3 
whereas university teachers were 
more atypicalp more the outcome of self selection, 
Assessment of industrial and commercial members' motivation and influence 
is much more difficult and shades imperceptibly into the role of the profession- 
al associations. 
4 Comment on the contribution of industrial members generally 
is scarce though a former DES officer uha had acted as an assessor, felt that 
some of the early industrialists 
had contributed little, 
5 
Mr* Hornby went 
to the meetings of professional bodiest including their annual conferencesq 
10 Ex9inf. Mr. F. G. Hanrott. 
2. Ex. inf. J. E . Proctor. 
3, See belowt pp. 284-291. 
4* See belowq pp. 277-281. 
5. Ex. inf. Mr. H. 1d. French. 
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specifically to look for memberst and in generalg twhan WO asked the profassion- 
al bodies for their nominations they Putup the sort of people who were accept- 
able to the professional body and not somebody who was on bad terms 
with the Chairman or President'. Further# 'if the Subject Board is badly 
run by its Chairman and its members it would immodiately driva out a top levol 
businessman'. The general impression is not one of assertivonesag pressing 
the Council to take specific decisions or to pursue specific policies, and 
Mr. Hanrott noted that this was an area where he had been surprised that there 
was not more difficulty. In general the professional bodies do not seem to 
have infringed the Council's autonomy. 
1 
Uhilst there were, cortain areas where 
professional interest was strongt fbr example Nautical Studies or Pharmacy 
where Pharmacy degrees carried not only CNAA validation but had to satisfy 
registration of the Pharmaceutical Society, a btatutory requirement# without 
which a pharmacist couldn't practise, so special arrangements were worked out 
for consultation and co-oppration, 
2 the general impression is that whilst 
professional association members may have acted as effective pressure groups 
on some Subject Boards they did not have a pervasive influence upon the Council. 
In so far as it is possible to make a general comment it would be that the 
role Of the professional associations and industrial members was less assertive 
than might have been expectedl some agreement that their attendanC8 WaS 
3 
often erratic, and that the sense of mission which accomparded industrial 
commitment to the NCTA was diminished. 
Conclusion 
The pervading influence in the Council's committee structureq in the 
array of interest groups 
bearing upon its Policiesq in the relationships of 
officers to committeest is the exercise of informal power. In part this was 
1, See below, p*260, 
2* CST 59 2nd November 1965. Visit to Brighton C011098 of Technology by 
members of the Pharmacy Board, 
3. Ex. inf. Mr, J. E. Proctorp Mr. F. R. Hornby. 
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duo to the small core of paid officials, to the overlapping contras or 
influence and in part due to the nature of poor group validation itself, 
whore personal friendship# acquaintance and common Memborship were naturally 
significant. There is not very much evidence of powerful coherent ovart 
interest groups operating within the Council, though there was much implicit 
common understanding. 
The location of centres of influence within the CNAA and their evolution 
through time is also difficult given that the process of validation significant- 
ly modified the formal hierarchy. Increasingly in practice more and more 
academic decisions were taken at Subject Board or visiting party levelq at 
the interface with the collegesq and validýAion receded further and further 
from the governing Council and the Committees* Thus validation has become 
more dispersed and it perhaps therefore became more and more difficult for 
anyone in the Councilq including the Chief Officer, to retain an overall view 
of the Council's development. In this view the Council should not be seen 
as a closed formal bureaucracy but rather as a collection of centras of 
influence and discussiong somewhat loosely linked together, the outcome of 
the evolution of the validation process. 
How far members of CNAA committees had an overall commitment to advancing 
the Council's development per seq how far they regarded themselves as represent- 
atives of external interestst it is not really possible to say* A provisional 
judgement would suggest a fair degree of commitment to the CNAAp to academic 
disciplines rather than to institutions, and a commitment and-dedication to 
the business-of course assessment. Certainly the influence of industrial 
members was much less than 
in the NCTA periodt andq as a result of specific 
CNAA POlicYr 
1 the influence of college members increased at all levels. 
In the last three years of the Council's first decade there is soma 
evidence of the increasing emergence of more formal bureaucratic structuresq 
10 See belowq pp. 284-304. 
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notably the Committee of Officersq probably an inepcopable development given 
the growth of CNAA activities. The growing involvment of the governing Council 
in matters of higher education policy is itself reflective of the CNAA'a own 
increasing role as a pressure group within higher educationg perhaps reinforced 
by a more overtly political approach on the part or the second Chief officer, 
yet by 1974 these now trends had not been sufficiently long established to 
make a measured judgement of their significance. The hallmark of the Council's 
style in its first decade was neatly summed up by Miss Rossiter. 11 can't pin 
it down to an individual. But you can bet your bottom dollar that it was an 
individual at some point or another. ' 
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CHAPTER 
THE COUNCIL'S RESOURCE POLICIES: THE COLLEGE AS AN ENVIRONMENT 
Introduction 
Guidance an resource provision in the CNAA Charter is very limitad and 
wholly restricted to Statute 5 where course approval was to be subject to: 
The standard of work in the subject of a 
course at the establishment at which it is 
being pursued and the facilities available 
thereat for that course; 
the qualifications of the teachers conducting 
a course. 
Apart from this the general theme of equivalence with university degrees inight 
indicate equal resource provision but the Charter provision to approve courses 
not cOI10985 suggests that it was not envisaged that the CNAA would play a 
major part in the resource area. Yet 
this emphasis conflicted with the NCTA 
tradition of concern with the college as a suitable environment for advanced 
studiest 
2 
and also that assessment of course proposals would require exploration 
of the adequacy of resource support 
in terms of staff9 accommodationt libraries 
and equipmentt and that such exploration must 
involve some attempt to measure 
the effectiveness of the college's academic management. rrom its foundation 
the CNAA decided to stress the significance of the colleges as a whole and to 
ignore the implied restriction upon its scope, 
Now I was told very early an .... very bluntly 
that the college was-nothing to do with the 
Council. That in fact it was the Council's 
job merely to look at the courset and to 
approve the course if it was alrightg and to 
I CNAA Charter# Statute 
5(b). 
2: See abovap pp. 27-33, 
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mind its own business about the colleges. Well, 
we got over that Just by ignoring itg and going 
on and carrying on just as the NCTA had done, 
I 
Thus in practice the Council pressed ahead with the creation of critaria for 
assessing resource supportt using the NCTA heritage as a natural point of 
departure. Yet whilst the Council was necessarily concerned with resource 
provision and the nature of facilities in the colleges it did not possess 
the power either to allocýts or demand financial support which remained the 
prerogative of the local authorities and the DES. In practice the CNAA was 
only able to apply negative sanctions, refusal to approve a degree proposal 
on the grounds of a lack of adequate facilitiess together with consultation 
with interested partiest the collegesp the local authorities, and the officers 
and inspectorate of the DES. 
The evolution of policy suggests that whilst the CNAA did become 
increasingly specific, in origin decisions were pragmatic and implicit. 
Visiting parties expressed views on a wide varietyor issues; the proportion 
of advanced workp the calibre of stafft the quality of the libraryt of teach- 
ingg staff and student accommodationg of the effectiveness of the college's 
administrative proceduresq both for the creation of academic policy and the 
allocation of resources. Early emphasis upon specific issues ultimately 
developed into a view of the college as a wholeg a central feature of the 
CNAA conception of validation. Once established through a process of case 
low, relating largely to the regional colleges and the polytechnicag this 
view could be used as a yardstick against which to measure other institutions* 
Thus there emerged through empirical process a body of judgement about the 
nature of resource provision in the public sector of higher education which 
was unrivalledt though not necessarily uncontested. 
The Council's first developed ideas upon resource provision were contained 
1. Mr. F. R. Hornby. 
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--nt, Nuill'Or 3 in ý -'180tion headedg 'the collogol. This roquir d in 0 
fA6Jnt1 a predominant programme or advanced studios, 
. itn_ -! ttl oquiptront for the course, ladqquatol library facilitibs, 
',, wo, d ý. o meo t fully the needs of the students following the 
i. wichinq staff concerned'. There should also be accommodation 
totly, provision of staff offices and tutorik rooms. Particular 
;,, W or. the-calibre of the teaching staff who should be afforded 
ror academic development. These first thoughts wore 
! i; ad in the ofltaS 33Sued to colleges for guidance in 19600 The 
. )n -. tated 
that the availability of criteria should help colleges 
i,, ý,, -(Icially governing bodiesg the staff and the local 
ýmphasis was placed an adequate preparatory planning 
Uint, 'the Council is not prepared to accept an arrange- 
proposalsp having been approved by the Councilp ais 
support to the governing body of the college 
.2 authority as ICNAA requirements' Staffing was 
*. -he most important factor in the Council's consideration 
k,, -j)lege was expected to examine its staff resources with 
:j emphasis was placed an the need for qualified and 
3 Again the need for adequate accommodation was 
uncil admitted it was 'unrealistic to expect complete 
Yet whilst articulating general criteria i,,. -se begane 
a, requirements an such matters as the size of the 
general and the numbers of academic staff was 
-the ! incilts concern is that there should be an education- 
collegr policyq implemented in as far as is practicable 
NA A !4 3p paragra ph 8.59 
T1 i If, j January 1968t Notes 
for Colleges Intending to 
Courses for the Council's Consideration. 
p agraph 8,, 2, ar 
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under present conditions and plans for the future to match the collogale, 
policy in full'. 
1 
Resources Policy, Relationships with the Department of Education and Science 
Given the Council's inability to provide resources together with a 
validating policy which stressed the need for adequate facilities this area 
of Councilp LEA and DES and SED relationships could an occasion be dirriculte 
H. W. Frencht 
2a leading DES officerg appointed as its 'assessor' (non- 
voting representative) to the CNAAq and having internal responsibility within 
the DES for advising on resource allocation, commented: 
There is the difficult situation that the 
CNAA controls the ends but does not control 
the means and in so far as there has ever been 
friction between the Department and the CNAA I 
think most of us feel it had been generated because 
of this problem .. ** I know Hornby used to got 
impatient over this. Perhaps we would say that 
it was impossible to get a particular project 
into next year's building programme. He might say 
that the CNAA would approve the college if he would 
guarantee the project for the following year. But 
we of courseq as Civil Servantsq were bound to say 
that we could not commit the following year's 
resources* For all we knew the Government might 
not allocate money to the FE building programme. ooo* 
we weren1t being difficult. It's just that no 
civil servant would put himself out an a limb by 
committing his department to expenditure which it 
might not be able to undertake. 
This divorce of validation and course provision 
functions certainly caus&ed 
problems, Thus as early as 
1965 the Committee for Science and Technology 
expressed concern about staff 
inadequacies which prevented colleges from 
beginning degree courses* 
16 Notes for Collegest paragraph 
100. 
2@ Henry William French* Born 
14th February 19log educated Varndean Schoolt 
Brightong Woolwich Polytechnic. Lecturerg Military C011090 of Science 
1938-46, Deputy Directorp Educati6n and Training EMI 1946-8, Successively 
HMI, Regional Staff Inspector and Staff Inspectort Further Education 
1948-65. Chief Inspectorp Further Educationt DES 1965-72. 
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Some colleges without experience or operating 
courses leading to the Council's degrees were 
prevented from attempting to offer courses in 
well established disciplines because the DES 
on the advice of the RACs considered that thare 
was no justification on economic grounds for the 
colleges to start more degree courses in those 
subjects, As a consequence the colleges had 
attempted the much more difficult taskq particul- 
erly for colleges with little or no experience 
of degree coursesp of trying to obtain approval 
for courses, in subjects such as biological 
chemistryq production engineeringt electronic 
and control engineering and building. 
I 
The committee went on to stress the need for the introduction of 'more 
I 
appropriate machinery for the national Policy of course development. A few 
months later a validation visit raised concern aboutg *the expense to the 
country as a whole which might arise as a result of too many colleges attempt- 
ing to obtain appropri 
. 
ate equipment to offer degree courses in Analytical 
Chemistryt. 
2A 
visit to the National C011098 of Agricultural Engineering in 
1966 raised the issue of course planning throughout higher educationg for it 
was recommended that the 
decision an the course should be drawn to the 
attention of the UGCq and 
that national provision of places In this field be 
carefully considered. The Committeeg 
in agreeing with these viswsq #felt 
there is a need for co-ordinated planning in the development of courses in 
universities and colleges 
In all subjectsq not just in Agricultural Engineering". 
The Committee agreed to recommend to the Council that the need for such 
planning should 
be brought to the attention of the DES. 
3 Building, too# could 
be a source of frictione Thus 
in 1968 approval of'courses at two collages 
was granted in the expectation 
that additional accommodation would be available. 
10 CST 49 23rd July 19659 Minute 44, 
2o CST 5p 2nd November 1965. 
3* CST 99 28th June 1966# Minute 122, 
0 
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Information that the projects had been deferred caused conCorn, 
I though, 
perhaps significantlyl when enquiries were made it was loarned that the 
projects had been reinstated. 
2 Whilst lack of support for approved couraos 
was the more common cause of difficultyl DES approval of a course In Tourist 
Studies caused some concern in 1972p but it was pointed out that, 'it was not 
the Council's responsibility to judge the economic or national demand for 
such a proposalp but to reach a Judgement solely on its academic meritf. 
Some attempt at rudimentary planning in course provision was mado. In 
1967 the CNAA proposed to the DES that it would not generally consider any 
new first degree courses requiring mathematics and science at Advanced level 
as entry qualification since demand for such courses appeared staticq 
4 
and 
the Department agreed that only a few new courses in science and technology 
would be approved to start in 1969.5 The obverse face of expansion could 
be the closure Of existing courses. In 1969 both the Chemistry Board and 
the Committee for Science and Technology expressed concern that a newly 
approved course had commenced at Nottingham College of Technology 
6 
whilst 
at the same time failure to recruit had led to the suspension of a well 
established course at Huddersfieldt and the Committee agreed that, 'there 
was a real danger that science departments which had been built up to 
undertake high level work over a period of years would be allowed to decline 
because of a current shortage of students. The Polytechnics and other 
colleges would need these departments both to cope with the greatly increas- 
ed numbers of&tudents who would be coming forward during the next decade 
and to sustain their other work'. 
7 
Concern over the balance of supply 
and demand for subject areas and of the cost of the sometimes unnecessary 
duplication of expensive equipment was one factor Painting towards the 
rationalisation of provisiong with the implication that it would be necessary 
CST 16 27th June 19689 Minute 293, 
2., CST 17: 31st October 1968, Minute 307.2. 
3o CST 269 27th January 19729 Minute 272, See above pp. 104-5. 
4e Council 18# 10th November 19619 Minute 282.1. 
5. Council 19,23rd January 1968t Minute 289.4. 
6* Now Trent Polytechnic. 
7. CST 229 8th January 19709 Minute 382. 
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for the DES to formulate agreed national criteria, 
Staff Student Ratios 
A major area of concern related to the teaching conditions of academic 
start. The CNAA was always critical of the procedure whereby the academic 
staff establishment of a department was based upon staff student contact 
hours rather than upon staff student numbers, It was believed that this 
placed too much stress upon formal teaching relationships at the expanse of 
research and consultancy and that the criteria for staff establishment in 
colleges should rest upon foundations similar to those of the universities. 
The issue of teaching hours and staff establishment was first seriously 
explored in 1966 when emphasis was placed upon the differences between colleges 
offering CNAA degrees and the universities. It was suggested that the burden 
upon academic staff would be less if all vacancies were filled# and there was 
criticism Of local authority proceduresp since posts for September could not 
be advertised until after 1st April each Yearg leaving very little time for 
recruitment. Whilst acknowledging 
inability to provide detailed figures, 
since the formulation of staff student ratios was an exercise too complex for 
CNAA reSDurcesq it was suggested that a department comprising a headt a 
principal lecturer, three senior lecturers and two assistant lecturers might 
have an average teaching load per member of staff of about fourteen hours per 
week, including research relaxation 
for about half the staff. There was also 
concern with the development of 
departmental arganisationg particularly in 
arts and social studiest where 
the relatively recent growth Of advanced work 
meant that in some colleges a 
few departments were responsible for several 
courses and that a principal 
lecturer would be the most senior member of staff 
1 
responsible for any one course. 
While both Committees agreed that it would 
10 CST 99 28th Oune 19669 Paper CST 66/149 Teaching hours in establishments 
for further education. 
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be infeasible for the Council to establish staff student ratiosp they 
recommended that steps should be taken to encourage collages to appoint 
now staf f in advance of need, and to ask the DES to convoy to the Gurhham 
Committee the need for flexibility both in grading departments and in staff- 
ing structureq 'for example it would be of considerable benofit if a collogo 
could appoint staff at Principal Lecturer level in subjects which nýa at a 
very early stage of development without reference to any requirements for a 
particular number of senior lecturiars to; be in post'. 
2 The governing Council 
endorsed these views and resolved to meet the Burnham Further Education 
committee. 
3 This meeting. enabled some progress: senior lecturers with 
important teaching responsibilities could be graded higher than the normal 
salary scaleg Readers could be appointed to develop researchp and heads or 
department could be graded an the basis of its future development. 
4 Concern 
with staffing establishment continued and in 1970 the Sociological Studies 
Board requested the Committee for Arts and Social Studiesq 'to consider the 
need for greater uniformity in the assessment of staff resources in relation 
to particular coursesp and the way in which the necessary information about 
staff demandsp teaching commitment and staff student ratios may be obtainedle 
5 
The committee welcomed this initiative and recommended the establishment of 
a working party, which might comprise certain Polytechnic 
directorst college 
principals and members of staff concerned with 
teaching resources, whog 'should 
be asked to consider the possibility and means of establishing a more uniform 
method of calculating 
. 
and presenting the staffing resources available forand 
j6 the needs expressed by, the Council's courses . The Council accepted this 
recommendation and established 
the working party. 
7 It soon became apparent 
16 It could also be wgued that this was outside the CNAA'a competence. 
2. CST 99 28th June 1966t Minute 132. 
3* Council 12t 19th July 19660 Minute 195. 
4* council Ut 4th November 1966t Paper C/66/78, 
so Sociological Studies Board# 14th July 19709 Minute 128,4, 
6, CASS219 18th October 1970t Minute 197, 
7. CASS 22t2l January 1971, Minute 207.4. 
r 
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that the issues were very complexq particularly the establishment of a 
generally acceptable basis upon which staff needs and recources could be 
calculated. Principal difficulties were identified as the inflexibility of 
the Burnham Committee grading structures, a general need for greater uniformity 
in calculating staff student ratios and the essential role of servicing 
departments in collegesq even though they might be uneconomic, 
I rurthar 
exploration revealed that this was too great a task for the CNAA and the 
working party reported to the Committee for Arts and Social Studies that itp 
Ifound itself unable to investigate further the possibility of introducing 
some method of conformity in the presentation of information about staffing 
resources. It was, agreed that perhaps the most useful action that subject 
boards could take in their individual assessment of college proposals would 
be to see staff timetablest and to assess these in relation to the proposed 
2 
student timetables, for courses under consideration' . This seemed to mark 
a substantial retreat from the original objectives. 
The deferment of further action certainly related to the decision in 
1971 of the Pooling Committee for advanced courses in further education, a 
3 
committee representing the local authorities but serviced by the DES t to 
establish staff student ratio 
bands for advanced level work in polytechnics 
4 
and colleges of further education. 
The Pooling Committee had in 1964 decided 
that it was essential to establish norms and this could be best achieved by 
the use of staff student ratio bands. 
(This) will mean 6at some establishments will 
need to increase their staffing to enable their 
ratios to conform to the recommended standards: 
1. CST 289 13th July 1971p Working 
Party on Staffing Resources 
in collegest Paper CST 71/11. 
2. CASS 24,6th July 19719 Minute 225.1. 
3@ John Pratt and Tyrrell Burgessp Polytechnicat A Rannrf (London 1974) 
pp. 117-8 has a discussion of the general functions of the Pooling 
Committee* 
4* CASS 259 26th October 19719 Minute 234.1. 
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in others present ratios will be above the 
upper limits of the recommended ratiabands 
and staffing will need to be adjusted. 
Establishments that are expanding will find 
downward adjustment easier to achieve than 
those that are not. It is beliovedt howevert 
that mostq if not allp establishments will be 
able to achieve the recommended ratio bands 
within a period of four. years having regard 
to normal staff wastage and turnover. 
I 
The bands were based upon a questionnaireq taken in the spring term of 1970, 
and rested upon three factorst representing student contact hours with academic 
stafft the average class size and the proportion of the week actually spent 
by staff teachihg classese The Pooling Committee recommended the establishment 
of two groupst the first with a staff student ratio ranging from 7.5 to Be5l 
covering technologyt science and art anddasignq the second with a staff student 
ratio varying from 10.0 to 11.092 covering social studiesq educationt languages 
and arts. These proposals rec6ived a lukewarm response from the CNAA& The 
Committee for Arts and Social Studies regretted the continued reliance an a 
teaching hours formulaq fearing this would encourage overteaching andq 'would 
be to the detriment of part time courses offered to small numbers of students 
and was likely to impede staff development activitiest including research, I 
and emphasised the need 
for adequate auxiliary staff. 
3 The Committee for 
science and Technology expressed fears about the implications for sandwich 
courses and researchg and 
the difficulties arising from adjustmentt and also 
noted that recommendationsg 
'would seem to prejudice the Council*s policy of 
encouraging experiment and 
innovation in c011898s* Attention should also be 
drawn to the possible adverse effect on developing institutionsq especially 
the smaller colleges where 
it was often necessary to appoint one or more staff 
Council 339 3rd August 19719 DES Pooling Committee$ WG(ArE) (71)2, 
2o Changed to 9.2 to 10.2 
in the final version. 
3o CASS 29t 26th October 1972p Minute 
283* 
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to develop a subject area before students could be enrolled'. 
I 
The governing 
Council stressed the need to make batter provision for sandwich course 
studentst commenting thats 'whilst the Council accepted the principle of 
control and rationalisation in staffingt there was a feeling that the same 
results could be achieved in a different way# with greater room for maneouvre 
2 
within the college'. That anxiety related particularly to science and 
technology was noted by Dr. Bulmer who pointed out that given the generous 
staffing provision in these areas there was a risk that as subject leaders 
left departments there was a danger that they would be left only with lower 
calibre staff. 
3 Whilst there may well have been validity in the Council's 
concern it was not without a certain ironyq given that the CNAA's commitment 
to the establishment of staff student ratios had played some part in bringing 
about the Pooling Committee's recommendations, 
Course Approval 
A second and related area in which the DES took initiatives was to achieve 
agreed criteria for the approval of 
individual courses in advanced further 
education, Disagreement arose in 1969 when the Department expressed the 
fear that too large enrolments on some courses might disturb the balance or 
departments or collegesq in particularg 'that such large numbers can be 
provided from within the college resources only at the expense of other coursesp 
in particular courses at lower level or part time day courses in the same 
field'. The Department also suggested that the concentration of enrolments 
at one-or more centres might prevent others 
from maintaining or achieving a 
viable lev81 of enrolments and went on 
to propose maximum numbers .f or honours 
courses and combined 
honours and ordinary courses. This initiative seems to 
have been an attempt to prevent polytechnics shedding non degree work and 
CST 33t 16th November 19729 Minute 504, 
2* Council 39p Minute 564* 
3d, Ex. inf. Dr. G. S. Bulmer. 
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part time provisiont to halt the pressures of academic drift towards a 
university model* 
I 
The CNAA viewed these PrDPOsale as narrowly prescriptiva 
and unlikely to be effective. It was sceptical that raitrictiog of enrolment 
juight encourage development elsewhere# especially since In arts and social 
2 
studies the main problem was scarcity of senior staff. At its next meeting 
the Council expressed the fear that these proposals could encourage mediocrity 
3 
by directing students from strong to weak colleges. The Departmontg howevorp 
reasserted its arguments and stated thatp 'soma limitation on college 
enrolment seems likely to be necessary, at any rate in particular fieldog if 
the Polytechnics ate to develop into the comprehensive contras of higher 
education contemplated by the 1966 White Paper'* However it was conceded 
that the enrolment figures were for guidance and that on academic grounds the 
CNAA could prescribe alternative figures. 
4 Mr. Hornby pointed out that the 
administrative procedures proposed by the Department were unworkable; Subject 
soards might have to consider figures above the original agreements between 
the colleges and the CNAA9 that in multi or interdisciplinary courses with 
many final year options it was important to recruit a largo entry to the first 
yearg and on practical grounds colleges didn't know their final admission 
figures until about three weeks before the beginning of term, Lastlyq 'if 
suitable students are available for a CNAA degree course and the CNAA is 
satisfied that the facilities are adequate for the number of entrants proposed 
by the colleges I cannot see anything on your draft FECL which justifies a 
reduction in the number of entrants by the DES'. 
5 The Department denied that 
the procedure was unworkable and claimed that the disagreement with the Council 
could be solved by consultation. 
6 Despite this no more was heard of the 
proposal for a maximum recruitment 
figure per course. 
10 Council 25t 14th January 1969t DES lettert Ref. T1023/44. 
2 Council 259 14th January 1969t Approval of Advanced Courses In Further 9 Education Establishmentsq Paper C/69/18. 
3. Council 269 17th November 19699 Minute 389,4, 
4e Council 269 17th November 1969, sea attached letter DES officer to F, R, 
Hornbyi. 17th October 1969, 
5. Council 269 17th November 1969t see attached letter F. R. Hornby to DES 
officialg 21 st October 1969. 
6. Council 26t 17th November 1969, see attached letter DES Officer to F. R. Afh NnwnmhRr 1969 - 
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There was certainly force in the CNAA's argumant that tho proposals 
were infeasible. Given that admission to the public sector of higher 
education acted to some extent as a safety Volvo it would have boon vary 
difficult for colleges to forecast admission before the registration of 
studentsp when it certainly would not be possible to turn away 'excuse' 
numbersand direct them to other colleges* Nor was it clear that the Depart- 
ment's policy made sense in the terms of the better use or resources. This 
is not to deny that if it was government policy to prevent the shedding or 
part time and non degree work from the polytechnics then there was need for 
a powerful counterweight to the Council's emphasis upon the provision of 
adequate resources for degree coursesquith the implication of weakened 
resource support for other courses. But these developmentsy probably enjoy- 
ing wide support in the colleges themselvesq could hardly be halted by 
restrictions upon recruitment to individual courses. 
Research 
Support for research in the Polytechnics and other colleges saw a 
persistent gulf between Council and DES attitudes. The Department's attitude 
rested upon Administrative Memorandum 8/67 which9whilst stating that the 
polytechnics weie principally teaching institutions noted it wall 'necess- 
ary to make the proUsion for research which is essential to the proper fulfil- 
ment of their teaching functions and the maintenance and development of close 
links with industryt particularly local industry, so as to promote the rapid 
application of the results of research 
to its problems'. Thus it was hoped 
that members of staff would be helped to pursue research but it was not 
envisaged thatp 'in the ordinary way 
it will be necessary for members of the 
academic staff to devote 
the whole or most of their time to research'. Other- 
wise all members of staff shouldt 
'have opportunities of keeping abreast 
with new knowledge 
in their fields and should be given the necessary facilities 
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to do so .... of*' The Committee for Research Degrees early axprecood 
unease about the Memorandum which it regarded as unenthusiastic about 
research. 
2 Difficulties over the appointment of readers and research 
assistants also tended to suggest that the Department did not view research 
as a central activity of the polytechnicst but rather as ancillary* Thus in 
1967 the Committee for Science and Technology noted thatp 'in practice no 
readers had been appointed in any colleges and recommended that the DES and 
the Joint Secretaries of the Burnham Committee should be informed of the 
Council's concern that this provision of the current Burnham Report has not 
been implemented'. The role of readers was to promote and manage research 
in a college* 
3 
In 1969 the Department decided that the salaries of research assistants 
and research students could no longer be charged against the pool for 
advanced further education, without first consulting either the Council or 
the colleges- 
4 The Committee for Research Degrees responded by sending out 
a questionnaire to colleges to assess difficulties arising from this decision. 
The returns suggested a very diverse situationg with research assistants 
being financed in v arious ways* The Committee argued that the long term 
answer was to make more use of the Research Councils and stressed that it$ 
'attached great importance to research work which supports the teaching in 
the collegesq or which involves collaboration with industry and research 
25 
establishments. Further discussion led to a meeting with the Minister of 
State for Higher Education in 1970 but this did not allay concern. 
In their view the main need was to provide 
resources in a number of the polytechnics and 
other colleges to enable them to undertake 
suitable research work* This would in turn 
10 Notes for Guidance. DES Administrative Memorandum 8/679 Appendix 0, 
Research in Polytechnics. 
2* CRD 7t 25th April 19679 Minute 72,2, 
3, CST 12t 20th April 19679 Minute 211, 
4e CRD 12t 14th January 19699 Minute 116, 
50 CRD 14v 2nd July 1969t Paper CRD/69/119 Financial Arrangements for 
Research in the Collegesq paragraph 2.5, 
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make it possible for them to reach the 
standard where they could qualiry for 
assistance from Research Councils and 
other sources* Once the colleges have 
made sufficient progress towards becoming 
contras of excellence in their own right 
they would be able to compete an reasonable 
terms with the universities. 
I 
Moreover it was felt that the lack of research opportunities made it very 
difficult for the polytechnics to attract and retain good staff, Growing 
unease about the research situationg including the lack of adequate technical 
and support staffq led the Committee to recommend the establishment or a sub- 
committee of the Council with terms of referencet *to consider the resources 
available for the development of research in the Polytechnics and other 
Colleges engaged in work leading to the Council's awards and to make recommend- 
ations'. 
1 Action was delayed pending the renewal of the Committee for Research 
[)agree's membership but the Working Party on Resources for Research in 
polytechnics was established in November 19719 with extended terms of reference 
to includes 'the provision of supporting staffq the time allocation available 
for academic staff to engage in researchp the facilities available for travell- 
ing by staffq as well as support from the Research Councils and other sources', 
3 
The Working Partyq which reported in May 19749 carried out a thorough 
investigation into research problemst examining aspects of relationships with 
the Research Councilsq circulating a general questionnaire to all collegeog 
and carried out a more 
detailed investigation of research policies at six 
polytechnics. Membership of 
the Working Party included not only leading 
members of the Committee 
but also DES assessors. It had first to define 
researchp and this 
it did to include not only the advancement of knowledge 
but consultancy and scholarship. 
4 It was agreed also to ask colleges 
10 CRE) 12t 14th January 1969t Minute 116. 
2* CRD 17 2nd November 19709 Minute 151.1. 
3. CRD 19: 2nd November 19719 Minute 159.6. 
4o Working Partyq Resources for Research in Polytechnics (hereinafter UP 
RRP)q 17th January 19729 Minute 2.3.2, 
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whether they had a research policyt what form it took and to discover 
information an the volume of resources committed to research, I 
Part of the working party's task also involved gathering information 
an the Council's research degree registrations (as at let January 1972) and 
these are reproduced below as they give-interesting insighto into 
the Council's then research scope. 
Registrations for CNAA'Research Dagrees in Polytechnics and C0112208 
ist 3anuary 1972 
Science and Technology 843 
Arts and Social Studies 37 
Total 880 
Reqiatratlons at Certain Collages 
Brighton 51 
Hatfield 55 
Lanchester 61 
Liverpool 86 
Portsmouth 84 
Sheffield 53 
390 
It will be seen from these figures that only about 0.5 per cent of registrat- 
ions were in arts and social studiesq though certainly there was an indater- 
mined but substantial number of registrations with universities. Secondly 
six of the forty three colleges accounted for 43 per cent of the total 
registrations. Thus the true pattern of research in the Council showed over- 
whelming predominance in science and technology and substantial commitment 
by a few colleges, 
The replies to the Working Party's questionnaire revealed a diverse 
pattern* Questions an a specific research policy proved to have been of 
limited valuep since some very strong colleges claimed to operate via ad hoc 
departmental arrangements* Resources allocated to research seemed to vary 
from 2 to 15 per cent of a polytechnic's commitmentq considered mainly in 
terms of staff tim8e Colleges mentioned many factors preventing the full 
1. WPq RRP 19 17th January 19729 Minute 2.4. 
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0 
implementation of its policyq including a goneral lack of rosourcon, of 
SRc research studentshipsq shortages of technical staffq the need for a 
general pump priming operationg. the economic difficulties of industryl a 
lack of experience in tapping funds available for researcht and the energy 
put into the development of first degree courses, LLverpool Polytochnic 
suggested thatq lit is essentia-1 that the working party should derivo come 
norms from the facilities available for research in the universities 
Such a comparative study will be much more valuable than an extensive exercise 
which confirms what we know already - that our facilities are poor'* Thu 
statistics of resource support, as well as revealing a general but uneven 
pattern of weakn8SS# also revealed some surprisest in the light of the declared 
polytechnics policy. Thusp apparently only 2.7 per cent of gross research 
expenditure came from industry. 
I It was stressed too that since the polytech- 
nics were founded on the. principle of parity of esteem, it was Important to 
ensure that teaching and research were not separated but that they were 
mutually reinforcing. Lastly it was suggested that there was a good deal of 
expertise and equipment in polytechnics which could be used by industry and 
local government. 
The Working Party Report stressed the Council's view that comparability 
in standards with universities implied that colleges 'must provide facilities 
for staff to further their knowledge by advanced studyt researchp consult- 
ative work or secondment 
to other fields of employment'. 
2 It went an to 
argue that the implications of 
the DES Administrative Memorandum 8/67 required 
serious consideration of 
the research role of the polytechnics and associated 
resource requirements. A survey of 
the findings, to which previous reference 
has been madet suggested that explicit research policies had been slow to 
develop and that there were particular weaknesses. in arts and social studies* 
There were substantial variations in polytechnic attitudes and these tended 
10 WP RRP 4t 19th December 1973t Minute 18.3, 
2e Working Party Reportq paragraph 2.1* 
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to determine the success or otherwise or its resoarch progrommo. In gonaral 
polytechnics were not wall placed to attract outside support or build up 
reputations as contras of excellence in research fields. The terms of 
appointment for readerships were felt to be unduly restrictive sinco they 
required a reader to be the. promoter and manager of externally funded reagarcht 
which would be difficult in an institution beginning to develop research 
activities* The Working Party stressed that the Council should make clear 
its view of the importance of research# and that consideration would be givan 
to the provision of adequate resources* Lastly the Working Party recommandod 
there should be: 
full recognition of the implications for staff 
research of the requirements of undergraduate 
and postgraduate teaching. 
The full exploitation of all the presently 
allowable means of funding researchq so that 
all institutions reach the position of those 
that are already in a relatively favourable 
position. 
In an encouraging climate the Polytechnics 
proven experience of collaboration with local 
industry and commerce together with the equipment 
and facilities already available could be more 
fully used in joint research projects, 
1 
Though whetherg in the climate of greater Pressures upon resources for higher 
education these aspirations were realistic remained open to doubt. 
There is no doubt that there were important differences in attitudo 
towards research in polytechnics on the part of the Department and the CNAA* 
Thus Mr. H. W. French expressed what was in essence the Departmental view. 
Resources for Research in the Polytechnics. The Working Party's 
findings (draft version) 28th 3anuary 1974. 
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I think that no one can ddubt the need for 
teachers to be up at the frontiers of their 
subjects. But not every teacher has to be 
actively engaged in pushing the frontier back 
oeo I believe that research and scholarship 
should be equally rewarded scholarship may 
be something the research man has - but you 
don't have to be a research man to have it. 
Among the best brains I have come across are 
some who have spread their interests over a 
wide range and not concentrated it upon the 
narrow area which many researchers inhabit. 
officers and members of the Council were generally aware or the Department's 
views. Thus Me Hornby commented on the attitude of an anonymous 
DES officer 
towards research in the Council's early years. 
I think that he was thinking all the time 
in terms of University research and probably 
even research in Arts subjects. I do not 
think any of us would have said that there has 
to be this vast expenditure an research and 
in manpower that there has to be in the 
universitiest or some universities at any rate .... 
If a teacher is not doing soma original thinking 
then he is likely to be able to start and stop 
as he should do and to'teach with the same 
authority. 
And Professor Rochester expressed serious reservations about 
the DES attitude 
to research. 
I think it is true to say that few persons in 
DES are really sympathetic to research in the 
polytechnic Sector or realise its importanceo 
This is almost certainly a consequence of the 
insistence successive Ministers have made an 
the teaching function of Polytechnicso 
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yet both Professor Rochester and Mro Hornby ware proparod to agrou that 
research in the polytechnics should not be Identical to that in tho univarcitiose 
Hornby stressed the need for applied research whilat Professor Rochester 
thought polytechnics would be ill advised to engage upon vary large scala 
projects# and should concentrate upon smaller scale work rdiated to local industr- 
and local and public services. Yet, as the Working Party discovered reaearch 
income from industrial sources was minimal. Certainly pure research did not 
command strong DES supportv and Mr. French commented that, 180ma Of Us felt 
that we should, have to fight a rearguard actIont with the near certainty of 
ultimately loging it; I thought it was worthwhile just the same'. 
The debate about research policy saw the mingling of differant essumpt. 
ions. That of the Departmentl based upon the polytechnics as teaching 
institutionsq saw the role of research as relatively limitedp largely 
restricted to improving the effectiveness of the academic staff by keeping 
them abreast of new developments in their fieldq as distinct from engaging 
in this development: possibly this might be better described as scholarship. 
The Council was strongly influenced by the concept of comparability with 
universitiesg a view deriving both from its Charterg the nature and function- 
Ing of the committee for Research Degreesp and probably the ambition of the 
academic staff in colleges. There was perhaps a danger that such research 
would tend to be regarded as a status symbol. Converselyq however, the 
council was aware of the need to shape research in the colleges to suit their 
environmentt and wa$ not seeking to replicate university provision. 
Education 
The extension of validation to colleges of education raised now resource 
problems which were not resolved 
by 19749 As early as the application from 
Worcester' it was apparent that there were significant differences between 
11 See alsop p, 148. 
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the advanced sector of further education and the collogas of aducation. Lato 
in the negotiations with Worcester the issue of rationaiisation or coursesp 
and by implication departmentst in a college of education had boon squaraly 
puto 
If it were possible for a small number or colleges 
conducting CNAA degree courses tb have a much 
more favourable SSR than the other colleges this 
would obviously cause difficulties; it would also 
affect the existing pooling arrangements. In 
this connection it was agreed that it would be 
useful for the Chief Officer to consult the 
Accountant General at the Department of Education 
and Science about the staffing implications of 
the College's proposal in relation to the work 
of the Committee which was being set up to 
consider the pooling arrangments. 
I 
The local authorities were also concerned about the resource implications: 
thus one Chief Education Officer commented# that, 'if it Is likely that a 
college which is approved for 
CNAA workg will need staffing and other resources 
an a more expensive scale then that recommended by the Pooling Committee, 
-then there would 
be national implications"2 These were made much more sign- 
ificant by the James Committee since a substantial number of colleges now 
turned to the CNAA for validation. Indeed the Council had acknowledged in 
its evidence to the Committee that some colleges might not have sufficient 
resources to gain approval for 
degree or Dip*H. E. courses. 
3 In many respects 
the colleges faced problems similar to those which had faced institutions 
replacing London external 
degrees by CNAA validation# implications beat summed 
up by the Business Studies 
Board in its comments on the Murray Committee. 
1. CE 5,, 27th March 1969# Minute 23.2.3. 
2. CE 89 30th March 1971. 
3, CE 13t 19th October 1972, 
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The Board recognized that collegas developing 
CNAA degree courses were faced with a long 
term and increasing commitment which would 
also entail an additional demand for resources: 
the colleges aim under the Council was to move 
towards higher standards of educationg individual 
teachingt and away from the 'stock' lecture 
course associated with the London Cxternal degree 
course. This-inevitably meant a demand for more 
staff because of the need for small teaching 
groups and lower 'class contact' hours .... In 
conclusion the Board had no hesitation in 
affirming that the increased resources that were 
almost invariably required under the CNAA system 
were essential in terms of the improvement in tho 
quality and appropriateness of the educational 
experience colleges were now providing* 
I 
Colleges of education faced similar problemsg together with the need to 
diversify their courses into new areasq and even if a college proposed to 
offer only a Dip. H. E. coursep given the equivalence of this to the first 
two years of a degree courset 'the officers felt very strongly that there 
could be no relaxation of the Council's standards with regard to the provision 
for staff development and accommodation and the level of staffing necessary 
to produce reasonable weekly contact hours for the staff'. 
2 In contrast to 
the development of the polytechnics in the middle and later 1960s the climate 
by the mid 1970s was no longer one of expansion but rather or contractiong 
particularly in the college of education sector. Indeed by 1975 it had 
become necessary for the CNAA to monitor intakes to teacher training and 
related courses in order to ensure that courses and options remained viable. 
3 
. 
Ths CECD Report in 1975 on Educational Development and Strategy in 
England and Wales commented that the Secretary or State in implementing 
10 Business Studies Board 37t 20th October 1970t Minute 387. 
2o Co 27,17th December 1973g Minute 446.1. 
3* CE 23t 29th April 19759 Minute 198. 
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policy relied heavily an non statutory areas and that, 'if those measures 
are to be fully effectiveg they must be preceded by adequate consultations 
with authorities and other educational interests and root on somo foundation 
of assentp or at least acquiescence'. 
' And the authors concluded# 'in sum 
the cohesiveness of the Department and its enduring presence results in a 
continuity which provides a solid base and a guarantee of some stability to 
the other interests involved in the formulation and implementation of oducat- 
ional policYl- 
2 Officers of the Department, who met the authors of the Report 
stressed that planning was 'essentially pregmaticq recognizing that planners 
3 
did not go against the tide of educational feeling',, but also omphaisad tho 
need to distinguish betweenj 'discussion and consultation on the one hand, 
and decision taking on the othert, 
4 
Relationships between the CNAA and the Departments in resource areas 
illustrate well frontiem of consultation and responsibility. Thus whilet 
the main tenor of CNAA pressure in the first decade had been to press for 
rationalisation of course provision and of staffing criteria, at times it 
could exceed its authority. In 1972 a visiting party report an Paisley College 
of Technology was challenged by the assessor of the Scottish Education Depart- 
inent who claimed that the repartv 'could adversely affect the co-ordinatud 
development that the Scottish Colleges were currently hoping to produce#. 
5 
The issue was referred to the Council where the assessor auggastedq $the report 
had implications for the planning of higher education In Scotland, The present 
arrangement was that a 
five'year programme of development was agreed in com- 
sultation with the Principals of the Colleges* The wording of the report 
seemed however to support the claims of 
Paisley in relation to other colleges 
10 OECD, Reviews of 
National Policies for Education. Educational Developi 
Strategy in England and Wales (Paris 1975). p, B, 
2. OECD Repor t P. M. 
3. OECD Report, p. 49* 
4* QECD Repor p. 56. 
so CASS 27t 3rd May 
1972* 
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for the development of certain types of work# and if this particular commant 
were to be conveyed to the Collegal there could be unrortunato consequences, 
The Council agreed to send the relevant section of the report to the SEDp not 
to the Callegeo 
I 
What was at stake here was an attempt to plan the overall 
provision of courses in Scotland running athwart of the Council's view of the 
balanced development of individual institutions. 
yet the balance of evidence lies the other wayg the Council as a persist- 
ant advocate of agreed national criteriag seeking to rationalize the ad hoe 
provision rooted in the diverse traditions or local education authorities 
the relatively non assertive role of the Departments. Indeed Mr. Hornby commente 
thatt 'the DES. itself had no approval procedure appropriate to the development of 
CNAA degree courses-bin a large scale which took into account the activities 
of the CNAA, there was certainly sustained consultation between 
the 
CNAA and the Departments over resource ractors yet, as the discussion about 
course approval procedures indicatedv the Department did not always seem very 
aware of the conditions at 
the grass roots in the colleges, 
2 Indeed this 
evidence Sugg8sts some sCePticism about the role of the 
inspectoratet described 
by the Department as# 'a dispersed intelligence system - essential to a 
Department which operates from the centre without any explicit regional con- 
tacts'. 
3 The Council's authority in resource mattersq for which it has no 
responsibilityt was derived 
from the detailed assessment of individual courses$ 
departments and colleg8S9 a personal and institutional landscape of rich 
diversity* 
The divorce between validation and resource provision was fundamental. 
and inescapablet 
for if local authorities had been unwilling at the time of 
the Robbins-Committee to surrender power over public sector higher education 
I* Council 379 Sth May 1972. 
2. Sea aboveg pp. 222-224. 
3, DE-CO RePb 9 P*57* 
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to even some form of regional sYstem it seemed unlikoly that thay would coda 
such authority to the CNAA9 
I Moreover on balance the divorce was more advant- 
ageous than otherwies. Would the Council have boon able to validato an a 
basis of relative equality with the colleges, if it also dispoood or resources? 
It would certainly have been more difficult to continue with its part time 
membership and the full time bureaucracy would certainly have boon enlarged 
in scope and size. That tangible goods had an occasion boon a source of 
tension between the Council, the DES and the LEAs did not implyp however, 
that such a dialogue was necessarily sterilop indeed rather it emphasized 
that separate responsibility for validation and provision of resources yield- 
ed opportunities for fruitful discussion of major issues and trends in higher 
education* 
The C01113913 
judgement of a college as an adequate environment for a CNAA degrea 
rested upon an assessment of its resourcesq both human and physical. While 
attention did focus upon staffingg accommodation and equipment, the nature 
of academic management and governmentg the heart of the Council's view was 
an assessment of the college as possessing a suitable climate for advanced 
work. This view was based both upon 
tangible resources and an intuitive 
judgement of the whole nature of the collegat springing from the visiting 
party's experienceg particularly, as 
later developed, the quinquennial visit. 
Ultimately assessment of a college rested primarily upon the judgement by 
pears of the academic calibre of 
its staff. 
The NCTA did not publish specific requirements for the volume of ad- 
vanced studies in colleges conducting 
Dip*Tech. courses, In general advanced 
I 
work was expected 
to be substantial enough in volume to attract sufficient 
is See abovep p, 43. 
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staff of high calibre to teach the subjects an the course. Tho NCTA also 
expected the staff concerned with the course to be dealing montly with 
advanced work and to enjoy appropriate working conditions. A collogo offor- 
Ing a Dip* Tech. course should have a programme for the davelopmont of advanced 
workp and as a consequencet would transfer work up to and including ONC 
lovelt or at least to have plans for the transfer of such work. This NCTA 
heritagat together with the established policy of assessing a college overall 
on the first occasion it submitted a proposal, was the starting point of CNAA 
policy. Thus in 1965 a visit to Wolverhampton and Staffordshire College of 
Technology 
2 
commented that the future development of advanced courses was 
unclear and that there was an 'undesirable mixtures of advanced and elementary 
courses. At the same time a visit to Nottingham Regional college or Technol- 
ogy 
3 
noted that elementary work was being removed to fooder colleges or further 
education* 
4A 
sustained and probably representative view of the college as 
13 contra for advanced work 
is provided by a visit to the South East Essex 
(Barking) College of Technology in 1966,5 
The College is in the process of shedding its 
elementary work to adjacent colleges of further 
education and building up its advanced work, 
However the atmosphere in the college is not 
felt to match its changing academic role* No 
thought has been given by the College as a whole 
to the academic demands or advanced work, and, in 
particularg to what the Council requires of colleges 
conducting courses leading to its degrees: the 
initiative seems to rest mainly with individual 
departments and teachers with little co-ordination 
of effort or thinking about college policy an 
1* CST 29 25th March 19679 Paper CST/65/6. 
2# Now Wolverhampton Polytechnic. 
3* Now Trent. Polytechnico 
4* CST 49 22nd July 1965o 
S. Now a part of North East London Polytechnic. It should be emphasized 
that this is not a judgement upon the Polytechnic's present academic 
standing* 
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such matters as curriculumv syllabuses, 
examination procedurosq research and the 
development of the library. Much could be 
gained by the establishment of a college 
academic board as ameans of focussing the 
efforts of able staff on the planning of the 
future academic work of the college. 
I 
other visiting party reports show similar concern with the volume of advanced 
worky the steady removal of less advanced courses to other collegest primarily 
because this would change both the nature and outlook of the academic staff. 
Even the exceptions prove the general trend of policy, Thus when Stockport 
College of Further Education sought approval for a programme of part time 
degrees this was u. 1timately grantedl because of special features, 'particularly 
a scheme of co-operation between the College and the University of Manchester 
and UMIST, This association would take the form of links between the staff 
in the first place but other arrangements for liaison would follow in due 
course'. 
2 Moreover there had been extensive consultation between the CNAA 
and the Inspectorate. 
3 To hive off academic work was not seen as a purely 
administrative device but rather as an integral part of changes in a college's 
attitude and appreciation of the nature of degree level workv part of the 
process of change from an institution firmly orientated to the needs of 
technical and non advanced further education to one whose principal concern 
was now rooted in the public sector of higher education, 
A closely associated aspect was the nature of collego acadomic manage- 
ment and governmentp 
4 
as an indicator of the effectiveness with which colleges 
perceived the need for resources and their manner of-disposal. Moroovor the 
existence of internal mechanisms for probing and testing course proposals 
1. CST 79 23rd March 1966. 
2. CST 14,27th October 19679 Minute 264. 
3. Ex. inf. Mr. F. G. Hanrott. 
4* See also belowt pp. 284-291. 
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might itself offer guidance an the criteria implicit In course consideration. 
Thus when in 1969 the CNAA considered why a polytechnic had experienced 
rejection of courses on a wide front it ascribed blame to the nature of 
academic management* 
The impression was gained that courses are 
devised by unsuitable narrowly constituted 
Boards of Studies which# up to the prosentg 
have not been adequately guided by the 
Academic Board in the early stages of the 
preparation of courses. Examination of 
proposed courses by the Academic Board before 
they are submitted is only part of the whole 
process. 
Criticisms could also refer to departmental structuresp the responsibilities 
of heads of department, 
2 
nor were difficulties of this kind always restricted 
to the early years: in 1974 a visiting party commented that# #members were 
somewhat concerned to hear that the 
Business Studies department which was 
responsible for the management of this course# felt they were unable in any 
real sense to control the content of the courses offered by servicing depart- 
mentsIr 
3 similar difficulties occurred in science and tachnologyp for example 
in 1965 it was. considered that a proposed civil engineering course at Notting- 
ham Regional College of Technology was handicapped by the dispersal of civil 
engineering subjects through three 
departments. 4 
Consideration of the college as a suitable environment for advanced 
work became critical 
in the early 1970s when institutions which were not 
polytechnics began to apply 
for validation, to replace their London external 
degrees. Given that in evidence to the Murray committee the CNAA had indicated 
a sympathetic attitude 
to these colleges this faced the Council with difficult- 
Jos forp 'quite clearly many of these colleges would continue to offer a wide 
10 Council 24p 6th May 19699 Minute 366.6. 
2* BSB 259 1st March 19689 Visit to North Western Polytechnic, 
3e BSB 569 5th July 1974. 
4* CST 49 22nd July 1965e 
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range of workv only a proportion of which would be at advanced lovol, iven 
though they would set up Academic Boards appropriate to thoir total work it 
was debatable whether this would in itself generate 
in the College the approp- 
riato knowledge and experience to exert the same influenco and control ovor 
standards for degree courses that was now expected from the Acadomic Boards 
of the Polytechnics'. It thus became necessary to discuss with the OCS whether 
it was desirable to continue degree courses at such colleges andt if sot the 
means of controlling them. 
It thus-became incumbent upon the college to 
indicate how it would meet this challenge 
and howt given its present philosophy, resources 
and range of workv with the resultant composition 
and functioning of its governing machineryg it 
could introduce an effective moans of maintaining 
appropriate academic standards for the Council's 
degree courses* Members were inclined to believe 
that the college itself should be free to decide 
how this could be achievadq but it was the Council's 
responsibility to see that whatever inethod was proposed 
was both satisfactory and effective. 
I 
Following discussions with the DES a general Policy applicable to 'non poly- 
technic colleges' (the Council's phrase) evolved* The decision whether or 
not to put forward 
degree proposals to the CNAA lay with the local education 
authority and the governing 
body, If they decided to do so then they were 
obliged to accept 
the resource implicationsl and the courses should. form part 
of the college's academic plan. 
The precise manner of academic monitoring 
was left flexible. 
In some cases the Academic Board of the College 
may well be capable of maintaining and controlling 
the standards of CNAA degree coursesq in others 
it may notp without some experience. Where this 
CASS 279 3rd May 19729 Minute 256. 
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latter is the caset a 'higher education sub- 
committeeig or similar body should be cat up 
to oversee the operation of CNAA courses and 
perhaps also other related advanced works In 
the initial stages at leastq the sub-committee 
should include external advisers who could 
appropriately be heads of departments or other 
senior staff from colleges with considerable 
experience of running CNAA degree courseso The 
sub-committee could be a committee of the Academic 
Board. 1 
These proposals formed the basis of CNAA policy towards non polytechnic colleges, 
such as High Wycombe and Luton* There could on occasion be difficulty such 
as in 1973 when the Council received a very critical report following a visit 
to such an institution. 'Concern was expressad about the College's suitability 
as an environment for even a limited range of CNAA worW2 Indeed it could 
be argued that in agreeing to %alidate at institutions whose traditions and 
volume of advanced work were less than either at the polytechnics or the 
colleges of educationt the Council was bending its own view of the college as 
an environment for advanced work and was perhaps too susceptible to DES press- 
urs, This is not to say that it would have been appropriate for the Council 
to refuse to validate at any non polytechnic college for if therabas a sub- 
stantial basis of advanced work 
it would have been reasonable for the Council 
to consider proposals. Indeed the CNAA did validate at certain colleges which 
were not polytechnicsq 
for eiample the Cambridgeshire College of Arts and 
Technology and Ealing Technical Collegeg and on rare occasions had validated 
single coursesl notably Printing at 
Watford College of Technology. 
3 But this 
0 
latter case had been exceptional# due to Watford's unique Position as a contra 
of the printing industry# 
Yet to approve one degree course at an institutiong 
without the further 
development of advanced work being a strong possibility, 
CASS 28p 19th June 19729 Paper CASS 72/10. 
2. Council 419 27th May 1973, 
3* CST 49 23rd July 1965p Minute 39, 
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seemed a departure from the whole tenor of Council policyt though not in 
overt conflict with the Charter with its requirement only to consider courses. 
Council and Quinquennial Visits 
Assessment of the college as a suitable environment for advanced work 
began as an adjunct to consideration Of specific course proposals. However 
over time the CNAA came to develop a more sophisticated approach, culminating 
in the formal Council visit# which was to take place every five years, not 
concerned. with the validation of specific courses. Whilst this was an 
evolutionary process the turning point came in 196B9 following the issue of 
the Notes for Guidance for Polytechnics (Administrative Memorandum, 7/67)t 
which led the Council to develop a more specific interest in college manage- 
mentv 
I 
and to establish the Council visitv as distinct from the initial visit 
in which a few officers would form their own judgement andl 'we would normally 
feed in this kind of advice and appraisal into the Subject Board#. 
2 
The new 
approach was concerned not only with tangible resources but the college's 
plans for academic development, the nature Of its academic structure and 
the functioning of its academic management, Under the now arrangements one 
of the Council's officersq normally Mr. Hanrott, would discuss the general 
arrangements for the Council visit &ýa preliminary meeting with the Director 
and other senior officials of the college. The basis of dialogue both then 
and at the main visits was substantial documentation submitted by the college. 
Topics'Of concern ranged across the whole field of the college's activities, 
including resource provision - building programmesq librariesq staffingg the 
effectiveness of the academic organization and research. Conclusions were 
often crisps 
10 Ex-inf. Mr. F. G. Hanrott. 
2o Mr. F. G. Hanrott. 
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The College does not appear to understand 
the full meaning of planning; for example, 
the need to base the development of courses 
an the resources available, The College's 
attitude to matters such as teaching programmes 
and the opportunities for staff to undertake 
research and other postgraduate work does not 
appear to be appropriate. In short# the 
environment is not felt to be one in which 
advanced work can flourish. 
I 
The Council visit marked the explicit statement of what had always been impliciý 
that the heart of the CNAA's concern in validation now lay with the college 
rather than with the course* 
Resources 
Precise criteria for resources were not issued but a good understanding 
of general trends and guidelines can be gained from a consideration of the 
many visiting party reports. 
These were so numerous that it has not been 
possible to prepare a detailed analysis though conclusions are based on a 
wide ranging assessment of reports relating to many different colleges and 
subject areas* However Table 
X. visits carried out by the Business 
Studies Boardq provides some detail from an important area covered by the 
Committee for Arts and Social Studies and therefore in the forefront of 
resource problems in this area. 
Council 25t 14th July 1969. 
TABLE X Resource Areas Receiving-Comment in Visiting Party Reports 
By the Business Studies Board 1965;. 44(Approved Courses) 
EX Accommodation Staff Research LibEar 
Adverse Fav. * Adverse Fav. * Adverse Fav. * Adverse Fav. * 
3 4 2 1 2 1 1 
4 6 0 4 5 3 
3 2 2 1 4 2 
2 1 2 1 2 
1 0 1 0 
2 1 0 2 
1 
4 0 2 4 0 
4 0 0 4 
0 4 0 2 
13 25 14 10 30 7 3 
79 79 79 79 79 79 79 79 
* Favourable 
TABLE Xl* Adverse Comments On Courses Rejected (29) 
LLLUEX Accommodation Staff Research 
7a58 
1964-5 
1965-6 
1966-7 
1967-8 
1968-9 
1969-70 
1970-1 
1971-2 
1972-3 
1973-4 
Number 
of 
Reports 
The above figures should be treated with very considerable caution since they 
can only be based upon a loose definition of adverse and favourable comment# 
nor were the Board's criteria necessarily static. Indeed it'seems highly 
probable that the tendency in later years to make fewer specific c omments 
about resource areas in established colleges reflects reasonable satisfaction 
with standards. Nor is it wholly clear how far and in what ways the-86ard's 
anticipations may have changed* Having said thisq some trends are significantv 
particularly the tendency 
for favourable comment to outweigh unfavourable in 
later years. This fits well with other evidence suggesting a general improve- 
ment in standardsp 
in colleges validated by the Councilq owing something to 
the pressures it had exerted. 
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Academic Staff 
The quality of staff was central to the consideration of course proposals 
and assessment of calibre can be found almost universally throughout the papers 
of the Council and its Committees. Indeed Statement Number 3 had placed 
particular stress an the quality of teaching staff. 
The Council will expect there to be in post 
adequate staff to lead the teaching in each of 
the principal branches of study in a proposed 
course. In addition it will require details of 
additional staff to be appointed as the course 
develops. Where a college lacks experience of 
work at advanced level in a particular branch 
of knowledgag suitably qualified staff will 
need to be appointed to assist in the planning 
of the proposed course; this may well mean the 
appointment of staff in advance of actual teaching 
requirements. 
1 
in the Notes for Colleges issued in 196B staffing was described as, 'by far 
the most important factor in the Council's consideration of a courseqt and a 
college was expected to examine 
its staff resources with the greatest care. 
Staff lists should contain curricula, vitaeq giving evidence of first and 
higher degreesp of researchq teaching and industrial exoerienceg and thatt 
. 'the course 
must be under the leadership of a suitably qualified and experienc- 
edsenior member of stafft supported 
by senior staff responsible for the 
,2 
principal subjects of 
the course 0 Whilst conclusions about general staff 
policy are necessarily 
based an consideration of visiting party reports certain 
themes Come through clearly* Emphasis was placed an the general quality of 
the academic staff of a department, as evidenced by the papers they submittedt 
and impressions 
they made at the visit. Attention focussed particularly on 
CNAA, Statement Number 3g paragraph B. S. 
2* Notes for Colleges 
Intending to Submit Proposed Degree Courses for the 
Council's Considerationg paragraph 5,2, 
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academic leadershipq the calibre of the head of department and principal 
lecturers in major subjects. Other factors to which substantial attention 
was paid included evidence of research or links with industry (where approp- 
riate) and the teaching burden carried by each individual; thus it was not 
uncommon for a visiting party to comment favourably an the quality of staffp 
unfavourably on its numbers. 
There were early difficulties in arts and social studies where experience 
of teaching at advanced level was relatively limited. In 1966 the Committee 
for Arts and Social Studies considered the implications of CNAA degree devel- 
opment*in new fieldst bspecially, 'the question of the demands that this 
multiplicity of courses is likely to make on staff for key subjects andq in 
particulart whether the Council's procedure for considering courses individual- 
ly sometimes through a-number of separate subject boards,, is likely to provide 
adequate information about the exact nature of the demands upon staff'. It 
was further stressed that overall 
information was important to enable the CNAA 
to check course leadership; strengths and weaknesses of academic staffv and 
that the Committee and Subject Boards might decide to limit the number of 
courses offered by a college until 
the staff had been strengthened. 
1 Colleges 
would be asked which courses were offeredl which would continuet and which 
would be phased out 
if a CNAA course was approvedl and the total teaching 
commitment in terms of 
hours per week, the number and grading of staffq the 
2 
estimates and numbers and grading of additional staf 
f required. The Committee 
-for science and Technology placed similar emphasis upon the importance of 
adequate staff provision. 
tBefore a course is recognized there should be in 
post a nucleus of staff able 
to lead the teaching in each of the principal 
branches of study in the subject concerned* The Staff should enjoy appropriate 
conditions of work# 
for examplet there should be opportunities for staff - 
10 CASS 30 22nd April 
1966, Paper CASS/66/13, 
2* CASS 39 22nd April 
19669 Minute 25. 
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research. ' 
1 The Business Studies Boardq in an early assessment of criteriag 
suggested 'the necessary qualifications to carry out the course and 
Ethat theyj brought to it an enquiring mind and the abilityq to determine 
basic principles and their application. ' 
2 In 1967 the Board suggested soma 
general views about the staff. 
An accurate assessment of the teachers available 
for a course could be a more reliable guide than 
syllabuses to the standard likely to be achieved. 
A main purpose of a visiting party should be to 
probe as far as possible the intellectual calibre 
of the college staff* Desiderata are an enquiring, 
critical mindq a too ready acceptance of suggestions 
made by the visiting party is not necessarily a good 
indicationg and an ability to distinguish between 
current practice and principles of continuing 
validity. Practical experiencet and continuing 
contact with industry and commerce are necessary 
and at least a majority of the staff should have 
fairly considerable teaching experience, Research 
is not a touchstoneg it may be quite irrelevant to 
a man's teachingg and it can detract from his 
effectiveness as a teacher. 
3 
Such broadranging assessments were relatively rareq-though from time to'time 
a visit would throw up a major point of principle. 
More generally individual 
comments on course proposals marked 
the tenor of Committee and Subject Board 
views* 
The following excerpts and references are chosen to convey the general 
climate of content upon staff as viewed 
by committees and boards in examining 
course proposals. 
They do not possess'a specific order of prioFityp--perhaps 
impossible given the nature of the evidencev but they are significant because 
they were the vehicle through which 
the Councills. view of a department and its 
1. CST 2t 29th March 19659 Minute 9.6. 
2* BSB 49 25th May 1965t Minute 
30.6. 
3* BSB 6p 18th July 19679 Paper 
by Mr. E. Middleton. 
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staff was conveyed to the colleges. Deficiencies could be remedied by the 
appointment of additional staff9 the development of research, the acquisition 
of industrial experiencet andt more rarelyt by the removal from post of senior 
academic staff. 
I In the latter case the Council's judgement was about comp- 
etence in relation to CNAA courses only, and did not have a bearing upon other 
courses a department might offer. Since there were many contacts between 
academic staff at different collegesq not least through common membership of 
CNAA committeesp the general climate of Council requirements was made well 
known by unofficial as well as official pronouncements. 
The range of comment varied from adverse to favourable and often 
contained suggestions for further development. A report submitted by a Sub- 
ject Board in science and technology noted that members were, 'strongly of 
the opinion that deficiencies in the course result from a lack of appropriate 
qualifications and experience in the senior staff of the Department. ' 
2A 
visit to a college which gave the Council very considerable difficulty found 
thato fthere is no research in progress in the department. There appeared to 
be little incentive to staff to carry out research by relief from "class 
teaching" dutiesp on the other hand there was very little evidence of any 
inclination or wish of the present staff to carry out research .... The 
present staff9with one exceptiong showed very 
little evidence of the 6utlook 
normally associated with 
teaching at hanours level. ' 
3 The Boardts comments 
had some effect for it was reported after the next visit that the staff how 
madet 'a more favourable 
impression', 4A Board report in 1970 commented thatp 
'the leadership of the proposed degree course was largely provided by about 
four members of staff, These displayed average ability for their grade but 
the College did not have any exceptional members of staff such as are the 
real key to the development of a successful 
degree course'* 
5 
Similar problems 
For obvious reasons it is not possible to give references but Council 
papers and interviews make clear this has occasionally happendd. 
2e CST 49 23rd July 1965V Visit to a Colleget 29th June 1965. 
3. CST 14t 27th October 1967t Visit to a College, 30th June 1967. 
4& CST 16t 27th June 1968t Visit to a Collegeq 12th June 1968. 
5. CST 24t 7th July 1970t Visit to a Colleget 5th June 1970. 
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occurred in arts and social studies where one Board commented thatv 'there 
are still very considerable deficiencies in the syllabus for the coursep 
which can only be put right by filling existing vacancies and by a reduction 
of the loading of present staff to give them more time to pursue their own 
studies of their subjects ... It was also th a visiting party's view that 
the members of staff who were seen during the visit were undistinguished and 
1 
could not be regarded as making up in quality and enthusiasm for their numbers'. 
At another college the normal practice was to recruit academic staff from 
secondary schools and the visiting partyt whilst allowing this possibility 
for junior appointments felt that it wasq 'reasonable to expect that senior 
lecturers and above should have some experience of teaching to advanced level 
Members gained the impression that what was needed was strong unified 
leadership for the course as a whole ..... 12 Sometimes the heritage of 
experience of the academic staff could cause difficulties: thus the Business 
Studies Board suggested a collegag 'would need to build uP a staff that was 
more academic in its qualification and experience in order to balance the 
"professional" bias of its present establishment. 13 on another occasion 
perusal Of the papers for a proposed course left members witht 'lingering 
doubts about the calibre of the staff who could produce what was felt to be 
a rather pedestrian proposaV. 
4 
Staff shortages could lead to the withdrawal 
of approvalg for example 
in 1968 the Council suspended entry to a Quantity 
Surveying course on these groundsi. 
5 Thus the Council's definition of 
adequate staffing was not specific and exPlicitg 
but rather imPlicitt always 
an intuitive judgement 
derived from circumstances Particular to each course 
proposal, but grounded 
in the expertise of members and officers derived from 
I 
a rich and varied experience. 
1. CASS 10 4th January 19689 Visit to a Colleget 20th September 1967, 
2. 
: 
CASS 10 4th January 19689 Visit to a Collegev 20th September 1967. 
3* BSB 259 Ist March 19689 Minute 245,5, 
4. BSB 399 26th February 1971, Minute 410, 
5. CST 16f 27th June 1968, Visit to a Colleget 2nd May 1968, 
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Negative comment predominated over positivev an outcome both of the 
validation stance and the real deficiencies of the earlier years, Yet the 
Council certainly gave praise where it was duag commentingt for exampleg 
that staff would be 'sufficient in numbertand 'suitable in calibre'. 
1 
Or 
againg members of a visiting party had been impressedq 'with the leadershipq 
number and calibre of staff available for the proposed course and had agreed 
that a considerable amount of planning and thinking had gone into its develop- 
mentle 
2A 
visiting party to a college of education was, 'impressed by the 
calibre of many of the staff and by the way in which staff from different 
departments were clearly prepared to co-ordinate their. thinking about the 
course'. 
3A long running theme throughout the decade was the advocacy of 
better use of staff resources through improved co-ordination and the ration- 
a: Lisation of course provision. 
Emphasis was also placed upon staff research and consultancyg that 
there should be opportunities for staff to obtain higher degrees and where 
appropriateg to improve their relations with industry and commerce* A visit 
to a Scottish College in 1965 noted thatp 'in the case Of some staff9at leastp 
there would be scope for research workp provided that their timetables were 
planned to take such activities into account. It was not clear from the 
discussion whether the College had in fact put forward proposals for a staff- 
ing establsihment which would provide for research and advanced study by staff 
as well as other non teaching activities'. The Chairman of the Legal Studies 
soardp Professor Jo Wood commented thats 'it seems to me a university person 
abhorrent that the novice should carry the most teaching. It is# I feel# the 
best way of stifling research at a time when the building of habits of this 
sort are essential'. 
4 Indeed at this time it was established practice in 
advanced further education# sanctioned 
by the Burnham Committee, that the 
1* CST 19g 22nd April 19699 Visit to Sunderland Polytechnic, 31st January'69. 
2* BSB 329 7th July 1969. 
3. CE 109 lath February 19729 
4, BSB 69 lath July 1969, 
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least experienced and the junior members of the department should do the 
most teachingg and Council policy thus sought to break through the Ice floes 
of precedent* Persistent emphasis on the role of research in enabling the 
teacher to become more creativev more aware of the latest developments in 
his fieldq run like arteries through policy. Whilst it was perceived that 
the building up of research programmes could be slow and laborious equally 
there was consistent support of research as an aspect of staff development 
in the colleges. 
All those interviewed agreed that the quality of staff was by far the 
most important factor in assessing a course. Mr, Jenkinson's experience was 
that rather unsatisfactory papers could be redeemed if the staff impressed at 
the visit but conversely relatively well presented course papers might not 
lead to approval if the academic staff appeared unimpressive when questioned. 
Miss Rossiter saw as an important aspect of the visit its capacity to reveal 
whether or not the junior members of a department had really been involved 
in constructing the proposal* But perhaps the significance of the academic 
staff was best summed up 
by Mro Hanrott. 
If the staff were adequate the Council, the 
Subject Boardp would accept very many 
short comingsl It would have a very long 
list of conditions certainly the calibre 
of the staff was crucial* And I shouldnIt 
have thought we ever turned down a course 
where the staff were adequateg although we 
may have given a heavily conditional approval. 
And when I talk about the calibre of the staffq 
I am really talking about the leadership of the 
senior people more than anything else. 
Thus while the quality and experience of theaoademic. staff was not of exclus- 
ive significance it was crucial 
to the successful establishment of a CNAA 
degree course. 
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Libraries 
Concern for adequate library support was a central theme of policy, 
strongly emphasised in the Notes for Colleges. 
The Council cannot overemphasize the importance 
of the library in the degree course. The supply 
of books and periodicals for the whole course 
must be assured before the course beginsq but 
actual purchases mayq if necessaryq be related 
to the needs of the course as it develops. In 
the same way library facilities must match the 
needs of a degree course and keep pace with the 
development of the course. 
1 
policy did not embrace merely the number of volumes but extended to the 
quality Of the library staffq the place of the librarian in the college's 
academic structurep the location of the library relative to the remainder of 
the institutiong and the nature of the library building, Such concern arose 
from the deficiencies of library provision in this sector, freely acknowledged 
by one of the Departmentts officers. 
There are two reasons for thisq I think. One 
, is that 9 remembert is that higher education 
colleges in the further education system were 
built up largely on engineering and applied 
science in which a large amount of time was 
spent in laboratory work. The arts mans 
lab6ratory is the library; and as the 
necessary-provision had not been Tadeq the- 
development of arts courses revealed a yawning. 
gulf. That's simplifying the issue but there 
were many of-us who thought the libraries were 
inadequate even for science and technology, . 
but when you get on to what is a book - subject 
area then the -shortcomings are all too obviouse 
2 
1. Council 199 23rd 
January 19689 Notes for Colleges Intending to Submit 
Degree Courses for the Council's Consideration. 
2* Mr. H. W , 'French. 
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If this view Oas held in the Department it seemed very unlikely that the 
Council would come to a different conclusion. 
In assessing the provision of books and journals the 
Council frequently made improvement a condition of approvalp often calling 
for increased recurrent expenditure andg on occasiong for special capital 
grants designed to remedy the shortfall of previous years* In 1968 approval 
of a degree course at Huddersfield was subject tog 'a substantial and rapid 
increase in the stock of books and periodicals for the library ..... In this 
contextt the Council feels that there should be a substantial capital grant 
for books for the expanding library as well as a continuing increase in the 
annual grant available for books and periodicals 
1 
41 A visiting party to Rugby 
college of Engineering Technology 
2 
noted thatq 'the present stack of 7,000 
books [is: jinadequateo There is at present no scheme for lending books to 
students and the visiting party recommend that the College be asked urgently 
to consider the introduction of a lending system'. 
3 
It is interesting to 
note that this college had been validated by the NCTA. In some cases central 
libraries barely existed at the time of the Council's first visitq for example 
paisley College of Technology 
4 
and Dundee College of Tedbnology, 
5A 
visit 
to Manchester College of Commerce 
6 brought the comment that, 'with the except- 
ion of the law library where some effort has been made to bring about improve- 
mentst the present 
library provision is totally inadequateg nor was there 
evidence of any appreciation of what 
is required for degree courses'. 
7 Whilst 
statistics are not perhaps very meaningful 
it is interesting to note the size 
of increases in library grants promised 
by colleges following a CNAA visit. 
Thus at Manchester College of Commerce the grant was raised from E2,000 to 
E10,000 with a promised minimum annual grant of L59000. At Nottingham Regional 
1. CASS 109 4th January 19689 Minute 90.: L 
2, Now part of Lanchester Polytechnic. 
3. CST 39 15th June 196S. 
4* CST 69 14th December 19659 Report of a Visit to Paisley College of 
Technologyp 11th November 1965. 
50 CST 7f 22nd Marcy 19659 Report of a Visit to Dundee College of Technology, 
18th March 1966. 
6o Now part of Manchester Polytechnic. 
7. BSB 6t 28th July 19.65 Visit to Manchester College of Commerce, 7th 
July 1965* 
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College of Technology 
I 
an annual grant of L2tOOO for the Department of 
Business Administration was to be supplemented by a capital grant of L20yOOO. 
2 
Glamorgan College of Technology's 
3 total library grant of L1,800 per annum 
plus a capital grant of L109000 was regarded as wholly inadequate. 
4A 
visit 
to Ealing Technical College 
5 in 1969 revealed that library expenditure had 
increased as follows- 
1965 L6,400 
1966 Vy950 
1967 L89500 
6 1968 E129500 plus L10,000 capital grant. 
The extent of increases which took Place inlibrary grants together with the 
general tenor of comment on library provision suggest that the deficiencies 
were generally substantial. 
There was also interest in both the numbers and the quality of library 
staff, including the proportion of those with professional training* A visit 
to a college in 1968 criticized the organization of the library and strongly 
hinted this was due to a lack of staffg 'the library staff comprises a 
librarian and a deputy librarian (both qualified)t two assistant librarians 
and one cataloguer together with part time assistance. Judging by the fact 
that there were some 600 to 700 new volumes awaiting transfer to the shelves 
this staffing does not seem to be adequate'. Following this visit the college 
submitted plans to increase the number of qualified and assistant library staffv 
which was accepted as satisfactory. 
7A 
visit to a college of educatio nt noting 
the appointment of a new librarian observed that scope to exerciie his talents was 
limited and that there was no Library Committee. 
a 
The Council view was the 
librarian should carry weight in the college's organizationg for example being 
10 Now part of Trent Polytechnic. 
2. CASS 109 4th January 19689 Visit to Nottingham Regional College of 
Technologyp 20th September 1967. 
3, Now the Polytechnic of Wales. 
4a CST 8t 16th May 1966. Visit to Glamorgan College of Technology, 20th 
April 1966* 
so Now Ealing College of Higher Education, 
6. CASS 14p 16th January 1969t Minute 129. 
7, CASS 119 22nd April 1968, Visit to Wolverhampton College of Technology, 
16th February 1968* 
CE 7p 10th December'7; Minute 39. 
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a member of the Academic Boardq and that the library should be closely 
associated with academic planning. 
On rare occasions library deficiencies might be so serious that special 
measures would be taken to secure improvement, Such a position arose at the 
Liverpool Regional College of Technology in 1969. The background was complex# 
arrangements for the new Liverpool Polytechnic were being completedg and in 
the past the college had depended significantly on the cityts Picton Library. 
A visiting partyq noting the difficulties, commented that, 'the existing 
courses at the college could be at risk if the serious deficiencies in the 
library facilities were not rectified as a matter of urgencyt and recommended 
that improvement of the library should be a prerequisite for a long term 
renewal of approval. Ultimately the issue at Liverpool was resolved by dis- 
cussion between the Chief Officer and the local authority. 
Serious deficiencies revealed by visits led to growing pressure for the 
council to issue guidelines to assist colleges in. their development* As early 
as 1965 a Subject Board suggested the need for a more general view. 
Members felt it would be helpful if criteria 
could be established for minimum library 
requirements# although the difficulties in 
proposing this were appreciated. They were 
concerned that college libraries should offer 
an adequate coverage-for the courses provided 
in the college and the stock of books should 
be kept up to date so that they were available 
for staff seeking to maintain a mastery of 
their subjects. In special cases ad hoc 
arrangements with local specialised libraries 
could be made to supplement the services of 
the college libraryg but as a general rule 
students should not be dependent on outside 
facilities. ' 
BSB 69 28th Ouly 19659 Minute 46.1. 
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Specific action was not taken until 19699 whent following a visit to Ealing 
Technical Colleget general concern was expressed by members of the Committee 
for Arts and Social Studies about the provision of library facilities. 'It 
was felt that an attempt should be made to determine the parameters of such 
standards so that these could be used as a guide to Subject Boards in their 
assessment of individual college re*sources The Council's Librarianship 
Board was already acting as an expert advisor to the Council and whilst Donald 
Davinson was not wholly convinced of the success of this experiment yets 'the 
quality of advice offered to the Council an library provision is almost always 
going to be better for the presence at a particular visit of a professional 
librarian of any kind of experience than it might be in the total absence of 
someone with library experience'. From late 1967 a member of the Librarian- 
ship Board always accompanied visiting parties which assessed a college's 
resource provision. 
2 Following this new expression of concern the Board 
established a working party which drew up notes of guidance for the Subject 
Board. 
3 The proposals were a guide to the minimum necessary provision, and 
marked a rejection perhaps of 
ideal standards. The Working Party believed 
that its recommendations could probably be met by about half the existing 
colleges and that the remain0er should 
be able to move towards the standards 
In a reasonable time- Main features included emphasis on the central location 
of the libraryg a rejection of 
departmental librariesp recommendations about 
the size and scope of library hAldings9 the availability of different forms 
of study spacep and of 
the book stock, For a college of two thousand full 
time students the book stock should-be at leastp 2309000 currently useful 
volumes and 750 periodicals'* 
Emphasis was placed on the need for adequate 
professional library staffp 
thusExpenditure on staff salaries should be about 
4 
half the total annual expenditure an the book stock . These proposals were 
10 CASS 149 16th January 
1969t Minute 129, 
2* Donald Davinsonp The Librarianship Board of the Council for National 
Academic Awardsq 3ournal of Librarlanshig. Vol. B, No, 2p April 1976, ppB9-90, 
3* CASS 159 15th April 1969t Minute 
135.4,2, 
4e council 25t 14th July 
19699 Library Provision in Colleges - Guidance for 
Subject Boards in their Assessment of Courses. 
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accepted as a minimum basis for an adequate li 
. 
brary and the assessors agreed 
that the DES would look into the building code for-libraries'* I Two years 
later it was agreed that these notes. of guidance should be withdrawn, since 
it was believed that the development of the Polytechnics Implied that standards 
for library provision could now be more easily upheld. 
2 
It is however inter- 
esting to note that at a joint NUS/CNAA meeting held in October of the same 
year students expressed concern about the standard of library provision. 
1 
The principal reason for the decision to withdraw the notes of guidance lay 
in the Council's anxiety to prevent minimum standards becoming a norms beyond 
which it would be difficult to advance. 
Validation of colleges of education-raised new difficulties far-library 
provision. The extent of deficiencies was not. originally appreciatedt possibly 
because Worcester College of Education possessed a better than average library 
at the time of its application. Certainly there was no adverse comment. The 
issue first became significant at Didsbury in November 1973 when the climate 
of expectations had advanced. After commenting favourably ori the library in 
relation to existing courses the Chairman of the Librarianship Board indicated 
problems that would arise with diversification. The Committee for Education 
responded by suggesting that a college of education librarian should be in- 
vited to join the Librarianship Board and that general guidance should be 
prepared for visiting parties. 
4A 
visit to Berkshire College of Education 
5 
at almost precisely 
the same time highlighted similar difficulties; fit is 
appreciated that the book 
fund figures are based upon the DES formula for 
College of Education libraries but such a formula falls short of the standards 
needed to serve degree level students following a course of the nature propos- 
ed. i6 A working party was again established and produced Notes for Guidance 
10 Council 259 14th Ouly 19699 Minute 381, 
2* Council 33p 3rd August 19719 Minute 494. 
3e Council 35t 16th November 1971* Report of a Meeting Between Represent- 
ativgs of the Council and the National Union of Studentsl 21st Cctober 
1971* 
4o CE 179 15th November 19739 Minute 125.3. 
5. Now gulmershe College of Higher Education, 
6* CE 189 8th February 19749 Appendix A to a Visit to Berkshire College of 
Educationqlýt/ 2nd November 1973. 
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in July 1975. These recognized the special role of libraries in colleges 
of education in particular their function as learning resource cantres for 
the guidance of future teaching. 'Also significant in the diversification 
context was the close association of the librarian with the development of 
new courses, in order to ensure that adequate provision would be available. 
The Working Party made similar recommendations for book stock as those made 
in 1969t though with a somewhat greater stress an other forms of learning 
material and the need for close relationships with departments or units in 
a college with commitment to educational technology. Thus it was well under- 
stood that libraries should not precisely resemble those of the polytechnics, 
but would retain a distinctive orientationg based upon their education 
commitmente 
1 
. Council policy on library provision rested partly an a more prescriptive 
approache Initial caution about issuing fairly precise guidance was replaced 
by a more assertive policy in 1969. Yet certainly far mord important than 
this were the steadly hammer blows of visiting party reports, highlighting 
weaknessest suggesting remedies and commending adequate provision. These re- 
ports had influence not only upon the colleges and their local authorities butp 
via the assessorsp upon the DES and its officersq whose co-operation was 
essential for the availability of adequate resources. The Council was thus 
performing a twofold educative function* 
Accommodation 
Accommodation and equipment for courses received attention with staffing 
and the library. Again adequate resources were regarded as crucial to the 
course and in its notes 
for colleges the Council gave a general indication 
of its requirements# 
is CE 24v 2nd 3uly 1975t. Library Provision in Colleges of Education - Notes 
for Guidance. 
-a 
The libraryp laboratoriesq classrooms9 tutorial 
rooms# etc. g must match the educational needs of 
the course as devised by the college. In present 
circumstances it would be unrealistic for the 
Council in all cases to expect accommodation and 
equipment to be available for the whole course 
before it starts. What the Council expects to 
see is adequate accommodation and equipment for 
the course to begin and# where new buildings and 
accommodation will be neededt these should be 
provided to match the needs of the course as it 
develops* 
The Council also wished to know details of building programmest including 
likely availability of new accommodation* 
1 
As with other resource areas this 
general statement of broad principles was given specific clothing in the day 
to day experience of course approval and visits. Within the broad focus of 
assessment attention rested particularly an the quality of staff offices and 
social and residential facilities. 
The quality of accommodation and equipment available was judged both 
in relation to the needs of the course and as an indicator of departmental 
and college thinking. Thus a visit to 3ohn Dalton College 
2 in 1967 was part- 
icularly concerned whether the college would be suitable for degree courses, 
given the quality of its accommodation and equipment. 
3 
Mro Hanrott noted that 
the college had originally been planned for a coiling of HNC/HND work and thus 
there was particular concern as to whether the accommodation would be suitable 
for degree coursest and a visit was made by three or four senior Council members 
with exclusive concern for resource aspects, unusual in 1967* At-1)undee the 
college was warned thatt 
'before this course or any further courses are approv- 
ed at the college the Council should receive a detailed timetable showing a 
I* see abovev pp. 215-218, 
2* Now part of Manchester Polytechnic. 
3, Council 179 17th July 1967, 
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reliable estimate of the dates an which additional accommodation will be 
made available*. 
1 On occasion marginal decisions were taken on the under- 
standing of rapid improvement* Thus approval was given to a course at 
Brixton School of Building although it was noted that laboratory accommodation 
was restrictedt equipment adequate only to begin the courseq and that there 
was little possibility of improvement until a new building had been completed. 
2 
Mr. Hornby indicated that although the Council was always pressing for improv- 
ed accommodation and equipment it was frequently obliged to compromiset given 
the demand for places on degree courses. This did not prevent criticism of 
accommodation being caustic. 
The visiting party thought that the present 
teaching accommodation and staff workroom 
available to the Department of Business Studies 
were deplorableo They were quite unsuitable 
for the use to which they were put in that many 
rooms had no natural lighting or ventilationg 
and soundproofing appeared to be inadequate, 
They were already grossly overcrowded and it 
was not possible to identify any rooms which 
3 
would be available for the proposed course. 
Whilst there was a general improvement and Some lessening of adverse comments 
on accommodation over timet there were still occasions when general concern 
was expressed. In 1971 the Committee for Arts and Social Studies noted that 
in three reports under consideration# 'the college was counting on additional 
accommodation becoming available in the futureq and that major*building projectE 
were proposed* In no cases however had there been any clear indication of 
what the colleges would do in the interim periodr and there seemed little 
possibility of improving accommodationg and in particular library provision, 
in the immediate future'. 
4 
The extension of validation to colleges of educatior 
1. CST 79 22nd March 19669 Minute 82. 
2* CST Bf 16th May 19669 
3,, esB 119 31st March 1966, 
4,, CASS 239 3rd May 1971v Minute 220,1, 
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again raised difficulties: a review of the engineering laboratories at one 
college suggested that they were 'hardly going to inspire any technical 
college lecturer to prodube any new ideas for the practical content of 
appropriate curriculum studies* Equipment is very limited and the general 
impression is that of the 1950so, Whilst the Council had certainly made 
general progress in persuading the collegesy the local authorities and the 
DES of the need for improvement the colleges of education posed new challenges 
at the end of its first decade. 
Staff accommodation was often the cause of critical comment and the 
scope of the improvements required are well indicated by the Council's initial 
criteria which required only that a member of staff should bave a desk and a 
locker of his owny and an office to be shared by no more than two or three 
people. In many cases the true situation was utterly different* There was 
s college where offices were shared by twelve peoplev 
2 
at anothert 'a total 
of 3,691) square feet for the present staff establishment of 869 an average 
of 73 square feet for each lecturerg most of the staff being accommodated in 
rooms for 6 to 8 lecturers'. 
3A 
visit to Plymouth College of Technology 
4 in 
1966 noted the poverty of staff accommodation. 
The staff work room provision is quite inadequate. 
In the main college buildingg for exampleg there 
are only a few staff work rooms used by comparatively 
large numbers of staff. It has not been possible 
to provide each member of his staff with his own 
desk. The visiting-party was disappointed to 
find that although there would be some improvement 
in staff work rooms in the new Nautical College, 
it is still proposed to accommodate 8 members of 
staff in rooms of 200 square feet where it would 
clearly not be possible to provide each member of 
staff withhIs own desk or to provide the appropriate 
conditions for individual tutorial work. 
5 
I. CE 15v 14th May 1973p Visit to a College, 31st January 1973. 
2. CST 49 23rd July 1965p Visit to a College, 6th July 1965. 
3. BSB 19t 3rd May 1967. 
4* Now Plymouth Polytechnic. 
C rST 169 19th october 1966, Visit of 
7th July 1966. 
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The provision of staff offices caused sufficient concern to yield a meeting 
with DES officials to discuss improvements and the Council's approach apparent- 
ly received a sympathetic response. 
' It may be thought that horizons which 
embraced the exact complement and area of a staff office were limited - and 
in one sense they were, Yet this spatial concern rested upon a wider visiont 
that of the academic staff pursuing a life of research and scholarshipp con- 
ducting tutorials and a creative intellectual lifeg divorced from the heritage 
of stereotyped lectures which had often formed an essential part of the 
technical college milieue 
This concern with a wider environment is well illustrated by the attent- 
ion given to social and residential facilities, The Council made parsistent 
enquiries about provision for student unionsp about catering and halls of 
residence* A visit to Dundee noted thatt 'there is only a small canteen for 
students and no staff dining room; the Students Union has two small sitting 
rooms and an office in a very dilapidated building adjacent to the college'. 
2 
In extreme cases the Council's approval could be prescriptive. 
The College should give urgent consideration to 
ending at an early date the most undersirable 
arrangement whereby 48 students were housed on 
the College site in prefabricated huts on a 
dormitory basis* If necessaryp this should be 
done by restricting the admission of now students. 
3 
Consultation again took, place with the DES which in 1971 Put forward revised 
4 
schedules for non 
teýching 2CCommodation in the polytechnics . Any measured 
judgement of the impact of the Council upon resource provision is very diffic- 
ult since the CNAA wqs not 
responsible for granting money to enable improve- 
ments to be achieved. 
Rather it was one of an array of institutions and 
interest groups operating 
in the broad field of higher education and thus 
10 CST 13p 18th June 1967, Minute 243. 
2. CST 79 22nd March 
1967. 
3. Council 199 23rd January 
19689 Minute 293.2, 
4o Council 35t 16th November 
19719 Minute 506.4. 
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judgement requires. a measurement of the relative significance of the Councilq 
the collegess the local authorities and the Departments. The significance 
of the Council's role was certainly greater than might at first appearp since 
evidence from officers inqicates a substantial amount of informal negotiation 
with the local authorities. Whilst it is a valid hypothesis that persistent 
refusal to validate an resource grounds would have embarrassed the Departments 
and the local authorities, equally there is no evidencev research apartr that 
there was a wide gulf between the CNAA and providing authorities. However 
CNAA officers did believe that they were sometimes better informed about the 
situation in a particular collegag and did not always find the Departments, 
approval procedures wholly rational. Adverse comments on conditions in 
colleges did enable principals and heads of departments to re-examine their 
priorities and to press for increased provision. There is certainly evidence 
that second and third visits to the same college saw major improvements in 
the quality of resources. The flow of reports eroded over time the bedrock 
of complacency and the tendency to regard what existed as being adequate. 
The effectiveness of the Council in these areas must have been reinforced by 
the broad network of informal contacts between collegesp enabling a general 
sense of Council standards to permeate the world of public sector higher 
educatione 
Although lacking the power to allocate resources the bouncil. steadily 
amassed a fund of expert 
6owledge which bore fruit in the Council visitt 
the assessment of'the college as a wholep an extremely liberal interpretation 
of its Charter powers. The CNAA was forced to respond to events and thus 
early advocated the need 
for staff student ratios and for revision of Depart- 
mental course approval procedures. 
Yet it should not be forgotten that in 
its first decade the Council had encountered favourable winds an the journey 
to raise standards and that the deteriorating economic climate in the early 
N 
1970s would face the CNAA with now challenges. 
10 Exoinfo Mr. F. R. - Hornby and Mr. F. Ge Hanrott, 
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CHAPTER 71 
lk 
DEFINITIONS OF AUTONOMY 
Attention has so far rested upon the Council's academic and resource 
policies, examining their evolution in the decade following the CNAA's found- 
ation. An assessment is now made of the interplay of relationships with 
external bodiesq particularly the DES and the local authoritiesp and is 
followed by consideration of the changing nature of policy towards the collegesp 
espec Jolly the so called *academic freedoms' debate. This then is a field 
course which maps out the lines of power and surveys the parameters of 
infiuence in an attempt to discover the main areas of the CNAA's responsibility 
and to define its role as an institution. Indeed the debate about the nature 
of the relationship between the Council and the colleges raised fundamental 
questions about the Council's future place in higher education. 
Moodie and Eustace in discussing university government define autonomy 
asp 'independent corporations able to own property to sue and be suedg and 
to regulate their own affairs, within the wide powers granted to them by the 
instrument of. incorporation'* 
1 In this relatively narrow sense there are 
certainly parallels with the CNAAq forthe Council possesses a Charter and 
Statutesq and has the relevant attributes of ownership, of legal personality 
and power to regulate 
its own affairs. Yet even within this defýnition there 
are significant differencesq 
for whereas the universities receivei- the vast 
majority of their income from public sources through the medium of the IJGC 
the Council is (now) financed by a registration fee paid by each 
student enrolling on a CNAA 
degree coursel though the original source of such 
income is predominantlý from public funds through the local authority grant 
paid to most students. 
Morevoer the governing Council's members. are appoint- 
Graeme Ce Moodie and Rowland Eustacep Power and Authority in British 
Universitie (London 1974) p. 45. 
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ed by the Secretaries of Stateg which is not the case with the Council and 
Senate of a universityp and although the Council validates courses it does 
not allocate the resources* Nor are the collegeso and therefore by implication 
the Councilq free within overall resource limits to decide which courses shall 
be offered. Proposals have to be approved first by the Regional Advisory 
Councils and subsequently by the DES, 
1A 
university is freet within the 
restraints of resources available and in the context of strong UGC guidance 
on desirable developments, to offer whatever courses it wishes. Thus in some 
respects the autonomy of the Council is clearly more heavily qualified than 
that of a universityp in particular its governing body is subject to direct 
government appointment with the opportunity for the exercise of direct 
political influence and patronagep and the provision of resources is not 
within its competence. Conversely the nature of its financing through registrat- 
ion fees gives it relatively substantial independencev in which it shares a 
close parallel with student unions. Yet this is an analysis of a. static 
model which in reality is subject to the cross currents of relationships 
between different interest groupst to changes in public policy and to the 
momentum of the Council's own development. 
Rel tionships with the Department of Education and Science and the Scottish 
Education Department, 
The relationship between the CNAA and the Departments has fallen into 
four areas: general developments in policy relating to the public sector of 
higher educationt 
2 the provision of resourcesl in particular course approval 
procedurest 
3 the appointment of members to the governing Council and means Of 
financing the CNAA's activities* These specific areas should however be view- 
ad in a general context of 
informal disucssion and consultation between the 
1. see abovet pp. 120-121. 
2e See abovep Ch. llp from p. 58* 
3# See abovep p. p. 215-231, 
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Departments' officers, the inspectorate and the CNAA* Indeed much of this 
kind of relationship is by its nature no longer accessible- to a research 
investigation. 
A repeated theme in Council views an course provision has been unease 
with aspects of DES policy and scepticibmabout the Department's capacity to 
articulate realistic policies. Thus CNAA officers regarded their knowledge 
of colleges as 'incomparably greater' than that of the DES9 land I am includ- 
ing the administration of the DES9 as well as the HMIs. The general inspector 
for a college will obviously know a great deal about that college, but if you 
take the CNAA as an institution it's bound to know more'. 
1 Me French however, 
whilst agreeing that the inspectorate would tend to be less knowledgeable in 
specific discipline areas at degree levelt a tendency enhanced by the develop- 
ment of the public sector of higher educationt and, in particulart less 
knowledgeable than a CNAA Subject Boardq did believe that overall the inspect- 
orate and the Department were well informed about general trends, especially 
remembering that the inspectors occupied full time posts, land were constantly 
in and out of the colleges'* 
2A counter argument would suggest that the 
CNAA's officersp Committees and Subject Boards possessed a more expert 
knowledge of the academic and resource landscape of the colleges than that 
provided by the Ministry's own 
inspectorate. Much would depend upon the 
angle of vision: 
the latter would certainly be better informed about trends 
in public policy and planning in higher educationg the former would possess 
more specialized knowledge of curriculum, perhaps of staff. capacity 
in depart- 
ments and colleges. 
In so far as there was. disagreement between the Council 
and the Departments 
it is important to remember that the assessors were meant 
to act as a lubricating machanismp advising 
the Council about demands which 
the DES would find impossible to fulfill and informing the Departments of 
significant issues 
thrown up in the course of the Council's validating, activit- 
las@ 
10 Mr. F*G* Hanrott: Mr. Hornby and other officers have expressed similar 
viewse 
2* Ex-inf. Mr. H. W. French, 
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An area of particular significance to the CNAA was the manner and 
timing of the Departments' ppproval of new coursest since this had immediate 
implications for validation. There were sustained exchanges of view about 
the need to avoid overburdening the CNAA and following discussion of these 
difficulties the Chief Officer was informed that the Department was: 
9osoe anxious to help as far as we can to avoid 
the overloading of the CNAA with work which is 
unnecessary either because courses are put 
forward without sufficient regard to your 
published requirements or because they are 
unable to attract the anticipated support and 
are not in fact started at the proposed dateo 
With this in mind we propose to issue a circular 
letter reminding authorities and colleges of 
their responsibility for satisfying themselves 
that a proposed CNAA course compliep prima 
facie with your requirements and that if approved 
it can be launched satisfactorily at the proposed 
date. I 
In 1973 following further difficulties the DES agreed to vary its procedure 
so that now applications could now be submitted after RAC approval but before 
2 
confirmation or otherwise by the DES . Given that over ninety per cent of 
RAC approved proposals were confirmed there was only a small chance of the 
Council's time being wasted. Another aspect of the approval procedure was 
highlighted by the Committee for Arts and Social Studies. 
One of the difficulties that had been encountered 
was the discrepancy that often existed between 
the nature and demands of a course as first 
proposed to the RACt and as finally submitted 
for the Council's approval. It appeared that in 
1 41 CST 
15 ath February 19689 letter OES Officer to F? R, Hornby, 16th Jan, 16B, 
2. CST 34: 7th February 1973t Minute 517. 
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some cases the Department's decision to approve 
a course had been made on inadequate or possibly 
misleading information. Conversely it appeared 
that where a college had'submitted detailed 
schemes to the RAC they found it difficult to 
modify these in any way in their subsequent 
submission to the Council. 
I 
Course approval procedures were a source of difficulty between the Council 
and the Departments because the aims of each differed* The CNAA's more 
introspective view judged the courses and the departments proposing them in 
detail and sought-to ensure that. they were of adequate degree standard. The 
Departments were however far more influenced by considerations of national 
needp the provision of places for qualified applicants9 and were less concern- 
ed with specific circumstances in each college and not perhaps fully aware 
of local conditions in the public sector of higher. education, 
2 
Given the appointment of members of the governing Council by the Secret- 
aries of'state 
3 
an important area of CNAA relationships with the Departments 
has been concerned with membership. Advice has also been sought by the Council 
about committee membershipt though appointment is a CNAA prerog; ýtive. The 
process of appointing Council members isq according to DES officialst fairly 
complex* Given the Council's national competence it has been important to 
ensure a balanced representation between diverse 
interests not only# as the 
Charter requiresp members drawn from universitiest collegesp industry and 
commerce and those with knowledge of 
local authority procedures, but also in 
practice a reasonable 
balance between geographical areasq major subject areas 
and the interests of professional associations. 
4 Sir Cyril English graphically 
described the manner in 'which the membership of the first Council was drawn 
UPO 
16 CASS 18t 15th January 
19709 Minute 168.3,3, 
2o See abovog p*2219 
3* See above, p, 52, 
4* Exoinfo Mro D. E. Lloyd Jones. 
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It's a very informal sort of discussion really. 
Itis suggesting of namess of subject and geog- 
raphical area and so ant without any feeling 
that the names may necessarily be accepted. 
But you know there's so and so from such and 
such a firmq he's a very. good man . in this 
area, and old whats his name at Newcastle is 
a very good chief education officer. Or we 
find we haven't got anyone from the West 
Midlands .... Trying to make sure that you 
had the balance of interest and the balance 
of geographical spread so that they haven't 
all come from Landont which is always a 
great problem. They mustn't be too heavily 
loaded with round and near Londong and you 
need carep because people north of 
Birmingham think Bristol's London. I've 
never known anyone pushing a person and 
ýeing worried ' if he or she is not accepted. 
And of course some of the state army who sit 
on such bodies are automatic starters. 
Mr. French noted thatq 'we aim really at people whose standing is sufficiently 
high to warrant respect# whose general judgement can be respected also, andq 
who can cover broadly the subject areas as well'* Nor was it always possible 
to predict how a member would turn outq the contribution of industrialists in 
particular had sometimes been disappointing. In 1973 a DES official explained 
to the now Chief Officerv Dre Kerr, 
I the general principles governing the 
appointment of CNAA Council members, 
Service would normally be for two trien- 
nial termsq less or more was exceptionalt 
there would be three members with 
Scottish connectiont one with a Welsh connectiont there should be some 
women members. A proportion of 
those from the further education group would 
Dre Edwin Kerr born 1st July 1926. Educated Royal Belfast Academical 
Institutiong Queen's Universityp Belfast. Assistant Lecturer in Math- 
ematicsv queen's University 1948-529 Lecturerg Birmingham College of 
Technology 1952-59 Lecturer College of Science and Technologyq Manchester 
1956-8. Head of Mathematics DepartmentpRoyal, College of Advanced 
Technologyt Salford 1958-669 Principalt Paisley College of Technology 
1966-72.. Chief Officert CNAA, since 1972, 
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be from polytechnicsp an attempt would be made to maintain a balance between 
subject specialisms and there was the possibility of the appointment of the 
chairman of a committee in his own right. 
' In fact provision for the letter 
was made in the Council's Charter and this has been normal practice* In 
general these principles appear to have been followed in the first four Councils 
after 1964 (1964-79 1967-709'1970-39,, 1973-6) thougH the-Chairmant Sir-Michael 
Clapham served throughout the first decade and the Chairman of the Committee 
for Research Degrees served for more than three terms and one or two others 
for more than two terms* No person with Northern Irish connections was appoint- 
ed until 1974g alýthough the second Chief Officer was of Northern Irish origin. 
While there has certainly been consultation between the Council and the DES 
CNAA advice has not always been taken. Thus in 1970 Mro Hornby in reply 
to a suggestion that a certain 
Mr. Brown be nominated to the Council commented: 
1, Is he a good and competent man doing his job 
well? Me Brown would I think fit the bill 
here in a reasonable sbrt-of way. 
2, Has he made a contribution to the CNAA's work 
through Subject Board'br Committee work? Mr. 
Brown has not. made any such contribution* 
3e How does the teacher stand with regard to his 
college's overall representation in the Council's 
organisation? In the case of Dunwich Collegeg 
Black the Directorg is a member of the Necro- 
mantic Studies Boardt Greenp Head of Department 
of Ruritanian Studiesp is a member of the 
Utopian Studies Boardq and Grayp Head of the 
1)epartment of Meditation is a member of the 
Meditation Studies Board* 
2 
10 DES official to Dre Kerrq 9th March 1973, - 
2* F. R. Hornby to a DES official, 9th February 1970- All the names in 
this reference are fictitious, 
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Brown was however appointed. Conversely on another Occasion when the Chief 
officer felt a principal of a college suggested by the Departments was un- 
suitable it was agreed to leave a vacancy on the Council but the DES official 
stressed that the Chairman of the CNAA should agreeg 'in case the Secretary 
1 
of State is thought to have made the decision unilaterally'. On a third 
occasion there was some disagreement about the replacement of a member: the 
Departmental view prevailed. 
2 DES advice could certainly be most helpful 
and when it was decided that it would be advantageous-to co-opt a teacher to 
the governing Council it was the Department which supplied the name of a 
suitable headmaster and later of a headmistress. 
3 
It is not however known 
whether all decisions relating to Council membership were the outcome of 
cohsultation. Whilst the power to nominate members represented significant 
patronage it is not wholly certain how far the Department used this as a means 
of injecting its own Views or those of its political masters into the Council. 
indeed Sir Cyril English believed that the Department did not perceive the 
significance of its power to appoint when the Charter was drawn up. The 
Department's view has rather been that the triennial renewal of Council 
membership can be a time consuming chore. Thus when it was suggested within 
the Council in 1973 that one third of the membership might retire every year 
DES official commented to Dr. Kerr thatp 'the exercise of the reconstruction 
is a large, complex and time consuming operation requiring extensive consult- 
ations with the senior officers of the DES and the SED in which they have to 
consult with many peoplelt and he felt that this exercise wqs difficult 
enough to carry out every three years without moving to the position where it 
4 
was being carried out 
in part every year. Indeed in 1970 the appointment of 
a new Council had virtually coincided with a 
General Election with consequent 
delaYo 
1. DES Official to F. R. Hornby, 13th May 19699 Council membership file. 
2. Departmental official to F. R. HornbY9 28th February 1966. 
3. F. R. Hornby to DES officialg 10th April 196B. 
4. DES official to Dr* Kerr, 9th March 1973& 
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That the Department may have used its powers of patronage with consid- 
erable restraint does not mean that others failed to perceive its significance. 
on at least one occasion a proposed member was rejected on political grounds 
by a Secretary of State at a very late stage and various groups have sought 
to ensure their representation. In 1965 the ATTI pressed for representation 
and its then Secretary claimed that the Secretary of State had agreed to add 
an ATTI nominee to the Council. This was refuted by the then Secretary of 
State who argued that Council members were not chosen as representatives but 
for their general suitability for its affairs, 
1 The CNAA was also pressed 
by professional institutions for representation, In 1967 the Secretary of 
the Institute for Civil Engineers pointed out that whilst the other-Engineering 
Institutes had representatives on the Council his institution was not represent- 
edt 
2 
and similar observations were received from the Institute of Structural 
Engineers* However since this membership was not a Council responsibility 
it could do little effective# although a powerful professional institution's 
lack of representation might be prejudicial to the recognition of CNAA degrees 
.8 giving exemption 
from professional examinations* Thus an occasion the 
Council found itself caught between the DES and various pressure groupsgable 
only to advisat persuade and sympathise 
but not to command, 
The Council's autonomy was greatest in areas of academic policy least 
in thoso concerned with resources, a factor very well illustrated by the 
hit, tory of tho Council's own finances. In its early years the CNAA received 
13n annual doficioncy, grent 
from the DES designed to bridge the gap between 
income and oxpondituroo 
3 The significance of this grant may be seen in Table 
Thu stated intontion in November 1965 had been self sufficiency in 
fivo yonra but this provod 
infeasible due to the unpredictable nature of the 
Latter from the late Right Honourable Anthony Crosland922nd December 
1965. CNAA Council Membership File. 
2* Lett; r Secretary 
Institute of Civil Engineers to Sir Harold Roxbee Cox 
(later Lards Kings Norton)q 15th December 1967, CNAA Council Membershio Fil 
30 The NCTA had been similarly 
financed#. 
I 
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council's work. 
I Discussions were held in 1966 concerning the maximum possible 
grant the CNAA might receive and the Council was informed that this would be 
L25p=)o 
2 In 1968 when the annual estimates for 1969-70 were under discussion 
the DES assessor stated thatt 'the rise io the Council's estimated expenditure 
for 1969-70 and the increase in the grant requested from the Department would 
present problems .... in view of the present financial climate and the agreed 
aim that the Council should become self-supporting within a reasonable period. 
The increase in the grant which was proposed 
3 did not appear to be in line 
with these functions. 
4 The Department offered a reduced grant on the grounds 
that in the Past 8stimated incOM8 had b88n less than actualg senior staff 
salaries should rise by five not ton per centq and there was too great an 
allowance for pn honorary degree function. 
5 
The Council was deeply disappoint- 
ed by this proposal and initiated a thorough review of how it might be financed. 
In a paper presented to the governing Council the Chief Officer pointed out 
that there were likely to be future expensive commitments in staffing$ both 
to make provision for the growth of validation in education and enable senior 
staff to devote more time to policy 
issues, 
An examination of the doirespondence with-, the 
DES for 1969-70 does not convey any conviction 
that the Councille. work can be adequately 
dovelopedp organised and executed under a 
system based an a deficiency grant from the 
DES. Two examples illustrate this. It is an 
extraordinary situation that an autonomous 
body meeting more than 80% of its own expand- 
ituro is unable to fix salaries of its senior 
staff without reference to the DES*... The 
Council 99 965 Oth November 19 Minute 134.1.2. 
2. Council 12# 19th July 19669 Minute 187. 
3* From L12943 8 1960-9 to LlOtOI3 1969-70. 
4. Council 22# 12th November 1968t Minute 335. 
so Letter from Department of Education and Scienceg 23rd January 1969. 
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other example is the honorary degree function. 
The members of the Council and its officers 
are responsible people and will not spend 
money extravagantly. On the other handq a 
new venture of this sort cannot be a failure 
and some elasticity must be available to the 
Council and its officers in their planning 
of the activity. In effectq the financial 
relationship between the Council and the 
DES seems to follow closely the arrangements between 
some LEAS and their youth clubs and community 
associationsp this is no basis for the 
development of the activities of an organ- 
isation such as the Council. 
1 
It was agreed that it was essential to proceed to self sufficiency as quickly 
as possible and consequently the Council's registration fee was raised from 
L8 to L12 per capita and the DES deficiency grant ceased in the financial 
year 1970-1. Not the least of the ironies of this argument was the fact that 
one of the Department's ministers was to be a duest at the honorary degree 
function. 
The issue of the Council's financing illustrates several facets of the 
CNAA autonomy, Firstly it was possible for the DES to apply pressure on 
financial grounds upon the Council's activities, What lay behind the Depart- 
ment's attitude an this occasion is not knowne There seem however to be 
two feasible speculations: firstly that Departmental budgets were under such 
pressure that the extra money required represented a real embarrassment# 
secondly that this was a device to force the Council to move over to self 
More important perhaps is the implied evidence that th C uncill, sufficiency. eoS 
underfinancing was a ser. ious hindrance to its work9 but there must also be 
noted serious doubts amongst former officers about the speed with which senior 
staff could be trained andq by implicationt about the rate at which the 
Council 249'6th May 1969. Future Developments In the Council's Work 
and the Related Question of the Financing of its Activities. 
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Council's activities could expand. The achievement of self financing was 
part of the Council's maturation for now its sense of financial responsibility 
was the only guarantee that its expenditure and therefore registration feast 
almost wholly drawn from public fundsq would not become excessive. Moreover 
financial independence gave the Council a greater degree of freedom over the 
planning of its activities and securing the means to carry them through, 
The Council's exact relationship with the Departments of Education can-not 
-fully be defined given that evidence of formal contact requires substantial 
modification by the frequent informal consultation which took place between 
the officers of the CNAA and those of the DES, The Council was certainly 
strongly influenced by the Department which was natural given that it was the 
validating body for the public sector and indeed had originally been establish- 
ed by a governmental initiative. Mr. Hanrott claimed thaty 'I can never 
imaqine the Council taking a very firm line against the government line an 
a major issue unless it had a lot of evidencot P but the presence of assessors 
throughout the committee structure was designed to minimise conflict.. In 
general there was some disparity in Council influenceg significant in areas 
of academic policyt more limited in relationship to resource areas* 
Relationships with the Local Authorities 
Relationships with the local authorities were most important in resource 
areas and there was frequent correspondence and meetings to discuss problems 
relating to particular colleges. Mr, Hornby described the general flavour 
of this relationship. 
Mr, Hornby described the general flavour 
of -aujch relationships as relatively flexible 
and informal. Thus he might discuss problems 
with a Chief Education Officerg perhaps 
accompanied by the director of a polytechnicq 
over lunch. on other occasions the CEO would 
wish to speak to the Chief Officer about the 
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polytechnic f6k which his authority was 
responsible. Nor was it unknown for 
the Chief'Officer to discuss the director 
of a polytechnic with a CEO and an 
occasion there could be some. very plain ; 
speaking. 
Apart from this recurrent informal relationships the general interests of the 
local authorities were protected by membership of the governing Council of. 
two people representing the local authorities, 
1 in practice interpreted by 
the appointment of a Chief Education Officer and an elected member of an 
Education Committeel and this no doubt ensured that potential major areas of 
difficulty could be explored at an early stage. 
There have been occasional more formal meetings between representat- 
ives of the Council and those. of the local*authorities. In February 1965 such 
a meeting discussed the availability of training places for sandwich courses, 
the location of coursesp the possibility of entry to a degree course with 
HND qualificationsythe possible validation of courses at colleges of education 
by the CNAA. 
2 Such discussions took place 
part of a formal enduring committee system 
How far this was inherent in the nature of 
the local authoritiesq how far due to the 
decade after 1964 it has not been possible 
on an ad hoc basis and were not 
providing for regular consultation. 
relationships between the CNAA and 
relaxed resource climate of the 
to detýrmine. * 
Interesting insight into the interrelationships between the CNAAq the 
DES and local authorities is provided by RutheMord College of Technology 
IS. in 
1967. A visiting party had commented on the need for a more developed system 
of academic government and remarked that it saw advantages, 'in the Director 
See above# P. 53. 
2. Council 4j 22nd February 19659 Meeting with Local Authority Representat- 
ivesp 18th January 1965. 
3. Now part of Newcastle Polytechnic. 
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of the Polytechnic being appointedat an early date so that he can have some 
part in the changes of government which the visiting p- arty believes to be 
urgently desirable at this college. The visiting party would like the Council 
to consider whether this is a matter which its Chief Officer might discuss 
with the Chief Education (Officer) from Newcastle LEA'. This report caused 
unease amongst the assessors present at the meeting who felt thatq it would 
be inadvisable for the Chief Officer to raise the question of the appointment 
of the Director of the Polytechnic with the lea'* The Committee believed 
however that the college should be informed that if the academic structure 
was not reorganized approval of. existing CNAA courses was likely to be with- 
drawn and thatt 'the Council should convey the views of the visiting party on 
12 the present academic structure and other relevant matters to the DES . This 
discussion illustrates well the more sensitive aspects of the assessors' role. 
Given their fear that Newcastle LEA might resent Council involvment in its 
affairs they were bound to comment, for silence might be interpreted as DES 
support for the Council against the local authority. Yet the CNAAq in ex- 
pressing a general view an the college's academic government and the need to 
appoint a directorp was perfectly within its rights, Conversely the Chief 
officer could raise the issue with the Newcastle local authority without 
comment appearing specifically, in a report and-l-being c'onsidered-at .6 Committee. 
. It -. was 
however rare for an issue of this kind to reach such a formal level. 
The Influence of Professional Associations 
The role of professional associations has already been noted in the 
context of validationg 
3 but is also important to note that there was a very 
fine distinction between membership of the CNAA's committee structure as part 
CST 129 10th April 19679 Report of a Visit to Rutherford Colloge--of 
Technologyp 17th March 1967, 
2* CST 129 20th April 19679 Minute 189. 
3. See abovep p. 208. 
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of the process af. course approvalt and at the Councills invitation, and the 
assertion of professional interest in shaping Council policyq and thereby 
advancing the influence of a profe ssion. This area of contact with profession- 
al associations was always one of considerable delicacyt as several examples 
will indicate* 
The ATTI pursued a persistently assertive role in seeking first to 
obtain a widespread right of nomination and, secondlyq to ensure that it had 
a substantial number of representatives throughout the Council's structure. 
Having failed to obtain membership of the governing Councilq 
1 
the Association 
sought membership of the main Committees. Whilst this was conceded the four 
members proposed for the Committee for Arts and Social Studies caused concern 
within the CNAA since two were from the same college and two were not from 
colleges concerned with CNAA courses. The Study Group responsible for the 
establishment of the Committee commented that, 'it was a little concerned 
that the ATTI did not appear to have appreciated the precise needs of the 
Council in establishing CASS. It seemed that the Association had been influenc- 
ad by a national desire to propose members who are fully cognisant of the 
Association's policy and might therefore have paid less attention to the 
nature of the role the teachers-were required to pleýy an the Committee and 
the qualifications thus required'. 
2 Following correspondence between the 
Chief officer and the Secretary of the ATTI the Council agreed toreceive a 
deputation from the Association which pointed out the value of some Committ- 
ee members coming from colleges not responsible fordegree work9 $in view. of 
the impo*rtant repercussions that CNAA degrees will undoubtedly have upon the 
full range of teaching in technical collegess, I and that it was advantageous 
to havep 'someone who can represent, the rank and file teacher eng aged in 
1. See abovet Pe ý72. 
2o CASS Study Groupt 27th April 19659 Minute 9,2, 
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good educational practice in the colleges'. The delegation was received 
and the Chairman of the Council reported that he felt a good case had been 
made for a serving teacher from a college without degree courses and thus 
the ATTI nominations were accepted. 
2 
In 1972 further problems arose when the Council expressed concern that 
the APTI and ATTI appeared to have obtained a right to nominate to the Econom- 
ics Board. 
3 This occasioned a major debate over the whole issue in which 
whilst some members believed that the ATTI (and APTI) membership had a value 
in its own rightl others considered thatt gas the main function of the Board 
was the validation of courses on academic groundsq no one should be appointed 
unless he could meet the academic requirements for the work. 
4A 
similar 
debate took place at the Committee for Arts and Social Studies in 1974 where 
a majority agreed that the nominees of teachers' professional associations 
should be included only at the Committee level. However a minority disagreed 
with this view on the grounds that, 'it was a long established practice of 
the Councily that such nominees served to represent the staff of the institut- 
ions which were only entering upon an association with the Council and were 
not otherwise representedv and that membership of Subject Boards and Panels 
provided a means for the communication of the issues raised by the actual 
process of validation to the professional bodies which was essential for the 
further formulation of the latter's academic policy'. Opponents of this view 
stressed the 'paramount importance' of special academic expertise of Subject 
Board members. 
5 The disagreements between the Council and the ATTI illustrate 
well valid differences of emphasis and approach for whilst the CNAA was 
primarily concerned with the role of membership in the validating function 
the Association was concerned with the representation of its members and their 
interests which comprised a broad sweep of both higher and furtheZ education. 
1. ATTI Secretary to Mro F. R* Hornbyq 13th July 1965, 
2,. Council 99 8th November 19 65, Minute 127.3 
3. Council 369 22nd February 1972v Minute 522. 
4. Council 379 18th May 19779 Minute 535.4, 
5. CASS 379 8th October 1974, Minute 377. 
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Whilst the pressure of some professional institutions for membership 
of the governing Council has already been noted 
I in general they were less 
concerned with the affairs of the Council than with those of the NCTA, and 
principal emphasis was in the area of science and technology. In the opinion 
of Sir Alan Richmandq fthe effective supervision of the professional bodies 
representatives virtually ceased within a year or twolp and he went an to 
assert thatt 'on the Engineering sideg that I know most aboutv whilst I was 
chairman of the panel and of several ad hoc panelsq was there even the slight- 
est attempt as far as I was concerned to allow a particular professional point 
of viewp in respect of approvals on thisp that or the othert to influence the 
mattere This assertion is supported by evidence from the Council's files where 
Sir Alan requested the alteration of a Committee minute to avoid giving an 
impression that the standards of courses were arranged to be acceptable to 
2 
industry. Sir Alan's successort Dr. Bulmerp stressed that relationships with 
professional bodies were usually fruitfult and in particular they appreciated 
that a degree course should have a broader and deeper range than a profession- 
al study. There could on occasion be difficulty. Thus the Committee for Arts 
and Social Studies decided that the British Sociological Association should 
not be officially represented an the Committee, since it might set a precedent. 
3 
Nor was the Committee for Science and Technology prepared to accept the advice 
of the Institute for Building that there be separate boards in Architecture 
and Civil Engineering/Buildingq because of 
the need for the separate education 
4 
of students in those areas. Where qualifications were linked to statutory 
requirements, for example pharmacyv navigation and mining engineering, it was 
agreed that representatives of appropriate professional associations should 
accompany visiting parties. 
5 It was also agreed thatýthe Council of Engineering 
See abovej p. 272, 
2* Sir'Alan Richmond to Mro F&G. Hanrottq 20th November 1969, 
3. CASS 189 15th January 19709 Minute 169.3. 
4. CST 99 28th June 1966t Minute 133, 
5. For Pharmacy see CST 199 4th November 19619 Minute 4669 for Mining Eng- 
ineering same meetingg Minute 469. 
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Institutions (CEI) should nominate members of each of the relevant Subject 
Boards as an official link between Subject Boards and the CEI Education and 
Training Committee. In relation to industry generally there-were a number 
of links with Industrial Training Boards. Despite occasional difficulties 
the overall impression is one of a relatively harmonious relationshipt with 
the associations giving the Council useful support in relevant areas of 
validation whilst not in general seeking to dominate its policy or 
degree courses from a narrowly professional point of view. 
Relationships with Universities 
Relationships with the universities could have presented issues of 
special sensitivityq given the Council's need to acquire status, Indeed the 
universities were in a position of superior power since their members were 
appointed to the governing Council after consultation with the CVCPt for CNAA 
members did not in that capacity serve on the councils or senates of univer- 
sities. Evidence both from files and interviews suggest the general tenor 
of relationships with universities and university staff were helpfult and 
indeed university members gave outstanding support, in encouraging the develop- 
ment of new degree courses. There was often good co-operation between the 
Council and the universities an a basis of equality for example the meeting 
with members of the UGC in December 1966 when an attempt was made to ensure 
that there was not too much overlap of course provision and equally that there 
were no major areas for which degrees were not available. on occasion 
university attitudes could be less helpfulq for example when a CNAA request 
to send an observer to a Joint Working Patty on University Entrance was refus- 
edp 
2 wiser counsels did however prevail and the Council was invited to send 
an observer a year later. 
3 
In general it could be said that as the Council's 
1. Council 15,6th January 19679 Report of a Meeting Held an 2nd December 
1966. 
2. Council 229 13th November 19689 Minute 329.1. 
3* Council 26t 17th November 1969t Minute 389.5. 
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position became stronger so co-operation became greater and acceptance as 
an equal partyg best exemplified by membership of the working parties, an the 
Dip. H. E. and the B. Ed., 
1 
more ready, 
Education 
The whole area ofeducation is worth special comments for the Council's 
decision to validate in this area, whatever the inadequaciest 
2 
was very sign- 
ificant in its relationships with external bodiest for the general climate 
of university relations with the colleges of education in the 1960s was one 
of particular sensitivity. The government's decision not to accept the 
Robbins Committee recommendations to associate the colleges and the universit- 
ies more closely and thus break the direct link with the local authorities 
as providing bodiesp a rejection of the aspirations of most colleges of educ- 
ation at the timep had not been very welcome in most educational circles. In 
this climate the possibility of CNAA validation could be and was so perceived 
in some quarters as a threat* Thus the late Sir James Cooket-FRS, Vice- 
Chancellor of the University of Exeter wrote to Mro Hornby that, 'I think it 
would be most unfortunate if while this matter is being sorted out CNAA were 
to recognize for purposes of the B. Ed, degree courses of study provided in 
the colleges af education'. 
3 When Worcester College of Education decided to 
approach'the Council it was placed under pressure not to do so by the Confer- 
ence of Institute Directors* 
4 The Council decision to establish the Committee 
for Education was welcomed by the local authorities but met only grudging 
acceptance from the ATCDE and the Conference of Institute Directorsq both of 
which felt that the Council should restrict itself to degrees. It is difficult 
to resist the suspicion that both organisationsq which were well aware of the 
10 See aboveopp*152-153. 
2. see abovetpp. 147-153. 
3. Sir Oames Cooke to F. R. Hornbyp 28th April 1965. 
4o Exeinfe Mr. E*G, Pairsong former Principalv Worcester College of 
Education, 
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interlocking nature of certificate and degree coursesy may have been engaged 
in a blocking movement, though it is only fair to record that witnesses 
praised the generous. contribution of members of these organisations once the 
Committee for Education had been established. However the size of ATCDE 
representation upon the Committeep four membersp in comparison with the one 
(later two) ATTI representatives indicated the Council's anxiety to weaken 
ATCDE hostility. 
1 Certainly acceptance of the Council's role in this area 
came slowly and was largely the outcome of the determination of a small number 
of collegest together with major changes in public policy and associated shifts 
in the attitude of the DESe The CNAA's role was not assertive and it showed 
itself perhaps too sensitive to_external pressures. 
Relations with Students 
The need for the development of close relations withstudent bodies was 
first perceived in 1968 and may be viewed as part of the general movement for 
student participation. 
2 The initiative came from the Council andq following 
a general discussion of the need for students to be better informed about 
CNAA activitiest 
3 
consideration was given to the possibility of including 
students in the Council's membership. The latter suggestion was controversial 
but it was however generally accepted that if students were to be'appointed 
there should be at least twoq they should be members for at least three years, 
and they should be from CNAA courses, 
4 
Upon reflection it was decided not 
to proceed with this but to establish a joint committee, 
5 
which took shape 
as a joint CNAA/NUS meeting which first met in November 1971.6 Thereafter 
there were regularp roughly annualq meetings at which matters of common inter- 
est were discussed. Student representatives do not appear to have offered 
1.1 am grateful to Mr-Eric Robinson for drawing my attention tothis point. 
2* See Eric Ashby and Mary Andersong The Rise of the Student Fstnte in 
Rritgjaa (London 1970) especially pp. 138-149, 
3, council 219 16th July 19689 Minute 314. 
4* council 25p 14th July 19699 Minute 378, 
5. Council 279 27th January 19709 Minute 401, 
6. Council 35t 16th November 1971p Minute 506.3. 
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very radical challenges to the Council though on occasions offering indirect 
supportv for example the NUS favoured CNAA validation of colleges of education* 
Student members did raise the issue of NUS representation upon the CNAA but 
this was not pressed very far*2 
The Councills Relationships with the Colleges 
Ono aspect of autonomy seeks to define the nature of the relationships 
between the CNAA and a number of external bodies and interest groups* Another, 
as significantq explores the respective powers of the Council and the colleges 
and their evolution through timeo The nature of the CNAA college dialogue 
has undergone substantial change in the decade. After 1964 the CNAA became 
the advocate of greater academic self government for colleges, freeing them 
from both the too detailed attention of local authorities and attempting 
also to liberate decision making 
in academic areas from the paternalism of` 
the principal. And this was certainly the major theme to the early 1970s. 
Beginning within two years of the Council's foundation sustained attempts 
have also been made to involve the callegesq or at least college staff - and 
the distinction may be important - in the process of validation by inviting 
college academic boards 
to nominate members to serve an Subject Boards. This 
approach had the merit of giving staff experience of 
CNAA validation without 
explicitly raising 
the nature of the relationship between the colleges and 
the Council. After 1970 this issue became more important and an attempt was 
made to articulate a new relationship 
by exploring means of devolving valid- 
stiong the so called academic 
freedoms debate. 
The Council's PolicY of enabling college representation an its Committ- 
ees and particularly 
its Subject Boardsq derived from its general philosophy 
of consultationp as seen 
in the discussions about Statement Number 3 and in 
10 Council 461 11th May 
19749 Report of Joint Meeting with Representatives 
of NUS, 19th February 1974. 
2e Council 39p 14th December 
1972t Paper C/72/219 Report of a Meeting 
Between Representatives of the Council and the NUSt 16th October 1972. 
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the stress laid an the differences between the CNAA and the London External 
systems* As early as 1966 there was emphasis an the need for larger member- 
ship of academic staff from the collegesq though at this time focus was 
upon inembers suggested by the ATTI and APTI rather than by college 
academic boards. An analysis of Committee for Science and Technology Subject 
Boardsp as early as 1965t yields the following categories of membership. 
TABLE 
College 
Teachers 
Aeronautical Engineering 
Biologyq Biochemistry and 
Pharmacology 
Chemistry 
Chemical Engineering 
Civil Engineering# Building 
and Surveying 
Electrical Engineering 
Mathematics 
mechanical and Production 
Engineering 
Metallurgy 
Physics 
University Industrial 
Teachers Members 
2(4-1) 22 
322 
523 
423 
544 
534 
4 
6 
4 
It can be soon that college teacher membership is substantialq drawn 
either from suggestions by the APTI and ATTI or from the nominations of 
professional bodies* College 
teachers tended to be stronger in those areas 
where the NCTA tradition was powerful e. g. Mechanical and Production Engineer- 
inge 
In 1967 the Council agreed to introduce a new system whereby the Academ- 
ic Boards of colleges conducting CNAA degree courses would be inviteds along 
with other groupst 
to put forward names for membership of Subject Boards. 
The sources of this decision were severalp but all seem to have lain within 
the council. Firstly there was the need to involve college teachersq 'if a 
college had someone who was a member of a Subject Board it had an advantage' 
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and It was important to bring People into the CNAA system to disseminate a 
knowledge of its procedures in the colleges. A perhaps important factor here 
2 
was Mr* Proctor's appointment as an officer, since as a college teacher he 
had perhaps a more immediate awareness of college capacities. Moreover as 
colleges acquired experience so it became possible to associate their staff 
more closely uiith the CNAA. Important also was the problem of work-loads9 the 
rapid expansion of Council activityg which pointed in the direction of some 
devolution of responsibilityg a prerequisite for which would be knowledge of 
I CNAA procedures on a 
broad fronto 3 In this context it is possible that the 
decline of the London external system came more rapidly than had been fore- 
seen. 
4 The sourcesq then were a blend of the philosophical and the pragmatic. 
The specific proposals were for four to five college teachers on Subject 
Boards whilst five teachers from college academic boards would be nominated to 
the Committee for Science and Technology. (At this time degree courses in arts 
and social studies were not sufficiently developed for similar action to be 
taken)* it was noted thatq *the Council has already agreed there should be 
larger and more consistent representation of the colleges providing courses 
leading to CNAA degrees The present Position is unsatisfactory in that 
while some colleges have a considerable number of teachers on the Subject 
aoardsp others have inadequate representation or none at all, **eee It ist 
therefore proposed that all colleges with CNAA degree courses should be 
entitled to representation on Subject Boards on a basis related to the 
number of courses which 
they provide'. 
5 
This new POlicy was outlined to 
colleges in a circular 
letter early in 19689 which would allow colleges 
offering throe courses 
to nominate for one Placev those offerin_g four to 
six courses to nominate 
twoq and those offering over six to nominate three. 
Whilst C0110909 could proposey since 
in some subject areas nominations 
tiould exceed places availablep 
the CNAA would select, although ensuring 
colleges offering a 
CNAA course had a representative somewhere within 
10 Exinf. Mr. F. R. Harnbye 
2: See abovep P*195-, 
Ex. info Mro J. E, proctor. 4. Ex. inf. Miss O. F. R. Rossiter. 
Council 16t 17th July 19679 IMinute 266.3.19 and Paper. C/67/20, The Con- 
stitution and Membership of 
the Boards of Studies and the Subject Boards. 
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the committee structure. 
1 
As foreseen the pattern of nominations received 
was very unevent for example nineteen for the Chemistry Boardq eighteen for 
the Mechanical and ProducUng Engineering Board, but only four for Biological 
sciencest five for Pharmacy and so on. Whilst the Council did make selections 
there was also increase in the size of some Subject Boards to enable greater 
representationt and membership of Boards in Science and Technology ides comp- 
rised as in Table X1V If a comparison is made with Table XII it will 
be seen that whilst the size of the Subject Boards had grown there had only 
been a modest shift in the groups representedt with college teachers forming 
a slightly higher proportion. 
TABLE ii-V 2 
Biological Sciences 
Chemical Engineering 
Chemistry 
Civil Engineering 
Electrical Engineering 
Mathematics and Physical 
Science 
mechanical and Production 
Engineering 
Metallurgy 
pharmacy 
physics 
College University Industrial 
Teachers Teachers Members 
75 (+ 3 
423 
11 64 
967 
11 75 
9 4 (+3) 
ll 6 4 
4 
7 
8 
Progress in the Committee for Arts and Social Studies was slower but 
in 1960 it was agreed thatv as part of a review of the membership of Subject 
Boardst college teachers proposed by academic boards should join I J as the 
c)pportunity occurs't but the 
lack of experienced college teachers in these 
fields dictated caution. fit is of paramamount importance to appoint teachers 
who can make a valuable contribution to the work of the Boards and it is 
Council 19t 23rd Oanuary 1968, 
2* Council 20p 7th May 1967, 
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known that there are a number of such teachers in colleges with approved 
courses in the Boards area of study, ' The Committee then invited certain 
colleges to nominate to specific Subject Boards, a response to particular 
needs and individual expertise rather than the articulation of a coherent 
Pol cyo 
The next major review of college representation occurred in 1971,, when 
the committees and the Subject Boards were undergoing triennial reorganisation. 
The committee for Science and Technology argued thatq 'any change in the 
balance of membership should be in the direction of greater Participation by 
the Polytechnics and Colleges in the Council's work. The Council should 
have as its aim the position where half the membership of its Boards consists 
of the teachers from the establishmentswith which it is involvedt. 
2 The 
governing Council endorsed the general tenor of these proposals, Committee 
representation would now be as follows. 
TABLE XV 
Committoo for Arts and-Socisl Studies 
Committee for Science nnd Technology 
Council members and direct appointments by Council 7 
College toachars from academic boards 
ATTI 
APTI 
Chairmen of Subject Boards varying number 
Committoo for Rosenrch Doqreea 
Council members and direct appointments by Council 17 
Collage teachers nominated by academic boards 8 5-5 
CASS 33v 23rd October 1968. Paper CASS/68/12, The Contribution and 
membershiP Of Subject Boards* 
2s CST 26p 12th 3anuary 
1971, Structure of Subject Boards, 
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Co'mmittee for Education 
Council members and direct appointments by Council 6 
College Teachers nominated by academic boards 5 
ATTI and APTI 2 
ATCDE 4 
UCET 3 
Teachers Organisations (Schools) 3 
LEA Representatives 3 
Representatives of Scottish interests 2 
28 
This was the first occasion upon which college teacher were nominated to the 
Committee for Research-Degreesq memberships of which had proviously been 
restricted to direct invitation by the Council* Following this reconstruction 
Table XVI contains the now balance of membership in the Committee for 
Science and Technology. 
TABLE xvj 
College 
Teachers 
University Industrial 
Teachers Members 
Chemical Engineering 3 3 3 
Chemistry 10 4 3 
Civil Engineering 9 2 2 
Combined Studies (Science) 10 7 4 
Construction/Environment 5 5 5 
Civil Enqineerin 
(1) Architecture Panel 4 2 2 
(11) [wilding Technology Panel 6 1 2 
(111) Land Administration Panel 2 5 
(1V) Quantity Surveying Panel 2 5 
(V) Town Planning Panel 2 5 2 
Electrical Engineering 13 3 1 
Engineering 5 5 1 
General En. gineering Panel 4 1 
10 CST 299 4th November 1971. 
-2 9 Cý- 
Instrumentation and Systems 
Engineering 63 
Life Sciences 74 
It was clear that college representation an Subject Boards in arts and social 
studies was substantially less than in science and technology. Lastlys despite 
the difference in function it is worth noting the composition of the panels 
of the Committee for Education following their reorganisation in the autumn 
of 1972. 
TABLE XVII 
College 
Teachers 
University Others 
Teachers 
Educational Technology 4 5 5 
Physical Education 7 4 2 
Arts and Crafts 5 5 1 
Biological Science 6 6 
French 2 4 1 
Geography 4 3 
History 3 5 
Home Economics 5 4 1 
Mathematics 4 2 
Movement and Dance 4 1 
Physical Science 4 5 
Rural Studies 2 2 
sociology 3 4 
Thus by 1971 the CNAA was moving to a Position where half subject board member- 
ship, or moret would in time be composed of college teacherso and where already 
about three hundred and fifty college teachers were members of the Council's 
Committee structure. 
How far the increase in the proportion of college teachers expanded the 
creative role of the Subject Boards is open to question, In part the difficulty 
derived from the reliance upon academic board nominations Of college teachers 
CE 139 19th October 1972, 
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since it was not wholly clear that this would lead to the nomination of 
individuals especially effective in the process of validatione Indeed Mr, 
Hornby expressed some disappointment with the quality of college nominations 
which varied somewhat. Much depended an the understanding of the college 
academic board about the work of the Subject Boards. In some cases high 
level academics were nominated but in others very experienced teachers 
without quite the required academic experience were appointed. To some 
extent the nomination mirrored the lack of(xperience of high level academic 
work in the academic board itself. However it was right for the CNAA to 
seek nominations from colleges and with time the understanding of the 
colleges grew uith experience* This raises issues beyond the scope of this 
study but if academic board nominations tended to be disappointingp and the 
Chief officer was well placed to know thisp then this reflects either upon 
the general calibre of the teaching staff in the colleges or upon the means 
of selecting themt which in turn raises other issues about the nature of 
college academic government,. 
The Academic Freedoms Debate 
The factors which had led to the invitation to academic boards to 
nominate college teachersq pressures of workq the need to educate colleges 
in CNAA procedures and the growth in college expertise, led an to consideration 
of the CNAA devolving substantial validating powers to the colleges, the so 
called academic freedoms debate. The origins of the new policy go back at 
least to late 1968 when the governing Council considered a paper an CNAA 
college relationships. However interviews suggest that there had been consid- 
arable informal discussion amongst officers before this, 
1 
and the officers 
10 Indeed this was normal practice before papers we're submitted to any 
part of the Council's organisation. 
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were the group most likely to become aware of the need for change. The 
essence of the new approach was given in the introduction to the Council 
paper. 
As CNAA degree work expands in a college 
concurrently with the growth of a college 
academic community capable of accepting 
further freedoms and responsibilities, there 
may well come a point where much of the 
detailed work now necessary can be dispensed 
with and a somewhat different relationship 
established between College and Council.... 
For all colleges the prospect of an eventual 
move away from the present detailed control 
could be very stimulating educationally and 
hasten developments in the way in which the 
Council would wish* 
1 
Two months earlier there had been a meeting with the Chairmen of Committees 
and Subject Boards at which the Chief Officer had explained the difficulties 
in coping with the volume of work and had developed the theme of a college 
having a $licence to practise'* As a first step the officers would examine 
new schemes before submission to subject board so referring them b ack if they 
seemed very inadequateg and renewals could be granted by a Subject Boardt 
possibly without a visitt unless there were special features. 
2 The Governing 
Council agreed to establish a sub committee to examine future relationships 
with the colleges* At its first meeting the Chief Officer outlined possible 
lines of future development. Maximum freedoms should be granted to colleges 
3 
and there should be a shift away from detailed consideration of courses and 
consideration should be given to the possibility of Academic Advisory Councils 
for weaker institutions, Particular emphasis was placed upon the dependency 
1. Council 22t 13th November 19689 Paper C/68/259 Future Relationships 
Council and Colleges. 
29 Council 22v 13th November 1968t Report of a Meeting of the Chairmen of 
Committees and Subject Boardsq 26th September 1968. 
3. Mro O. E. Proctor has described this as, 'a shift from input to output 
control'. 
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of successful CNAA degree courses upon the educational Policy of the college 
as a wholep the existence of adequate means of developingt implementing and 
controlling educational policy - such as the Academic Boardv and the capacity 
of the college as a whole to attract good staff. Derived from this was the 
belief that emphasis should now be placed an the quinquennial visit and its 
overall assessment of the college. Whilst there might be value in'the concept 
of an academic advisory council it was admitted that the problems could be 
great: what. kind of constitution would such a council have and how feasible 
would it be to secure members? 
I The Sub Committee agreed there was need to 
make some provision for a larger college role, otherwise polytechnics might 
wish to obtain chartersp and it was accepted that the Council's validating 
machinery was overstretched. The academic advisory councils did not meet a 
favourable responset quite apart from the difficulties of establishing themt 
it was argued thatv $it could not be assumed that all colleges involved with 
the Council were moving forward in the direction of becoming mature and self 
sufficient institutions. The exercise of renewing approval of certain colleges 
had revealed that some of them needed closer control and more guidance than 
at present either from the Council or from some other suitable body'. 
2 
At 
the second meeting of the Sub Committe a in Oune the Chief Officer put forward 
a revised paperg based upon the idea of classifying colleges into levels of 
competencep A98 and Cp group A being fit. to conduct bourses undek minimum 
supervisiont group C needing tight control and group B-being somewhere in 
between* It was suggested that by 1974 the classification might be: 
Group A 5-10 colleges 
Group B 15-20 colleges 
Group C 3-5 colleges 
It was emphasized that the existing gap between the strongest and weakest 
colleges was very wide. The Chief Officer anticipated that the more advanced 
CNAA Sub Committee on Future Relationships 11 7th March 19699 Pgper 
FR/69/1- 
2* CNAA SCFR1j 7th March 1969. 
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colleges might become restive about control by an external body and that, 
'a future move on the part of the colleges towards a greater degree of indep- 
endencep through their own Charters or otherwisevis inevitable if the present 
structure and mode of action of the Council is maintainedt. He pointed out 
the similar pressures from the CATs at the time of NCTA and noted that some 
colleges were already more advanced under CNAA than some of the CATs at the 
time they were granted university status. Yet the implications of this could 
be far reaching. 
... On the other handq a move away from 
the Council by the best of the colleges will 
inevitably weaken the Council so much that 
its future existence in its present or any 
other form will be problematical. There are 
three reasons for thiso First the impression 
will got abroad that the Council is an organ- 
isation from which colleges "escape, ' to higher 
and better (? ) standing as soon as possible. 
Second the Council at the present time depends 
greatly for its standards on teachers from 
the best of the Colleges in its Committees 
and Boards* Any movement of these teachers 
out of the Council's organization would weaken 
the Committees and Boards; standards will drop 
unless they are held up by university teachers 
who are members of Boardso A more mundane 
issue is financel The best colleges provide 
a high proportion of the students and give the 
Council least work; without them the Council 
would be exorbitantly expensive to maintain 
for the smaller numbers involvedo 
Mr. Hornby reminded the Sub Committee of the Council's Charter provisions, 
making it impossible to delegate degree awarding powers to 
collegesp 1 and, 
'indeed it would seem logical that if an academic establishment is deemed fit 
See abovep p*82. 
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to award its own degrees it should do so by its own Charter I "I And Mro 
Hanrott confirmed that the Charter did pose serious difficulties since it 
was necessary for the CNAA to retain in some form the approval of courses. 
The Sub Committee Teport was submitted to the Council which agreed thaig 
'within the confines of the present Charterg or with only relatively small 
changes to it, a college, as it reaches an appropriate state of excellencep 
should be subject only to that minimum of control by the Council consistent 
with the duties imposed by its Charter', and agreed that discussions should 
be held with the DES 
the end of the first 
ideas were discussed 
proposals. 
The developmen 
about appropriate procedures. 
2 
This marked 
phase of the new policy for in the spring of 1970 further 
among the officersp leading to the submission of new 
t of new views about relationships between the Council 
and the colleges began in private papers and in informal meetings amongs-t 
the officerse And whilst the proposals in these forms were not considered 
within the Councillcertainly many of the ideas were discussed with the Chair- 
men of the Committees* Thus the following analysis is important as a means of 
exploring the first sources of the new policy. The way in which the papers 
w1gre exchanqed between the offiparqalso indicates 
the extent to which they were 
all involved in the very early stages of policy 
formationg 
, no doubt punctuated 
by consultation and discussion. 
3A 
paper written by one officer about May 
1970 perhaps marks in most developed form the argument for a relationship 
resting upon 'college. based' or academic boardsq a proposal originally put 
forward by the Chief Officer. In essence Subject Boards would be replaced 
by committees concerned with particular collegesq 'We should in fact acknow- 
ledge that we are dealing with not with particular disciplines but with 
colleges; and I should like to propose that our third tier should be composed 
1. CNAA9 SCER 29 9th June 1969. 
2. Council 25t 14th July 1969p Minute 376. 
3.1 am indebted to a former officer of the CNAA for access to these papers# 
hereinafter collectively known as CNAA Office Papers. 
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of a number of boards'each of which is responsible for assessingp encouraging 
and advising colleges on the development of CNAA courses,, These boards 
would be composed of major discipline areasg would have power to approve 
proposalsp and might be grouped together to look after a small number of 
collegest either from one geographical areag or to comprise colleges in 
differing states of developmente It was suggested that this approach'would 
allow for more consistency in judging courses, would ensure familarity with 
the resource provision and outlook of a college and would also facilitate 
assessment of multi and interdisciplinary proposals. Disadvantages were 
acknowledged - the need for high calibre memberst a possibly unwieldy number 
of boardsp the need for more careful selection of members. 
I The Chief officer, 
in his responsey pointing out that this represented a further development of 
the academic advisory council conceptt noted thatt 'if I were a Director of 
a polytechnic I would jump at this proposal because I believe that in a very 
short time I could really make it my own unit'. He went on to point out 
further difficulties: would it be feasible for an academic board of the CNAA 
to exert control over ten to fifteen college boards, what mechanisms would 
exist to discuss several courses in the same discipline areast and by default 
might not this become the task of a CNAA academic board with serious implicat- 
ions in terms of the burden of work? Under such a scheme the great value of 
joint discussion between univeristy, college and industrial representatives 
would be lost* 
2 
The proposal raised the central question of the CNAA's role as a forum 
for curriculum debate in higher education. Was the de facto existence of 
such a forump which had evolved with the Councilts development, so important 
that its preservation would take precedence over any loosening of relation- 
10 The Council's Organization (College Based Boards)j Paper by a CNAA Officer, 
may 1970t CNAA Office Papers. 
2. F. R. Hornby to a CNAA Officert May 1970* 
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ships between the CNAA and the colleges? Certainly proposals of the college 
based boards variety, or indeed the granting of charters to polytechnics and 
colleges validated by the CNAA, posed a substantial threat to the continuation 
of such a forum. For whilst arrangements for discussion ofmademic criteria 
could no doubt be developed, this is something very different from the valid- 
ating situationg which provides both sanctions and heightened motivation, 
Moreover it offers to individuals of differing backgrounds the opportunity 
to judge and assess course proposals from different -angles and 
to apply 
broad ranging national criteria. Would the guidelines for the B. Ed. and Dip 
H. E. have been feasible in the absence of the CNAA? This is not to argue the 
inevitable continuance of the Council but to point out that either its dissol- 
ution or major modifications in relations with the colleges would have 
implications for the whole public sector of higher education and beyond, 
In November 1970 the Chief Officer circulated for comment to officers 
a paper which laid down the main lines along which the development of academic 
freedoms to colleges might proceed* This effectively related to three areas 
in which changes could take place; procedures for course considerationt the 
development of the quinquennial visit and the introduction of a new method 
of registering research students. 
I Whilst there was general support for the 
main proposals doubts were expressed about some aspects, Thus Miss Rossiter did 
not'support generally the idea of weaker colleges using advisers, and suggested 
that a better approach would be to begin with the concept of giving complete 
freedom to collegest and then asking what safeguards were required. 
2 
After consideration by the General Committee a paper, expressing in 
general the concepts discussed by the officers were presented to the Council 
in May 1971 under the titleg . 'Academic Freedoms which might be granted To 
Colleges'. The introduction offered a general rationale. 
16 F. R. Hornby to Senior Assistant Registrars, 16th November 1970. 
2e Miss Rossiter to Mr. Hornby, Ist December 1970. 
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It is felt that týe time has come when 
the Council might consider the desirability 
of affording to Polytechnics and collegest 
when and where appropriate and as they grow 
in excellencey further academic freedoms. 
The aims of this would also be to reduce 
the burden of detailed information required 
from Polytechnics and colleges in the sub- 
mission of proposed new courses and for the 
renewal of existing courses* 
1 
The Council generally welcomed this new approach as representing an important 
first step*? It is also worth noting the following excerpt from the Draft 
particulars for the appointment of a Chief Officer, also considered at this 
meeting. 
In exercising the powers given by its 
Charterg the Council aims to afford colleges 
conducting courses the same freedoms as 
universities have in the framing of curricula 
and syllabuses and the selectiong teaching 
and examination of students. The Council's 
policy is that as colleges grow intxcellence 
the present measures of freedom.. afforded 
to them in devising and conducting their 
courses should increase. It is. essential the 
Chief officer should be entirely in sympathy 
with these aims* 
The paper was also considered by the Committees for Arts and Social Studies 
and science and Technology. The former suggested more emphasis on giving 
independence to the colleges and expressed doubts about the proposal to have 
external advisorst 'as far as subject boards were concerned, the approval of 
academic advisors could well inhibit their freedom to comment on subsequent 
I* Council 32, 25th May 19719 Paper C/71/20. 
2s Council 329 25th May 19719 Minute 478. 
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proposals submitted by the College concerned **oeof. 
1 The Committee for 
Science and Technology favoured advisors and indeed the prqctice had already 
been adopted in a few courses which it had validated. 
2 
After considering 
the Committees' views the Council decided to re-establish the Committee for 
Future Relationshipst since it was now apparent that changes in the Chartert 
involving discussion with the Privy Councilq were required. The Committee's 
terms of reference included consideration ofq 'what changes are desirable 
within and/or without the terms of the Council's Charter to afford greater 
freedom to Polytechnics and colleges in planning and operating courses leading 
to the Council's degreesIq together with power to consult the Privy Council 
3 
and the Departments of Education. The new committee met four times between 
December 1971 and March 1973* The first meeting discussed the role of the 
Subject Boards which they felt should shift in an advisory direction as part 
4 
of a movement towards the abandonment of a detailed examination of proposals. 
At the second meeting it was resolvedt after a major debatet thatt 'the Council 
should continue Its function of validating courses and this should be the 
basis of its work. But it was also stressed thatp 'Council visits to colleges 
should increasingly take the form of a dialogue about the educational issues 
rather than inspectorial visitations which may involve sanctions'. 
5 
The third 
meeting agreed to accept a recommendation to establish a Committee of Officers, 
with powers to deal with applications for reapprovalq judged acceptable by 
the officersp to consider modifications to approved courses and to assess 
examination schemes. Decisions would be reported to the appropriate Subject 
Board. 
6 
The Committee's report was considered by the Council in July 1972 and 
it resolved to consult all college academic boardsq the Committee of Directors 
of Polytechnics and the Principals of colleges. Doubts were also expressed 
1. CASS 249 6th July 1971v Minute 226. 
2* CST 249 9th July 19700 Minute 409, 
3* council 359 16th November 19719 Minute 506,6. 
4. CFR it 22nd Decem ber 1971, 
51, CFR 29 8th March 1972, 
6. CFR 39 12th June 1973, See also-above pp. 186-189. 
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about the role of external advisorsq especially if they also acted as 
external examiners. The proposed Committee of Officers. and its powers were 
accepted and there was general endorsement of the now concept of partnership 
with the colleges# and the development of the CNAA's advisory role and a 
general reduction in documentation from the colleges. 
I This revised proced- 
uro document was issued to colleges for comment, Whilst in general the 
- proposals were welcomed doubts were expressed, notably about the role of the 
proposed Committee of Officers. 
2 Several colleges felt the proposals were 
rather cautioust the Polytechnic of Central London commenting thatq 'the 
flexibility built into the proposals appears to be at the disposal of your 
Council rather than the College'. Middlesex Polytechnic argued for the 
licensing of Academic Boardsp the City of London suggested an Academic Advis- 
ory Council. More generally scepticism was expressed about the Council's 
encouragement of innovation. The new Committee of Officers' report on the 
collegest response was particularly significant. 
The committee will have noted that some colleges 
aspire to become independent of the Council 
through the functioning of their own internal 
validating machinery and by their becoming 
degree awarding bodies in their own right, 
While the revised p. rocedure will place a greater 
level of responsibility an the Academic Boards 
of colleges to be very critical of their own 
proposalsq it does not follow that the only 
logical conclusion to the growing academic 
strength and experience of the colleges is 
that they should become independent of the 
Councilp nor does it follow that it would be 
in the best interests of Higher Education that 
this should occur. Instead other relationships 
1. Council 389 20th 3uly 19729 Minute 5519 Report of the Committee for 
ruture Relationships. 
2* See abovet p. 187. 
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between the Council and the colleges could 
be developed within the concept of Ipartnership(. 
A full debate an the themb of 'partnership' 
1 
will have to be held at some stage. esse 
There may have been some justice in college complaints about the caution 
underlying the new policy# a caution which may have derived not so, much from 
doubts about entrusting colleges with increased responsibility but from the 
possible implications for the future of the Council. Before considering thist 
howeverg there will be assessment of a specific innovation within these 
proposalso the Research Degree Committees. 
Research Deqree Committees 
The concept of a Research (or Higher) Degree Committee for each college 
was first discussed amongst the officers in late 1970. The Chief Officer 
proposed that an aspect of granting freedoms to colleges could be to delegate 
the registration of M. Phil candidates to special committees established by 
the colleges. These would have appropriate terms of reference and a constit- 
utiont subject to approval by the Committee for Research Degrees. 
2 Other 
officers were not very enthusiastic: there were doubts about the capacity of 
collegesy difficulties might arise over tranfer from M*Phil to Ph*D. regist- 
rationsv and thus interms of easing the burden of Subject Board workq research 
degree registrations were not important. Whilst doubts about the capacity 
of colleges were justifiedq the policy did not propose the establishment of 
Research Degree Committees by all colleges immediately. Professor Rochester 
commented AI was much in favour of the transfer, of this work for although 
CNAA could no doubt do a better jobt it should begin to transfer some of. 
it functions, 'The granting of any freedom always involves risks; this one 
1. CFR 4p 12th March 19739 Report from the Committee of Officers. 
29 Memorandum from Mr., F. R, Hornbyqý 16th November 19709 Private Papers. 
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is minimal'* The Chief Officer certainly believed that these new proposals 
should be rapidly introduced. This was an area in which the Council could 
delegate without weakening the formation of xademic criteriap and probably 
without serious implications for the Charter* Devolution of responsibility 
in the researcý field would not significantly modify the Council's role as 
a forum for curriculum debate in higher education. The Committee for Research 
Degrees welcomed the plan and discussed terms of reference for the committees, 
2 
It was emphasized that colleges were required to ensure that the candidates 
for research degrees complied with CNAA regulations in relation to supervisiont 
entry qualificationst postgraduate study and so on. Above all the suitability 
of a candidate to undertake a suitable research programme was stressed andt 
'membership of a Higher Degrees Committee should be prepared to seek advice 
externally wherever they find this to be necessary for adequate approval of an 
application* It was suggested that members of staff who were also Subject 
Board memberstLith experience of the Council's work in considering applications 
could well have a valuable contribution to make to a Higher Degrees Committee'. 
3 
When assessing proposals from collegest the Committee for Research Degrees 
examined the college's record in registering research candidatesq the 
constitution and membership of the proposed Research Degrees Committees. Thus 
some submissions were rejected as premature if research work was not well 
established - for example Robert Gordon's Institute of Technologyp Aberdeen. 
4 
Sheffield Polytechnic's plan to have a committee Jointly responsible for 
research proposals and research Policy was rejectedq sinceq according to 
Professor Rochestert the Research Degree Committeep 'would overlap the 
work of a CNAA panel or boardp in other words deciding 
-latiether: 
a person 
had the right kind of programmag whether he (the candidate)'' 
10 Mr, F. R. Hornby to Mr. F. G. Hanrottv 20th November 1970. 
2. CRD lag 23rd June 19719 Minute 160, 
3. CRD 20g 2nd February 19729 Minute 177,3, 
4, CRO 22t 2nd November 19729 Minute 189.3.2, 
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could conform with the regulations'. 
' It was also agreed that on occasion 
Research Degree Committees should be required to seek external specialist 
advice. 
2 In general however it can be said that the policy of delegating 
authority to register for the M. Phil to college Research Degree Committees 
has proceeded without serious difficulty, 
-Academic Freedoms and the Future of the Council 
The new procedure for the considBration of courses was introduced in 
1973, after five years of discussion, two separate committeest a revision of 
the Charter and substantial consultation with the colleges. In essence the 
outcome was the creation of Research Degree Committeesp of a Committee of 
Off icersp of a revised and more searching quinquennial visitv and the intro- 
duction of a certain amount of less detailed reapproval of courses. This 
outcome hardly seems commensurate with the original concept of granting 
academic freedoms to colleges. for in essence the essential validating decisions 
were still taken by the Subject Boards and the revised quinquennial visit 
strengthened rather than weakened the CNAA's influence Over the colleges* 
This is notto claim that the debate was unimportant: on the contrary it raised 
central issues about the future evolution of the CNAA. 
In the early stages examination of future relationships between the 
Council and the colleges rested on the assumption that the collegest like the 
CATs before themg would probably advance to independencep a view exemplified. 
by Professor Edeyq 'surely if the Council is successful there must reach a 
stage when by and large the colleges should be able to carry an and do their 
own job.. **', Thus CNAA policy was to be seen as broadly Provisional$ defin- 
ing relationships with the colleges over an interim period as they developed 
into mature institutions of higher education. By 1972 these assumptions were 
being eroded and transformed into an assertion of the significance of the 
Ex. infe Professor G. D. Rochester. 
2o CRD 220 2nd November 1972, Minute 198. 
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Council's permanent role. Indeed this transformation can be seen at work 
between Mr* Hornbyts comments in June 1969 
1 
and the Report of the Committee 
of Officers on College reactions to the revised procedure proposals In 1973.2 
By 1973 the officersq greater in number and confidencev were asserting a- 
pivotal role for the Council as a centre for curriculum debate and of 
expertise in higher education. Nor were all college principals in favour 
_, of autonomy: 
Dr. Bulmer suggested thatq 'now there is seen to be at least 
equal strength in the corporate nature of the CNAA19 in relation to the 
universities. And certainly the Council had achieved an equivalence of 
standing which would probably not have been possible for an individual college. 
An examination of language yields clues: thus the apparent paternalism 
of 'academic freedoms which might be granted to collegestg did carry with it 
the implication of a diminution of the Council's power an increase of that 
of the colleges. Conversely the participant tones oft 'partnership in 
validation't the phrase which succeeded academic freedomsg did not reveal 
whether the partnership would be equal or unequalv but certainly presupposed 
an enduring role for the CNAA. How far this shift of emphasis has been 
wholly conscious, how far the outcome of changes amongst the officersp is 
not clear but that it has occurred is certainly indisputable. 
Conclusion 
As the Council's authority in the landscape of higher education has 
strengthened so has its authority with the colleges as a source of curriculum 
criteria and its capacity to withstand the Pressures of external bodies. 
Undoubtedly the Councilts general standing in higher education greýtly in- 
creased between 1964 and 1974 and on many academic matters it became a de 
facto spokesman for the public sector. Its relations with the Departments 
of Education and local authorities were usually goodt in a general climate 
le see above, p. 295. 
2. See above, p, 300. 
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of expansion which minimised the likýelihood of conflict over resource 
provision andpdespite its lack of power to allocate resources, the Council 
developed considerable expertise which it applied in its assessment of 
colleges. 
The CNAA was anxious from its foundation to involve college teachers 
in the validation processq particularly as a means of disseminating knowled- 
-go of its validation procedures widely. 
Thus the proportion of college 
teachers on Subject Boards increased from one third to one half and Academic 
Boards were invited to nominate. Pressures of work and a belief that more 
responsibility could be delegated bore fruit in the academic freedoms debate. 
yet the extent of delegation of validating responsibilities was constrained 
by two factorst the Council's Charter which gave power only to%alidate coursest 
and shifts in attitude amongst the Council's officers and perhaps also more 
widely in the public sector of higher education, which was more sceptical 
of autonomy. Yet as expertise did increase in the colleges so the difficulty 
of reconciling the CNAA's role as a forum for curriculum debate in higher 
education and of encouraging the colleges to act with independence and init- 
iative was likely to become critical. 
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CHAPTER Vll 
CONCLUSION 
This thesis has sought to examine the origins and development of the 
CNAA as a validating agency in British higher education in the decade 1964- 
74, Whilst the Council could build upon a heritage of experience and policy 
developed by the NCTA the broader range of its academic competencep changes 
in demand for higher educationg in the structure of the institutions whose 
awards 
it assessed together with power specifically to award degrees ensured 
that the CNAA's development differed significantly from that of the National 
Council* In particular the growth of a coherent public sector of higher 
educationg made explicit in the development of the binary policy and the 
designation of the polytechnicsg ensured that the Council's role was more 
substantial and its place in the growth of higher education more strategic 
than that envisaged by the Robbins Committee. The CNAA's development was 
substantially the outcome of exogeneous changes in education policy and 
whilst the Council has certainly influenced the development of policyg and 
has frequently been consulted it has not been the master of its own destiny, 
And' though its role has been larger it has been less specific than that 
of the National Council whicht in establishing and fostering the Diploma 
in Technologytogether with the Colleges of Advanced Technology had created 
the sandwich coursep probably one of the most significant innovations in 
British higher education in the twentieth century. 
The essence of the Councilts academic policies has been grounded in 
the CNAA's nature as a responding rather than an initiating body. Thus, as 
noted in Chapter 
79 the Council has not prescribed curriculum or syllabuses, 
rather it has assessed proposals submitted by colleges. So it follows 
that to a significant extent innovation in CNAA degrees and other awards 
has been the outcome of innovative activity in the colleges. Since both 
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It-h-3 colleges were strongly influenced by the climate of 
i, n; v, -;; I. ty practice the nature of innovation was relatively 
i-I OA, Anlý, it J. -:, -urely significant that both Complementary/Contrasting 
khP nat-,! ra of the Council Is degreesp where policy was both 
and distinctive, were modified in a direction 
in nccur;.: with prevailing university practices A general 
CNAA academic policies suggests strongly that the 
e-nlcibution has not been especially distinctiv(3 and that general 
achievements have tended to overemphasize the extent 
;. FILýooen degree courses validated by the Council and those 
h-, - i 'I- ies. Nor should this be regarded as particularly 
n !, h-A the CNAA's foundation did not have very specific 
.,,: rj 111-posesp together with the heritage of experience of 
in ; Ain colleges and the membership of the Council's Committ- 
--s -iod "ý! bjoct SOL-lis. 
It is acknowledged, howeverg that useful innovat- 
;., ln3 wiw, ! -, t,, ýn diavoloped in specific disciplines/or fields of studyt 
iw-ci-alps, tho growth of business studies, and that the increase in 
or ;, IJAA rosearch degreesq though still relatively limitedo has 
mara impressive than that of the National Council. Moreover 
nf thrl 1-isearch may have somewhat undervalued the distinctive- 
made by particular Subject Boards. However it is 
ij -t 1,, ath -, iritten and oral evidence does not support the view of 
': rikingly innovative body in higher education. Ratherg Couni - 
-I. ndic,, i)Y !? (. )I : Ansp it has fostered the general academic development 
,, jh notp so far, to autonomy. thw, 
rc)tj-tJI's most substantial achievements represent further develop- 
uxllowJon of areas pioneered by the NCTAq the creation of a 
st, rurtura to enable the assessment of course proposals and the 
of -2rUnria for the resource support of degrees leading on, 
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through the medium of the quinquennial visitp to assessment of colleges' 
overall administration of resources and the effectiveness of their academic 
and management structures. Whilst the span of the Council's responsibilit- 
ies called for considerable adaptation of the NCTA heritage the essence 
of validation, the detailed assessment of courses by a peer group expert 
in the fieldt and the assessment of the academic staff and the resources 
through the medium of a visitt originated with the National Council* And 
whilst the overall review of the college was essentially a CNAA innovation, 
ýet even the NCTA had looked at the spectrum of courses offered at a college 
submitting a Dip. Tech. proposall and had commented on aspects of depart- 
mental management. 
2 The Council's more developed policy evolved partly in 
3 
response to the DES document on the academic government of the polytechnicsv 
in part to the general climate of the Robbins recommendations on academic 
government 
4 
and to the proposals of the Weaver Committee for the government 
of colleges of educationv including the establishment of academic boards* 
5 
Certainly as noted in recent controversy the quinquennial visit represents 
a very liberal interpretation of the Council's charter and the CNAA's role 
in this area has probably developed beyond the intentions of the framers 
of its Charter, Equally, thoughp this seems to be an inescapable develop- 
mentp deriving from the intrinsic nature of validation. It would be in- 
feasible to judge a specific course isolated from the context of the instit- 
ution in which it was offeredp and this inescapably entails consideration 
not only of resource provision but the academic structureq the nature of 
its management and relationships with providing bodiest particularly the 
See abovep pp. 242-3. 
2. See aboveg p. 29. 
3. See abovep p. 242. 
4* See Robbins Committee, 
5. 
(London 1966). - 
Ch. Ch. R-Vq especially paragraph 679, p. 222, 
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local authorities. Moreover a narrowly course based approach to validation 
would have excluded consideration of the links between courses and depart- 
ments within the colleges. Whilstv therefore, it is believed that such 
developments were justifiedv this is not to prejudge arguments about the 
effectiveness of the quinquennial visit, nor to exclude the recent con- 
tention that they may have been wasteful of college time and material 
resources. Given that it has not proved possible to examine in great 
depth the relationship between the CNAA and individual colleges evidence 
is insufficient to make a measured judgement of this criticism. 
The validation of specific courses necessitated the creation of a 
wide range of Subject Boards with varying competence over discipline areas 
and fields of study* These boards were established in. response to need as 
evidenced by the nature of the course proposals submitted by colleges. 
Since they were not formed in advance of the submissions the CNAA can again 
be seen as a responding body: it did not inform colleges of areas where 
courses were felt necessaryv although the Regional Advisory Councils and 
the Education Departments did make such a Judgement in. their approval 
procedures. In practice the Subject Boards have acted as forums for 
national curriculum debate in their area and have brought together the 
different traditions and experiences of industryl the universities and coll- 
eges. Wh ilst the independent existence of courses in the university sector 
should not be overlooked certainly in the public sector the dissemination 
of the criteria of CNAA Subject Boards must have exercised significant 
influencep particularly as colleges and departments sought successful 
strategies to obtain approval. Criteria for assessment appear to have 
been relatively intuitivep primarily the quality of academic staff as 
exhibited through the papers submitted and the impressions received and 
the discussions which took place at the visit itself. This is not to 
exclude implicit quantitative criteriap the nature of staff establishment, 
and resources generally available 
but CNAA validation has always possessed 
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a relatively informal aspectp despite documentary requirements and 
impressions at the colleges. 
I 
The creation of a network of Subject Boards, 
resting upon the voluntary unpaid participation of so many members was 
itself an impressive achievement, 
Is it possible to derive any general theory of validation in hlgher 
education from the CNAA experience? Whilst it would Jbe unrealistic from 
the evidence in this thesis to suggest an inflexible model certain general 
themes stand out. Firstly validation is a transaction between two groups 
of participants often relatively equal in knowledge and experience but 
unequal in power: however participant the nature of validation the sanction 
of non approval is one of considerable strength since this will strongly 
influence the standing of a department and its principal academic staff 
within a college. A second essential element is that this is peer group 
validation: the worthiness of departments and their academic staff to teach 
on degree courses is judged by those who are already either teaching on 
similar courses or who have in general had experience of them, and in this 
sense CNAA validation may perhaps be viewed as the furthest extension of 
admission to a community of scholars. Validation has also required the 
presentation of explicit aims and purposes for course proposalso marking 
at least a difference of emphasis from British university traditions, 
although both the experience of the npw universities and the general 
climate of higher education since the early 1960t has moved towards the 
more explicit formulation of 
the general aims of first degree courses, 
2 
Whether the-course papers submitted by colleges represent what is taught 
or whethert alternativelyo 
they represent a strategy for approval it has 
not been possible 
to study within the parameters of this study, although 
a former CNAA officer 
has implied this. 
1. Certainly on visits to colleges the author received the strong 
impression that a CNAA visit was viewed as a very demanding experience. 
2* See abovet pp*98-1009 
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It is more than likely that the unconscious 
attitudes of teaching stafft the atmosphere 
and physical surroundings of the college, 
the presence or absence of advice and 
counselling eooe all have a much greater 
effect on the behavioural changes that go an 
in undergraduate education than the list of 
topics to be tcovered' in the lecturese 1 
And lastlyt the Subject Boards themselvesw despite their requirement of 
specific proposals from the collegesq have been intuitive and flexible in 
their approachp seeking to shape criteria according to the circumstances 
of individual institutions. 
Though the Council lacked the power to provide resourcesp in practice 
its influence in this area has been very substantial and this derives 
primarily from the nature of validation* Thus the CNAA has articulated 
a view of resource provision adequate for degree and other courses and 
in so doing has educated the collegesq the providing authorities and the 
Education Departments, These Judgements Possess high standing since they 
are the outcome of the general expertise of the Subject Boards and Of 
the Council's knowledge of the evolution both of colleges and individual 
departments. Certainly the CNAA's persistent advocacy has contributed 
to the improvement of resource provision in the public sector of higher 
aducationg 
The growth of nonautonamous institutions of higher education and 
the Council's role as their principal validating body ensured that the 
CNAA would develop as a major interest group in the landscape of higher 
education. Thus the Council has regularly been consulted about policy 
decisions and has made its views known. Indeed it seems most likely that 
the CNAA has been able to represent the public sector of education far 
10 Michael Laneq Design for Degrees. (London 1974) P. P*86-7. 
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more effectively than any individual collegeg which would certainly 
have lacked sufficient prestige and standing in the decade 1964-74. Thus 
whilst the Council was seen as an equal partner with the universities in 
such activities as the establishment of criteria for the Dip*H. E. and the 
B. Ed. it seems unlikely that any individual college or even the Committee 
of Directors of Polytechnicsq established in 19729 would have equal standing. 
At a more practical level it is more efficient to consult with one voice rather 
than thirty. The Council's influence has derived from its unrivalled 
knowledge of conditions in the collegesp from the power which validation 
confers and from a tradition of considerable informal consultation which 
has taken place with the Education Departments and the local authorities, 
The CNAA is a classic illustration of the maximg Unformation is power'. 
it was noted in Chapter TV that there has been some debate about the 
extent to which the Council has acted as an overt interest group in higher 
education and it was suggested that the criticism was rather more one of 
style than of substance and that the Council did not in its early days 
have sufficient standing always to pursue an assertive policy, 
1 It is 
believed that this early cautious strategy was essentially appropriate and 
it also seems very probable that the archives underrepresent the degree of 
consultation and discussion with the officers of the Education Departments 
and otherst and interviews with former CNAA officers and of the Education 
Departments suggest a continuous stream of discussion and negotiation over 
relevalit issueso In terms of the strategy of consultation the CNAA may 
be viewed in some respects as an advisory body for the whole public sector 
of higher educationt as a link between the colleges and the Education 
Departments. This role has been the more significant as colleges have been 
funded separately by each local authority with differing political 
10 See aboveg pp. 101-103, 
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traditions -andq to some extentp distinctive education and resource 
mar. tagement policies. In this context also the Council has been able to 
act as an arbiter of standards and criteria. 
The Council's internal development has seen a gradual shift from 
informal styles of management towards a more formal bureaucratic style, 
concomitant with the general growth of the Council's responsibilities and 
particularly with the expansion in the number of full time officers. 
However this development had not proceeded so very far even by 1974 
when the substantial general impression is of an institution in which 
informal and personal relationships were still of considerable importance 
in the development of policy. From its foundation major decisions have 
in practice bsen taken by a relatively small number of people, inc; uding 
the Chief Officerg the chairmen of the major academic committees and to 
some extent Subject Board chairmen. This Is not to deny. considerable particip- 
ation and consultation but it seems clear that ultimately major decisions 
have been taken by small informal groupsq or by individuals. Given the 
existence of very extensive part time membership it seems doubtful whether 
decisions could have been taken in other ways. 
The future development of the CNAA in 1974 was uncertain. Whilst in 
the short term it faced the challenge of assimilating the different 
traditions of the NCDAD and of validating many former colleges of education 
these were essentially only temporary tasks. Already some of the polytech- 
nics were at least as academically mature as the former CATs during the 
period 1961 to 1964 and the nature of future relationship between the 
Council and the colleges was unclear. Whilst the Robbins Committee had 
envisaged the CNAA fostering institutions to autonomy there was no evidence 
of the CNAA withering away or envisaging the ending of its role. Indeed 
the general drift of internal policy had been towards asserting the Council's 
permanent role* In contrast the Council could not wholly escape the 
memory of the NCTA which had fostered the Diploma in Technology before 
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both losing its strongest colleges and being dissolved. The devolution 
of academic freedom to the colleges could be seen either as the first 
step towards academic independence or as a means of creating a permanent 
partnership with the collegest though given the nature of validation 
such a partnership could never be equal* The evidence suggests that 
both policies were envisaged and that former took precedence in time'over 
the latter* Yet to create a permanent partnership was in essence a new 
departurýp for both the experience of the National Council and indeed of 
the university colleges offering London degrees pointed towards eventual 
independence. The concept of partnership perhaps reflected the Council's 
power as an interest groupt the growth of its work, the increase in its 
standing and the enlarged numbers and perhaps influence of the officers, 
especially the Chief Officerp but it owed far more to external changesp 
the binary policy and later the diversification of the. former colleges of 
education. 
yet whilst successive policy developments had extended and enlarged 
the Council's role it should not automatically be assumed that this made 
it permanent. There was some discussion amongst polytechnic directors 
of chartering their institutions and recently controversy has broken out 
afresh. about the CNAA's academic role. 
I The future provision of resources 
for the public sector of higher education has also been since 1974 a matter 
of considerable debate and the current proposals of the Oakes Committee 
2 
would still seem to leave provision as an essentially local authority. 
responsibility though relevant legistation had not (in 1978) been enacted. 
It would appear therefore that the CNAA's relatively ambivalent position 
in this area will remain unchangedg able to advise on the provision of 
11 See aboves p. 15t Footnote 1. 
2. The Chief officer of the CNAA was a member. 
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Some colleges without experience of operating 
courses leading to the Council's degrees were 
prevented from attempting to offer courses in 
well established disciplines because the DES 
on the advice of the RACs considered that there 
was no justification on economic grounds for the 
colleges to start more degree courses in these 
subjects* As a consequence the colleges had 
attempted the much more difficult task, particul- 
arly for colleges with little or no experience 
of degree coursesp of trying to obtain approval 
for courses., in subjects such as biological 
chemistry# production engineeringt electronic 
and control engineering and building, 
I 
The Committee went on to stress the need for the introduction of 'more 
appropriate mach nary 
I for the national policy of course development. A few 
months later a validation visit raised concern aboutg tthe expense to the 
country as a whole which might arise as a result of too many colleges attempt- 
ing to obtain appropriate equipment to offer degree courses in Analytical 
Chemistry'. 
2A 
visit to the National C011898 of Agricultural Engineering in 
1966 raised the issue of course planning throughout higher educationt for it 
was recommended that the decision an the course should be drawn to the 
attention of the UGCq and that national provision of places In this field be 
carefully considered. The Committeeg in agreeing with these views, 'felt 
there is a need for co-ordinated planning in the development of courses in 
universities and colleges in all subjectsp not just in Agricultural Engineering'. 
The Committee agreed to recommend to the Council that the need for such 
planning should be brought to the attention of the DES, 
3 Building, toog could 
be a source of frictiono Thus in 1968 approval of courses at two colleges 
was granted in the expectation that additional accommodation would be available, 
10 CST 49 23rd July 19659 Minute 44. 
2. CST 59 2nd November 1965* 
3. CST 9t 28th June 1966p Minute 122* 
e 
I 
I 
0 
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The Implications of This Thesis for Future Research 
This study of the CNAA has been obliged to draw relatively arbitrary 
lines to its field of investigation. As noted in Chapter T it did not 
prove possible io explore in depth the relationships between the CNAA and 
individual colleges and, to a lesser extent, not; il areas of validation 
have been explored in equal depth* Thus this thesis represents a 
provisional judgement upon the Council's achievements in its first decade 
and will no doubt in time be subject to debate and modification. Major 
areasworthy of substantial further research include a searching exploration 
of the interrelationships between the CNAA and individual colleges and the 
influence of one upon the other* Such investigations should also yield 
far more evidence of the nature of consultation between the Council and 
the local authorities and reveal the mechanism by which CNAA recommendat- 
ions were met and appropriate resource support provided. 
There is also substantial scope for a participant studyq examining 
the way in which the Council presently operatest investigating the nature 
of Council meetingsq working partiest visits and so on* A study of the 
manner in which the machinery of validation workst the nature of interest 
groupsq the evolution of the debate about academic issues and the 
assumptions underlying Subject Board criteria for curriculum would enrichen 
understanding of the nature of the Council's functioning and the form of 
its relationships with external bodies, It might also assist in the 
development of a theory or model of validation in higher education, 
The Council's archives also present a rich store of material to 
enable the study of syllabus change in particular' disciplines or areas 
of study and the way in which some new areas came to be incorporated in 
the parameters of degree studies. Given the CNAA's national scope this 
would enable wider studies comprising departments and courses within many 
different institutions and exploring changes since the Robbins Committee 
reported. Whilst there are limited references to Scottish colleges in 
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this thesis the role of the CNAA in Scotland is certainly worthy of a 
separate exploration. 
Apart from further investigation in the context of the CNAA this study 
has also revealed gaps in contingent areas of educational research, Thus 
the author has been unable to find any significant recent study of the 
development of the University of London External Systemp particularjY in 
relption to advanced further education and the public sector in the period 
since 1945* Yet, as evidence to the Robbins Committee indicated, 
1 the 
growth of the University's external provision was an important part of the 
academic heritage of many colleges which CNAA came to validate and indeed 
of the extension of degree provision in the 1950s and 1960s. Prior to the 
CNAA only the London External System partly satisfied the need for parity 
of esteem* 
In the specific area of education consideration of aspects of the 
relationships between the Council and some colleges of education suggests 
there would be%alue in exploring the reasons for some colleges seeking to 
abandon validation by universities and to obtain recognition from the CNAA* 
This should certainly also throw light onto the problems of the S. Ed. degrees 
between the Robbins and the James Committees, The author noted that archival 
material both at Worcester C011098 Of Higher tducation, and the former 
Didsbury College of Educationt now part of Manchester polyte'chnict together 
with relevant university archivest could form a useful basis for such a 
study at the institutional level. 
conclusion 
This thesis has sought to offer insights into the reasons for the 
CNAA's establishmentg its subsequent growth, its internal development, 
le See aboveg pp. 46-8. 
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especially the evolution of academic and resource policies and its general 
significance within British higher education, These are insights not ex 
cathedra statements, and it is hoped that the hypotheses advanced will 
form a point of departure from which further research can proceedg exploring 
issues tentatively raised hereq challenging hypotheses articulated and in 
turn offering new explanations about the CNAA's roleg development and manner 
of operation. This thesis has sought to establish the skeleton of the 
Council's evolution and structure, the main sources and lines of development 
of its academic and resource policies and the creation of a means of 
validation. Above all it has been a pioneer in unresearched terýitoryq 
at once its weakness and its strength. 
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APPENDIX A 
CONDITIONS OF ACCESS TO FILE5 HELD BY THE CNAA 
There follows an extract of a letter from Dr. Edwin Kerrq Chief officer 
of the CNAAg to the authorl dated 18th December 19739 giving the 
principal Conditions upon which access was granted to the Council's 
f iles. 
The Council is prepared to grant access to official 
documents for the purpose of your search provided 
that before granting access to documents concerning 
a particular collegeg that college states in 
writing that it has no objection to such access being 
grantede 
The Council believes that quotations in the 
thesis should be restricted to those from official 
documents and should not contain any quotations from 
personal correspondence which you may see, Indeed, 
it is the Councills wish that as far as possible 
your access should only be to official files. 
Howeverv as these files sometimes contain pergo-nal 
correspondencep it is probable that you would see 
some personal correspondence, In such cases the 
Council expects you to be discreet in any allusions 
you make to such correspondence, 
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APPENDIX 8 
0 
A NOTE ON TERMINOLOGY 
Precise terms for degree and similar level work in institutions 
outside the universities present considerable difficulty both because 
the words in common uses further education and higher education, are 
themselves ambiguous and because the two decades since 1956 have seen 
considerable change* Whereas the general descriptiong apart from 
colleges of educationg was then advanced further education within the 
further education sectors this has been eroded by times particularly 
with the emergence of the binary policy. Thus as early as 1965 Sir 
Edward Boyle was describing this area astthe nonautonomous sector of 
higher technological education' whilst the White Papers 'A Plan for 
polytechnics' was subtitled, 'Higher Education Within The Further 
Education Systemlo of recent years the two terms, Inonautonomous 
sector' and 'the public sector' seem to have been used interchangeably 
in the education press whilst most recently in 1978 the Cakes Committee 
used the term 'the maintained sector', It is also relevant to note 
that those parts of the Department and Education and Science concerned 
with the polytechnics and related colleges now include 'higher education, 
within-their titleo Whilst Inanautonomous' and 'the public sector' 
seem to have become fairly widely established this is not to deny their 
qmbiguitieso In many respects the universities are part of the public 
sectors given that over 90 per cent of their income comes from public 
sourcest and whilst autonomous and nonautonomous are more preciseq 
since they relate to institutions with and without charters the CNAA 
itselfs in dome senses a part of the nonautonomous sectorp does possess 
a chartere 
Whilst it is not possible to give a precise date for current usage 
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it emerged soon after the Robbins Committee Report, certainly at the 
time of the development of the binary sectort and has been reinforced 
by later developmentst notably the designation of the polytechnics and 
the reorganization of the colleges ofeducationg following Circular 7/73P 
and the emergence of the colleges and institutes of higher education 
in the mid 1970so Whilst no choice of terms is idealin this thesis' 
I have generally used 18dvanced further education"in relation to the 
NCTA period and whonautonomous' and"ublic sector' higher education p 
interchangeably in relation tolhe CNAA period. In doing this it is 
acknowledged that current usage is to some extent projected backwards 
to the middle 1960s and that there is danger that further shifts in 
definition may possibly render the usage in this thesis redundant. 
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APPENDIX C 
GUIDE TO ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THE THESIS 
(1) General 
AEC Association of Education Committees 
APTI Association of Principals of Technical Institutions 
ATCDE Association of Training Colleges and Departments of 
Education 
ATO Area Training Organisation 
ATTI Association of Teachers in Technical Institutions 
AUT Association of University Teachers 
CAT(s) College(s) of Advanced Technology 
CEI Council of Engineering Institutions 
CEO Chief Education Officer 
CVCP Committee of Vice Chancellors and Principals 
DES Department of Education and Science 
Dipe A. Do Diploma in Art and Design 
Dip. H. E. Diploma of Higher Education 
FBI Federation of British Industries 
HNC Higher National Certificate 
HND Higher National Diploma 
HMI Her (His) Majestyts Inspector 
LEA Local Education Authority 
NCDAD National Council for Diplomas in Art and Design 
NUS National Union of Students 
ONC Ordinary National Certificate 
OND Ordinary National Diploma 
RAC Regional Advisory Council 
RIBA Royal Institute of British Architects 
RIC Royal Institute of Chemistry 
SED Scottish Education Department 
UCET Universities C6uncil for Education of Teachers 
UGC University Grants Committee 
(2) NCTA and CNAA 
BSO Business Studies Board 
BSIS Board of Scientific and 1ndustrial Studies 
CASS Committee for Arts and Social Studies 
CE Committee for Education 
CRD Committee for Research Degrees 
CST Committee for Science and Technology 
MCT Membership of the College of Technologists 
SUR (CNAA) Sub Committee an Future Relationships with Colleges 
TPASS Training Panel for Arts and Social Studies 
TPST Training Panel for Science and Technology 
WPRRP Working Party on Resources for Research in Polytechnics 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY 
PRIMARY SOURCES 
-1 The Council for National Academic Awards 
The CNAA holds all the papers of the NCTA and the CNAAp including agendasq 
minutes and papers of the Committees, correspondence files with individual 
colleges and a wide range of external bodiesp such as the tducation 
departments and the local authorities, The author did not have general 
access to correspondence files (see Appendix A) and the following are the 
major categories of papers consulted, 
NCTA 
The Council (that is the governing body) 
The Board of Studies in Engineering 
The Board of Studies in Technology 
The Court of the College of Technologists 
The Board of Scientific and Industrial Studies 
The Joint Steering Committee 
The Executive Committee 
The Higher Awards Committee 
The Report of the Council's Training Panel on the Training of Engineering 
Students following courses leading to the Diploma in Technologyq (January 1964)e 
The Report of the Council's Training Panel an the Training of Students 
following courses in Technologies other than Engineering leading to the 
Diploma in Technology# (August 1964). 
Annual Reports 
CNAA 
The Council 
The Committee for Arts and Social Studies 
The Committee for Education 
The committee for Research Degrees 
The Committee for Science and Technology 
The Senior Appointments Committee 
The General Committee 
The Finance Committee 
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The Sub Committee an Future Relationships Between the Colleges and the 
Council (1969-71 ) and the Committee on Future Relationships Between the 
Council and the Polytechnics and the Colleges (1971-3). 
The Working Party on the Revision of the Council's Degrees 
The Working Party an the Resources for Research in Polytechnics and other 
Colleges 
The Working Party on Examination Methods 
The Industrial Training Panel 
The Special Committee to Consider the Report of the Lord James Committee 
of Enquiry into Teacher Education 
There was also consideration of the Council"s four Statements, papers of some 
Subject Boards together with many internal Council reports and working parties. 
COLLEGE ARCHIVES 
The University of Aston in Birmingham 
The University holds the archives of its predecessor, the Birmingham College 
of Advanced Technology. I found particularly useful files AR/C/129 
correspondence to the Academic Board 1961-2 to 1964-59 files AR/8/507 (b) to 
(e) inclusivot the Minutes of the Boards of Studies, file AR/A/591 the MCr 
policy Committeep file AR/17/592 the MCT Ceneral Committeep andq lastlyt the 
Minutes of the Coverning Body. 
(b) The University of Bath 
The University holds the archives of its predecessor, the Bristol College 
of Science and Technology. Files of particular value were the Academic 
Board paperst the NCTA central file and files concerned with the college's 
Diploma in Technology coursesq not6bly that in Applied Chemistry which 
contains a substantial report on the nature and problems of sandwich 
courses. 
(C) Hatfiald-Polytechnic 
Examination of some areas of the polytechnic's archives gave useful insights 
Into CNAA polytechnic relationshipst especially the files of the Governing 
eodyO the Academic Board and the Steering Committee. 
(d) Worcester College of Hiqher Education 
Archives of the Worcester College of Education were examined in relation 
to the CNAA's early policy in education. Of particular value were the 
general (Principal's) correspondence file, the papers Of the Standing 
Committee of the Academic Board and of the Academic Board itself. 
(8) Didsbury Collaqe of Education 
Archives of the Didsbury C011098 of Education were also examined in relation 
to the CNAAIs early policy in education, Of Particular value were the 
Minutes of the Governors' Meetingsq Minutes of the Academic Boardt the 
college General filet the Education filet and the Research and Service 
Witt which contained interesting discussions and surveys Of issues in 
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r8lation to the B. Ed. degree generally. 
ORAL SOURCES 
oral sources were important both in relation to specific policy issues 
and in helping to establish the general climate in which the NCTA and 
the CNAA operated. All those in the following list were interviewed 
using tape recorders and tapes and transcripts have been retained, In 
addition I met Mro Ro Ainscough of the East Midlands Regional Advisory 
Council an 20th November 1975 to discuss the general role of the RACs 
in relation to the approval of courses proposed for CNAA validation. 
On 27th November 1975 1 discussed with Mr, O. E, Lloyd Jones of the 
Department or Education and Science the appointment of CNAA Council 
members and allied matters of DES relationships with the CNAA. These 
interviews have been supplemented by substantial later correspondence 
on issues raised therein* 
Whilst extended biographies are contained within the thesis, in footnote 
form I include here brief references to areas of responsibility directly 
relevant to the interview. 
Dre GS, Bosworth 
Chief of Technical Personnel Administration and 
Director of Personnalt English Electric Company 
Sir Darman Christopherson 
. Vice Chancellor of 
the University of Durham 
1960-78p Chairman CNAA Committee for Education 
1966-74 
Sir Cyril Enqlish 
Chief Inspector of Further Education 1958-65, 
Senior Chief Inspectorg DES 1965-7. 
Professor H. C. Edey 
Chairmang CNAA Committee for Arts and Social 
Studiest 1965-71 
Mr. H. W. French 
Chief Inspector for Further Education 
1965-729 Senior Chief Inspector for 
Further Educationt DES 1972-4 
Mr, F, Corner 
principalp Didsbury College of Education 
Professor W. F. Cutteridge 
Member of the CNAA's COmmitteGor Arts 
end Social Studies from 1964 
Mr. F. G. Hanrott 
Registrar and Secretaryp CNAAq 1966-74 
Mr. FoR. Hornby 
Secretaryt NCTA 1956-649 Registrart later 
Chief officerp CNAA 1964-72 
6th September 1973 
4th February 1976 
6th March 1974 and 
11th February 1976 
12th July 1976 
Sth April, 1976 
5th January 1976 
25th February 1976 
14th April 1976 and 
5th August 1977 
11th September 1975 
31st March 1976 
24th May 1977 
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Mr* G, A, Hunting 21st May 1976 
CNAA Officer responsible for science 
and technology 1964-6 
Mr. 1. Kane 25th March 1976 
Didsbury College of Education 
Mro AoJ* Jenkinson 18th August 1976 
Principal Bolton Institute of Technology 
Membersp CNAA Committee for Arts and Social 
Studies 1966-71 Member CNAA Committee for 
Education 1967-71 
Lord Kings Norton 30th October 1975 
Membert Governing Body NCTA 1955-64p 
Cheirman CNAA 1964-71 
Sir Norman Lindop 11th May 1976 
Chairmang CNAA Committee for Education 
since 1974 
Dr. G. S. Moore January 1975 
Principal Wistcl College of Sciencs and 
Technologyp later Vice Chancellor, 
University of Bath 
Sir Antony Part 2nd September 1975 
under Secretaryt Ministry of Education 
1954-60, Deputy Secretaryt Ministry of 
Education 1960-3 
mr, E. G. Peirson 20th February 1976 
principalt Worcester College of Education 
Mr. J. E. Proctor 17th May 1976 
CNAA Assistant Registrart responsible for 
Science and Technology 
Sir Walter Puckey_ 
Chairmang NCTA Board oF Studies in 20th March 1974 
Engineering 1955-64 
Sir Alan Richmond 13th February 1976 
Principal Lanchester College of Technology 
1959-69, Director Lanchester Polytechnic 
1970-le Chairman CNAA Committee for Science 
and Technology 
Professor G. D. Rochester 3rd February 1976 
Member CNAA Council 1964-74p Chairman CNAA 
Committee for Research Degrees 1965-74 
Mr. E. E. Robinson 14th June 1977 
Memberv CNAA Committee for Education 
or. C. Ro ers 7th January 1976 
Didsbury College of Education 
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Miss J. F. Rossiter 
ýssistant Registrarg CNAAq responsible 
for Arts and Social Studiesp 1965-72 
Sir Lionel Russell 
Chief Education Officerg Birmingham 1946-689 
Member CNAA Council 1964-70 
Dr;. J. T6ppinq 
principal Brunel College 1955-69 Vice- 
Chancellorp Brunel University 1966-719 
Chairman CNAA Committee for Science and 
Technology 1964- 
Mr. L. Wharfa 
Bidsbury College of Education 
II Parliamentary and Official Publications 
13th and 14th February 
1976 
6th November 1975 
29th April 1976 
6th September 1973 and 
16th January 1976 
8th January 1976 
1945 Hiqher Technological Education, Report of a 
Special Committee Appointed in April 1944, 
Ministry of Education (Percy Committee) 
1946 Scientific Manpower. Report of a Committee 
Appointed by the Lord President of the Council 
(Barlow Committee (Cmd 6824) 
1949 Report of a Special Committee on Education for 
tommerce (Carr Saunders Committee) Ministry 
of Education 
1950 The Future Development of Higher Technoloqical 
Education. Report of the National Advisory 
Council for Industry and Commerce. Ministry of 
Education 
1951 Higher Technological Education, Statement of 
Government Policy for the Development of 
Hinher Technological Education in Great 
oritain (Cmd 8537) 
1956 Technical Education (Cmd 9703) Ministry of 
Education 
The Organisation of Technical Colleneav Circular 
305,21st June 1956t Ministry of Education 
1959 Report of the Advisory Committee on Further 
Education for Commerce (The McMeeking Report) 
miý-istry of Education - NACEIC 
1962 Manaqament Studies in Technical Colleges, the 
First Report of the United Kinqdom Advis2U 
Council on Education for Management (First 
platt Report5 -HMSD 
1963 British Business Schoolsq Report by Lord Franks 
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Enqineerinq Design, A Report of a Committee 
Appointed by the Council for Scientific and 
Industrial Research to Consider the Present 
Standinq of Mechanical Engineering Design 
.. -elden 
Committee) DSIR 
Hiqher Education. Report of the Committee 
Appointed by the_Prime Minister under the 
Chairmanship of Lord Robbins 1961-3. (Robbins 
Report) (Cmd 2154) 
1964 A Hiqher Award in Business Studies. Repor 
of the Advisory Sub Committee on a Hiqher 
Award in Business Studies HMSO (Crick Committee) 
The CNAA, Administrative Memorandum 9/64, 
22nd September 1964 (this contains the CNAA', s 
Charter and Statutes) Department of Education 
and Science 
1965 Manaqement Studies In Technical Colleges, The 
Second Report of the United Kinqdom Advisory 
Council on Education for Manaqement (The second 
Platt Report) Department of Education and Science 
1966 A Plan for Polytechnics and Other Colleqes 
Hinher Education in the Further Education 
system (Cmnd 3006) Department of Education 
and Science 
Report of the Study Group on the Government of 
Colleqas of Education (Weaver Committee) 
Department of Education and Science 
1967 Polytechnics: A Parliamentary Statement by the 
Secretary of State for Education and Science on 
5th_April 19679 Administrative Memorandum BT6-7 
Department of Education and Science 
19613 A Report on the Use of Buildinqs and Equipment 
hy the Committee an the More Effective Use of 
Technical College Resources; (Langdon Committee) 
Department of Education and Science and NACEIC 
The Flow into Employment of Scientists, Engineers 
and Technologists (Cmnd 3780) HMSO (Swann Report 
Employment of Highly raduates 
Comparative Study in the United Kinqdom and the 
United States of America, by M. C. McCarthy for 
the Department of Education and Science (Science 
policy Studiest No, 3) HMSO 
Univarsity Grants Committeeg University Development 
19627-7 (Cmnd 3820) HM90 
1970 Government and Conduct of Esta 
Circular 7/70p 14th April 1970 
and Science 
blishments of Education 
Department of Education 
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1972 Teacher Education and Training, A Report by a 
Committee of Inquiry Appointed by the Secretary 
of State for Education and Science under the 
Chairmanship of Lord James of Rusholme (the 
3ames Committee) Department of Education and 
Science 
Education: A Framework for Expansion (Cmnd 5174) 
Department of Education and Science 
Report on the Future of the External System 
(Interim Report of the Murray Committee) 
University of London 
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